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There were farming communities in Ireland burying their dead in great stone tombs such as “Pollnabróne 
Dolméinn” (Pit of Mourning Grave) in Co. Clare, stone circles such as “Buaile Achadh Gréine” (Enclosure 
of the Plain of  the Sun, aka “The Piper’s Stones”)  in Co.Wicklow and temples such as “Sliabh nam 
Bhrugh” (Hill of the Big Fairy House, Newgrange) in Co. Meath as early as 3,700 BC, by which time the 
widespread clearance of the native forest had begun. Before that, there were Mesolithic fishermen and  
food gatherers who crossed into Ireland from Scotland and Wales either across land bridges or by coracle 
as early as 9,000 BC, although little of their detritus survives.

There were farming communities in Ireland burying their dead in great stone tombs such as “Pollnabróne 
Dolméinn” (Pit of Mourning Grave) in Co. Clare, stone circles such as “Buaile Achadh Gréine” (Enclosure 
of the Plain of  the Sun, aka “The Piper’s Stones”)  in Co.Wicklow and temples such as “Sliabh nam 
Bhrugh” (Hill of the Big Fairy House, Newgrange) in Co. Meath as early as 3,700 BC, by which time the 
widespread clearance of the native forest had begun. Before that, there were Mesolithic fishermen and 
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Explanation of the Inside Cover
ALBANN was the correct name of northern Britain for over four millenia, from the time the early Greeks 
discovered it, and called it “Albion” (Land of the White-skinned people).  This related to “Albann” in Pictish 
until at least 1057AD, when the ethnic Germans of Lothian renamed it Scotland.  It remains “ALBA” in the 
Gaelic translation to this day, and “ALBAN” in Welsh. 

A double ended iron Sword was a unique Pict ornamental weapon used for ceremonial occasions.

The Bull was the official Pict national emblem until 820AD.

The SALTERN CROSS of Saint Andrew, which is today the National Flag of Scotland,  was a purely Pict 
invention.  When Onnus II (reigned 820-834) went on a traditional military foray into enemy territory, he 
found his army outnumbered and surrounded by a hostile army of Angles in what is now East Lothian.  He 
prayed to Saint Andrew for deliverance, and later in his sleep, he dreamed of a white Saltire cross appearing 
over the battlefield.

Next  morning,  as the two  opposing armies  prepared for  the  coming battle,  a  huge white  saltire  cross 
appeared in the blue sky overhead.  The Picts were overjoyed and the Germans were afraid.  The Picts 
attacked and won the battle.  In gratitude for this “Miracle of the Saltern Cross”, Onnus declared the Cross 
of Saint Andrew as the National symbol of Albann. It  remains that of Scotland.  Thus Albann initiated a 
pattern for many European countries to follow in declaring Christian symbols as their National flags.  [The 
patron Saint of the Scots was Saint Colom-cille (Columba in Latin)].

The ancient Irish Ogham script at the bottom of the page is “Hal MacGregor” in the correct format, that is  
reading right to left, when in horizontal format, (bottom to top when vertical).
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Author's home circa 1994
Harold (Hal) Stanley MacGregor was born in Digby, Nova Scotia, and was raised in the village of Bear River, 

Nova Scotia.  At 15, he joined the RCAF Primary Reserve at the School of Aviation Medicine in Toronto. At 16, 
he  joined  the  Canadian  Army  Reserve,  West  Nova  Scotia  Regiment  at  HMCS  Cornwallis,  NS.  At  17,  he 
graduated  from  Digby  Regional  High  School  and  joined  the  Royal  Canadian  Air  Force  to  became  an 
Electronics Technician.  At 23, he was sent to Keesler Air Force Base in  Mississippi to train on Computers.  At  
25, he bought a house in Moncton, New Brunswick.  At 26, he spent a year on the Distant Early Warning Line 
on Baffin Island working for Federal Electric Corporation of Paramus, New Jersey as a Radician.

At 26, he joined the Department of Transport in Moncton, where he was sent to the Canadian Coast Guard 
base in Halifax, and was assigned to the heavy Icebreaker,  CCGS Labrador,  as  Telecom Officer.  At  28, he 
became a Ship Electronics Project Officer in the Engineering Division of Transport Canada, Atlantic Regional 
Headquarters in Moncton. At 32, he became the Senior Flight Inspection Officer at Transport Canada Atlantic 
Regional Headquarters.  At 34, he was seconded to the Canadian Coast Guard, at Dartmouth, Nova Scotia as 
the Regional Ship Electronics Project Supervisor, responsible for the installation of all electronic equipment in 
Canadian Federal Government non-military ships throughout Atlantic Canada.

At 42, he was the Telecom Logistics Officer at Canadian Coast Guard Headquarters in Ottawa. At 44, he was 
appointed to the Canadian Coast Guard,  Western Region Headquarters in Vancouver as  Ship Electronics 
Project Supervisor. At 46, he was appointed the Chief of Electronic Inspection in the Inspections and Technical  
Services Branch (ITS) of the Aerospace, Marine and Electronic Systems Division (AMES) of the Department of  
Supply and Services of Canada in Ottawa.  At 48, he was appointed as Flight Inspection Standards Officer with 
Transport Canada's  Microwave Landing System Major Crown Project in Ottawa, and took French language 
training at Polytechnique française in Vanier for one year.

At 55, he retired from the Canadian Public Service, to a farm in Montague Township in Lanark County in  
Eastern Ontario, where he raised Meat Rabbits, Wild Boars, Siberian Huskies, White Pigeons and Highland 
Cattle. Hal was the Founding President of the Moncton Area Aquarium Society, the Executive Director of the 
Moncton  Fish  and  Game  Protective  Association  Junior  Branch and  was  a  Charter  Member  of  The  
Shubenacadie Lakes Conservation Association of Nova Scotia.

Hal has written and published eight non-fiction books, including Anatomy of a Coyote Attack, Picts of the 
Ulladd, Chronicles of the Picts, Three Gregarach in Costa Rica, Captain John MacGregor - His Life and Times, 
Wildflowers of Montague,  Reminiscences of a Nova Scotian Childhood, Pict Clanns of Albann & Ulidia  and 
Human Migrations.  He is an internationally recognized Author & Researcher, and is a Leading Authority on the 
indigenous People of Britain.  He singularly translated the  Lunnasting Stone and he shocked the scientific 
world by publicly stating the Maned Wolf of South America was a descendant of the North American Red Wolf, 
years before DNA tests proved him to be correct.  In 2011, he toured Scotland for one month. He has donated  
his  books to  leading libraries  on four  continents.  Presently,  he  is  a  Director  of  the Ontario  Landowners 
Association and the Lanark Landowners Association. 
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An Introduction by the Author
This book was designed as the third section of a Trilogy of Studies of the Picts of Albann and Ulidia.  The 
two previous books are:

● Chronicles of the Picts  ; a 223 page extensive explanation of the foundations, history and culture of 
the Albann Empire and its people.

● Picts of the Ulladd  ;  a  record of  the history,  legends and culture of  the Picts  who founded the 
militarized society known as the Uulladd, and the nation of Ulidia of northern Ireland.

In this book, Chapter One describes: the Pre-Celtic cultures in Britain, the Picts of northern Britain, the role 
of their women, matrilineal succession, how the Celts were forced out of northern Europe, the unknown 
Empire at the edge of the known world, the boundaries of Albann, where the Picts lived, Pict alphabets and 
their language, how iron technology came to southern & northern Britain, how the Picts invaded Ireland, the 
investiture of High Kings of Albann, and How the Picts changed the world.

Chapter  Two describes:  Why and how the Romans invaded Pretania & Albann,  how the Romans met 
disaster in northern Albann, retreated in the Spring and never went back into the north again, why the 
Romans invented a fake battle to cover up their losses in the north, why they built two huge walls to keep 
the Picts out of Pretania, how the Picts of the Ulladd came to help the fatherland against Roman aggression, 
why Britain was the worst posting in the entire Roman Empire, how the Romans became the hunted in 
Britain, and how the Romans quit Britain never to return.

The short term effects of the Roman invasions of Albann & the Roman occupation of the south were;
● A debilitating 330 year state of war in both Ulidia and its fatherland; Albann.
● A  weakening  of  Albann  ,  which  made  it  susceptible  to  an  ethnically  German  expansion  into 

Northumbria and East Lothian, resulting in:
(a) The theft of its southernmost territories by Germanic “Angle land” (later  England), including the area 
between the Humber River estuary and the Carlisle/Newcastle line.
(b) the theft of its northern islands by the Norse, including Orkney, Shetland, Uuross (Faroes), Tulli (Iceland) 
and Cronx (Greenland).

● A weakening of the Ulladd  , resulting in the usurpation of its military domination in Ireland, by the 
Milesians in 331AD, and the loss of eight of its ten counties; including Armagh, Derry, Donnegal,  
Tyrone, Fernanagh, Monaghan, Cavan and Louth.

The lingering longer term results of the Roman invasions were:
● A permanent  psychological  separation of  the Romanized (civilized)  south from the unconquered   

“uncivilized” north (beyond Hadrian's Wall. This mentality still exists today.
● An eventual subordination of the religious structure in both Albann & Pretania to the High King  .  A 

permanent split between Ulidia and Albann in 723AD, when Nehhtonn III declared himself head of 
the Pictic church, and ejected the Columban church from Southern Albann.

● A marginalization of Pict power structures in Albann & Ulidia  , which allowed an infiltration by foreign 
forces, namely Germanic & Norman adventurers and Viking slave traders.  

● An assimilation of Pict and Celtic cultures by the Germans, which led to a Germanic name change to 
“Scotland”, and an ethnic cleansing of Pict and Celtic populations in the north.

● A 1603 union of  Scotland and England into “Great Britain  ”, with Scotland being the subordinate 
partner, later a mere province of England.

Today, Pictish history is not taught in Scottish schools, so a new generation of Scots know nothing about 
their dominant forebears. 
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The lingering resentment of Scotland towards England 

As one approaches England driving  south  on M6 from Glasgow,  a  huge sign on the left  draws one's 
attention. It comprises the Red cross of Saint George on a white background, with the caption, “Welcome to 
England” with a miniature replica of Hadrian's Wall in front of it.  

When I returned to Glasgow, and asked some Scots in a Pub why they didn't erect a similar sign to greet the 
English driving north, they erupted in laughter. When one seeks the soul of Scotland, it  will be found in 
Stirling, where the Scots unilaterally erected a magnificent monument to their greatest patriot and hero; 
William Wallace. He was betrayed in 1305, and turned over to the English, who denied him a trial. He was  
promptly taken to London, where he was subjected to the cruelest of medieval executions. He was hanged 
until almost dead, then revived & emasculated, his legs and arms were cut off, and his stomach was cut 
open, then beheaded. This was a torture reserved by the English for those who were deemed traitors.  As 
for the Scots, they will never forgive the English for this obscenity. There has never been an apology.

A view of the Wallace monument from far below

A  talking  bust  of  William  Wallace  in  the 
monument,  explaining  how  Edward  I had 
every  man,  woman  and  child  of  Berwick 
slaughtered. Berwick is now part of England.
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BCLBRA Senior Girl  all-round  champion, Jasmine, with Tequila

Leah and Cody doing their barrel racing competition 
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Some startling excerpts from this book
● Pytheas of Massilia (Marseille), verified Orcadians made regular trips to Tulli (Iceland). In his voyage 

of discovery to the northern limits of exploration in 325BC. He reported Orcadians took him to Tulli in 
one  of  their  superior  walrus  skin  sail  boats.  He  accurately  described  the  sailing  distance  from 
Orkney and the absence of darkness at Tulli  in mid-summer. 

● When the Romans first reached Albann, the natives were speaking Greek, had Greek names and 
revered Greek gods.

● The border between Albann & Ériu was Black Pig's Dyke. The border between Albann & Pretania 
was the Humber River.

● The Germanic peoples sprung from the northern fringe of the Indo-European tribes, who had walked 
out of Africa & settled in the Steppes north of the Black Sea and the Caspian Sea. A warming climate 
24,000 years ago allowed them to scatter throughout the world.  They were the western fringe of a 
northern forest people, who preceded the Greek/Latin/Gaullish (GLG) groups into western Europe.

● The centre of the one room partially underground weem was the fireplace, which provided the main 
source of heat & cooking.  In winter, a 'house cow' was brought in to add warmth and to provide milk,  
cheese, butter & cow flaps, used to plug cracks in the siding and for firewood when dried. 

● Approaching England.  driving  south on M6 from Glasgow,  a  huge sign on the left  draws one's 
attention.  It  comprises the Red cross of  Saint  George on a white background,  with the caption, 
“Welcome to England” with a miniature replica of Hadrian's Wall in front of it.   When I returned to 
Glasgow, and asked some Scots in a Pub why they didn't erect a similar sign to greet the English 
driving north, they erupted in laughter. 

● There  were  farming  communities  in  Ireland  burying  their  dead  in  great  stone  tombs  such  as 
“Pollnabróne  Dolméinn”  (Pit  of  Mourning  Grave),  stone  circles  such  as  “Buaile  Achadh  Gréine” 
(Enclosure of the Plain of the Sun, aka “The Piper’s Stones”) in Co.Wicklow and temples such as 
“Sliabh nam Bhrugh” (Hill of the Big Fairy House, Newgrange) in Co. Meath as early as 3,700 BC.

● In 87AD, 350 years before the term "Scot" had been invented, Tacitus described the Caledonians as 
wearing "primitive  tartans".  That  description  verifies  Picts  originated the tartan.  They used local 
vegetables to colour their tartans so the warriors of a Clan could tell who were their compatriots.

● Of course influential Roman reporters didn't lie. However, Tacitus meticulously described a battle that 
never happened, and he claimed the Caledonians had 20,000 War chariots at Mons Gramenius, 
when there  was not  enough fodder  in  Albann to sustain  that  many horses,  (Two per  chariot  = 
40,000).  That is enough from nose to tail, with their chariots, to stretch the entire Antonine Wall and 
back again (78 miles). The distance between the centre of Glasgow and Edinburgh is 39 miles.

● In 1500BC, Celtic, Greek & Latin were the same language (CLG).  By 0BC, Celtic & Latin  
were so similar that speakers of either tongue could still understand each other.  Where the  
Celts ended their nouns in “OS”, the Romans ended theirs in “US”.  

● The Isle of Mann was part of the Albann Empire before written history.  It was revered as a centre of 
religious learning.  It was recorded in many books that Kings and high society sent their sons to this  
peaceful place to obtain a proper Druidic religious education. In the same vein, many Irish Picts, 
along with their Albann brethren, attended higher schools of learning in the martial arts on the Isle of 
Sky (Scathach in Gaelic). 
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● The Monasteries in Ulidia faithfully offered sanctuary to many an Albann High King through the ages, 
who fled there to escape the wrath of his former subjects – and his political enemies.

● A Celtic presence in Iberia dates to as early as the 6th century BC, when the castros (towns) evinced 
a  new  permanence  with  stone  walls  and  protective  moats.  Archaeologists  recognize  the 
distinguishing iron tools and extended family social  structure of  developed Celtiberian culture as 
evolving from the archaic castro culture.  These Celts spoke “Q-Celtic” and never adopted the La 
Tene “P Celtic”.

● Depending where you live in Britain, about 50-88% of the male genes are pre-Celtic and a larger 
proportion of female genes. Later invasions tended to be numerically male dominant.

● Milesian  veterans  of  the  Punic  Wars  appeared in  Ireland about  200BC,  and quickly  conquered 
southern Ireland, bringing Q-Celtic back into primacy.  The military defeat of the Ulladd by three 
southern armies in 331AD, spelled the end of Cumbric in all of Ireland. Adamnan clearly stated that 
Columba needed a translator to speak to the great Pict King, Brud, in 550AD. This was because 
Brud spoke Cumbric and the Irish spoke Q-Celtic, which evolved into “Irish” and Scottish “Gaelic”.

● The national symbol of Albann, Rome, the Minoans and several other early cultures was the 
bull. This pretty Lady once tossed me four feet in the air.  The courage of these animals was 
legendary.  If there are young ones around, they will run from horses and bears but they will  
readily charge a pack of wolves.

● The following tribes are described (mostly from Agricola's campaign in 84AD). Claudius Ptolemaeus was 
a  Greek  geographer  from  Alexandria,  writing  about  150AD.  He  wrote  two  books,  Almagest and 
Geography. The latter contains references to Albann (Albion in Greek), its tribes, its main features, and 
its latitude and longitude.   Note; Names were Latinized by Ptolemy & translated into English by the 
author. (Listed from north to south) 

● Albion   (Greek:  λβίωνἈ ) is the oldest name of the island of Britain. “Alba” is the present name for 
Scotland in Gaelic. The Welsh name for Scotland is “Alban”. Both names were translated from the 
Pict 'Albann'.  In Cuchulain of Muirthemne (set in the 2nd century BC), Albann was the fatherland of 
the Picts of the Ulladd. Yet, the present Scottish government stubbornly insists on referring to the 
country's name before it was Scotland, as “Pictland”, which is a purely selfish Germanic invention. 

● In 9 AD, a German Cherusci chieftain named in Latin as 'Arminius', defeated a Roman army in the 
Battle of the Teutoburg Forest, and annihilated two Legions. This victory was credited with halting the 
Roman advance into Germanic territories. Free Germany, east of the Rhine, remained outside the 
Roman Empire.  By AD100, Germanic tribes settled along the Roman frontier at the Rhine and the 
Danube, occupying most of the area of modern Germany; however, Austria, southern Bavaria and 
the western Rhineland remained Roman provinces.

● The arrogant Romans were about to enter into a 339 year conflict with a northern Empire of tall 
white- sknned warriors they could not understand or conquer. They were not Celts, they were a 
people the Romans knew nothing about, an enemy who had nowhere to go. Two massive stone 
walls that could be seen from outer space could not contain them. A new type of desparate warfare 
with no front lines would wear away entire Roman Legions, leaving destitute armies to freeze to 
death in the sub-Arctic cold.

● A massive building program was underway between 100BC-100AD, to construct hundreds of Brochs 
along the coasts of Albann, proving there was a strong central authority even at that early date.
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● The Romans raped, pillaged & destroyed wherever they went. If their officers were not satisfied with 
the efforts of their soldiers, they had every tenth one ceremonially beaten to death by his comrades. 
This was called decimum (decimation).  Pretania became known as the worst posting in the Empire, 
where conditions demanded the presence of four Legions, where one should have sufficed.

● The Goidelic Milesians, from Iberia, who overran southern Ireland in 200BC, had little to do with it.  In 
fact, three Milesian armies overran the Ulladd in 331AD, when the bulk of the Ulladd army was in 
Albann fighting Romans. This stab in the back brought to an end the one thousand year Ulladd 
military domination of Ireland.

● We know the culture of the inhabitants of Albann were Germanic because many of their words and 
names  were  Proto-Germanic,  and  they  pronounced  their  double  “U”s  as  a  “V”,  which  was  a 
decidedly Germanic, and an un-Celtic linguistic characteristic. This was not merely a forced dialect, it 
was deeply rooted, and these people maintained this unique oddity down to the present day, where 
in Aberdeenshire, rural inhabitants still pronounce Wroid as Froid. 

● Epenthesis   (the insertion of an extra sound in a word) came about in Albann with the use of a first  
vowel,  a double U  (UU). Given the inability of Germans to pronounce the “W” sound, this new 
double letter gave many words a beginning “V” sound, i.e. Uurgus sounded like “Vergus” or “Fergus” 
to a Celt. Pictic became a language with many “UU” (V) sounds at the beginning of words. 

● The letter “W” only replaced “UU” after 1,000AD in north Britain.  This process was part of the natural 
evolution of Indo European languages; i.e. Romanian, Greek & Gaulish, wherein the guttural “Q” 
sound was replaced with the lip movement “P” sound.  The addition of a lip movement “V” sound 
replacing “b” and “bh” was complimentary to this linguistic evolution. In early Greek, 'horse' was 
“Ekvos”.  It later became “Epos”.

● Alexander III became High King of  Albann at the age of seven, he was inaugurated at Scone on 13 
July 1249 in the traditional manner of all Christian High kings before him. He was greeted by the 
Ollamh rí,  the royal poet, who addressed him with the proclamation "Benach De Ri Albanne” 
(God bless the king of Albann”).   This recorded incident occurred 192 years after Albann was 
renamed “Scotland” by the Germans in Edinburgh - (according to modern Scottish history).

● What did the ethnic Germans & their Norman allies do with Albann, once they seized control? They 
prostituted it to the English.  Edward 1st, (Longshanks) remarked on his way home after burning and 
pillaging, “It does a man good to get rid of such shit”.  Once the ruling Norman Stewarts had 
married into Royal power, they embarked on a genocidal program to marginalize the Picts, the very 
people who had readily spilled their blood in a national crusade to regain the Albann of old. In an 
effort to create a feudal society, where all power lie in the hands of the King and his favourites of the  
day, Scotland had become an English whore, prostrating itself before English power brokers. 
The soul of Alban was lost forever, a victim of the lust and greed of manipulative foreigners.

● The Picts, Celts & Scots became peripherial casualties in their own country, the proud nation they 
rebuilt from the ashes of a 339 year ruinous Roman presence.  The Scots still called their country, 
Alba, and the  Cymru (Welsh) referrred to it as  Alban. It didn't matter, as soon as the name was 
changed to a Germanic type, the process began to disenfranchise, alienate, exile and erase the 
indigenous people of the Albann Empire, the Picts, from history. Today, many citizens of 'Scotland' 
have never even heard of the name 'Pict”.

● The Scottish government have tried to ensure people have forgot about Albann, by officially referring 
to it as 'Pictland', a German abomination, which is a slur on its memory and people. A great people 
did not die, they metamorphosed into a Clann system that dominated Scottish society for 800 years.
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● In  most  ancient  countries,  women  were  considered  property  and  good  for  only  two  things, 
procreation & housekeeping.  However, in Albann, Pict Princesses had the freedom to choose the 
fathers of their children with no stigma.  In most cases, the sons never met their fathers. A Princess 
chose a tutor, who prepared her son for duty as a king. In this, the 21st century AD, western women 
have come full circle, and again have the means and power to choose their mates.

● “The later Scottish Clann system was itself a modified reflection of Pictish Society”
From 'In Search of the Picts' by Elizabeth Sutherland. 

● It  is easy for us to presume we learned nothing from indigenous inhabitants of whose lands we 
effectively stole. However, even in North America, we 'borrowed' words we use every day from the 
Algonquin  Indian  culture,  such  as  'Canada',  'canoe'  and  'caucus'.  How  then  can  we  be  so 
presumptuous that some of us cannot admit our British ancestors learned something from the Picts?

● Rome fell to a horde of Visigoths in August of 410AD, and the empire spit in two.  All Roman Legions 
were promptly pulled out of Britain and northern Europe. The Eastern Empire would continue for a 
thousand years until it too was sacked by a vengeful Turkish Islamic army in May of 1453.

● With the Romans gone, the Picts began a punishment of Brythonic collaborators in Pretania for a 
period of over twenty years. Vortigern, the most powerful Brythonic leader, paid German pirates to 
drive  the Picts  back.  Vortigern  had  no idea  of  what  he had unleashed.  These Germans would 
consume his own people.

● The  Roman  soldier  &  historian,  Ammianus Marcellinus, (320-390AD)  gave  an  account  of  a 
tumultuous situation in Britain between 364 and 369AD. He described a corrupt and treasonous 
Roman colonial administration, native Celtic troops (the Areani) in collaboration with some Gaullish 
auxiliaries, who had deserted & joined the Pictish enemy.   

● Despite claims to the contrary, Rome never conquered Albann, and only occupied the southernmost 
area for 20 hectic years, before paying the Picts for a humiliating safe passage back to Pretania.

● Chiefs of Brodie are survivors of the old Pict aristocratic order that spawned six Brud Kings. A finely 
carved Pict symbol stone still stands close to the castle as a momento of the dynasty to which Saint 
Columba  payed homage.

● The Grants are descended from Gregor Mhor MacGREGOR, who lived in the 12th century. Their 
territory was Strathspey, where an extensive moor called 'Griantoch' (Plain of the Sun) is the origin of 
their name.  Their cadet coat of arms proved this.

● On a clear day, the homesick Sobhairce could see the walls of Dun Skeig, 12 miles away in Kintyre.

● In actual fact, Hugh MacAlpin did not rule over Dalriada, he was barely holding on to Kintyre, his  
presence there was only tolerated by Donald MacConstantine, the Pict Governor of Dalriada.

● Heracles in Greek, became  Hercules in classical Latin,  Ciric in street Latin (pronounced  Kirik), 
Gireg in Gaullish, Goreg in old Welsh, Grygor in modern Welsh, Grig in Pictish & Cumbric, Cirig 
(pronounced  Kirig) in old Scottish Gaelic, Grioghair in modern Gaelic, and eventually, Gregor in 
English.  So our surname, MacGregor, literally means Son of Hercules.

● Note: It is universally agreed Clan Gregor emanated from the High King, Grig MacDungall, a Pict of 
Fortrenn, who reigned 878 – 889AD.

● The power brokers of a 19th century Scotland had accomplished what the Romans and their powerful 
armies couldn't.  The indigenous Picts were finally driven from their beloved Albann.
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Where is the lost soul of Albann? It is to be found in Dunnottar, the Royal Redoubt, where Pict Kings 
sought sanctuary from their enemies. The most hallowed of all places there is the 'Royal Room', the 

only part of that ancient Pict stronghold that has been restored to its former glory. 
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CHAPTER 1

Pre-Celtic Cultures of the British Isles 

Pollnabróne Dolméinn, County Clare, Ireland
There is  little  information about  pre-Celtic  races,  although much can be learned from a few remaining 
monuments. Pollnabróne Dolméinn is a good example. Uncremated remains, including one new-born, six 
juveniles and sixteen or more adults, were found in the chamber under the cap stone, in its portico, and in 
the crevices in the limestone floor, indicating use over a long period.  A number of grave goods were found, 
including a polished stone axe, two stone disc beads, a perforated bone pendant, part of a bone pin, two 
quartz crystals, flint, arrowheads and scrapers, plus over 60 shards of coarse pottery. 

There were farming communities in Ireland burying their dead in 
great  stone  tombs  such  as  “Pollnabróne  Dolméinn”  (Pit  of 
Mourning Grave), stone circles such as “Buaile Achadh Gréine” 
(Enclosure of the Plain of the Sun, aka “The Piper’s Stones”) in 
Co.Wicklow and temples such as “Sliabh nam Bhrugh” (Hill of 
the  Big  Fairy  House,  Newgrange)  in  Co.  Meath  as  early  as 
3,700 BC. 

 Before that, Mesolithic fishermen and food gatherers crossed 
into Ireland from Albann and Wales either across land bridges or 
by coracles as early as 9,000 BC.  Coracles (from the Welsh 
"cwrwgl") were used thousands of years ago. The coracle was 
originally covered with animal skins and in some countries they 
are  still  made this  way.  In  Wales  they are  now skinned with 
calico which is waterproofed using a bitumastic paint. 
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The Ring of Brodgar at Orkney Mainland Island, Scotland

The Ring of Brodgar is a Neolithic henge and stone circle in Orkney, Scotland. Most henges do not contain 
stone circles; Brodgar is a striking exception, ranking with Avebury (and to a lesser extent Stonehenge) 
among the greatest of such sites. The ring of stones stands on a small isthmus between the Lochs of  
Stenness and Harray.  These are the northernmost  examples  of  circle  henges in  Britain.  Unlike  similar 
structures such as Avebury, there are no obvious stones inside the circle, but since the interior of the circle  
has never been excavated by archaeologists, the possibility remains that wooden structures, for example, 
may be  present.  The  site  has  resisted  attempts  at  scientific  dating  and  the  monument's  age  remains 
uncertain. It is generally thought to have been erected between 2500 BC and 2000 BC, and was, therefore, 
the last of the great Neolithic monuments built on the Ness.

The stone circle is 104 metres (341 ft) in diameter, and the third largest in the British Isles. The ring originally 
comprised 60 stones, of which only 27 remained standing at the end of the 20th century. The tallest stones 
stand at the south and west of the ring. The stones are set within a circular ditch up to 3 metres (9.8 ft)  
deep, 9 metres (30 ft) wide and 380 metres (1,250 ft) in circumference that was carved out of the solid  
sandstone  bedrock.  Technically,  this  ditch  does  not  constitute  a  true henge as  there  is  no sign of  an 
encircling bank of earth and rock. Many archaeologists continue to refer to this structure as a henge.

Who were the pre-Celtic people of Britain?
Depending where you live in Britain, about 50-88% of the male genes are pre-Celtic and a larger proportion 
of female genes. Later invasions tended to be numerically male dominant.

The first immigrants probably came from Iberia following the last Ice age (that is where people sheltered 
during cold spells) with a smaller amount coming from other refuges in the Ukraine. Later neolithic farmers 
also came up the western Atlantic coast, from Iberia through northern France, although their origins, many 
thousands of years earlier, were in the near east (Anatolia/Mesopotamia). These were the megalith builders. 
A smaller group of neolithic people also pushed through central Europe and arrived on the  eastern coast.
 
About  2500  BC,  a  people  known  as  the  “Beakerfolk”  arrived  from  the  continent.   Their  origins  are 
mysterious as they are found everywhere from Spain right up to Poland. They were a tall, round-headed 
people who brought the first copper to Britain, and adopted the megalithic traditions of the neolithic people 
before them (with whom they hybridized.)  They originated in north-east Europe and were Germanic in 
speech and culture.  There is no archaeological evidence of huge Celtic migrations in the Iron Age, in fact no 
one in Britain called themselves a Celt before the 1700's, nor did the Romans call them such. A few Celtic 
tribes such as the Belgae, Parisi and Atrebates did arrive from the continent in the few centuries before the 
Romans came, but these were in England, not in Wales, Scotland or Ireland.
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Stonehenge

UNESCO World Heritage Site, about 2 miles west of Amesbury and 8 miles north of Salisbury. One of the 
most  famous  sites  in  the  world,  Stonehenge  is  the  remains  of  a  ring  of  standing  stones  set  within 
earthworks.  It  is  in  the middle of  the most  dense complex of  Neolithic  and Bronze Age monuments in 
England, including several hundred burial mounds.  Archaeologists believe it was built anywhere from 3000 
BC to 2000 BC. Radiocarbon dating in 2008 suggested that the first stones were raised between 2400 and 
2200 BC.

WHAT STONEHENGE LOOKED LIKE NEW         
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Phoenicians in Albann
Ancient  Carthage was a Semitic  civilization centered at  the former  Phoenician city-state  of  Carthage, 
located in North Africa on the Gulf  of Tunis. It  was founded in 814 BC. Originally a dependency of the 
Phoenician state of Tyre. After Tyre was conquered by the Assyrians in 580 BC, Carthage declared itself 
independent and became the new centre of all Punic States. Carthage quickly established sovereignty over 
other Phoenician settlements in the western Mediterranean, North Africa and Iberia, including Tartessos, 
which lasted until the end of the 3rd century BC. At the height of the city's prominence, it was the major hub 
of trade, with political influence over most of the western Mediterranean.

For much of its history, Carthage was in a constant state of struggle with the Greeks in Sicily and the Roman 
Republic, which led to a series of armed conflicts known as the Greek-Punic Wars and the three Punic 
Wars. The city also had to deal with the volatile Berbers, the indigenous inhabitants of the entire area where 
Carthage was built.  In 146 BC, after the third and final Punic War (149–146 BC), Carthage was destroyed 
and then occupied by Roman forces. Nearly all of the other Phoenician city-states and former Carthaginian 
dependencies fell into Roman hands.

The Carthaginian Empire at its maximum
For  over 500 years (650BC -  146BC),  Phoenician traders,  then Carthaginians,  controlled the  Straits  of 
Heracles (Gireg in Celtic, Grig in Pict), and denied both Greeks & Romans sea access to the Atlantic & the 
lucrative trade routes to north-western Europe.

The Picts had contacts with Tartessians, Phoenicians then Carthaginians. These comparitively short dark 
strangers brought the latest in bronze, iron and other weapons & artifacts, which enabled the Picts of Albann 
to vie with the aggressive Celts in the south. As a result, the Albann Empire stood firm at the Humber River,  
where  mounted  Pict  Scouts  routinely  patrolled  against  any  incursions.  The  linguistic  effects  of  these 
encounters were profound. Linguists now acknowledge that Pictish had contextual similarities with north 
African dialects, unknown anywhere else in the world. These infusions would later affect Irish & British Celtic 
languages,  and make them distinct  from other Celtic.  This cultural  infusion indicates that  Carthage and 
Albann had a long healthy and peaceful relationship. 
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Greek traders  change Albann
A Greek term "Albion" competed with another Greek term “Pretania” in the pre-Roman era.

Satellite View
“Albion” (Ancient Greek: ( λβίωνἈ ) is the oldest known proper name of the island of Britain. Today, it is still 
sometimes used poetically to refer to the island. The name for northern Britain in all Celtic languages was 
translated from 'Albann', the Pict form of Albion: Alba in Scottish Gaelic, Albain in Irish, Nalbin in Manx and 
Alban in Welsh/Cornish/Breton.  The parent Pict/Cumbric form, 'Albann', was used in all official records from 
325AD to 1057AD, and for at least 200 years afterwards in royal ceremonies & documents. (Explanation; 
Picts usually ended words with a double consonant.  They did not  mix vowels,  i.e.  'ion'  became 'ann'). 
Today's Scots still speak very fast in their unique Scots English dialect.

"Pretania" and its synonyms: Pytheas used 'Pretannikē' as a noun, although its form is that of an adjective. 
Pliny used 'Britannia', with 'Britanniae' meaning all the islands. Diodorus used 'Brettanikē' nēsos, "British 
Island", and 'Brettanoi' as the equivalent of British. Ptolemy used 'Bretania' and 'Bretanikai nēsoi'.
On the surface it would appear that Pytheas was the first to use the name, Britannia. Manuscript variants 
however offer a  P- alternating with  B-,  and there is good reason for thinking that the name learned by 
Pytheas had P-, as in Pretania or Pritannia. The etymology of "Britain" is so convincing that many authors 
use the P-form, going so far as to quote the Greek or Latin with P-, even though it is predominantly B-; they 
attribute the B- to replacement by the Romans in the time of Julius Caesar.

Pytheas of Massalia, (Ancient Greek; Πυθέας  Μασσαλιώτης), was a geographer and explorer from theὁ  
Greek colony of Massalia (now Marseilles). He made a voyage of exploration to northwestern Europe in the 
Spring of 325BC. In this voyage he visited a considerable part of Britain, including Orkney & Tulli (Iceland).

He is the first person on record to describe the Midnight Sun. The theoretical existence of a Frigid Zone 
(where nights are absent in summer and the sun does not set at the summer solstice), was already known. 
Pytheas introduced the idea of distant Arctic  Thule to the imagination. His account of the tides was the 
earliest to state they are caused by the moon. He travelled by fifty foot long Orcadian Walrus skin sailing 
boat to the Uuross (Faroes), then to Tulli.  His reports confirmed the Orcadians routinely overwintered in 
the Faroes and Tulli.  The original Pict name, 'Tulli', lives on in the form of 'Thule' (pronounced as 'Tulli'), 
which presently is found only in Greenland.
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This is the “Roman/Greek perspective” of the existing tribes in the Pretannic Isles in 43AD
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EXPLANATION
The 'Albann Empire' was an unknown entity to the Romans, but not to the early Greeks.  “Caledonii' was a 
Roman invention, which meant 'Cunning ones'. Despite Roman ignorance, the northern race had absorbed 
much of Greek culture, and were much better armed than were the factious Celts to the south.

Tacitus reported the Roman cavalry first encountered “Caledonians” just north of the Humber River. He also 
reported it was the Caledonians who the Romans fought at Mons Gramenius.  The Pict tribe, Dal n'Araid,  
conquered northern Eriu before 700BC.  In “Cuchulain of Muirthemne”, Albann was always referred to as the 
“Fatherland”.  The Isle of Mann was seized by Ulidia in 193AD to keep Rome from using it as a base to 
attack Ireland.  In 559AD, Brud drowned the king of Dalriada and killed his rival in Dal Riata, northern Antrim 
province. In 560AD, Columba reported Brud recently brought the Orkneys back into the “fold”.

The border between Albann and Ériu was Black Pig's Dyke. The border between Albann and Pretania was 
the Humber River. Caratacus was the Brythonic High king of Southern Britain, (40-43AD) (Corvus in Roman 
history).  A gr, gr, grandson, Carvorst, was the founder of the kingdom of Strathclyde.  The southern tribes in 
England had a loose federation but the High king did not have much real power. He and his family fled to  
Albann ahead of the Roman invading army in 79AD.

Of  course  influential  Roman reporters  didn't  lie.  However,  Tacitus  meticulously  described  a  battle  that 
probably  never  happened,  and  he  also  claimed  the  Caledonians  had  20,000  War  chariots  at  Mons 
Gramenius, when there was not enough fodder in all of Albann to sustain that many horses, (Two per chariot 
= 40,000).  That is enough from nose to tail, with their chariots, to reach along the entire Antonine Wall and 
back again (78 miles). The distance between the centre of modern Glasgow and Edinburgh is 39 miles.

What Roman Emperors did not explain publicly to the Roman people:
Exactly where the 'Battle of Mons Gramenius' was fought.
Why Romans disparaged Caledonian weaponry, when their actual weaponry was much more sophisticated.
Why the Roman army hunkered down for a long sub-Arctic winter and did not march south immediately.
How many casualties did the Roman army incur in northern Albann during the winter of 84/85AD.
Why Roman survivors retreated south in 85AD, and never ventured into the north of Albann again.
Why no enemy prisoners were ever reported or brought back from the battle.
Why it took Tacitus 14 years to report the events of that battle, and claim he was there, when he wasn't.
Why did Tacitus write an emotional speech by 'Calgacus' describing the Romans as devastators.
Why no Roman Legion ever claimed battle honours for being at Mons Gramenius.
Why, despite extensive searches, no trace whatsoever of that battlefield has ever been found. 
Why it took 40,000 troops (8 legions) to get 80 miles north of Hadrian's Wall to the Firth of Forth in 260AD.
Why after building many forts in sight of each other, no secure settlements existed near the Antonine Wall.
Why the Romans abandoned the Antonine Wall, twice, and after only a year the second time).
Why the Romans had to bribe the Picts to guarantee them safe passage back to Hadrian's Wall.
When, where and under what circumstances was the 9th Hispana Legion annihilated.
Why Romans were so afraid of the Picts they had several huge water-filled moats in front and to the rear of 
their two “impregnable” stone walls and many water pits with hidden poisoned stakes.
Why guard duty at the two Walls was universally known as the worst duty in the entire Roman Empire.
Why they didn't sue for peace but were in a state of war with the Picts for 350+ years. 
Why it took three Legions to man the Hadrian and Antonine walls 24/7.
Why the records of the tremendous manpower losses in North Britain were hidden & never divulged.
Why they abandoned Pretania in 410AD, and left the Romanized Celts at the mercy of the Picts. 
Why the numerous Roman-trained Brithonic Auxiliary forces were no match for the Picts.

The first casualty of War is Truth.

                                                  US Senator Hiram Warren Johnson, 1918 
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A Volatile Eurasia in 1,000 BC

The Celtic World
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THE FIRST CELTS - In 1500BC, Celtic, Greek and Latin were the same language.  By 0BC, Celtic and 
Latin were so similar that speakers of either tongue could still understand each other.  Where the Celts 
ended their nouns in “OS”, the Romans ended theirs in “US”.  Both borrowed new words from the other. 
However, the Celts were far more warlike and they rejoiced in conquering their neighbours and obtaining 
booty.  The earliest archaeological culture that may be considered as Proto-Celtic is the Late Bronze Age 
Urnfeld  culture of  central  Europe from the last  quarter  of  the second millennium BC.  Their  fully Celtic  
descendants in central Europe were the people of the Iron Age Hallstatt culture (c. 800–450 BC) named for 
the rich grave finds in Hallstatt, Austria.

The Celts were an ethno-linguistic group of tribal societies in Iron Age medieval Europe who spoke related 
Celtic languages and had similar cultures.  In lands just north of the Alps, a tribal culture appeared, which 
their Greek neighbours to the South called “Keltoi” and the Etruscans called “Keltii”.  These earliest known 
Celts  formed  tribal  groups,  and  traded  with  the  Greeks  and  Etruscans.  They  subjected  most  of  their 
neighbours, including the Germans, to an overlordship, which drew a hatred that would later destroy them. 
By the La Tène period (450 BC to the Roman conquest), this Celtic culture had expanded over a wide range 
of regions, whether by diffusion or migration to the tin Isles (Insular Celts), Gaul and The Low Countries, 
Bohemia,  Poland  and  much  of  Central  Europe,  the  Iberian  Peninsula  (Celtiberians)  and  northern  Italy 
(Cisalpine Gauls) & after the Gallic invasion of the Balkans in 279 BC, as far east as Anatolia (Galatians).

In Iberia, the Celts learned from Phoneicians and Tartessians of islands to the northwest that were being 
mined for tin, an essential metal to form Bronze.  As the Tartessians had blocked off the Strait of Gibraltor, 
the Greeks managed to go overland and sail to the Tin Islands. By the time the Romans reached Northern 
Albann, the natives were speaking Greek, had Greek names and were praying to Greek gods.  Traces of the 
Hallstatt  Celtic iron culture have been found in Pretania dating from the 9 th century BC (800BC).  They 
continued on to Ireland and Albann trading and introducing their Iron age technology as they went. However, 
the Picts had earlier obtained an  iron culture from the North Germans via the West Norse.

The Greek historian, Strabo, cited Ephorus's belief there were Celts in the Iberian peninsula as far as Cadiz, 
bringing aspects of Hallstatt culture to Iberia in the 6th to 5th centuries BC, adopting much of the culture 
they found.  This basal Indo-European culture was of  seasonal  cattle-raising pastoralists protected by a 
warrior elite and led by a Druidic intelligentsia, similar to those in other areas of Atlantic Europe, centered in 
the hill-forts, locally termed castros, that controlled small grazing territories. These settlements of fortified 
circular huts survived until Roman times across the north of Iberia, from Northern Portugal, Asturias and 
Galicia through Cantabria and northern Leon to the Ebro River.

A Celtic  presence in  Iberia dates to as early as the 6th century BC, when the castros evinced a new 
permanence with stone walls and protective moats. Archaeologists recognize the distinguishing iron tools 
and extended family social structure of developed Celtiberian culture as evolving from the archaic castro 
culture.   These Celts  spoke “Q-Celtic”  and never  adopted the La Tene “P Celtic”.  Seventh century BC 
Continental Celts had no way of knowing an equestrian “Dal n'Arradd” (Kindred of the Special Ones) Pictish 
tribe  of  Kintyre  had  invaded northern  Hibernia  before  700BC,  and  had established their  own iron age 
overlordship there.  With Bronze and Iron tecnology,  they obtained from the Carthaginians,  Greeks and 
Norse, the Roman-named 'Caledonian' (Cunning Ones) tribe of Picts were successful in maintainning their 
southern border at the north shore of the Humber River.  That is where the Romans first encountered Pict 
mounted scouts, when they invaded Albann in 71AD.

The arrogant Romans were about to enter into a 339 year conflict  with a northern Empire of tall white- 
sknned  warriors  they  could  not  understand  or  conquer.  They were  not  Celts,  they  were  a  people  the 
Romans knew nothing about, an enemy who had nowhere to go. Two massive stone walls that could be 
seen from outer space could not contain them. A new type of desparate warfare with no front lines, would  
wear away entire Roman Legions, leaving destitute armies to freeze to death in the sub-Arctic cold.  The 
Romans had no way of knowing but it was the beginning of the end of the Western Roman Empire. With 
four Legions permanently tied down in Britania, there was insufficent manpower to attend to the eastern 
frontier. Eastern Barbarians poured through & overwhelmed secondary forces to take Rome itself in 410AD. 
If the Roman Senate had accepted Julius Caesar's warning, the outcome may have been far different.
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The Spanish language has borrowed much from Celtic; i.e. 

English (old Celtic) Spanish Latin
bag bolgo bolso saccus
ball ballos bola globus

booty bodi botin praede
cat catta gata fēlēs

covering brattos cubierta integumentum
gold or oro aurum
horse Capall Caball equus

mountain monad montana môns
hair valto vello capillus
mine meini mina metallum
waist cneta cintura medium corpus
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The Germanic peoples sprung from the northern fringe of the Indo-Europeans, who had walked out of Africa 
and settled in the Steppes north of the Black Sea and the Caspian Sea. A warming climate 24,000 years 
ago allowed them to scatter throughout the world.  They were the western fringe of a northern forest people, 
who preceded the Greek/Latin/Gaullish (GLG) groups into western Europe.  They arose in  what  is  now 
Denmark & the Jutland/Friesian area of northwestern Germany. For living space, they spread northward into 
the vast Scandinavian peninsula of Norway and Sweden. Then, they proceeded westward overseas to the 
Shetlands, Orkney, Erie and Albann in the 9th century BC. 

We know the culture of the inhabitants of Albann were Germanic because many of their words and names 
were Proto-Germanic, and they pronounced their double “U”s as a “V”, which was a decidedly Germanic, 
and an un-Celtic linguistic characteristic. This was not merely a forced dialect, it was deeply rooted, and 
these  people  maintained  this  unique  oddity  down  to  the  present  day,  where  in  Aberdeenshire,  rural 
inhabitants still pronounce Wroid as Froid. 

We know the southern limit of this (Germanic) Albann Empire was the Humber River because Tacitus and 
other Romans reported they first encountered mounted “Caledonians” just north of the Humber River.  All 
period reporters claimed these people were different than the Celtic southerners.  Both Greeks and Romans 
reported they were tall,  long limbed,  pale-skinned,  with blue eyes and blonde or reddish hair.   Tacitus 
reported they reminded him of Germans, not Celts. Picts were still naming their children after Nordic gods, 
when Christian missionaries preached to them in the 6th century AD.

Germanic peoples are an Indo-European ethno-linguistic group of Northern European origin, identified by 
their use of the Germanic languages which diversified out of Proto-Germanic beginning in the Pre-Roman 
Iron Age. The term "Germanic" originated in classical times, when groups of tribes were referred to using 
this term by Roman authors.  For them, the term was not  necessarily based upon language,  but rather 
referred to tribal groups and alliances who were considered less civilized, and more physically hardened, 
than the Celtic Gauls living in the region of modern France. Tribes referred to as Germanic in that period 
lived generally to the north and east of the Gauls. 

Germanic expansion from 750BC to after 100AD

   Settlements before 
750 BC.

   Settlements after 
750 BC to 1AD

   Settlements until 
100 AD.

   Settlements after 
100 AD
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Events in Continental Europe spell doom for the Picts and Celts in Britain
In the first years of the 1st century, Roman legions conducted a long campaign in Germania, the area north 
of the Upper Danube and east of the Rhine, in an attempt to expand the Empire's frontiers and shorten its 
frontier line. They subdued several Germanic tribes, such as the Cherusci. These tribes became familiar 
with Roman tactics of warfare while maintaining their tribal identity.

In 9 AD, a Cherusci chieftain named Arminius defeated a Roman army in the Battle of the Teutoburg Forest,  
and annuihilated two Legions. This victory was credited with halting the Roman advance into Germanic 
territories. Free Germany, east of the Rhine, remained outside the Roman Empire. By AD100, Germanic 
tribes settled along the Roman frontier at the Rhine and the Danube, occupying most of the area of modern 
Germany; however, Austria, southern Bavaria and the western Rhineland remained Roman provinces.

The 3rd  century saw the  emergence  of  a  number  of  large  West  Germanic  tribes:  Alamanni,  Franks, 
Bavarians,  Chatti,  Saxons,  Freisians,  Angles,  Sicambri &  Thuringians.  Around  260AD,  Germanic 
peoples broke through the eastern frontier into Roman-controlled territory. The frontier held until  around 
400AD,  when  seven  large  unknown  German  tribes  (Visigoths,  Ostrogoths,  Vandals,  Burgundians, 
Lombards,  Saxons &  Franks)  moved west and seized vast areas of western Europe, breaking up the 
Western Roman Empire forever. Saxons, Angles & Freisians swept into Britania after the Romans left, and 
by 1200AD, had overwhelmed the  Celts,  Irish &  Picts, creating in the process, three new German run 
insular countries: England, Ireland & Scotland.

The Picts, Celts & Scots became peripherial casualties in their own country, the proud nation they had, 
against all odds, rebuilt by force from the ashes of a 339 year ruinous Roman presence.  The Scots still 
called their country,  Alba, and the Cymru (Welsh) referrred to it as Alban. It didn't matter, as soon as the 
name was changed to a Germanic type, the process began to disenfranchise, alienate, exile and erase the 
indigenous people of the Albann Empire, the Picts, from history.  Today, many citizens of 'Scotland' have 
never even heard of the name.

The Scottish government have done their best to ensure people have forgot by officially referring to ancient 
Albann as 'Pictland', a German abomination, which is a slur on its memory and people..

Feral Goats still surviving after being left behind during the Clearances
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Where did the Picts of northern Britain come from?
All modern Researchers tell us there is no written history of the Picts, but is there?  Perhaps there are clues  
that hint at  where the Picts came from. Most of the indicators claim the Picts came from the north:

1) In  legend,  Caithness  was  the  senior  kingdom:  “Cat  ruled  Caithness,  Sutherland,  and  the 
Western islands.  Cruithne ruled all  Albann.  His  sons ruled each of  the other five districts.”  This 
indicates the Picts first settled the far north.

2) Some of the old place names in the north were of Norse origin: i.e. 'Dunn-ottar'. Dun was old 
West Norse for town and Ottar meant fearless warrior.  “Ness” was West Norse for “place”.

3) A sample text in old Norse - “Þórr heitir áss, ok er sterkr 
mjök ok oft reiðr.  Hann á hamar  góðan”. Translation: “A 
god is named Thor. He is very strong and often angry. He has 
a good hammer“. Out of fourteen words, four contain double 
letters, which was a unique Pict linguistic characteristic. 

4) Picts  had  a  special  reverence  for  Thor:  In  old  Norse 
mythology, Thor (from Old Norse Þórr) is a hammer-wielding 
god  associated  with  thunder,  lightning,  storms,  oak  trees, 
strength,  protection of  mankind,  and hallowing,  healing and 
fertility.  Thor had bright red hair,  which encouraged Picts to 
have  a  fondness  for  red  hair.  The  Pict  word  for  Thor  was 
“Tallor”.  A later development was “Tallorgann”, which meant  'one who is protected by Thor'.

5) Physical description of Picts: The early Greeks were the first  literate Europeans who met the 
natives of north Britain. They described them as tall, white skinned, with blonde or red hair, long 
limbs  and  blue  eyes.  This  was  a  description  of  the  Norse.  The  later  Romans  claimed  the 
Caledonians they met, with their red hair and tall stature reminded them of Germans, not Celts. It 
must be remembered, at that time, the Romasn had not yet met the Scandinavians.

6) Iron technology: The introduction of iron technology in the south of “Pretania” has been assumed to 
have  been  a  product  of  the  first  Celtic  invaders  from Gaul,  about  800BC.   It  has  never  been 
explained why the superior technology of the Celts did not allow them to overwhelm the northern 
Picts. This paradox can be easily explained if the Picts had previously received their iron technology 
through their fellow West Norse, with whom they obviously traded,  conversed & intermarried.

7) Tacitus  reported the first  Roman encounter  with  “Caledonians”  was  near  the  north  bank  of  the 
Humber River at about 70AD. This strongly indicates the Picts held off the Celtic invaders at that 
geographic  point,  and  were  quite  capable  of  defending  their  property  from  any  further  Celtic 
encroachment.  It is very likely Albann Picts had established their borders by force of arms.

8) It is documented the Picts invaded Ulster before 700BC, and introduced iron technology into Ireland. 
This reflects a proficiency with iron technology that transcended any possible recent technological 
transference from a third party (the Celts).

9) Native Irish were so impressed by the Picts, due to their physical attributes and their iron technology 
that  they referred to them in the plural  as “Cruithni”,  (The Creators).   i.e.  MacLennan Gaelic 
dictionary:  Cruithear = creator.  Cruithneach = Pict.

10) Picts had a uniquely Germanic linguistic characteristic of pronouncing 'UU' as 'FE'. i.e Uurgus  was 
pronounced as Fergus.  A single 'U' often replaced a double 'UU'. This was never a Celtic peculiarity.

• These points confirm Picts entered Britain from Norway, about 2,500BC.  This means Picts were 
primarily Germanic, not Celtic.  There were previous humans living in north Britain before the 

Proto-Norse appearance, and some of that previous DNA would add to that of the Nordic blood lines. 
Some Pict words have been declared pre-Norse, & added to the uniqueness of the Pict vocabulary. 
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The Prevalence of Red Hair

Red hair Gene - Red hair occurs naturally in approximately 1–2% of the human population. It occurs more 
frequently  (2–6%)  in  people  of  northern  or  western  European  ancestry,  and  less  frequently  in  other 
populations. Red hair appears in people with two copies of a recessive gene on chromosome 16, which 
causes a mutation in the MC1R protein.

Red hair varies from a deep burgundy through burnt orange to bright copper. It is characterized by high 
levels of the reddish pigment, pheomelanin and relatively low levels of the dark pigment, eumelanin. It is 
associated with fair skin color, lighter eye colors (gray, blue, green, and hazel), freckles, and a sensitivity to 
ultraviolet light, which explains why it is more prevalent in far northern (low light) latitudes.

Historical – It is believed by many paleintologists that Neandertals had predominantly red hair. That would 
coincide with the fact that Red hair is generally confined to northern areas with an insipid sun, and the fact  
that Neandertals lived in insular groups.

Several  accounts  by  Greek  writers  mention  redheaded  people.  A fragment  by  the  poet  Xenophanes 
describes the Thracians as blue-eyed and red haired.  Herodotus described the Budini  people as being 
predominantly red haired. Dio Cassius described Boudicca, Queen of the Iceni, of the ancient Britons, to be 
"tall and terrifying in appearance... a great mass of red hair... over her shoulders."  Boudicca was abviously 
a product of at least one Pict parent.

The Roman historian Tacitus commented on the "red hair and large limbs of the inhabitants of Caledonia", 
which he connected with some Germanic and Belgic tribes.  It  is widely recognized that Redheads are 
common among certain Germanic and Celtic peoples.

Prevalence - Redheads constitute approximately 4% of the European population. Scotland has the highest 
proportion of redheads on the planet; 13% of the population has red hair and approximately 40% carry the 
recessive  redhead  gene.  Ireland  has  the  second  highest  percentage;  as  many  as  10%  of  the  Irish 
population has red, auburn, or strawberry blond hair. It is thought that up to 46% of the Irish population 
carries the recessive redhead gene.

  A 1956 study of hair colour among British army recruits also found high levels of red hair in Wales and in 
the northern English Border counties.  This could be the result of the indigenous pre-Celtic Pict population of 
pastoralists  continuing  in 
Britain  through  mixing  with 
Celts. 

 A beautiful Irish lady once told 
me matter of factly that all Irish 
know  they  got  their  red  hair 
from the Picts of Albann. That 
would  confirm  the  theory  that 
red  hair  in  Ireland  began  in 
Ulster.   In  Pict  society,  red-
haired people were  deemed to 
be favoured by the gods. Line 
breeding of isolated and close 
knit groups would have solidly 
established the gene.  One of 
their  favourite gods,  Thor had 
bright red hair.  A child with red 
hair was considered to be a gift 
from Tallor.
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The Indigenous People of Albann & Their Women 
The “Albiones/Caledonii/Picts”  of  Albann were,  one on one,  the match of  any fighter  in  Europe.   They 
successfully chased off four Roman Legions in 83-84AD, eight more Legions in 208-209AD. The fear and 
respect the Romans had for them is still very evident in the numerous moats and rows of poisoned staked 
pits, that can be seen even today along the Antonine Wall. To be in the situation where they had to build two 
huge Walls to keep the Picts at bay, across the breadth of Britain (that could be seen from outer space), the 
Romans must have been very desperate and afraid.

No amount of ridicule by the present day Scottish establishment can refute that fact. Before there was a 
Roman Empire, there was an Albann Empire, an Empire that consisted of all  northern Britain (from the 
Humber River to the northern tip of Sutherland, Ulster, the Isle of Mann,  Orkney, Shetlands, Uuros, Tulli, 
Cronx and into Ungava Bay of North America. The people who lived in those lands varied from Caledonians, 
Irish, Orcadians, Celts & Norse to Eskimo. To a large extent, it  was founded on the Walrus tusk trade. 
Walrus tusks were worth their weight in gold. The Picts had a form of government called an Oligarchy, which 
was controlled by a consortium of regional families, who acted as a constituent assembly.  Whenever the 
High King died or  was ousted,  they would  meet  and select  a new High King.   They would listen to a 
spokesperson for each candidate, and then would vote on it.

Each spokesperson was hired and directed by each candidate's mother, who often was a sister or daughter 
of a previous High King.  The Picts did not trust claims of a sire.  Instead, they favoured sons of the female 
line.  That claim could be proven but it was impossible to prove who the actual father was.  In this way, the  
Royal Princesses were the power behind the throne. A newly appointed High King was expected to embark 
on a punitive expedition early in his reign. It was very important as it would determine if he was competent to 
lead an army.  If he failed in this endeavour or incurred the wrath of his subjects, he was liable to be ousted 
by the assembly of Regional Chiefs. Women were the exact equal to men in Pict society. Women were 
especially  formidable  as  Charioteers  or  as  cavalry.  Their  affinity  with  horses  was  well  known,  and 
appreciated. Women were often more vicious and effective as were men in battle.  The Romans reported 
women would ride through the ranks and vociferously urge their comrades onward in battle. Most of the 
reports of women warriors were from Roman sources: From those reports it is clear there was a cultural 
difference between Celts and Picts. 

Pict women were actual warriors ,while Celtic women played supportive roles. A passage in Tacitus’ Annals 
is also worth mentioning, for it alludes to women who could have fulfilled ritual and religious roles on the 
battlefield, possibly in chanting curses, spells or conjurations for the safety of their own and for the defeat of 
the foes.  It  recounts that  the Roman Corbulon,  to vie with the commander of  Britain,  Gaius Suetonius 
Paulinus, renowned for his courage and military actions, decided to invade the Isle of Mona (Anglesey), 
situated to the north-west of Wales. On the shore, battalions of soldiers were waiting for them. A troop of 
terrifying, frenzied women, with ruffled hair and black dresses, dashed among the ranks of the warriors, 
brandishing burning torches, while Druids recited incantations.

Other texts tend to prove that Pict and Celtic women had a role of encouragement in time of war. They are  
described standing in the rear of the army or on the edge of the battlefield. They must have witnessed the 
valiant deeds of their warriors, brought them good luck and roused them. In Tacitus’ Annals - the wives of 
the soldiers are said to have been standing in carts on the edge of the battlefield to witness the victory, 
encourage the soldiers by their presence and bring good luck to them: One documented incident regarding 
Pict female warriors was when Adamnan, Bishop of Iona, witnessed a  cavalry battle between rival Pictish 
forces.  When one female Charioteer threw a grappling hook device and tore out a breast from an enemy 
woman, Adamnan's mother was horrified and asked her son to ensure that women would someday be 
exempt from military service. The result was a council of the Church in 597AD, attended by 50+ kings, which 
enacted the Law of the Innocents, banning women from military service. Women soon became property. It 
took us over 1440 years to reverse that edict. 
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Women Warriors in Pict Society
From all evidence, women were at least as equal as men in early Pict society.  Several historians have 
stated that fact and some have also stated they had no High Queens that we know of (perhaps too hastily).  
It appears no one has examined the (King) list and compared it to women's names.

A 'Blann' was listed as being a High King (or Queen) from 335 to 337AD.  In old Celtic,  Blandos meant 
'charming' in English.  Blann was the Pictic translation.  Charming is definitely a predominately feminine 
adjective meaning attractive and pleasing.

Women in Albann were much better than men as War charioteers, due to their lighter weight and dexterity.  
Even today, women are far more numerous in most societies as horse people than are men. Many Roman 
accounts attribute Celtic women as being more ruthless and vicious than men in battle. Painted women 
were reported running up and down the ranks exhorting the men to make a greater effort. Picts were the last 
Society on earth to use War chariots, so they would have utilized the talents of women charioteers against 
the Romans. Our 'Blann' could have been a brilliant charioteer, and her reign could have been cut short by 
her death in battle against the Romans.

'Boudica' (victorious), 'Buddug' in Pict & Cymru, Queen of the Iceni, was a tall strikingly attractive woman 
with red hair down to her waist.  She obviously was a full Pict or at least half Pict to have those features.  In 
early Pretania, Celts became different than those on the continent, as they would have blended a great deal 
into Pictic bloodlines.  Compared to European Celts, they would have been taller, fairer-skinned and many 
would have had red hair, and the fiery temperament that goes with it.

Dwarfs would often make the best drivers due to their smaller weight & size

A spear thrown by a good charioteer would have at least three times the momentum of one thrown by a 
standing soldier (speed of chariot X effort of charioteer X weight of spear). 
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Matrilinial Succession
Pict Princesses often selected a famous foreign dignitary as a father to her child.  There are several proven 
instances regarding this remarkable Pict trait.  Some of the most impressive High kings were products of 
these unions. Ten examples:

 Galanann V (Son of subking Domnech of Dalriada + Brud I's sister),

 Galanann VI (Son of king Dfnwal (Donnell) of Strathclyde +  Tallorhh III's daughter,

 Drust II & Nehhtonn II (Sons of Cynvar of Gododdin + Tallorggan II's sister),

 Brud I (Son of king Maelgwn of Gwynedd + Drust V's sister),

 Tallorggan III (Son of king Murdocc of Ulidia + Drust III's sister),

 Tallorggan V (Son of king Ecgberht of Bernicia + Galanann V's sister),

 Galanann VIII, (son of king Gwyddno of Strathclyde + Cinnidd's sister),

 Drust VII (Son of subking Eochaid of Dalriada + Brud IV's sister),

 Kast I (Son of  subking Uurgus I of Dalriada + Cinnidd I's sister),

 Cinnidd MacAlpin (Son of the disgraced Alpin MacHugh of Kintyre + Drust IX's sister),

Several authors including Reginald B. Hale reported few of these Kings ever met their fathers.  After they 
were born, their sole guardian, their mother, arranged for the best education and tutelage available - to 
ensure  he would someday become High King of  Albann.  Some people tend to criticize  this  system of 
succession called “Matrilinial”.   Nevertheless,  it  does ensure four things at  least  as adequately and as 
effectively as any other in so far as the new king is : 

1) Of the Royal bloodlines of the country.
2) Raised in an environment which is dedicated to his country's best interests.
3) He has received the best education available.
4) If he does not meet expectations, he will be quickly ousted and replaced with another.

Symbol of Pict Power for untold millenia

This system would definitely maintain a high calibre of proficiency in the High King position, and would 
provide a seamless transition if he didn't work out satisfactorily. 
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Celts are forced out of northern Europe. 
The earliest appearance in history of Aryan-speaking Nordics is our first dim vision of the Sacae introducing 
the Sanskrit into India, the Cimmerians pouring through the passes of the Caucasus from the grasslands of 
western Asia to invade the Empire of the Medes, the Achaeans and Phrygians, conquering Greece and the 
Aegean coast of Asia Minor. About 11OO BC. Aryans enter Italy as Umbrians and Oscans, and soon after, 
cross the Rhine into Gaul. This western vanguard was composed of Celtic-speaking tribes which had long 
occupied those districts in Germany which lay south and west of the Teutonic-speaking Nordics, who at this 
early  date  were  probably  confined  to  Scandinavia  and  the  immediate  shores  of  the  Baltic,  but  were 
beginning to press southward.
 
This first wave of Celts seems to have swept westward along the sandy plains of northern Europe, entering 
Gaul through the Low Countries. From this point as Goidelic (Q-Celtic) speakers, they spread north into 
Britain, reaching there about 800BC. As Gauls, they conquered all France and pushed on south and west 
into the Iberian Peninsula, and over the Appenine Alps into northern Italy, where they encountered their 
kindred Umbrians, who at an earlier date had crossed the Alps from the northeast.

Other Celtic-speaking Aryans migrated up the Rhine and down the Danube, and by the time the Romans 
came on the scene, the Alpines of central Europe had been thoroughly colonized by Celts. These tribes 
pushed eastward into southern Russia and reached the Crimea as early as the fourth century B.C. Mixing 
with the natives, Greeks called them the “Celto-Scythians”.  This swarming out of central Europe of the first 
Aryans was during the closing phases of the Bronze Period, and was contemporary with, and probably 
caused by, the first great expansion of the northern Teutons from Scandinavia by way both of Denmark and 
the Baltic coasts. 

These invaders  were  succeeded  by  a  second  wave  of  Celtic-speaking  peoples,  the  P-Celtic  speaking 
Cymry, who drove their Goidelic predecessors farther west, and absorbed them over large areas. These 
Cymric invasions occurred about 400-100BC, and were probably the result of the growing power of the 
Teutons and their final expulsion of Celtic tribes from what is now north Germany. These Cymry occupied 
northern France under the name of Belgae and invaded England as Brythons in waves beginning in 400BC. 
Their  conquests in Gaul were only checked by Caesar 's legions.  In Pretania,  they were halted at  the 
Humber River by Pict cavalry. All the Celts throughout the world were finally at the mercy of their nemesis,  
the Romans, except for one isolated island, Erie, which was called “Hibernia” by the Romans.  By a strange 
coincidence, the salvation of all of Ireland from a Roman invasion was due to the whole-hearted unity and 
cooperation of the Picts of Albann and the Picts of the Uulladd in Ulidia.  The Ulidians were not officially at  
war with Rome but they were astute enough to seize the Isle of Mann in 193AD to ensure the Romans did  
not use it as a springboard to attack Ireland.

The Goidelic Milesians, from Iberia, who overran southern Ireland in 200BC, had little to do with it.  In fact,  
three Milesian armies overran the Ulladd in 331AD, when the bulk of the Ulladd army was in Albann fighting 
Romans.  This stab in the back brought  to an end the one thousand year Ulladd military domination of 
Ireland.   With a weakened Ulidia,  the stage should have been set  for  a Roman invasion of  the north. 
However, by 193AD, the Romans were themselves severely weakened by a stubborn resistance by the 
Picts of Albann and their Ulladd allies, and massive invasions from the east by Huns, Goths, and Vandals. 
To offset these problems, the Romans built thousands of miles of defensive walls to try to keep out their 
enemies, in northern Pretania, Germany, eastern Europe and in Arabia.  The cost was prohibitive, and in the 
end, non-citizens were pouring across the eastern frontiers ahead of even more fearsome invaders from 
central Asia. Civilization, as the Romans knew it, was quickly disappearing.

The empire spit in two, and Rome fell to a horde of Visigoths in August of 410AD. All Roman Legions were 
promptly pulled out of Britain and northern Europe. The Eastern Empire would continue for a thousand years 
until it too was sacked by a vengeful Turkish army in May of 1453. With the Romans gone, the Picts began a 
punishment of Brythonic collaborators in Pretania for a period of over twenty years. Vortigern, the most  
powerful Brythonic leader, paid German pirates to drive the Picts back. Vortigern had no idea of what he had 
unleashed.  These Germans would consume his own people.
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Chapter 2

The Unknown Empire at the edge of the World

The national symbol of Albann, Rome, Minoa and several other early cultures was the bull.  This pretty Lady 
once tossed me four feet in the air.  The courage of these animals was legendary.  If there are young ones 
around, they will run from horses and bears but they will readily charge a pack of wolves.
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Pict Clanns of Albann - as described by Pytheas in 310BC
The following tribes are described (mostly from Agricola's campaign in 84AD). Claudius Ptolemaeus was a Greek 
geographer from Alexandria, writing about 150AD. He wrote two books,  Almagest and  Geography. The latter 
contains references to Albann (Albion in Greek), its tribes, its main features, and its latitude and longitude.   Note;  
Names were Latinized by Ptolemy & translated into English by the author. (Listed from north to south) 
The Orkney and Shetland island chains:
The Phocaii, (people of the Seals). A name that later developed into Orca, Orkney and Orcadian.

The far north:
The Cornavii (folk of the Horn) in Caithness) place of the cat). 

Southwest of Caithness:
The Caereni (people of the sheep).
The Carnonacae (people of the trumpets).
The Creones (people of the rugged boundaries) spread down the northwest coast.
The Epidii (horse breeders) lived in the Kintyre area, were closely associated with the Dal n'Araidh. 

Southeast of Caithness:
The Boresti (people of the north) lived near Mons Gramenius.  Agricola attacked them after the big battle.

North and East of the Firth of Forth:
The Venicones (alder hounds) inhabiting land north of the Forth to south of Aberdeenshire.
The Taezali (after the Celtic river goddess "Deva") inhabiting the Gramineus region. 
The Vacomagi (men of the open plains) inhabiting the southern shore of the Moray Firth.
The Decantae (noblemen) lived in Easter Ross and the Black Isle.
The Smertae (great painted goddess) living by the river Oykel in Sutherland. Rosmerta was the Celtic name.
The Central highlands:

The Caledonii (cunning people) from the Latin Calliditus. They occupied the whole of the Central highlands, and were 
described by the Romans as the most powerful of all Pict tribes. Their name denotes a grudging Roman admiration for their 
abilities.

This was the area that eventually gave rise to the original Highland Clanns, as we know them today.  Their numbers were 
increased by Gaelic refugees from Argyll due to the Norse seizure of the Hebrides and the entire west coast of Albann in the 
ninth century AD.

South of the Forth:
The Votadini (mountain warriors) lived in the Lothians. (The Welsh version was Goddodin).
The Selgovae (hunters) lived in the centre between the Cheviots and the River Tweed.
The Novantae (vigorous) lived in Dumfries-shire and Galloway area.
The Damnonii (ruinous) lived in Ayr, Renfrewshire, Dumbarton, Lanark, and into Stirlingshire. According to the Romans, there 
were several tribes with this name in Britain and Gaul.  There was no cultural connection.

Other reported tribes:
The Maeatae (warriors). In 208AD, Dio Cassius mentioned them as being one of the most important tribes in the north. They 
were actually the southernmost members of the Venicones. 

Later, while the Antonine Wall was being built, a tribe of Maeatae, who lived just north of the Firth of Forth became the most  
dangerous of all from the Roman point of view.  They made life for the builders and guards of the wall, Hell on earth between 
142 and 162AD.  They were so effective in their relentless hit and run raids that the Romans only manned it for twenty years,  
then abandoned it.  The decision makers of the mighty Roman Empire realized they had overextended their forces, and were  
bleeding to death in a hostile sub-arctic wilderness. In turn, the Maeatae were so weakened, they abandoned their farms and 
took to the sea as pirates.

The  Verturiones (destroyers). Ammianus Marcellinus mentioned them in 367AD, as one of the two most important Pictish  
tribes. They reappeared later as sea raiders from Fortriu (Moray). Colours of tribal tartans were those natural dyes that were 
readily available from plants growing within their locales.

A great people did not die, they metamorphosed into a Clann system
that dominated Scottish society for 800 years. 
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How old is the term “Albann”?
Albion (Greek:  λβίωνἈ ) is the oldest known name of the island of Britain. “Alba” is the present name for 
Scotland in Gaelic. The Welsh name for Scotland is “Alban”. Both names were translated from the Pict 
term; Albann. In Cuchulain of Muirthemne, Albann was the fatherland of the Picts of the Ulladd (Ulidia) .Yet, 
the Scottish government stubbornly insists on referring to the country's name before it was Scotland, as 
“Pictland”, which is a purely selfish Germanic invention. 

The Greek seafarer, Pytheas, who as early as 310 BC referred to the islands as Pretanikai Nesoi (meaning 
"Pretanic Islands"), which was based on the native name for Britain  Ynis Prydain, which literally means 
“Island of the Picts”. Records prove that the official government name for north Britain in 1057, when it was 
changed to Scotland, was “The Empire of Albann”. The new name was “The Empire of Scotland” and the 
new name of a combined Scotland/England in 1603 was “The  Empire of Great Britain”, with James 6 th 

coining the term “British”. Although several recent Scottish historians have claimed that “Albann” was a later 
invention,  dated  about  890AD,  since  the  purely  Pictic  title  “Ri  Albanne”  was  first  assumed  by  King 
Constantine in 889, breaking the tradition that all Christian Pict Kings before had been sworn in using the 
Latin term; “Rex Pictorum” (King of all the Picts). In fact, the present Scottish government's official name of 
north Britain before its name change to Scotland is “Pictland”, which appears on all government Tourist 
Board plaques & records.  This apparition was never used by anyone except possibly the hostile Germanic 
Angles of East Lothian, in which the area now utilized as the national capital, Edinburgh, is located. 

At  the beginning of  the Roman occupation of  the area now known as England and Wales,  the Greek 
Geographer from Alexandria, Claudius Ptolemy, described Britain as "Albion," known to have been used as 
early as the   t  he 6  th   century BC  .  Although the name "Pretanic Isles" had been known since the voyage of 
Pytheas (in  330BC), and "Britannia" was in use by the Greek, Strabo, and Pliny in 0AD. Ptolemy used the 
earlier Greek term, which the Picts translated into “Albann”, as they never mixed vowells, and they always 
ended their names with double consonants.  Scotland is still referrred to as Albann by a handful of countries, 
including; the Vatican, Wales and Erie. Scotland has recently embarked on a program to implement full 
bilingualism, the Country's correct name is dual; Scotland in English and Alba in Scottish Gaelic.  So the Pict 
name lives on albeit in translation. See below, a photo the author took in south end Glasgow in 2011- Royal 
Conservatory of Scotland/Conservatoire Rioghail na h-Alba.
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Where were the frontiers of the Albann Empire?
In the south -

Tacitus reported in 71AD, mounted Caledonian scouts were first  encountered just  north of  the Humber 
River.  These were reportedly the same people the Romans fought at the battle of Mons Gramenius, 13 
years later, in the far north. During the reign of Trajan (AD 98-114), the garrison of Pretania stood at three 
legions. When Hadrian visited Pretania in AD122, and planned the building of his frontier wall, he brought 
another legion with him, the 'Legio VI Victrix' from Germany, to bring Pretania's garrisons to full strength..
Scholars assumed that the new legion was required to fill the gap left by a dreadful military disaster.  Writing 
in  1936,  Wilhelm Weber,  a biographer of  Hadrian,  asserted "The Picts had destroyed the Legion IX 
Hispana at Eburacum" (York). Some forget that the entire area now called Northumberland/Cumbria was 
formerly a Pict province, and the Picts knew it well.  Eburacum was a Roman frontier fort in hostile territory.
Tacitus  wrote  of  the  Caledonians  breaking  into  the  9th Hispanic  Legion  camp  at  Eburacum  (York)  in 
Northumbria at night. “The tired Legionnaires unbuckled their armour and lied down to sleep. Then, 
they struck, silently they cut down the sentries and broke in, striking panic into the sleeping camp.” 
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- In the West -
It was a tribe of Picts from Albann (the Dal n'Arradd), who invaded Antrim in northern Hibernia about 750BC, 
and established a society of food providers, ruled by a warrior class (the Ulladd), who dominated the island 
militarily for over a thousand years. 

The Irish called them 'Cruithni' (the Creators).  They built a wall and a moat across the island to mark their 
southern frontier.  It is still there today, and is called 'Black Pig's Dyke'. From 700BC to 1,000AD, the ruling 
class in Ulidia referred to Albann as their “fatherland”.  One has only to read the works of such authors as 
Lady Isabella Augusta Gregory &  Y. B. Yates to ascertain that the Ulladd were Picts who still revered 
Albann 150 years later.

Ruling dynasties in Albann and Ulidia often intermarried, reflecting the close connection of those two related 
societies.  Note: In 559AD, Albann high King Brud Mauur, killed Gabhran, sub-king of “New” Dalriada and 
chased his successor over to Antrim,  executed him also, bringing Antrim back within the Albann Empire.  

The Isle of Mann was part  of  the Albann Empire before written history.   It  was revered as a centre of  
religious  learning.   It  was recorded in  many books that  Kings and high society sent  their  sons to this  
peaceful place to obtain a proper Druidic religious education. In the same vein, many Irish Picts, along with 
their Albann brethren, attended higher schools of learning in the martial arts on the Isle of Sky (Scathach).

The Monasteries in Ulidia faithfully offered sanctuary to many an Albann High King through the ages, who 
fled there to escape the wrath of his former subjects – and his political enemies.

“Black Pigs Dyke” a 2,000+ year legacy of the determination of the Ulladd to keep Ulidia free.
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In the Far North and North-West
Monks from the Hebrides & Orkney were known to have been dedicated missionaries, who committed their 
lives  to  bring  Christianity  to  Scandinavian  and  Northern  Inuit  peoples.  Ancient  Christian  artifacts  were 
discovered with Inuit bones in the eastern Arctic. Remains of Orcadian structures have been found in the 
Faeroes, Tulli, Cronx and even along the shores of Ungava Bay. 

A reconstruction of a 50 foot Orcadian Longhouse from stones found on site on Paniok Island, near the 
mouth of the Payne River on the western shore of Ungava Bay, on the north American main land.  Pytheas 
of Massilia verified that Orcadians made regular trips to Tulli, in his voyage of discovery to the northern limits 
of exploration. He reported Orcadians took him to Tulli in their superior walrus skin sail boats. He accurately 
described the sailing distance from  Orkney and the absence of darkness at Tulli  in mid-summer. 

Picts settled in Tulli about 250BC, ten centuries before the Norse came.
The Norse chose a western site far away from the Picts, where they fortified it, and sent patrols out to raid 
the Picts, killing the men and kidnapping the women, similar to how they expanded in the Shetlands & 
Orkney.  DNA tests have proved the male population of Iceland is 87% Norse & 13% Pict. The female 
population is 87% Pict and 13% Norse.  The official paranoid Icelandic government policy remains - no Picts 
ever settled there.
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“The later Scottish Clann system was itself a modified reflection of Pictish Society”
From 'In Search of the Picts' by Elizabeth Sutherland. 

 Lychnis Alba (native to Scotland)

The first Pict settlements
Northern Britain provided an easy access to the North sea, which meant that people were able to make use 
of a wide variety of marine resources including inshore and offshore fish, seabirds, mammals, and shellfish. 
In most places, archaeological remains from sites of the glacial period are rare because most lie submerged 
in the waters between the islands.
Elsewhere in Scotland, evidence shows that settlements tended to focus along the shore and people made 
great use of coastal resources. Inland sites do exist, however, mostly from the remains of hunting camps. 
Red deer and Wild boar would have been common at this period as well as a range of smaller animals and 
of course birds.  At this time, Orkney was covered with low woodland of birch and hazel. There were also 
stands of taller trees as well as open grassland, which seasonally attracted large herds of mammals from 
the south.
The  earliest  people  (known  archaeologically  as  Mesolithic),  were  hunter-fisher-gatherers.  They did  not 
practice farming, nor did they build permanent houses or monuments of stone. Their lives were largely semi-
nomadic, moving from place to place to harvest different resources at different times of the year.  Their 
culture and tool kits were geared to mobility with items that were easily obtained and transported and not 
easily broken. Tools were made of bone, antler and stone. Nothing was wasted. A successful deer hunt 
could provide a rich source of materials such as hide, sinew, bone and antler as well as meat for the pot.
Analysis indicates the earliest settlers had links to the north and east, making northern Britain effectively part 
of Scandinavia. There are similarities between their stone points and those of groups in southern Norway 
and Sweden. Lower sea-levels meant the geography of northern Europe was very different  than today. 
Britain was joined to the Continent by the lowland mass known today as Doggerland.
This was not a stable landscape. The relatively rapid change in sea level 8,000 years ago meant the earliest 
settlers were aware of rising sea-levels and the changes in geography it caused. As the sea encroached on 
the lower lands, the islands in Orkney, Shetland, Caithness and the Hebrides became unstable and began 
to separate, finally becoming submerged, leaving Europe much as it is today. 
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Where did the Picts live?
Hill forts

An aerial view of a Pict hill fort top near Aberdeen, Scotland.
Inland, the best spots to build were on the tops of hills so a good view of the countryside was available.  
One had to be wary of strangers, who might want to break in, or worse.

Weems

The centre of the one room partially underground weem was the fireplace, which provided the main source 
of heat & cooking.  In winter, a 'house cow' was brought in to add warmth and to provide milk, cheese, butter 
& cow flaps, used to plug cracks in the siding and for firewood when dried.                                        Page 26



Crannogs

Further inland, thousands of fortified lake dwellings with hidden underwater walkways provided a secure 
living space for  early settlers.  The underwater stone pathway was known only to those who lived there and 
their friends. As the population along the coast grew, small villages became the norm, with everyone being 
related.  As farming developed, long narrow strips of garden/pasture reaching inland sustained the family.  
Seaweed was  used  as  fertilizer  to  improved  the soil,  and  a  mixture  of  pulverized  seaweed &  herring 
provided winter sustenance for the 'house cow'. Within the larger community, some people specialized to 
provide specialty items, and living conditions improved for everyone. On the sea coast, there was always a 
need for community lookouts for raiders coming from the sea.  There was an unending stream of West 
Norsemen visiting the the Shetlands, Orkney & the mainland of Albann, some less friendly than others.
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BROCHS

Location of Brochs in Albann

Brochs ('Badger' in old Celtic), were a unique Pict Communal Early Warning system & refuge. A massive 
building program was accomplished between 100BC-100AD, which was concentrated in the north but they 
were also built in the Hebrides, Argyle, Kintyre, Fife and near the English border, verifying a powerful 
central authority throughout Albann. These lookouts and shelter were a reaction to rampant sea raiding, 
enabling the entire population of the nearby village to seek safety for days. They are the best example of dry 
stone architecture ever created.  There were none in  Moray/Aberdeenshire as that  area was the power 
centre of the Picts, and it was never in danger of sea borne raids.                                                       Page 28 



 ORKNEY TIMELINE 
10,000 BC Last Ice age disappears
3900 BC Earliest trace of  first human settlers 
3800 BC- 1000 BC Climate cooling, peat bogs developing.
3600 BC Oldest remains at the Knap of Howar
3200 BC Oldest evidence of occupation at Skara Brae
3000 BC The Ring of Brodgar built
2750 BC The tomb of Maeshowe built
2700 BC Building begins on the pyramids of Egypt
2500 BC Skara Brae abandoned 
700 BC Iron Age dwellings.
600 BC Brochs begin to appear in northern Albann
214 BC Great Wall of China being built
BC 100 BC Broch of Gurness built
300 - 800 Albann control of Orkney
600 Viking raids begin in earnest
1115 St Magnus martyred
1137 Foundation of St Magnus Cathedral
1231 Death of John Harraldson, last Viking Earl of Orkney

Orkney archipelago
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Pictic Alphabets
The introduction of Bronze lead to exploration and trade by Phoenicians and later, Carthaginians, as early 
as 1,500BC.  Despite the advancement of the 'Iron Age' for tools and other metal works, bronze was a far 
sturdier and more effective metal for use in weaponry, at this time. Bronze, and therefore, the use of tin in 
weaponry, wasn't fully replaced until the introduction of steel (though somewhat unknowingly) during the 
Roman age.  When Greek merchants followed Carthaginian routes to the “Tin Islands” as early as 1,500BC, 
they introduced a new religion, language and other wondrous knowledge to the Picts.

Ancient Greek alphabet: The Greek alphabet was in continuous use since 750 BC. It was developed from 
the Canaanite/Phoenician alphabet, the order and names of the letters are derived from Phoenician.  The 
original Canaanite meanings of the letter names were lost when the alphabet was adapted for Greek. For 
example, alpha comes for the Canaanite aleph (ox) and beta from beth (house).  This alphabet is based on 
inscriptions from Crete dated at about 800 BC. Early Greek was written from right to left in horizontal lines at  
this time. The early Greek alphabet consisted of 22 characters:

The early Etruscan (Latin) alphabet: was borrowed from the Classical Greek alphabet, which was used by 
Greek colonists in southern Italy.  The Roman version of the Etruscan alphabet consisted of 23 characters 
and it was written from left to right: 

Phonetics - Latin spelling and pronunciation:
Note: there was no soft “C” in either Greek, Latin or Celtic.  A “C” was pronounced as a “K”.  So 
“Caesar” was pronounced as “Kaiser”.

• C stood for a hard /g/ sound
• I stood for both /i/ and /j/ sounds
• V stood for both /u/ and /uu/ (w) sounds.

W replaced a doubled V (VV) to represent the sound [w] as early as the 7th century. In Italy It came into  
common  use  in  Britain  in  the  late  11th  century,  although  Germanic  (incl.  Scandinavian)  people  still  
pronounce it  as “V”.  “Uurgus” would have been pronounced as  Vergus by the Picts, hence the Gaelic 
phonetic equivalent; “Fergus”. Similarly, Onnus became Angus, and Nehhtonn became Nektan.
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What languages did the Picts speak?
About 52,000 years ago, bands of Homo Sapiens trekked out of north-east Africa into southern Russia.  As 
they passed through the Middle East,  they hybridized with groups of Neandertals,  which left  a 2.5 -7% 
Neandertal DNA in their descendants today.  As these hardy travellers became acclimatized to an insipid 
Sun, their skin turned lighter due to the critical requirement for Vitamin D, which only light-skinned people 
could absorb in sufficient quantities to sustain life at those latitudes. Hybridization helped somewhat.

At the end of the last ice age (9,700 years ago), northern Europe became warm enough for these northern-
adapted hybrid Home sapiens sapiens to flourish. Bands of settlers followed game and settled throughout 
northern Europe, becoming whiter with blue eyes and straight blonde or red hair.  The glacial ice melted 
quickly, and the far western European peninsula became two islands, Briton and Erie. The first people there 
came from adjacent European areas, south-western France and Western Norway. Down through the ages, 
those people thrived as they built lake dwellings (Crannogs), hill top forts built half underground, (Weems),  
and  erected stone circle Monoliths to appease their gods.
Their languages were, at first, Proto-Basque in the south and Proto-Norse in the north.  Over thousands of years, 
those hardy northern inhabitants learned how to survive in a sub-Arctic environment, and flourished.  Their skin 
gradually turned whiter, and they grew tall with blue eyes and blonde or red hair.  In their remote sub-Arctic 
villages, they learned the advantages of out-breeding, and/or to adopt outsiders.

Mainland Europeans kept reappearing with new methods and better techniques to live by.  The Phoenicians, 
Carthaginians, Greeks, Germans and Celts, all introduced new ideas and weapons.  The severe conditions of the 
north  brought  with  it,  harsh  lessons  in  survival  that  those  ignorant  of  its  dangers,  could  not  overcome.  
Cooperation amongst all neighbours could benefit everyone, so a system of interdependence provided these 
people with a type of protection from annihilation. Each new group of arrivals added words to their language.  The 
Beaker people brought Bronze, the Celts brought iron,  and the Walrus brought power and luxuries.   As the  
Walrus depleted in the south, Orcadians travelled north and westward to the Western Hemisphere, where Walrus 
were still abundant.

With the services of the Dorset Eskimos of Baffin Island and the areas around Ungava Bay, Orcadian walrus skin 
Sail  boats were loaded to the brim with Walrus tusks for trading back home. The Orcadians prospered  and 
expanded southward to Sutherland & Caithness, and westward to the Hebrides.  Great monuments and shrines 
were built that are still evident today, such as the Brodgar Ring.

Near the end of the last ice age, herds of Walrus thrived as far south as the Iberian peninsula. 
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Germanic Beaker People Bring Albann into the Bronze Age (2500BC)

A map of the Proto-Germanic homeland of 2,500 BC. Indo-European speakers arrived on the plains of 
southern Sweden and Jutland, prior to the Nordic Bronze Age. This is the only area where there are no non-
Germanic place names existing. The magenta-colored area south of Scandinavia represents the Jastorf 
culture, which was centred in Jutland. This was the beginning of the Bronze age in northern Europe. As the 
population grew and food became scarce, the more adventurous (and possibly exiled younger set) went 
west, south & eastwards in search of greener pastures. 

Epenthesis (the insertion of an extra sound in a word) came about in Albann with the use of a first vowel, a  
double UU or  (VV).  Given the inability of Germans to pronounce the “W” sound, this new double letter gave 
words a beginning “V” sound, i.e.  Uurgus sounded like “Vergus” or “Fergus” to a Celt. Pictic became a 
language with many  V sounds at the beginning of words. The letter “W” only replaced “UU” after 1,000AD in 
north Britain.  This process was part of the natural evolution of Indo European languages; i.e. Romanian, 
Greek, Gaulish, wherein the guttural “Q” sound was replaced with the lip movement “P” sound.  The addition 
of a lip movement “V” sound replacing “b” and “bh” was complimentary to this linguistic evolution. In early 
Greek, horse was “Ekvos”.  It later became “Epos”. 
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Comparison of Pictic names with Five Celtic languages, Latin and the English meaning

Pictic Old 
Breton Welsh Gaelic Old

Irish
Old 

Celtic Latin English

Albannadd Albad Albanwr Albannach Albanach Albad Calèdonii Scot

Blann bland Cyfareddol Grinn Grind blandos Venustus charming

Gallanann Azenor Estrona Gall coimthioch Gallo Peregrînus foreigner

Lann Ailein Glân Aillel Ailill Alan Decôrus beautiful

Argan Argant Arian Airgead Argat Arganto Argentium silver

Felag Bleuzenn Pluen ghealag Sneachta Calog Calog snowflake

Buddugg Budog Buddug Buadhail Buach Boudina Boudica victorious

Llei bihan bach laigead beag crinos parvus small

Der dere derwen darag dair darik quercus Oak (tree)

Donann Donan Doniog tiodhlaicte treiteach drúis ingeniosis talented, gifted

Donnell Dunvel Dwfn Domhnall Domhain dubno Dunveldus Profound, deep

Bedu Eflamm Efa Beatha Bethu Bedu vīta life

Uurgann Fragan Rhyfelgar Fraigein Gaiscioch Catâcos Bellàtor warrior

Grig Girec Grygor Grioghair Griog Gireg Ciric Gregory

Gruunn Deur Gwron Curaidh Gaiscioch Cavaro fortissimus    hero

Geffell Gweltaz Gwell Airde uachtarach Ouctero Melior superior

Guunn Gwenole Gwennol Gòbhlan Fáinleog Gōlan Hirundō  swallow

Ceffill Helouri Heliwr Sealgair Sealgaire Selgâr vēnàtor hunter

Uual Helori Haelioni Uasal fial Hael liberâis generous

Hoel Hoël cynhesu teò téigh Calidos Calidus warm

Uuam sampas ogof uamh uaimh uam antrum cave

Uhhel Iltud Uchel Uasal Uasal Oucselo nōbilis High rank

Cast Cast Cystennin Custantin Castantin Constantios Constantius Constantine

Lann Laouen Leuan Sona Séan Laetos Laetus happy

Meredd Meriadeg Meredydd Muireardach Muirneach Morinos Marinus Meredeth

Nehhtonn Ninnog Neifion Nektan Neiptiún Nectonos Neptūnus MacNaughton

Uuenn Uuen Gwyn Fiorghlan Beannaich Beâtus Blessed, pure

Truunn Triffin Terrwyn fearail croga viros fortis brave 

Finnella Gwenn Gwynn Fionna Gan Vindo Albus White skin

Both Celts & Picts pronounced a 'U' as an 'I', as in 'ill', but never as in 'you'.  Celts pronounced two 'U's as 
'oo'  as  in  'tool'  but  the  Picts  pronounced  'UU'  as  'VE'.   Why the  difference?  Although  the  Picts  were 
linguistically affected by Celtic visitants from as early as 800BC, they were previously much more affected 
by Germanic 'Beaker people' from both western Norway & Gaul, beginning around 2500BC. Consequently, 
they became physically & culturally ethnic Germans, and spoke a unique old Celtic with a proto Germanic 
flavour, which was passed on to both Goidelic & Brythonic Celts in many ways.  It is very significant that on 
first contact, Picts reminded the Romans of Germans, not Celts.
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Author's note: It is easy for us to presume we learned nothing from indigenous inhabitants from whose 
lands we effectively stole. However, even in North America, we 'borrowed' words we use every day from the 
Algonquin Indian culture, such as 'Canada', 'canoe' and 'caucus'. How then can we be so presumptuous that 
some of us cannot admit our British ancestors learned something from the Picts?

Celts bring Iron Technology to southern Pretania (800BC)
About 800BC, Q-Celtic speaking Gauls entered Britain and introduced iron technology.  In 400BC, P-Celtic 
speaking tribes from Belgium, spread throughout Pretania, bringing their improved iron technology. 
Life changed for the better for all inhabitants.  The people of the northern Albann Empire were a strong 
united equestrian society, who would not bow to anyone.  They would not accept domination by strangers, 
they had gained the new superior technology through their kindred in Norway many years previously, which 
gave  them an edge  over  the  southern  Picts.  The  P-Celts  hoped  that  eventually,  with  the  pressure  of 
commerce, the northern Picts would succumb to the new language, and hopefully to its traditions, so a truce 
was established, with Albann's southern border situated along the Humber River.  That is where Tacitus 
recorded his first encounter with mounted Caledonian scouts.  He reported they were tall, with long limbs, 
pale skin, blue eyes and blonde or red hair. He also recorded they reminded him of Germans, not Celts. At 
that point in time, the Romans had not yet met Scandinavians.

And, the west Norse first brought Iron technology to Albann 

The sole fact that a small Pict Army successfully invaded Ireland before 700BC, with an iron-technology 
cavalry and war chariots, should prove the Picts got their iron technology from Germanic Norse, not Celts.

Picts were well known for their expertise in iron, especially in cold weather. i.e. In the movie “Centurion” a 
Pict war chief showed a Roman General how to shatter a frozen iron chain.  Author Rosemary Sutcliff was 
well  known  for  her  meticulous  research  into  things  Pictish.  How else  could  the  Albann  Empire  have 
established their southern border at the Humber River, when the Celts also had iron technology? History 
records that  the Celts  were not  able  to use that  technology to overwhelm the Picts,  neither  could  the 
Romans.  Remember that Tacitus reported the Celtic infantry were subordinate to the Caledonian Cavalry.
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A Successful Pict Invasion of northern Ireland (about 700BC)
The  advent  of  Iron  technology  in  Albann  resulted  in  a 
revolution in Pony-driven war chariots, which quickly became 
the primary vehicle of the Pict war machine. The Picts were 
above all an equestrian society, and this new form of warfare 
was right up their alley. They soon became expert at chariot 
racing & fighting, both men and women, especially the women. 
Local Pict tribes began looking for areas to expand into. Erie 
beckoned just 12 miles from Kintyre. DunSkeig was an oval 
Iron Age fort overlooking West Loch Tarbert in Kintyre, Argyll. 
The dun is about 45 feet in diameter with an outer wall 13 feet 
thick and has a single entrance. It incorporated a vitrified fort. 
Vitrification was a process of  heating stone walls to such a 
high  temperature  that  they  melted  &  fused  together.  How 
exactly this was done is still  a mystery.   The Picts became 
expert at drystone masonry. The Romans never successfully 
used  this  process.  Under  their  local  king,  Sobhraice, 
(pronounced Sev  è  rik  ), the Dal n' Araid (kindred of the Special 
ones), launched a successful seaborne invasion of Erie. 

Sobhraice declared himself 
High king of all  Erie but he 
soon became homesick,  he 
built  a  large  fortress,  Dun 
Sobhraice on the headland, 
from where he could see the 
stone  walls  of  Dun  Skeig 
over  in  Kintyre  on  a  clear 
day.   He  was  still  officially 
subservient  to  the  Albann 
High  king,  but  on  this  vast 
green island, he was master 
of  everything.   Albann  had 
finally  become  a  true 
Empire.  A  thriving  trade 
opened up between Albann 
and its new western colony. 
More  Picts  poured  into 
Ireland,  which,  with  its  flat 
fertile plains,  could produce 
eight times the population of Abann. Forty years after the Dal n'Arraid landed, a popular revolt broke out that 
claimed the life of Sobhrace, and changed the attitude of the ruling Picts. A bloody repression began with 
the locals referring to the Irish Picts  as the “Ulladd” (men who slaughter in Welsh & pronounced as 'Felad'). 
Picts  embraced  it  as  a  means  of  frightening  their  enemies.  Non-Picts  were  driven  out  of  the  north. 
Outnumbered by the non-Picts of southern Erie, the Ulladd became a paranoid militarized society, which 
dominated the line of High Kings of ireland for over 1,000 years. 

The origin of Emain Macha: Macha 'Mong Ruad' (red mane), was a typically beautiful red haired, crafty 
and physically strong daughter of Áed Rúad, and was, according to historical tradition, the only queen in the 
List of High Regents of Ireland. Her father rotated the kingship with his cousins Díthorba and Cimbáeth, 
seven years at a time. Áed died after his third stint as king, and when his turn came around again, Macha  
claimed the kingship. Díthorba and Cimbáeth refused to allow her to take the throne, and a battle ensued. 
Macha won, and Díthorba was killed. She won a second battle against Díthorba's three sons, who fled into 
the wilderness of Connacht. She married Cimbáeth, with whom she shared the kingship.                  Page 35



Macha pursued Díthorba's sons alone, disguised as a leper, and overcame each of them in turn when they 
tried to have sex with her, she tied them up, and carried the three of them bodily to Ulster. The Ulstermen 
wanted to have them killed, but Macha instead enslaved them and forced them to build the stronghold of 
Emain Macha, near Armagh, to be the ceremonial capital of the Uulladd, marking out its boundaries with her 
brooch (explaining the name  Emain Macha as  eó-muin Macha or "Macha's neck-brooch").  Macha ruled 
together with Cimbáeth for seven years, until he died of plague at Emain Macha, and then a further fourteen 
years on her own, until she was killed by Rechtaid Rígderg. The Annals of the Four Masters synchronizes 
her reign to 661–654 BC, which is consistent with the relinquishment of female monarchs within the Pict 
aristocracy about that time.

Dun Skeig on a high point of land in Kintyre overlooking Antrim

The ruins of Dun Severick  today.
On a clear day, the homesick 

Sobhairce could see the walls of Dun 
Skeig 12 miles distant in Kintyre.

This area of southern Argyll also has many remains of Brochs and Weems from its Pictish past, disproving 
false claims by some Scottish historians that Picts never lived here. The settlers from Antrim, who arived 
after 485AD were referrred to by the English for 200 years as the 'dirty Irish' but they gradually took up the 
name 'Scots' , which was a vulgar (street) Latin name for 'those who break things', referring to the south-
eastern Irish, who raided the Welsh coast during the latter years of the Roman occupation. The first settlers 
were mostly male and they intermarried into local Pictish tribes, who spoke the old  Q-Celtic.  Four founding 
personalities of Dalriadian royalty had Pict names: Erb, Uurgus, Onnus and Lann, which were Gaelicized to 
Erc, Fergus, Oenghus and Loarn. The Pict root names are in dictionaries and actually mean something, 
whereas the Gaelicized versions are not in any dictionaries, and mean nothing except through the original 
Pictish. 

“New Dalriada” continuously strived for its own independence, and it expanded into many Pict areas, it was 
forcibly brought back under central Pict control many times in its short history. The New Dalriada kingdom's 
hope for  independence ended forever in the Viking Age,  as it  merged with the Picts of Albann (mostly 
through  numerous  intermarriages)  to  eventually  drive  the  Vikings  out  of  northern  Britain.  In  1057,  the 
Germans managed to change the country's name from 'Albann' to 'Scotland', certainly not in appreciation of 
the Scots, as they still referred to their country as Alba (in Gaelic).  The Scots and Picts became landless 
peripheral societies in an ever more Anglo milieu in the new Germanized Scotland. 

After the Battle of Culloden in 1746, severe laws were implemented to deny the Scots their culture.  The 
only place they could wear kilts and use their bagpipes were in regular British army regiments.  Scottish 
Highland regiments soon became the backbone of the British army around the world.  Most of these soldiers 
were  given  incentives  to  retire  overseas,  again  denying  Scotland  the  benefit  of  their  legacy,  which 
eventually, resulted in less Gaelic and more English throughout all of Scotland.  The cultural core of this 
Picto-Irish 'Scottish' ethnic people was severely gutted during the “Clearances” in the 19 th century, when 
almost all of the remaining poor rural 'Highlanders' were forcibly exiled to the Americas, Australia and New 
Zealand.  Scotland was safe for black faced sheep, and the English could now sleep peacefully, no longer 
worrying about bands of wild Scots coming south to harry them.                                                         Page 36



Investiture of High Kings of Albann
Alexander III became High King of  Albann at the age of seven, he was inaugurated at Scone on 13 July 

1249 in the traditional manner of all Christian High kings before him. He was greeted by the 'OLLAM RI', 
the royal poet, who addressed him with the proclamation "Benach De Ri Albanne” (God bless the king 
of Albann”).  This recorded incident occurred 192 years after Albann was officially renamed “Scotland” by 
the Germans in Edinburgh - (according to modern Scottish history).

The Royal Path was from the National Palace at Forteviot to the Palace of Scone, which was a distance 
of about 8 miles as the crow flies but much further by a winding Royal path.  After the chosen designate was 
advised he was to be the High King, he gathered his retinue of attendants and relatives, and set out from 
the National Palace in Forteviot. The procession was led by a contingent of body guards from an elite corps 
of the Royal army.  The journey could normally take about six hours for one or two people, but with a retinue 
of about 200 slow-moving  people, it often meant an overnight camping experience.

The blue line between the Palace in Forteviot and the Palace of Scone is the recommended route today 
(for a drive in an automobile), a distance of about 11 miles. In 1249, the well worn route was merely a wood 
path, which skirted large boulders, hills, trees and streams.  Perth, which is now a city of about 45,000, was 
then a small village.   Once the elected king was proclaimed “Rex Pictorum” by the Chief Druid, and after 
889AD, “Ri Albainn”, by the Royal Poet, while sitting on the Throne of Scone, the King and his Retinue 
would feast and then return to the Palace in Forteviot.   The author once stayed overnight in a B & B. 
farmhouse south of Perth, which he was advised was directly on the “Royal Path”.  Today, there is no trace 
whatsoever of the former Royal Palace in Forteviot.  No one knows exactly where it was.  There might be as 
many as 200 people living in or near the small nondescript town of Forteviot today.                            Page 37 



The Stone of Scone
A stone that for centuries was associated with the crowning of High Kings of Albann, and then, in 1296, was 
stolen  by  Edward  I  (long  shanks),  taken  to  England,  and  was  placed  out  of  sight  under  the  English 
Coronation Chair.  According to one legend, The Liath Fàil was lent to the Picts by the Milesians (southern 
Irish) for the coronation of their new king; the Picts neglected to return it. 

The Liath Fàil may have both taken revenge and fulfilled its purpose, for the next king of England was of the 
Milesian line and no relation of Edward's! The Liath Fàil was one of the "thirteen hallows (gifts) of Ireland," 
and is the only one known to exist today.

The Stone of Scone (pron.: skun; Scottish Gaelic: An Lia Fàil, Scots: Stane o Scone), also known as the 
Stone of Destiny and often referred to in England as  The Coronation Stone, is an oblong block of red 
sandstone,  used for  centuries in  the coronation of  the monarchs of  Albann,  and later  the monarchs of 
Scotland, England, Great Britain, and the United Kingdom.

Historically, the artifact was kept at the now-ruined Scone Abbey in Scone, near Perth, Scotland. It is also  
known as Jacob's Pillow Stone and the Tanist Stone, and in Scottish Gaelic 'clach-na-cinneamhain'. Its 
size is about 26 inches by 16.75 inches  by 10.5 inches  and its weight is approximately 336 pounds (152 
kg). The top bears chisel-marks. At each end of the stone is an iron ring, apparently intended to make 
transport easier. The Stone of Scone was last used in 1953 for the coronation of Elizabeth II.

In 1996,  in a symbolic response to growing dissatisfaction among Scots at  the prevailing constitutional 
settlement, the British Conservative Government decided that the Stone should be kept in Scotland when 
not in use at coronations. On 3 July 1996 it was announced in the House of Commons that the Stone would 
be returned to Scotland, and on 15 November 1996, after a handover ceremony at the border between 
representatives of  the Home Office and of  the Scottish Office,  it  was transported to Edinburgh Castle, 
arriving on 30 November 1996, where it remains along with the crown jewels of Scotland (the Honours of 
Scotland) in the Crown Room.

The handover was done on St Andrew's Day, patron Saint of Albann (and Scotland); the Queen sent as her 
representative, Prince Andrew. Provision has been made to transport the stone to Westminster Abbey when 
it is required there for future coronation ceremonies.

Is Scotland's fabled kingmaking "Stone of Destiny" (also known as the "Coronation Stone," the "Stone of 
Scone," the "Liath Fàil," "Jacob's Pillow," "Jacob's Pillar" and the "Tanist Stone") or is it a fake, an historical 
artifact, a magical talisman, or a medieval cess-pit cover fobbed off on the English by the Scots as a rather 
crude (albeit well-deserved) practical joke? Or is it, perhaps, "all the above?"                                    
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How the Picts Changed The World
A Christian Cross as a National Symbol
In 832AD, King Onnus II chose the white saltire cross of Saint Andrew as the national symbol of Albann. 
This was emulated by many other Christian countries, including all the Scandinavian countries, .England, 
Greece, and many more of the colonial nations and states in America, Africa and around the world.  

Defender of the Faith
In  706AD,  King Nehhtonn  III declared himself  Defender of  the Faith and changed all  European ruler's 
attitudes towards religion.  Many other Christian rulers chose this same path including: England's Henry 8th. 

Equality of the Genders
Women were the absolute equals of men in the Dark age Pictic world.  Quern Victoria mimicked the Pict  
culture when she went shopping for a satisfactory father for her future children.   It worked so well that three 
of her grandchildren ended up on the thrones of Great Britain, Imperial Germany and Imperial Russia.

Princesses Choose Fathers of Their Children
In most ancient countries, women were considered property and good for only two things, procreation and 
housekeeping.  However, in Albann, Pict Princesses had the freedom to choose the fathers of their children 
with no stigma.  In most cases, the sons never met their  fathers.  The Princess chose a tutor, who prepared 
her son for duty as a king. In this, the 21st century AD, western women again have the means and power to 
choose their mates.

Trans Atlantic Trading
By 400BC, The  Picts had built a northern trading Empire dependent  on Walrus tusks.  They were worth 
their weight in gold. That trading area stretched from Baffin Island and Ungava Bay in the west through 
Cronx, (Greenland), Tulli (Iceland), Uuross (the Faeroes), the Shetland islands, the Hebrides and home to 
Orkney.  This was 1,200 years before the Norse began their western voyages. 

This  expertise  in  northern  regions,  was  later  reflected  by  the  Hudson  Bay Company of  London,  as  it 
routinely hired Orkney people as 'factors' in its far flung commercial empire in northern North America.
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The Trial Marriage -  One Pict custom that everyone agrees did endure until it was made illegal by the 
statutes of Iona in 1616, was the "trial" marriage.  A contract was made between two fathers, and a trial  
marriage between a son of one and a daughter of the other took place for a year + a day. If there was no 
child or if they could not get along, the marriage was proclaimed to be over. It appears to me, that in our  
newer generations, where young couples are living together in "trial marriage" arrangements, our young 
people have spontaneously reverted to this Pict institution on their own. No parental advice is sought, and 
no parental consent is given.  A the age of 18, young men and women are increasingly prone to couple up 
on a “Trial Basis” similar to how young Picts did over 1,500 years ago. 

The "Clan" Tartan - In 87AD, 350 years before the term "Scot" had been invented, Tacitus described the 
Caledonians as wearing "primitive tartans". That description effectively verifies the Picts originated the tartan 
kilt. The ancients used local vegetable dyes to colour their tartans so the warriors of a Clan could tell in the  
din of battle who were their compatriots. Availability of certain dyes determined the colours in a local kilt.  
Much later, certain colours were used to denote royalty or Clan history. Now, it appears, every province of 
Canada, or any family who desires, has its unique tartan, emulating the Picts.  

Cattle Calling - If anyone doubts that Anglo-American societies throughout the world have inherited Pict 
culture, this will dispel any of those doubts. I have questioned people who grew up in the 1930s, 40s and 
50s from the Annapolis Valley in Nova Scotia to Lanark County in Ontario, and without exception, if they 
called cattle home at all; they used the term - "HERE BOSS!".  No one I questioned knew why they used 
that particular name, and the startling fact remains - the extinct cow the Picts kept, and called in every night 
was -  Bos Tauru  s   in Latin. The same cattle call Pict boys used, has been handed down generation after 
generation through their Scottish descendants. With the advent of public education in Albann (which was 
controlled by the Church), every Pict boy was taught the Latin name for  terms such as 'bos'.

The English term 'Bride' -  The Picto/Celtic father god was Dagda.  His daughter was the goddess of 
fertility, Brigid.  People prayed to Brigid for fertility in all things, animals, crops and even children.  She was 
so popular that a reincarnation of her occurred in the form of an Irish Pict girl from Kildaire, Saint Brigid, 
(451– 525. She is known variously as Bridgid, Brighit, Bridget, Bridgit, Bríd or Bride (Breton: Brigitte)) (Irish: 
Naomh Bríd). 

She is believed by some churches to have been an Irish Christian nun, abbess, and founder of several 
convents who was venerated as a saint before women lost their equality. She is considered one of Ireland's 
patron saints along with Saints Patrick and Columba. Her feast day is February 1, the traditional first day of 
spring in Ireland, which coincided with the feast day of the Druidic saint Bridgid of the same name. Our term 
“Bride” was derived from her. It is uniquely Pict, Irish, Welsh, Gaelic, Breton and now English, whereas the 
French term is Mariée, and has no connection with Bridgid.

Canada's Civic Holiday – August 1  st   -  Calan Onnus was one of the four main festivals of the Pict 
calendar.  It was held on August 1st, the traditional end of the growing season.  Early Celtic calendars were 
based on the lunar, solar, and vegetative cycles -- and the precession of the equinoxes -- so the actual 
calendar date in ancient times may have varied.  It also marked the beginning of the harvest season, the 
harvest of Grain, the ripening of first fruits, and was traditionally a time of community gatherings, market  
festivals, horse races and reunions with distant family and friends.  It was a favoured time for handfastings - 
trial marriages that would generally last a year and a day, with the option of ending the contract before the 
new year, or later formalizing it as a more permanent marriage.   
Doubling of consonants -The present existence of many words in the English lexicon that include double 
consonants can be attributed to Pictic. i.e Darrell, Carroll, Donnell, Gregg, fall, dress, full, ball, pull, press, 
not to mention the much greater proliferation of Welsh words that include double consonants.

The Word 'Mayor' – Any dictionary will advise you that mayor is from the Latin maior or the French term 
maire. It is actually from the Cumbric word Mormaer, which once denoted a Royal appointed official, who 
managed a town, borough or district.  Although  Mormaers (great Mayors) were eventually eliminated in 
Albann, the second half of the word was later used to denote elected officials, who managed municipalities, 
hence the modern term “Mayor”.                                                                             
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Chapter 3
ROME INVADES PRETANIA/ALBANN

Four Roman Legions Subdue the divided Brythonic Celts in 35 years
When Caesar raided Southern Briton in 55 & 54BC, agents from Albann learned of it. Emissaries were sent 
to Londinium to study the Romans and determine the threat.  They reported that some Roman Legions 
consisted of Celts and Germans from Europe and Carthaginians from Africa. Those auxiliary forces were 
used  as  shock  troops  as  they  were  expendable.  Roman  professional  soldiers  merely  dispatched  the 
wounded after battles. Then, the Romans left as quickly as they had come.  Envoys followed the Romans 
back to Rome, and they kept an eye on events there. Caesar reported to the Senate that Pretania was not 
worth a long protracted war of attrition. When Julius Caesar was assassinated by his own Senators near the 
theatre  of  Pompey,  on the 4th March in  44BC,  the Roman menace  was  deemed to  have ended.  The 
Caledonians did not really know the beast. 
Between 55 BC and the 40s AD, the status quo of tribute, hostages, and client states without direct military 
occupation, begun by Caesar's two raids of Pretania, largely remained intact. Caesar Augustus prepared 
invasions of Pretania in 34BC, 27BC and 25BC. The first and third were called off due to revolts elsewhere 
in  the empire,  the second because the Britons seemed ready to come to terms.  Strabo's  Geography, 
written during this period, claimed that Pretania paid more in customs and duties to Rome than could be 
raised by taxation if the island were conquered. By 40AD, the political situation in Pretania was in ferment. 
The Catuvellauni had displaced the Trinovantes as the most powerful kingdom in south-eastern Britain, 
taking  over  the  former  Trinovantian  capital  of  Camulodunum (Colchester),  and  were  pressing  their 
neighbours the Atrebates, ruled by the descendants of Julius Caesar's former ally Commius.        
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Claudian preparations -
In 43AD, Emperor Claudius mounted an invasion force to re-instate Verica, an exiled king of the 
Atrebates.  Aulus  Plautius a  distinguished  senator,  was  given  overall  charge  of  four  Roman 
legions, plus about the same number of auxiliaries. totalling about 40,000 men, These legions 
were:

● Legio II Augusta (levied by Gaius Vibius Pansa Caetronianus in 43 BC).
● Legio IX Hispana (raised by Pompey, along with the 6th, 7th and 8th, in Hispania in 65 BC).
● Legio XIV Gemina (levied by Julius Caesar in 57 B.C.).
● Legio XX  Valeria Victrix  (won its  title  from victories  in Ilyricrium during the Marcomannic 

Wars).
The II Augusta is known to have been commanded by the future emperor Vespasian. Gnaeus Hosidius 
Geta led the IX Hispana. 

Channel Crossing and landing -
The main invasion force under Aulus Plautius crossed in three divisions. The port of departure is believed 
to have been Boulogne, and the main landing at Richborough, on the east coast of Kent. Dio does not 
mention the port of departure, and although Suetonius says that the secondary force under Claudius sailed 
from Boulogne.  An alternative explanation might be a sailing from the mouth of the Rhine to Richborough.

River battles -
British  resistance  was  led  by  Togodumnus  and  Caratacus,  sons  of  the  late  king  of  the  Catuvellauni, 
Cunobeline. A substantial British force met the Romans at a river crossing thought to be near Rochester on 
the River Medway. The battle raged for two days. Hosidius Geta was almost captured, but recovered and 
turned the battle so decisively that he was awarded the "Roman triumph."

The British were pushed back to the Thames. The Romans pursued them across the river causing them to 
lose men in the marshes of Essex. Whether the Romans made use of an existing bridge for this purpose or 
built a temporary one is uncertain. At least one division of auxiliary Batavian troops swam across the river as 
a separate force.

Togodumnus died shortly after the battle on the Thames. Plautius halted and sent word for Claudius to join 
him for the final push. Claudius's arch says he received the surrender of eleven kings without any loss, and 
Suetonius'  The Twelve Caesars says that Claudius received the surrender of the Britons without battle or 
bloodshed. It is likely that the Catuvellauni were already as good as beaten, allowing the emperor to appear 
as conqueror on the final march on Camulodunum. Cassius Dio relates that Claudius brought war elephants 
and heavy armaments which would have overawed any remaining native resistance. Eleven tribes of South 
East Britain surrendered to Claudius and the Romans prepared to move further west & north. The Romans 
established their new capital at  Camulodunum, and Claudius returned to Rome to celebrate his victory. 
Caratacus escaped and would continue the resistance as High king of Pretania.

The War bogs down in the mountains of Pretania -
Vespasian took a force westwards subduing tribes and going at least as far as Exeter, which would appear 
to have become an early base for the Legio II Augusta.  The Legio IX Hispana was sent north towards 
Lincoln  and within four years of the invasion it is likely that an area south of a line from the Humber to the  
River Severn Estuary was under Roman control. This line is followed by the Roman military road of the 
Fosse Way has led many historians to debate the route's role as a convenient frontier during the early 
occupation. 
Late in 47 the new governor of Pretania, Publius Ostorius Scapula, began a campaign against the tribes 
of  modern  day  Wales,  and  the  Cheshire  Gap.  The  Silures of  southeast  Wales  caused  considerable 
problems to Ostorius, and fiercely defended the Welsh border country. Caratacus himself was defeated in 
the Battle of Caer Caradoc and fled to the Roman client tribe of the Brigantes, who occupied the Pennines.
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Their queen Cartimandua was unable or unwilling to protect him, given her own truce with the Romans and 
handed him over to the invaders. Ostorius died and was replaced by Aulus Didius Gallus who brought the 
Welsh borders under control but did not move further north or west, probably because Claudius was keen to 
avoid what he considered a difficult and drawn-out war for little material gain in the mountainous terrain of 
upland Britain. When Nero became emperor in AD 54, he decided to continue the invasion and appointed 
Quintus Veranius as governor.
The Romans, and especially the foreign Auxiliaries, raped, pillaged and destroyed wherever they went. If 
senior Roman officers were not satisfied with the efforts of their soldiers, they would have every tenth soldier 
ceremonially beaten to death by his comrades.  This was called decimum (decimation).  Pretania became 
known as the worst posting in the Empire, with four Legions being necessary to keep the peace, where the 
size  of  the  area  would  normally  require  only  one.  After  there  was  nothing  left  but  burned  buildings, 
obliterated crops and dead bodies. Whatever these Roman soldiers wanted, they stole with the blessings of 
their officers. Those Britons who survived the holocaust were carefully processed, and shipped back to 
Rome, where they would be either put to death in huge arenas to appease Roman gods, or be sold as 
slaves.  If  nothing else,  the roman Empire  was built  on slavery.  The entire resources of  the land were 
stripped and carried off to Rome.  With their vast numbers, superb training and strict discipline, the Roman 
Legions  were invincible.  Nothing could  stop them.   Romans called  the  emissaries,  Caledonians.  They 
followed  Caesar  to  Rome  and  continued  sending  back  information.  Ten  years  later,  his  own  people 
assassinated Caesar. The threat was thought to have ended.

Roman miltary exansion in Pretania leads to a war with the Empire of Albann -
Roman sea traders became aware of, and circled, the Orkney Islands, which they called "Orcades". There is 
evidence they traded, either directly or indirectly, with the inhabitants. However, they made no attempt to occupy 
or creae trading bases at that time.  Although the Cymru peninsula (Wales), was not finally subdued until 
AD78, the Romans lost no time in disregarding the borders of Albann, when they sent a column north into 
Northumbria to claim Eburacum (York) in the 71/73 annual campaigns. Tacitus claimed the Romans met 
'Caledonian' mounted scouts on the north shore of the Humber River. He recorded; These tall blonde or red 
haired people reminded him of Germans not Celts. Their excuse (for an invasion) was the same one they 
used  in  every  similar  military  situation.  'the  new  enemy  were  actively  aiding  the  present  ones '. 
Regardless of the lack of any effort to negotiate, the Roman invasion of Albann had begun. It would prove 
to be catatstrophic for the Romans. By 85AD, the invasion had become a stalemate, with no secure areas 
north of the Solway & Tyne estuaries. This war would result in well over half a million casualties over 340 
years.  By  279AD,  an  unknown  Roman  reporter  coined  the  term  'Pict'  to  replace  the  worn  out  Latin 
designation,  'Caledonian.  By  380AD,  the  Roman  occupation  of  Pretania  itself  was  in  shambles.  Any 
pretenses  of  order  had  disappeared.  The  world  had  changed  forever,  and  the  Roman  appetite  for 
aggression had destroyed its own civilization. They left in 410AD without ceremony, leaving it up to the Picts 
to pick up the pieces, with a too little and too late manpower to affect developments on the eastern borders.

Significant Societal Changes due to the Roman invasion of Albann in 71AD -
● The loss (within a few years) to the Albann Empire, of Northumbria & Cumbria.
● An influx of masses of Brithonic refugees from the south into southern Albann.
● The creation of three Brithonic kingdoms in southern Albann; Altclyde, Goddodon & Galloway.
● The fractionalization of Albann and an 800 year program of National unity & recovery.
● A fraternal military alliance of the Picts of Albann and the Picts of the Ulladd.
● The loss of Ulladd miltary domination in Erie in 331AD, and the disapearance of P-Celtic in Ulidia.
● The permanent entrenchment of an all powerful 'High King' government system in Albann.
● A stagnation of the economy in Albann during the 339 year Roman war of aggression.
● A complete replacement of the Pictic language by Brithonic Cumbric throughout Albann by 325AD. 
● Irish 'refugees' appearing in Western Albann in 485AD, fleeing the Ui Niall expansion into Antrim.
● The Romanization and weakening of the Brithonic tribes in Pretania.

● And last but not the least, the utter disintegration of the Western Roman Empire.
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Rome creates a 300+ year war they could not win

Roman invasions of Albann leading to the fictitious “Battle of Mons Gramenius”
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Beginning in 71AD, as Roman Legions and their expendable foreign Auxiliaries swept north into Albann, 
they pushed desperate Britons ahead of them, creating fear and panic as they advanced.  This was an 
established Roman psychological strategy, passed on to many future invaders, designed to create a panic 
that might spread into the enemy's civilian population & hopefully into their armies. This strategy worked well 
in areas of large populations but when the Picts drew them farther into the north, into the empty plains of 
Aberdeenshire, they found the terrain had scarcely any habitation.

The Picts knew full  well  the advantages of  harassment and guerrilla warfare, especially in a sub-Arctic 
winter, when the invaders could be denied sustenance & would likely freeze in the dark. This was a similar 
strategy used by the Picts against earlier would-be conquerors, and later by the Russians against Napoleon 
& Hitler. In all these scenarios, more casualties were inflicted by the weather than by actual fighting, the 
warm blooded Romans were decisively defeated. Picts seldom fought in great numbers.  They struck at 
night using hit & run guerrilla tactics.

The  lightly-clothed  Romans  were  not  accustomed  to  a  sub-Arctic  cold.   Even  in  warmer  climes,  they 
habitually  ventured forth  to  battle  in  March and returned to  their  warm barracks  in  September.  In  this  
northern march, four Roman legions (20,000 men), were forced to maintain a coastal route so as to have 
supplies brought in by ships at great expense. Supply lines were nonexistent by land and were not reliable 
in Winter, as the North Sea gets angry in Winter.

These warm-blooded Mediterannean invaders found no sustenance in the few settlements they found, as 
these were routinely burned to the ground by retreating Picts, denying the Romans any comfort. These 
northern warriors attacked when least expected, usually at night.  They were so successful the Romans 
thought Picts could see better at night than by day with their peculiar large blue eyes.  They also used 
psychological tactics by decapitating careless Roman soldiers and hanging their bodies from trees, where 
they could easily be seen by their former comrades. Having headless bodies of their comrades hanging 
from trees reminded the Romans of the constant dangers surrounding them, the hostility of the natives, and 
that outside their tight little walls, the enemy were in complete control. 
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The enigmatic battle of Mons Gramenius, a brilliant victory or a desperate invention?
The Roman claim was,  “After many years of avoiding a fight, the enemy was forced to join battle 
when the Romans marched on the main granaries, just as they had been filled'. The Picts had 
no choice but to fight, or starve.  The Pict army, which Tacitus claims was led by “Calgacus” 
(an invented name), was said to be over 30,000 strong with a ludicrous number of 20,000 War 
Chariots.  Tacitus  only  mentions  him  once,  when  he  gave  a  preliminary  eloquent  speech 
(probably fictitious) 14 years after the reported battle.
The Pict infantry were stationed on higher ground; its front ranks were on the level ground, 
but the other ranks rose in tiers, up the slope of a hill in a horseshoe formation. Pict chariots  
charged about on the level plain between the two armies in an effort to instill fear in the enemy. 
After a brief exchange of missiles, Agricola ordered auxiliaries to close with the main force. 
These were based around four cohorts of Batavians and two cohorts of Tungrian swordsmen. 
The Pictss  were cut  down and trampled on the  lower slopes  of  the  hill.  Those  at  the  top 
attempted an outflanking movement, but were outflanked by Roman cavalry. The Picts were 
then routed and fled for the shelter of nearby woodland, but were pursued by well-organized 
Roman units. Regular Roman Legions were reported to take no part in the actual battle and 
were only used to finish off wounded or fleeing survivors retreating into the woods, where they 
fared considerably better against pursuing forces.  Roman scouts were unable to locate the 
remaining Pict forces the next morning”.

The Fallacy of the Roman claim of 'Main Granaries' in northern Albann
In Italy, with its enormous towns, and its large agricultural 'estates', there was a system of large granaries to 
provide feed for cattle and people during the winter months.  However, in a much colder Albann, there were 
no towns, only scattered little strung out villages, along the coasts, where each family had a 'house cow', 
which,  during  the  long  winter  months,  was  fed  a  mixture  of  pre-stored  dried  pulverized  Mackeral  & 
Seaweed. In return, the cow provided its host family with milk, cheese, butter, and an extra source of heat 
during the long nights, and its flaps were used for extra  fuel & chinking to plug cracks in the walls.  So the 
Roman claim of 'Main Granaries' was a complete fabrication, although it was something the Italian people 
could relate to, and believe.

The Aftermath
Following this (reported) battle, it was proclaimed that Agricola had finally subdued all the tribes of Pretania, 
which was not true, as the Picts remained a threat. Indeed, even if the inflated account of enemy fatalities  
were  accepted,  the  bulk  of  their  forces  remained  intact  to  fight  again.  Agricola's  successors  failed  to 
neutralize the threat in the north, and that had important consequences for the remainder of the period of 
hostilities, for the whole of Britain. If history is to accept Tacitus's account, the victory, although reportedly 
impressive, was not comprehensive, and occurred late in the campaign season, and it gave Agricola no 
chance to exploit  his  success.  Contrary to this  Roman account,  archaeological  evidence indicates that 
Domitian did not immediately abandon all efforts to subjugate northern Albann. Investigations brought forth 
proof that Tacitus was never at the battle, his account of Pict wepons was found to be wildly innaccurate.

All historians have doubted the Roman claim that Agricola had defeated the last of Pict resistance, pointing 
to the uneasy peace of the next few decades and the construction and occupation of the Glenblocker forts, 
which were used as ill-fated bases in central Albann. In the absence of any archaeological evidence and 
with the low estimate of Roman casualties, the apparently brilliant victory reported by Tacitus may have 
been an exaggeration or even pure invention, either by Tacitus himself, or under orders by Agricola.  It has 
been  stated  there  are  no  honours  or  references  in  any  later  histories  pertaining  to  the  legions  that  
supposedly took part - and no legends or traditions inherited by Pict participant descendants. In addition, it  
is odd that no evidence whatsoever has been found of the battle, despite many attempts to locate it.
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 The construction of a series of forts north of the Forth, in particular the fortress of Inchtuthil, were perhaps 
intended to act as a springboard for further advances, and at the very least were intended to control some of 
the territory over which Agricola had earlier advanced. However, within the next few decades the Romans 
conducted a staged withdrawal towards the eventual frontier at Hadrian's Wall.  The Romans erected many 
fortlets throughout what is now eastern Perthshire, within sight of each other but were totally unable to 
establish any permanent settlements.  This documented situation proves that none of the terrain north of the 
Forth of Firth/Forth of Clyde was ever secured, even for a few months.                            

Agricola's campaign was a disaster. The Antonine Wall was later built from the Clyde estuary in the west to 
the Firth of Forth in the east  (a distance of 39 miles), over a twelve year period (142 to 154AD), and it was 
first abandoned in 162AD. In 208AD, a determined Emperor Severus personally led a Roman army of eight 
Legions (40,000) back north 100 miles to rebuild the Antonine Wall, but this new effort lasted only one year. 
The strategists  in  Rome decided it  was too expensive  to maintain,  in  manpower & money and it  was 
innefectual, providing nothing but isolated outposts in a demoralizing frozen hostile neighbourhood. In a 
humilating agreement, the Roman Governor of Pretania paid the Picts to allow his army a safe passage 
back to Hadrian's Wall. The Picts ensured hundreds of rotten decapitated Roman corpses were hung upside 
down from adjacent trees along the entire trek.  The Romans never attempted to invade Albann again. 
Roman strategists grudgingly decided the Antonine was a Wall too far. As a result, Albann north of Hadrian's 
Wall, was never conquered by Rome, despite many claims by hysterical historians to the contrary. only the 
southern one/fourth of Albann, south of the Antonnine Wall was temporarily occupied for only 20 years.

Author's note: The author visited the Antonine and Hadrian Walls in the Autumn of 2011.  He was particularly 
impressed with the huge water-filled moats at the front  and the rear of the Antonine Wall, and the many 
deadly  concealed  poison-tipped  stake  pits  in  the  open  fields  that  were  set  to  kill  any  intruders.  The 
impression on any observor is that the Romans were very afraid of the Picts. The odd thing was that, when I  
questioned local citizens in the area, they always reported that their perception of the Picts was, they were a 
northern people.  I felt sorry for these people, who have been cultivated to know very little about their history.

These rows of staggered three foot deep water pits were an insidious and deadly trap for any intruders
Poisoned-tipped stakes were implanted and the holes were concealed with floating brush.

The  'supposed'  Battle  of  Mons  Gramenius  (grassy  mountain  in  Latin)  reportedly  occurred  somewhere 
between Burghead & Inverness.  Later, it was the site of the largest naval base in Britain for over 500 years. 
The decision to build their largest Naval Base there, indicates the Picts had a good feeling about that area.  
As I stood on the point of land at Burghead, I could see with the naked eye the entrance to the harbour at  
Inverness far to the west and the curvature of the coastline as it recedes towards Aberdeen far to the east. 
Today, there is an RAF base on the west side of the main north/south roadway to Burghead point, which is  
used as a base for patrol aircraft in the north sea area, vindicating the strategic importance of the site.
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Despite efforts to locate the location of the reported battle, no trace of it has been found whatsoever, leading 
objective historians to the conclusion that it never happened. It was pure propaganda. It would not be the 
first (or last) fabrication in Roman military history.  The Romans knew very well the most important facet of 
any war was the perception by the public at home. Tacitus was Agricola's son in law, and loyally recorded 
events (and non-events).  He was later appointed a Senator. Not surprisingly, no battle honours for this 
make-believe battle were ever awarded to any soldier or Legion. No mention of it was made again.  Much 
later, Scottish Monks would seriously repeat the earlier Roman claim in their prejudiced 'Pictish Chronicles',  
“Picts could see better at night than in daylight”.                                                                             

Pict Thrusts into Roman Occupied Territory
- In the mid-4th century, Roman positions in Pretania were under siege from three directions. Those beyond 
Hadrian's Wall harried the Roman northern frontier once again. In 365 AD, the Roman historian, Ammianus 
Marcellinus, clearly identified Rome’s enemies in Britain at the time as the: "Dicalydones" (the southern 
Picts) , the "Verturiones" (the northern Picts), the “Attacotti” (Picts of the North-west). These three names 
refer solely to the Picts, and were merely phonetic pronunciations (to Roman ears) of the perceived most  
powerful Pict centres of power; the Caledonians, centred in Fortrenn in the southern kingdom (Perthshire), 
and the Moravians of Moray in the north.

In 367-369 and again in 382 AD, the Picts and their Irish allies attacked in force in what Roman historians 
called the “Barbarian Conspiracy” (a clear reference to the Uulladd), and needing all its soldiers at home, 
Romans finally left about AD 410, never to return in force, creating a power vacuum that would pit the Picts,  
Britons,  Milesian Irish and the later  ethnic  Germans against  each other for  500 years.  As the Romans 
withdrew their garrisons, the Picts followed, wreaking havoc and disarray, until, in final triumph, satisfied 
they had avenged their slaughtered countrymen, they left the south in ashes and returned home.  Unknown 
to the inhabitants of  Britain,  over the eastern horizons,  others were planning their  own onslaughts into 
Europe, which would have disastrous implications on the Picts, Brythonic Celts and Irish.

 The Origin of Highland Clanns
In the words of Forbes MacGregor: "There were clans among the Picts before 537AD, the date of the death 
of King Arthur, but they were of a different nature than the later Highland clans, although no doubt the idea 
was the same and the word  Clann, meaning children, described them very well".  "Se Clann gobha-na-
saighead a thog a cheud smuid a thug goil air uisge na Urcha", (The clan of the arrow smiths were the first 
to raise smoke and boil water from the Orchy).  This was asserted by the Fletchers, a Sept of the Clan 
Gregor", proving the Picts were living in Argyle long before some Irish appeared in Argyll in the late 485sAD.

The origins of most Scottish clans are shrouded in mystery. Their ancestors are usually known only as far 
back as the 1200s. as there were no written accounts before that time, only verbal traditions that were 
passed down from mothers to their children. The ancestral claims of several clans may be through a distant 
female line, as well as male. i.e. The Campbells claim to be the descendants of the Ossianic hero, Dairmad, 
through the wife of Fingal, who fell in love with him, and was the progenitor of the Clann Dhuibhne.

Regarding  the  origins  of  the  clan  Dhuibhne,  the  traditional  founder  of  Dalriada,  Cairbre  Riada's  heir, 
Eochach Dubhlein,  married a Pictish Princess, a daughter of the Albann Pict King, Obdaire. She bore him 
three sons, known in legend as the `three Collas'. The oldest,  Colla Uais, aspired to the High Kingship of 
Teamhair (pronounced Tara) but was defeated by a cousin. He and his brothers fled to Albann (possibly to 
Colonsay), the homeland of his wife and in-laws. In three years, they returned to Ireland where they won 
swordland and founded a Kingdom called Oirghailla (pronounced Oriel). So, the Dalriadic Scots' founding 
family were at least half Pict. However, this line was through  Eva O'Duibhne, who married one  Gillespic 
Cam-beul (from whom they took their name). The Campbells became known as 'the race of Dairmad',  a 
male connection of that union by blood lines. In the case of Clan Gregor, it is universally recognized the 
mother of Alpin Mac Eoacha (who was never a king of anything), was a Pict Princess, and that was the 
critical connection he needed to claim he was of Pict royal descent. Whether present day MacGregors are 
descendants  of  the half  Scot/half  Pict,  Kenneth  MacAlpin  or  of  the  full  Pict,  Grig  MacDungall,  we  are 
definitely of Pict descent either way, every bit as much as the Campbells are of 'the race of Dairmid' - (on the 
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Mainline Campbell Y-DNA is 10 alleles off out of 37 compared to the Dalriadic Royal House.  Mainline Clann 
Gregor  Y-DNA is  only  3  alleles  off,  indicating  Campbells  &  MacGregors  are  of  far  different  ethnic 
backgrounds on the male side. Several Campbells have recently been startled to find Y-DNA tests proved 
they are actually MacGregors.  This anomaly is due to the forced fostering out of MacGregor children to 
Campbells  during  the  Campbell  instigated  Clann  Gregor  (troubles).  In  his  authoritative  'Clan  Gregor', 
published in 1977, Forbes MacGregor stated; 'The Dalriadic Scots and the Picts intermarried to the 
extent that blood lines of many families became blurred'. With this common sense statement taken into 
consideration, many clans that claim pure Pict descent, and also, many clans that claim pure Dalriadic 
“Irish” descent; are in fact, a blending of both founding races. For any modern day Scottish clan to claim 
they are of pure Dalriadic (or Pict) descent is ludicrous.

In the following pages, I have attempted to abide by the rule that, where historical record (or tradition) has 
indicated a definite Pict or Picto/Celtic origin, only those clans are listed as being of Pict descent, as over 
hundreds of years, the Cumbric/Welsh-speaking Brythonic Celts of the Kingdoms of Strathclyde, Gododdin 
and Galloway were either, under Pictish spheres of influence or were actually ruled by Pict families. The 
historical fact is the old P-Celtic Cumbric language completely assimilated the Orcadian/Pict language out to 
and  including  the  Shetlands  by  325AD,  and  Picts  &  Britons  often  fought  together  to  repel  foreigners, 
indicates these two cultures were content to live in mutual respect & tranquillity. There was an inclusive 
attitude when the Brythonic population was universally referred to as “the Southern Picts”. By 904AD, the 
last of the foreigners were massacred, and the MacAlpin dynasty brought all the old south back into the 
Albann Empire. 

 The Effects of the Roman invasion on Pict Society
1.  The Picts maintained an effective powerful High King to rule Albann after the Romans left. This had the 
effect  of  consolidating  a  central  control  over  all  Pict  society,  much  more  so  than  before  the  Romans 
appeared on the scene.  

2.  The militarization of Pict society remained in force.

3.  The over-riding cause of all High Kings of Albann became to restore the frontiers of the Empire to what 
they were before the Romans  appeared on scene, with only partial success.

4.  The universal language of the Empire became Cumbric in 325AD, uniting Britons and Picts. It served to 
help the Picts and northern Britons in their unending efforts to stay the advance of the new German menace, 
in the form of Angles in Northumbria and East Lothian.

5.  The Picts gained a new confidence that served to remove any remaining seclusion they might have 
considered regarding facing the rest of the world. They had fought and defeated the world's best army.

6.  When Vikings began their raids in the 8th century, the Picts were better prepared to deal with them than 
were the Irish or the Brythonic Germans.  As a comparison; The Irish gave up several areas of prime real  
estate to the Norse, i.e. Dublin, Belfast and several other central areas of Erie. The Angles of Northumbria 
were totally defeated. Whereas in Albann, the only areas the Vikings were successful in seizing were fringe 
areas: northern Caithness, western parts of Argyll, the Hebrides, the northern islands and the Isle of Mann. 
The Pict power centre of Fortriu/Moray remained secure and it organized and led the fight against Viking 
incursions into all of north Britain.

7.  A strong high command structure allowed the Picts to continue to wage total warfare against the Vikings, 
bringing, Picts, Celts, Irish & Angles together, until the Norse & Danish Vikings were defeated, and all lost  
areas of the old Empire were brought back under the control of the High King of Albann.

8.  After the Romans withdrew from Pretania, a new Superpower arose in the north. Albann had regained its 
preeminence in the British Isles, and was stilll bowing to no one. Witness the many miltary campaigns led by 
future High Kings of Albann to defeat expanding Angles, then the Norse & Danish Vikings.
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A Simplified map of Attacks on Roman Pretania - 100 to 500AD

It was now the Romans' turn to be hunted as prey

PICTS
When the Romans returned south after their disastrous winter of 84/85AD in the far north, 
the Picts were not far behind. Continuing Pict raids into Pretania caused the Romans to 
start Hadrian's Wall in 122AD. It did not deter Pict raids. Nor did the later Antonine Wall.

ULLADD After a conference on Pict Unity in 160AD, the Ulladd sent tens of thousands of troops into 
southern Albann in 161AD. They fought alongside their Albann brethren for 250 years.

MILESIANS Civil wars in Ireland in the 4th century caused many Leinster people to go to Wales. Irish 
raiding began, and the vulgar Latin term 'Scotti' was coined, 'Those who break things'.

PICTS Constantine died in  337,  but  in  342 his  son & successor,  Constans,  visited  Pretania- 
probably  to help organize a response to Pict & Ulladd raids deep into Pretania. 

SAXONS
ANGLES

Saxons & Angles conducted raids along the eastern Pretanic coast in the 4 th century. The 
Romans built a string of coastal forts to deal with these raiders, and referred to that stretch 
as  the  'Saxon  coast'.  Picts  &  Germans  cooperated  in  killing  Romans  &  their  Briton 
lackeys.

PICTS
&

ULLADD

During the entire 4th century, both Albann & Ulladd Picts attacked Pretania, by land & sea. 
The most destructive invasion was the coordinated assault of 367-368. It was suppressed 
by a large force sent from Gaul under the military commander,Theodosius. There were 
further attacks in 382, 396 & 398.  In 410AD, the Ulladd Picts went home to Ulidia.

Angles, Saxons, Jutes & Freisians fled from Attila the Hun in 451, and kept coming for another 100 years.
 Albann Picts allied with their fellow Germans to beat back Britons, who had penetrated southern Albann.
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Modern Scottish Ambivalence Towards Their Pict Legacy
Pictish history as a subject does not exist anywhere on the planet, least of all in Scotland.
Most Scots living today have never heard of the Picts and couldn't care less.  When I was in Scotland,  

almost everyone I met never heard of the Picts.  In Glasgow, where 20% of Scots live, I met a pretty girl who 
never heard of Dumbarton, the once invincible stronghold of the Strathclyde Britons.  We were less than 20 
miles from Dumbarton.  This young lady told me “They don't teach history in Scotland anymore”.  This is a 
sad legacy for a country that once arguably had the best education system on the planet.

When I  mentioned the Picts to people in Glasgow, I  was told they were a northern people.   This is  
absolute rubbish!  The Pictish Empire, known as “Albann” from the dawn of history, stretched from Tulli 
(Iceland) to the shores of the Humber River, and from their power centre in Moray on the north-east coast  
into Ulster, from which they militarily dominated Ireland for over a thousand years (750BC - 331AD).

Despite this ambivalence, Scotland has an amazing heritage in its museums of Pictish art. From stunning 
examples of silver work to amazing examples of standing stones,  Scotland has fallen heir to some of the 
best examples of so-called Dark Age art to be found anywhere in Europe.  Some Scots explained to me that 
the Standing Stones were actually built by the forerunners of the Picts.  Such is the antipathy towards the 
Picts that today's Scots cannot bring themselves to admit the Picts were a great people. On the other hand, 
Scotland has absolutely no written record of the Picts, other than some twisted paranoid writings by racist 
Gaelic monks who had an agenda to denigrate the Picts in favour of their late relatively primitive culture.

The Cruithni:  History records the Picts went to Ireland about 750BC, where they impressed the Pre-
Celts so much with their unique red hair, blue eyes, white skin, long limbs and tall stature, the Irish referred 
to them as the “Cruithneach”, pronounced as “Cruithni”.  Some historians have falsely interpreted this label 
as being generally applied later to the P-Celtic (Welsh) equivalent, “Priteni”, the forebear of “Briton” and 
Britannia.  A check with Gaelic & Welsh dictionaries clears up any misconceptions in this regard:

Creator = Cruithear.   Together as in Cruithneach, in old Irish, it meant “the Creators” .  Explanation:  In 
Gaelic,  “each” and “ach” mean “pertaining to”.   Other Examples: 

● Gregarach = more than one person with the name, MacGregor. (Pronounced Gregari)

● Cathach = Warrior = (Cath = battle [noun] + ach =  those who [adjective].  Literally, it means those 
who do battle; warriors).

These invading Picts of the tribe, “Dal n' Araid” (Kindred of the special ones), from Kintyre, called their 
army “The  Ulladd” (pronounced  Oolad in Cumbric,  Oolay in Gaelic).  It was the precursor to the names, 
Ulidia and Ulster.  Uu (which was replaced by “W” in the 11th century AD) was the P-Celtic equivalent to Fe, 
a hypocoristic (nick name) for Fer, meaning man or men. Lladd means to slaughter in Welsh. Together, they 
meant “slaughterers” or “Men who slaughter”. (One 'U' was often used in a sentence to signify two 'U's.)

For  over  a  thousand  years  (700BC  to  331AD),  the  Ulladd  dominated  Ireland  militarily,  and  they 
considered Albann their  Mamuulad “Fatherland”.  There is no equivalent to “Motherland” in any Celtic 
language.  The fabled headquarters of the elite soldiers of the “Red Branch”, Emain Macha (the early home 
of Cuchulain), was completely obliterated by two vengeful Milesian armies, while many of the best Ulladd 
soldiers were in Albann helping their fatherland fight the Romans. Reports of Scots aiding Pictish armies to 
fight Romans are ridiculous.  At that time, the term 'Scottii' (those who break things) was confined to the 
Leinster. The Ulladd, who fought in concert with the Albann Picts in Albann & Pretania were always referred 
in Roman reports as “Irish volunteers”, not Scotii.  That term was reserved for the  Milesian raiders of Wales.

 When hostile Irish raiders from Leinster in south-eastern Ireland settled in Anglesey in Northwestern 
Wales,  nine cohorts of 5,000 Brythonic Roman-trained auxilliaries were recruited (three infantry and six 
cavalry) and some were sent to Wales to dislodge them.  In 390AD, those troops under Cunedda expelled 
the Irish, and settled there themselves, creating the Kingdom of Gwynedd; which embarked on a 160 year 
campaign of conquest, until its kings were recognized as the high Kings of Wales. This transplantation of 
Britons  resulted in  the  Welsh language becoming very similar  to  that  of  the  northern  Altclyde  Britons, 
including a great amount of borrowed Pictish.                                                                                      Page 53



TIME-LINE OF PICT RESISTANCE TO ROMAN INVASION – 78/410AD
71AD Roman Legions cross Humber River, engage Caledonian mounted scouts.

73AD Roman army invades southern  Albann, takes Eburacum (York)

74AD Roman armies drive further into Albann, occupying as far north as Carlisle & Newcastle

78AD Romans finally take northern Wales, allowing more troops to attack Albann.

 79/81AD Roman armies invade southern Albann, occupying to Firth of Clyde & Firth of Forth line

82/82AD Romans ravage central Albann - and claim to have fought at Mons Gramenius – or did they??

83AD Roman army (20,000) chases Caledonians north as far as Inverness, with huge sea support. 

84AD Caledonians engage in hit and run attacks, Romans claim to have fought at Mons Gramenius.

85AD Shattered Roman army staggers south, never to return again to northern Albann

98AD Tacitus, now a Senator in Rome, reports battle of Mons Gramenius, details speech by Calgacus.

128AD Romans complete Hadrian's Wall to keep Picts out (80 miles between Carlisle and Newcastle)

142/154 Romans build Antonine Wall (80 miles north of Hadrian's Wall), between Glasgow & Edinburgh.

159AD The 9th Legio Hispana disappeared before 160AD, it is struck off records in 161AD. 

160AD Ulladd and Pict representatives meet to discuss cooperation against the Romans

161AD The Ulladd sends tens of thousands of troops to Albann to help defend the fatherland.

162AD Romans withdraw from Antonine Wall for the first time, due to harassment by Picts/Irish.

184AD Pict High King, Bran, is killed in the south fighting Roman General Ulpius Marcellus 

193AD The Ulladd seize Isle of Mann to ensure Romans can't use it as a base to invade Erie

197AD Governor Lupus was forced to bribe the Picts to obtain a temporary truce 

209AD Emperor Severus leads 40,000 man army 100 miles into Albann to secure the Antonine Wall

210AD Romans vacate Antonine Wall in despair, pay Picts for safe passage back to Hadrian's Wall

210/300 Area between the two walls becomes a killing ground.  Romans experience many desertions.

305AD Romans fight Picts & Ulladd south of Hadrian's Wall, while Germans attack in the south

306AD Reports in the Roman Senate of a victory over the Picts 

322AD Colla Uais becomess Ard Righ of Eire (322 to 326AD) defeated by Muiredhach Tireach 326AD

327AD Muiredhach Tireach banished three Colla brothers and their 300 staff to Albann

330AD Three Collas are allowed to return to Connacht to prepare an invasion of Ulidia

331AD Two Connacht armies defeat a depleted Ulladd army. Collas destroy Emain Macha. 

343AD Constans signs a peace treaty with Albann. Romans halt all activity north of Hadrian's Wall.

367AD Picts &d Ulladd overrun Hadrian's Wall, then attack southern Pretania.

369AD Maximus defeats Pict/Ulladd army, is proclaimed Roman Emperor, goes to Europe, is beheaded.

384/410 Pict raids increase under Drust, Romans lose control, Picts regain Cumbria & Northumbria.  

410/428 Visigoths take Rome, Romans leave Pretania, Picts pour south, Londinium left in ashes.

412AD Three Brythonic countries arise in southern Albann; Altclyde, Gododdin & Galloway.

428AD Vortigern hires German pirates under Hengist to drive Picts from Pretania.

437AD German Angles revolt , declare Northumbria their sword room, seize East Lothian.

537AD King Arthur dies at Camlann, Wales, fighting the army of Modred, son of Pict High King Lutren 
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The 367 Year Roman Occupation of Pretania (England & Wales)
Calgacus:  Although not included in any lists of Pict kings, Tacitus claimed he was the War Chief (Dux 
Bellorum), who led the Caledonians during the Roman invasions of 71 through  84AD.  His name in Latin 
was  Calgacus,  which may have been derived from the old  Celtic/Latin  adjective,  “aculeâtus”,  meaning 
prickly.  It was a fabrication as were many Roman reports. If the name was anywhere near accurate, his 
likely name was Galanann (son of the foreigner).  There were some Galananns later in the list of Pict kings.

Roman legions marched far into northern Albann to punish the Picts, who had attacked Romans on their 
northern frontiers including Northumbria.  Raping, burning and destroying as they went, Roman columns 
supposedly goaded the Picts into a pitched battle  in an area thought  to be in northern Aberdeenshire. 
Tacitus reported over 20,000 war chariots were used and over 10,000 enemy were killed.  This is probably a 
vast exageration (or outright  fabrication).  Fourteen years after the battle,  Tacitus reported the pre-battle 
speech Galanann supposedly gave to his army.  It was later proved that Tacitus was nowhere near the battle 
when it took place.  He was Agricola's son-in-law, and his job as a scribe was to make Agricola look good for 
the record.  Nevertheless, he described magnificentally the desperation of the Picts, he actually said “the 
Romans “made a desert and called it peace”.  By attributing this speech to Calgacus, no one criticized his 
explosive comments.

Romans freeze in the dark:  According to the absent  Tacitus,  Governor  Agricola  was brilliant  and the 
Caledonians were soundly beaten, with great losses.  After the battle, some Romans retreated to the south, 
while most of the army stayed in the area for the winter, hunkered down and trapped, shivering & starving in 
the unaccustomed sub-Arctic cold. It must have been horrendous for them as they were not prepared for the 
numbing cold that blew down upon them for the next five months.  They had to live off the land and steal 
what they could from the natives.  That would have come back to bite them as they were susceptible to 
guerrilla attacks, especially at night.  Its is interesting to note that the Romans had no word for snowflake, 
although they did have a Latin name for freeze; 'gelāre'.
The fact remains, they never ventured into northern Albann again, either in Summer or Winter, except for the 
unlucky 9th Hispana Legion, which disappeared somehwere, either in Northumbria or farther north.  The only 
reason that decision was made was no doubt due to the huge costs in manpower & morale another northern 
thrust would incur.  None of the vast Roman Legions ever claimed to have been a winter army, and no 
Roman Legion ever claimed battle honours for being at the mysterious battle of Mons Gramenius.  They 
would seasonally march out of their warm barracks during the month of “March” and hurry back into the 
safety of their heated lodgings in September.  The normal practice was to send expendable Auxilliary troops 
from northern Europe to do their dirty work, and occupy any forts or defensive lines during the winter.

These duties were the worst in the Empire.  Three legions were required to man the two walls.  Picts dealt a 
special punishment for those Celts, who were in Roman service that they caught, which was reserved for 
traitors;  beheading. Picts were used to the cold but the Romans weren't. Many Auxilliaries deserted and 
joined the Picts.The Antonine wall was only manned for 20 years It was considered an error in judgement.  
Finally, the Romans left Britain after over 360 years of an often cruel occupation. It was a simple matter of 
economics, it cost more to maintain than it was worth.  In every other geographical conquered area, only 
one Legion was required to keep the peace.  In Pretania, four were required, year round. The Ulladd knew 
full well they were next on the Roman hit list, so they made a pact with their fellow Picts of the fatherland. 
These actions were taken:

1) In 193AD, the Isle of Mann was seized by the Ulladd to deny the Romans its use as a military base.
2) Raids were made on a regular basis on the western coast of occupied Wales and England.
3) Tens of thousands of troops were sent to southern Albann to assist in the defence of the fatherland.
4) Spies were sent into occupied territory using an old Irish secret code called Ogham.  It was a series  

of cut slashes on a walking stick. Its code was never broken by the Romans.
          5)   Ulladd Picts fought  in north Britain for 250 years until the Romans left in 410AD. The effects on the 

Roman Empire of its failed invasion of Albann were catastrophic. If the Romans had a fatal flaw (apart from 
their absolute dependence on slavery), they failed to appreciate the unique cultures of the peoples they 
encountered. They had a habit of moulding their conquests into replicas of Rome, which was not always 
practical.  Albann was the first and last sub-Arctic country Rome invaded.                                          Page 55 



               Location of Isle of Mann and distances to its neighbours
It can be easily seen by this satellite image that the Isle of Mann was a very strategic piece of real estate, 

as it commanded the seas in the north Irish sea where Albann and Erie are closest to each other.  The hard  
pressed rulers of Albann were in no position to militarize it to ensure the Romans did not seize it.  However,  
the Ulidians could throw much needed manpower into fortifying it, as manpower was scarce in Albann now..

The Ulidian seizure put the Romans in a difficult  position, any attempt by them to seize it  would be 
tantamount to a declaration of War against Ulidia.  They did not relish another hostile army in the vicinity, so 
they stayed away from the Isle and maintained their 'trading' posts in Ulidia.  Any future move against the 
Uladd would have to wait until the Picts in Albann were defeated, but that situation never materialized.

The Romans had 'trading' posts in a few cities in Ulidia, which doubled as intelligence gathering centres. 
They knew pretty well what was going on there but were powerless to interfere.  It has been assumed by all  
historians that a concordant was made between the rulers of Albann and Ulidia to sanction a seizure of the 
Isle of Mann by the Ulladd, merely to keep it out of Roman hands.

It also served as a base for Irish raiders, referred to by the Romans as Scottii (those who break things), 
who regularly made life uncomfortable for Roman soldiers based in nearby Wales.  Those raids became so 
common that the Romans trained several units of Briton auxilliaries in Alclyde to settle in North-Western 
Wales so as to drive the Scottii out permanently. That was the beginning of the Gwynedd dynasty.

In 582AD, Brud Mauur had his appointed underling,  Aedan, (Sub king or)  Governor of New Dalriada, 
chase the Ulidians out of the Isle of Mann, and it was immediately reincorporated into the Empire of Albann.
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The Picts of Albann
Who were The Picts of Albann? Who were Caledonians?
Why they laid waste to Southern Britain?  Who were the 
Dalriadic Scots?    Were the MacGregors, Scots or Picts? 
What did the Germans do with Albann? What became of 
the Picts of Albann?  What was Their Effect on Europe?

All  men admit  the clan Gregor to be the purest  branch of  the ancient  race of  Scotland now in 
existence. - true descendents, in short, of the native Celtic stock of the country, and unmixed by 
blood with immigrants either of their own or of any other race. About this point there is no dispute; 
and the name of clan Alpine, commonly adopted by them for centuries, would almost alone suffice 
to prove their descent from the Albiones, the first known inhabitants of Scotland.  Condensed from 
"Clans of the highlands of Scotland", Thomas Smibert, 1850.

In this the 21st century AD, we are being led to believe by racists that the Picts  
were some sort of aboriginals, came from an unknown place, from an unknown 
people, or may have been La Tene Celts or the result of the mixing of Beaker 
peoples and Cro-Magnons from the Iberian peninsula, confined themselves to the 
northeast of Scotland, allowed a small hostile band of Irish cutthroats into their 
country, succumbed to these interlopers (even though they outnumbered them 20 
to 1, and then disappeared, leaving no descendents, and provided us with nothing 
of value.

On the other hand, it  is factually known the Picts of Albann formed a powerful 
Empire (consisting of all of today's Scotland, Northumbria and Cumbria in northern England, Dal Riata in 
northern Antrim, the Inner and Outer Hebridies, and the island chains of the Orkney, Shetland, Faroes & 
Tulli.  The Picts, and the Picts alone, had humiliated a series of mighty Roman armies (as much as 40,000 
at a time), allowed them to retreat (for a price) behind Hadrian's Wall into southern Pretania.  They reduced 
Roman London to a smoking ruin in the 5th century AD, and beat back the Anglo-Saxon hordes,  who had 
defeated the Celts of southern Briton, and established a universal Christian church, well before the English 
ever heard of Jesus Christ.

A reader might justifiably ask 'What proof is there that the Picts laid waste to southern Briton, since the Picts 
did not record a written history?  What was written, if anything, about this epoch? - and why is there is no 
mention of it in any known recorded English history of Britain? The earliest burning of London mentioned in 
any official  British historical  record is  in  1666.  Of interest  to sceptics,  one must  consider  the  recorded 
desperation of the Britons after the Romans left, their tearful pleas for Roman forces to deliver them from 
the depredations of the Vengeful Picts, and their hiring of German pirates to assist in pushing the Picts back. 
These recorded facts cannot be dismissed out of hand. We have to refer to Roman records for these events. 

What  did  the  ethnic  Germans  &  their  Norman  allies  do  with  Albann,  once  they  seized  control?  They 
prostituted it  to  the  English.   Edward 1st,  (Longshanks)  remarked on  his  way home after  burning and 
pillaging, “It does a man good to get rid of such shit”.  Once the ruling Norman Stewarts had married 
into Royal power, they embarked on a genocidal program to marginalize the Picts,  the very people who 
had readily spilled their blood in a national crusade to regain the Albann of old. In an effort to create a 
feudal society, where all power lies in the hands of the King and his favourites of the day, Scotland had 
become an English whore, prostrating itself before English power brokers. The soul of the Albann Empire 
was lost forever, a victim of the lust and greed of manipulative foreigners.
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Documented Accounts by Roman historians
By  383AD,  Rome  had  withdrawn  most  of  its  legions  from  Pretania.  In  semi-isolation,  under-strength 
garrisons there proclaimed the Spaniard, Magnus Maximus, known in Welsh legend as Macsen Wledig, as 
Emperor. He took his army to the European continent to advance his claim and quickly conquered Gaul, 
Spain and northern Italy. He occupied Rome itself in 388, only to be defeated in battle by Theodosius, the 
Eastern Emperor.   Maximus was beheaded in July of  that year.  The consequence to Pretania was the 
temporary loss of much of its defensive force, and terrifying attacks by Picts (from both Albann and Ulster).

G  ildas, writing in the 6th century  :
“Thereafter, Pretania was robbed of all her armed forces, her military supplies, her rulers, cruel as they were  
and her sturdy youth. They followed in the steps of the usurper, Maximus. Totally ignorant of all the usages  
of war, Pretania remained for many years groaning in a state of shock, exposed for the first time to two  
avenging peoples of extreme cruelty, Picts from Albann and (their Irish allies from) Ulidia.  As a result of  
their attacks and terrible depredations, Briton sent envoys to Rome with letters, making tearful appeals for  
an armed force to give protection, and promising unwavering and wholehearted submission to Roman rule,  
if only the enemy could be driven off”.

Recent Y-DNA tests have proven what has already been recorded, that the descendents of the GlenOrchy 
chief, "Gregor of the Golden Bridles", through his surviving descendant houses of Glengyle, GlenCarnoch, 
and Roro, and many other MacGregors (on the male side) - are of northern Irish ancestry, a Pict people 
known as the Ulladd. (Of course the Picts traced their ancestors through the female side).  However, Forbes 
MacGregor stated in his authoritative book 'Clan Gregor' (circa 1977) which was fully sanctioned by Clan 
Gregor, "The extraordinary discovery is, that although King Grig was by all authentic accounts a Pict, 
and the main line of MacGregors, (but not the old line of chiefs), are of Pictic origin."  Forbes also 
wrote, "In the annals of the Scots for 940AD, the death of Hugh MacAlpin, who did not succeed his 
brother (Donald), son of Kenneth MacAlpin, was recorded. There was not a Clann Gregor at that time 
but this did not affect Hugh Mac Alpin's false claim to rule over Kintyre, which was largely populated 
by Dalriadic Scots, who the MacGregors displaced centuries later."

The Clan Donald USA Genetic Project claims to have identified the genetic signature of the Scottish 
Dalriadic Royal family. Subsequently, a few MacGregors (myself included) have been proven by y-
DNA comparisons to be direct descendents, on the male side of this family. 
According to Scottish history, Colla Uais was the 121st High King of Ireland for four years, Fergus, Lorne, 
and Angus, sons of Erc, were the principal foundation lines to establish the sub-kingdom of New Dalriada 
after 485AD, after it had been obliterated several times by southern Pict forces. What is not mentioned in 
this Scottish tradition is that those three names are of  obvious Pict origin, and in their earlier Pict form - 
were actually, the well known Pict names: Uurgus, Lornn and Onnus.  Erc is also a (Gaelic) translation of 
the Pict Erp. Fergus, Lorne, Angus and Erc are not found in any Gaelic or Irish dictionaries, and are only 
frail phonetic Gaelic translations of those before-mentioned Pictic names, which do mean something. 

The question is - Were those men who settled in "New Dalriada" in what is now Argyle/Bute, P-Celtic 
speaking Firbolg (men from Belgium), who were given sanctuary and were settled on reserves in northern 
Ireland in the 2nd century BC?  or, were they Cruithni?  Either way, they were a Brythonic/Pictic society.  It is 
known that the Pictic Ulladd had a claim on all the men in New Dalriada, as they had to provide an annual 
tribute, similar to the Dal Riata in Antrim, and do service in the Ulladd army on demand.   So why did their 
descendants speak Q-Celtic? When Dal Riatach power brokers sent colonists into Argyll/Bute in 486AD, 
they intermarried with isolated rural Picts, who still spoke the old Q-Celtic of the 800-400BC era wave of 
Celtic invaders. They never did learn the newer P-Celtic vernacular of the Firbolgs.  Below, is a mythical 
representation of the Colla Uais family tree showing his son, Updar, as a King in Albann, and his daughter,  
Alechia “of Albann”. It must be remembered this claim "to be a King in Albann" was rather grandiose in that  
this particular part of Albann was merely a small area called "New Dalriada", and in that epoch, "king" was 
the term used to denote a local Chief or self-proclaimed Governor.  In later epochs, the correct term became 
'Mormaer'. Niall of the Nine Hostages ridiculously claimed Overlordship of most of Europe.               Page 58



Colla Uais MacECHACH DUIBHLEIN, 121st Ard Righ of IRELAND
 Updar (Local King) of ALBANN -  Alechia of ALBANN 

But what of the traditional claim of our clan that we are descended from Pict royalty? Part of the explanation 
is that  the Irish who emigrated to southwest  Alban,  and were derisively called Scotti  (those who break 
things) by the Romans, practised the tanistry system of descendency, that is, they recorded their lines from 
the male side, whereas the Picts traced theirs from the female side. (A new Pict King was often chosen from 
the late King's sister's male children). 

When there was a union of the two races, (and this happened often) their children could trace their ancestry 
back through both parents, and Alpin and his son, Kenneth, could qualify to contest both local Scot and High 
Pict thrones. In this way, Alpin was at least half Pict, and Kenneth was at least three quarters Pict, (because 
we  don't  know  how  many  females  in  their  ancestral  line  were  Pict),  but  Fergus  (a  Gaelic  phonetic  
transference of the Pictic  Uurgus, and his extended family of adventurers (or perhaps expellees), would 
carry the y-DNA markers of their male Irish forebears. Note: Alpin, Updar, Alechia, Uurguss, Onnuss and 
Lornn were all Pict names, not Gaelic.  Their Gaelic translations were obvious phonetic equivalents, which 
held  no meaning to the Irish.  Note: 

Unlike most other clans with few Pict connections, our clan is called 'Clan Gregor', not Clan MacGregor.  
That is, our ancestors perceived our clan as being descended from Pict Royalty. The female side was more 
important to the Picts.  To our clan founders, it didn't matter. 

Recent y-DNA tests have also proved a preponderance of outside bloodlines in our clan. This verifies the 
claims by many scholars that Clan Gregor was well known down through the ages for adopting both males 
and females into its ranks, which was a unique Pict characteristic.  

Who   Were The Caledonians  ? 
They were at various times called:  Albiones,  Orcadians,  Caledonians,  Picts, Pechts,  Pretanii, Pryden (in 
Welsh),  Cruithni (by the Gaels) and several other tribal names by their many adversaries. In the standard 
Scottish Gaelic dictionary, the English word Caledonian is translated into "Albannach", denoting citizens of 
Albann, despite the often Scottish claimed false theory that Albann did not come into being until the reign of 
Causantin II (Constantine) in 862AD. 

Tacitus  recorded;  When  Romans  entered  the  area  north  of  the  Humber  River,  now  known  as 
Northumberland, they met the "Caledonii". These warriors were unlike any other in Britain and would occupy 
the Roman legions in running battles for the next four hundred years. 

They were  described  as  -  "tall,  blonde or  red-haired chiefs  in  primitive  tartan,  their  shields  and 
helmets painted gay with enamel,  driving their  Chariots  with  pairs of  small,  tough,  fast-moving  
ponies; they were followed by thousands of half-naked, barefoot 'Keltoi'  infantry,  bearing small,  
square, wooden shields, with a metal hand-grip, and spears, with a knob at the butt-end, which,  
when banged together,  could make a terrifying noise." 
Those  Keltoi  were  described  by  the  Romans  as  being  subservient  to  the  Caledonii,  and  they  were 
considered to be of a different race.  If this account is true, Celts from Europe ventured into northern Briton 
and became subservient to a previously unknown northern race. This is contrary to typical Celtic behaviour 
that history has recorded elsewhere. Were these Caledonian chiefs  "Orcadians", who had sent emissaries 
to greet Julius Caesar, when he arrived in southern Britain in 55 BC?  Caledonian was a loose translation of 
cunning in vulgar (street) Latin, the term Pictii was invented in 297AD by a Roman reporter.

In the minds of class-conscious Romans, Caledonians were the ruling caste in Albann. Actually, they were 
merely one of several petty kingdoms that constituted the Albann confederacy. They were the strongest 
Kingdom, and that impressed the Romans.  As a result of Roman attacks on Pict territory, all the petty 
kingdoms came together to form a confederation that might be able to withstand a Roman invasion. These 
seven Kingdoms were Kazh, Ceann, Uurtriu, Circenn, Potla, Uurtreun & Uuib in Cumbric.                
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Tacitus called the war leader of the Caledonii, "Calgacus" (meaning 'swordsman' in old Latin) but this was 
definitely an invented name. His real name was probably Galannan (son of the stranger), which was similar 
to Polnann, a popular Pict name, which meant “son of Apollo”.  Romans had a habit of translating strange 
foreign names into a Latin proximity. This practice of selecting a war chief in times of military conflict was 
handed down through Pict society until the 18th century, when Rob Roy was recognized as the best war 
commander  of  the  Clan  Gregor. Romans  also  practised  this  process  as  they  routinely  appointed  a 
temporary military dictator to have unfettered control of their armed forces in times of national emergencies. 
Celtic and Latin language similarities were accredited to a common language about 60 generations previous 
to the time of Julius Caesar, about 1500BC. 

Tacitus omitted any mention of Calgacus after the fictitious battle of Mons Gramenius, indicating he was 
never killed nor captured by the Romans. In fact, Tacitus was nowhere near the battle and merely used his 
fertile imagination to describe it - with the sole aim of glorifying his father-in-law, Agricola. Later, Tacitus's  
glowing accounts were instrumental in helping gain Agricola the supreme position of Emperor. 

The Six Roman Invasions of Britain 

When Julius Caesar raided Britain in 55 and 54 BC, his official motive was to "teach the natives a lesson".  
Unofficially, it was a matter of personal pride - and one of Caesar's Gaullish mistresses was infatuated with  
the giant fresh water pearls that were only found in Britain. The uncoordinated Celtic warlords were no 
match for the world class technology of the Roman military machine. Caesar fought several battles against 
various British chiefs and exacted hostages and a commitment for a continuing tribute from them before 
departing Britain to pursue his path to power back in Rome. Permanent occupation was not contemplated. 
The Romans would not return for another 97 years.

First Roman Raid - When Caesar raided Southern Briton in 55 and 54BC, the Picts in Albann learned 
of it. Their world was changing. Emissaries were sent to Londinium to study the Romans and determine the 
threat.  They  reported  that  the  Roman  Legions  consisted  of  Celts  and  Germans  from  Europe  and 
Carthaginians  from  Africa.  Those  auxiliary  forces  were  used  as  shock  troops  because  they  were 
expendable.  Roman professional  soldiers merely dispatched the wounded and the fleeing after  battles. 
They raped, pillaged and destroyed wherever they went. If senior Roman officers were not satisfied with the 
efforts of their soldiers, they would have every tenth soldier ceremonially beaten to death by his comrades. 
This was called decimum (decimation).  Pretania became known as the worst posting in the Empire, where 
conditions demanded the presence of four Legions where one should have been enough.

There was nothing left but burned buildings, obliterated crops & dead bodies. Whatever Roman soldiers 
wanted, they stole. Those Britons who survived the holocaust were carefully shipped back to Rome to be 
put to death in huge arenas to appease Roman lust. The entire resources of the land were stripped and 
carried off to Rome.  With their vast numbers, superb training and strict discipline, they were invincible. 
Nothing  could  stop  them.  Then,  the  Romans  left  as  quickly  as  they  had  come.  Romans  called  the 
emissaries,  Caledonians. They followed Caesar to Rome and continued sending back information.  Ten 
years later, his own people assassinated Caesar. The threat was thought to have ended.

This storyline is accurate and can be verified by various historical records:
Ie.  No  1:  "The  original  inhabitants  were  Picts,  evidence  of  whose  occupation  still  exists  in  numerous 
"weems" or underground houses, chambered mounds, barrows or burial mounds, "brochs" or round towers, 
and stone circles and standing stones. Romans followed the Greeks, became aware of, and circled, the 
Orkney Islands, which they called "Orcades".  There is evidence they traded with the inhabitants. However, 
they made no attempt to occupy at that time.
i.e. No 2: Roman chronicles recorded that “Orcadians” sent emissaries to meet Caesar in southern Britain. 
At that time, the terms “Caledonii” and “Pictii” had not yet been invented.
i.e. No 3: “Caledonii” were recorded as having emissaries in Rome during the Julius Caesar epoch.  Actual 
conversations between Caledonii women and Roman women were recorded for posterity.
i.e. No 4: Archeological excavations have proved agriculture in Britain developed independently of Europe.
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Second Roman Invasion - Four Roman Legions arrive in 43AD and subdue the Brythonic Celts in 35 
years.   The  last  and  most  difficult  area  to  pacify  was  Wales  (Cymru).   Local  insurrections  broke  out  
continuously for the next 350 years, draining the Roman treasury - and Roman patience.

Third Roman Invasion - The cause of the Roman invasion of Albann in 79AD was the need of the 
Emperor in Rome to gain prestige in the Senate and popularity with the people of Rome. The man charged 
with subduing the Picts was a General named Gnaeus Julius Agricola, Governor of the Province of Pretania. 
He crossed the River Humber, and in the first year of the invasion, went as far as the Tay estuary (Western 
Perthshire)  before  falling  back  to  the  line  of  forts  between  the  Clyde  &  Forth  estuaries  (Glasgow  & 
Edinburgh), later to become Antonine's Wall.

The following summer he led his army north once again and continued up the fertile farmlands in the East 
side of the north country - often called the 'granary of the north' - right through the heart of Pict territory. He 
kept  his  army near  the  coast  in  order  to  get  supplies  from the following  Roman Fleet  for  his  20,000 
legionnaires - about one tenth of the total Roman army. Including the sailors in the fleet, the entire invasion 
force was about 30,000 men. Tacitus relates that Agricola, 'had sent his fleet ahead to plunder at various 
points and spread uncertainty and terror'. However, this expedition was about to plunge Rome into a 300 
year expensive nightmare. In all the history of Roman invasions this comparatively little far northern country 
was to prove itself the toughest and most expensive. Agricola and his son in law, Tacitus dreamt up a fake 
battle, of shich there has nver been any physical trace of.

Fourth Roman Invasion - The resoluteness of Roman determination to conquer the Picts is proven by 
their invading Caledonia three times and by no less than the Emperor Severus, himself taking personal 
control of leading an invasion of eight legions (40,000 Roman troops), into Caledonia in 209 AD. The army 
of Severus was double the number available to Agricola, and 10,000 more than it took to subdue all the 
much larger population of south Briton. In light of these later events, Tacitus's claim that Agricola conquered 
Caledonia appears as ridiculous propaganda.

The old soldier took a huge fleet loaded with 40,000 centurions into the Firth of Forth, landed a vengeful  
army ashore, and although he defeated every Pictish force he met, and beheaded every Pictish chief who 
failed to surrender, he failed to conquer the land which he called Caledonia, and he too was soon dead. The 
Romans stayed only two years, after which, they appealed to the local Pict Chiefs to allow them to retreat in 
peace back to Hadrian's Wall.

Perhaps because of constant warfare and attacks against the wall, Antoninus Pius advanced the frontier 
again to the narrow (thirty mile wide) Scottish neck between the Forth and Clyde. Boasting twenty forts, it 
separated Pict tribes on either sides of the wall. The wall was manned by the Second, Sixth and Twentieth 
Legions during its twenty years, with deep moats on  both side, north and south.

The Picts never ceased attacking it, and in fact the Romans lost it and regained it twice before finally giving 
it up by the end of the second century and retreating south to Hadrian's Wall. We learn from the words of 
Cassius Dio that the northern tribes "crossed the wall, did a great deal of damage and killed a general and 
his troops (one entire legion)."

After paying a humiliating price, the Romans departed, with headless Roman soldiers hanging from trees all  
the way back to their southern terminus.  They never ventured into central Albann again.

The lesson grimly taught by the Romans, and the decimation caused in the Pict countryside must have been 
of  such horrendous consequences that  for  nearly a century,  peace was kept  in  the land;  the Romans 
manned Hadrian's Wall, and the Picts stayed in their grim, brooding hills north of it.

Fifth Roman Invasion - The fourth century erupts in warfare again and in 305 AD, the Romans fought 
against "Caledonii and other Picts."  The northern tribes are now called "Pictii" (those who paint their 
bodies) by their enemies, and in the south, Saxons, Angles and Jutes also add to the woes of Rome by 
raiding south-eastern Britain.
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In 343 AD, Constans started a campaign against the Picts and eventually entered into a truce with them. In 
360  AD,  Ammanius  Marcellus  states  that  the  "Picts  were  now  two  peoples  -  the  Dicalydones  and 
Verturiones." That same year, the truce is broken and the Picts, allied with the Ulladd of Ulster pour through 
the Hadrian wall into northern England and are eventually pushed back.   They kept hammering at the wall, 
and  may  have  in  fact  joined  in  a  multi-tribal  alliance  against  Rome.  In  382-3,  allied  with  the
Ulladd, Picts again invade, and this time the damage done to Hadrian's wall and its forts was never repaired, 
although the invaders are driven back by the brilliant Magnus Maximus. The end of the century brought yet  
another Pict invasion, this time met by the great Roman general Stilicho himself, who also managed to send 
the great Irish hero Niall of the Nine Hostages, scampering back to Ulster. After 383AD, the momentum was 
with the Picts, who continuously hammered at the Romans deep into central Pretania.                     

During the short occupation of southern Caledonia, the Romans were unable to stay longer than 10 years; 
they had to build around 60 permanent fortified military camps and forts, build two massive defensive walls 
the  entire  width  of  the  country,  suffer  defeat  three times,  retreated three times,  and then suffered the 
indignity of having to pay Pict tribes not to attack them.

As long as the Picts maintained their effective guerrilla warfare, the Romans were never able to build any 
permanent settlements in what is now Scotland. After all the efforts, all the expense, all the building and all 
the years of war - Caledonia would still be defiant, unconquered and free. The Romans awoke a formidable 
enemy - one they would come to wish had never been disturbed.

It was Hadrian who decided that northern Albann was not worth any more legions, so he pulled back the 
Empire to the Tyne and the Solway. There he built the famous wall which bears his name, seventy miles 
from sea to sea (modern Carlyle to Newcastle).

The Ninth  Legion  disappeared  in  Albann somewhere,  and  was  never  heard  from again.  A new "Ninth 
Legion"  surfaced  many  years  later  in  North  Africa  but  those  were  different  soldiers  under  different 
circumstances, representing a weak ploy to give a new generation proof the famous 9th Legion had not 
really been annihilated.

Pict Invasions of Roman Territory - In the mid-4th century, Roman positions were under siege from three 
directions. Those beyond Hadrian's Wall harried the Roman frontier once again. In 365 AD, the Roman 
historian,  Ammianus  Marcellinus,  clearly  identified  Rome’s  enemies  in  Britain  at  the  time  as  the: 
"Dicalydones" (the southern Picts)  ,  the "Verturiones" (the northern Picts),  the Attacotti  and the Saxons 
(Angles of Lothian).
These first two names refer solely to the Picts, and were merely phonetic pronunciations (to Roman ears) of the  
two most powerful Pict centres of power; the Caledonians, centred in Uurtrenn (Fortren in Gaelic) in the south, 
and the Moravians of Moray (previously known as Uurturiu) (Fortriu in Gaelic) in the north. In 367-369 and again 
in 382AD, the Picts and Irish attacked in force in what Roman historians called the “Barbarian Conspiracy”, and it  
took Rome considerable time and force to repel the attackers.  From the Pict and Irish viewpoints, they formed a 
Grand Alliance to repel the Roman invaders from the Albann fatherland.

The Picts attacked again in 396 AD, this time acting alone, but they were eventually repelled by the great Roman  
general, Stilicho. The constant raids were having a devastating effect, and with Rome itself under siege by the 
Goths and Huns in the East, needing all its soldiers at home, they finally left in AD 410, creating a power vacuum 
that would pit the Picts, Britons and newly arrived Angles against each other for 500 years.  As the Romans 
withdrew their garrisons from Britain in 410AD, due to the tremendous costs of maintaining their occupation, the 
Picts followed them, wreaking havoc and disarray amongst the Britons, until, in final triumph, satisfied they had 
avenged their slaughtered countrymen, they left the south in ruins and particularly Londinium in a smoking pile 
of ashes, and returned home.  Unknown to the victors, over the eastern and north-eastern horizons, others 
were planning their own onslaughts on the British Isles, - - the Norse and the Danish Vikings.

The Pict Language- Early Picts spoke an offshoot of Indo-European, circa about 3,000BC or earlier. 
By 2500BC, it had become immersed into a West Norse dialect of north German. After 800BC, the Pict 
language became influenced by; first Q-Celtic, then in 400BC, by P-Celtic.  By 325AD, a hybrid Brythonic/ 
Pict language “Cumbric” was spoken throughout Albann, except in isolated areas where the older Q-Celtic 
was still prevalent. Ireland was deeply entrenched in Q-Celtic after 200BC by the Milesians.              Page 62



The Milesians appeared in Ireland about 200BC, and quickly conquered southern Ireland, bringing Q-Celtic 
back into primacy.  The military defeat of the Ulladd by three southern armies in 331AD, spelled the end of 
Cumbric in all of Ireland. Adamnan clearly stated that Columba needed a translator to speak to the great 
Pict  King, Brud, in 550AD. This was because Brud spoke Cumbric and the Irish spoke Q-Celtic,  which 
evolved into “Irish” and Scottish “Gaelic”.    The northern Pict Kingdom definitely included in its population 
many Orcadians, who would have  contributed to its linguistic uniqueness. On the other hand, the southern 
Pict Kingdom, would have included no Orcadians, leaving their language a purer form of Brythonic Celtic. 
Some of these uniquenesses survives even today in areas such as Buchans, where people still pronounce 
"W"  as  an  "F",  and  in  southern  Wales,  where  a  “U”  is  pronounced  as  an  “I”,  which  are  not  Gaelic 
characteristics.  The language the Welsh spoke then, and today, is the nearest we have to the original Celtic 
language of Julius Caesar's time. From all accounts, the Picts spoke a dialect of P-Celtic closely allied to 
modern Welsh.  The fact the Picts of Albann were fluent in Celtic is proven by one very unique name, 
"Caunal", the 34th King of Albann. Conall is also listed in Breton dictionaries as uniquely Breton, although 
the Irish and Scots both had kings with the same name, pronounced the same but spelled differently. 

Falsely Reported Brythonic (P-Celtic) Kingdoms 'about 500BC'

 

Supposedly from early Greek and later Roman accounts. This map is a fake promoting Scottish interests. 
Note the section encompassing Kintyre, southern Argyll and Antrim County in Ireland, called 'Dal Riata'.  
There is no way those areas constituted a political entity in 500BC. The Milesians appeared in southern 
Ireland about 200BC, and created two distinct groups of Firbolg refugees, who fled to Ulster, the Dal Fiatach 
and the Dal Riatach. The 'Dal Riata' did not exist in 500BC.The Dal Riatach only sent settlers into Kintyre 
after 485AD.  This fake map shows the 'ULLAD' merely in the south of Ulster, when they controlled all of  
northern  Ireland  at  that  time.   The  'Dal  Riatach'  in  Antrim  paid  tribute  to  the  Ulladd  and  were  never  
independent of them.                                                                                                                             Page 63



Language peculiarities are evolving today in countries that on the surface, speak a common language, even 
with the advent of a unifying device like television. i.e. In the USA, being "pissed" means one is ANGRY.  In  
the UK, it means one is INEBRIATED.  In Canada, to be angry is being PISSED OFF. In the USA, their 
autos burn GASOLINE. In the UK, they burn PETROL. In Canada, we order double-doubles and bloody 
Caesars, while Americans don't have a clue what we are talking about.  In the USA, when they courier 
something, they FEDEX it, in Canada, we PUROLATE it.  The Australians call a girl a SHEILA, In North 
America, we BILD it but in Scotland, they BULD it. - In Canada, we pronounce it FATHER but in Scotland 
they pronounce it FOTHA.   In the US, they pronounce it PITTSBURG, but in Scotland, they pronounce it as 
EDINBURRA (although there are no “A”s in the spelling).  We all speak English – of different sorts. 

On the other hand, the Breton dialect was influenced by French, and modern Welsh has been influenced by 
Latin. Breton has many French words such as their form for King, 'ROUE'.  It is not far removed from the 
French  ROI, which no doubt evolved from the Q-Celtic;  RIGH, (pronounced  RI). We know the classical 
Gaullish name for King was BRENNIN, and it remains that in modern Welsh. The Latin word is REX.
Noted Scottish historian, Michael Lynch, eloquently stated "Whatever the Picts were, they were likely, as 
were other peoples either in post-Roman western Europe or in contemporary Ireland, to have been 
an amalgam of tribes, headed by a warrior aristocracy which was by nature, mobile. Their culture 
was the culture of the warrior... to ensure their survival in a volatile world."
However, what most historians neglect to understand, or even mention, is that the Picts had developed a 
strong central government as early as 700BC. What proof do we have of this? 1/ Pictish tribes successfully 
invaded northern Ireland with war chariots before 700BC. 2/ A central government built hundreds of superb 
dry stone 'Brochs' throughout Albann as an early warning system beginning in 600BC. 3/ Before Christ was 
born, Picts built  a wall & dyke to mark its southern border in Erie, 4/ Mounted Pict Scouts patrolled the 
southern border of Albann along the north shore of the Humber River against Celtic incursions, which is 
where Roman Legions first encountered them in 78AD. 5/ When Roman armies invaded Albann in 79AD, 
Ulster Picts, (the ULLADD) formed an alliance with Albann to oust the Romans from Britain. 6/ Combined 
Pictish armies fought the Romans for 330 years, eventually leaving Londinium in ashes.
The Roman soldier & historian, Ammianus Marcellinus, (320-390AD) gave an account of a tumultuous 
situation in Britain between  364 and 369AD. He described a corrupt and treasonous Roman colonial 
administration, native Celtic troops (the Areani) in collaboration with some Gaullish auxiliaries, who had 
deserted & joined the Pictish enemy.   Despite false claims to the contrary, Rome never conquered Albann, 
and only occupied the southernmost area for 20 hectic years, before paying the Picts a safe passage out.
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Just how long, and when, did the Romans occupy the south of Albann?

Above is an on-line map of the British Isles circa 200AD, which purports to show the entire area between the 
Antonnine Wall and Hadrian's Wall as being under Roman control, a significant area north of the Antonine 
Wall also under Roman control, including the entire area south of the great escarpment, which marks the 
beginning of the southern highlands.  These three diverging maps have been untouched by the aurhor.

Fact:  The Romans, under Emperor Antoninius Pius, advanced to the Clyde/Forth line in 142AD, and built 
the Antonine Wall. They vacated all of Albann north of the Hadrian Wall in 162AD, fed up with the insecurity 
of the Wall, and a failure to establish secure settlements anywhere in the vicinity of the line. The Romans 
returned to the Antonine Wall in 209AD, when Emperor Severus advanced with eight Legions to rebuild the 
wall.  They stayed all of one year, then paid a humilating bribe to the Picts to alow them to retreat back to 
Hadrian's Wall without harrassment (with headless Roman soldiers hanging from trees along the entire route 
back), never to return north again.

It could be argued that the Romans did permanently control southern Albann from 73AD to until  about 
383AD, although that part of Albann was all of Northumberland and Cumbria. Below are two other maps of 
the Roman Empire (British isles portion), dated  AD117 & 260AD respectively.  The 260AD map actually 
shows the Picts had broken through Hadrians Wall.  Some maps are more accurate than are others.

Circa 117AD (correct) Circa 260AD (correct)
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Time Line of Albann 750BC - 900AD

750 BC Dal n'Araid Picts invade Ierne, they dominate it militarily for 1,000 years. 

400 BC 'Firbolg' Gauls from northern Europe overwhelm southern Britain & southern Erie.

325 BC Pytheas of Massilia sailed to the Orkney Islands, on to Tulli in an Orcadian sailboat

250 BC An Orcadian trading settlement was established on the southeast coast of Tulli.

200 BC Milesians (Ibero-Celts from Hannibal's retreating army) invade southern Ierne.

150BC Picts erect a wall & moat (Black Pig's Dyke) along their southern border in Ulidia

100BC -
100AD

A massive construction program throughout Albann to build protective Brochs, verifying 
Albann had a strong central authority at that time.

55-54BC Julius Caesar raids Pretania twice to please his Gaulish mistress.

54BC 'Caledonii' send envoys to contact Caesar and evaluate the danger to Albann.

54BC Caledonii envoys follow Caesar to Rome, stay there until he is assassinated in 44BC.

43AD Emperor Claudius sends Aulus Plautius with 24,000 legionnaires to invade Pretania.

60-61AD In the Boudican revolt, the 9th Hispana Legion is nearly annihilated. 150 cavalry escape.

71AD Romans meet Caledonii scouts for the first time at the north shore of Humber River.

71-74AD Petillius Cerialis leads an invasion of southern Albann, seizes York & Carlisle.

78AD Northern Cymru is finally conquered, bringing all of Pretania under Roman rule. 

79-81AD Governor Agricola leads an invasion of Albann, gets to Firth of Forth.

83AD Second advance under Agricola north along eastern shore with supply ships in tandem

83AD Roman army rapes, pillages and burns in Albann to demoralize the Caledonii.

84AD 'Caledonii' succour the Romans into a long circuitus trek north to Inverness. 

84AD 'Caledonii' conduct guerrilla warfare and scorched earth policy to demoralize Romans.

84AD Demoralized Roman army suffers terrible losses in sub-Arctic winter of 84/85AD

85AD Roman army retreats south to Forth/Clyde line in Spring, never to go north again.

98AD Tacitus describes the battle of 'Mons Gramenius' 14 years after it was reportedly fought. 
Experts claim he was not there. No trace of the 'battle' has ever been found. 

108AD Sometime after 108AD, the 9th Hispana Legion disappeared without a trace.

122AD Romans begin to build Hadrian's Wall from Newcastle to Carlisle (80 miles).

128AD Romans finish Hadrian's Wall and deploy 9,000 troops there. Worst duty in Roman army

130AD Irish Picts (Ulladd) agree to help the fatherland, Albann, fight the Romans.

130AD The Ulladd sends 10,000 men to Albann to help fight Romans. 
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130AD The Ulladd encourage raiding along the Welsh coast. Romans coin the word “Scotti”.

130AD The Ulladd sends spies into occupied Pretania using Ogham-coded 'walking sticks'.

193 Ulladd navy seizes Isle of Mann to deny Romans its use as a military base.

142 Romans begin building the Antonine Wall between Glasgow & Edinburgh (39 miles).

162 Romans withdraw from Antonine Wall. Soldiers begin to call the enemy 'Picts'.

200 Beginning of Irish High Kingship at Teamhair (Tara).

208 Emperor Severus returns to Antonine Wall with 40,000 troops. Stays only one year.

210 Romans are forced to withdraw from Antonine Wall & pay Caledonii not to attack.

210 Caledonii line the route with decapitated corpses of Roman soldiers hung from trees.

279 Romans officially refer to people of Albann as 'Pictii' and drop 'Caledonii'.

325 Cumbric replaces Pictic as the universal language of Albann out to the Shetlands.

331 Three Milesian armies invade Ulidia, destroy Emain Macha and seize eight provinces.

331 A rump Ulidia remains consisting of  Counties Antrim and Down..

360 With persistent Irish raids of the eastern coast and combined Pict/Cruithni raids from the 
north, the Romans were losing control of northern Pretania. 

378 Magnus Maximus declares himself Emperor of an independent Pretania.

380 Maximus departs to the continent to fight the Emperor in Rome, leaving Pretania with few 
troops, mostly second rate Briton auxiliaries.

388 Maximus occupied Rome. Theodosius defeated him in battle and beheaded him in 
July.

397 Roman Commander, Stilicho, repels attack by Picts/Cruithni and Saxons.

381/410 Picts and Ulidians increase their raids into Pretania. Roman control is slipping away.

402/405 Two British legions were withdrawn to fight Goths in Europe.

410 Rome is sacked by Goths. Roman troops are withdrawn from Pretania permanently.

410/428 Picts stream south, execute collaborators & burn towns to ashes, including Londinium. 

412 Briton Kingdoms of Altclyde, Gododdon & Gallaway are declared in southern Albann.

440/450 Civil war/famine in Pretania, caused by Britons' failure to deal with Pict invasions.

446/450 Vortigern pays Angles, Hengist & Horsa, to organize a Germanic army to fight Picts.

446/450 Angles and Saxons stream into eastern Pretania, push Picts back to Hadrian's Wall. 

450 Angles claim Northumberland as their sword room.

450 Anglo/Saxons turn on their Cymru paymasters and drive them from eastern Pretania.

455 Picts ally with the Angles against the powerful Brythonic nation of Altclyde.
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460AD Legend of King Arthur is born. He fights Germans & Picts as Battle Commander.

469
Roman emperor, Anthemius, appeals to Britons for help against the Visigoths. The leader of the 
12,000 man Cymru force was Riothamus. The bulk of this force was wiped out in a battle against  
Euric, the Visigoth king. Survivors, including Riothamus, vanished and were never heard from 
again. This was the end of Cymru military power.

485 Dal Riatach rulers send scouts to western Argyll  to seek a sanctuary from expanding Ui Niall  
Milesians. They intermarry with Goidelic-speaking Picts in 'New Dalriada'.

537 'King' Arthur dies in battle against Modred, son of Pict King Lutren at battle of Camlann in Cymru.

550 Brud Mauur defeats Orcadian separatists and brings them back into Albann Empire.

560
Brud attacked New Dalriada and executed the subking, who promoted land stealing. Brud followed 
the deceased king's rival to Dal Riatach in Antrim and executed him. Brud appointed Aiden, the  
son of the deceased sub-king, as his agent in New Dalriada.

563 Colomcille (Columba in Latin) was expelled to Albann for illegally copying a bible. 

565 Columba visited High King Brud Mauur at Inverness to obtain his protection of Iona. Brud obtains  
safe passage for Columba's missionaries from sub-king of Orkney.

593 An elderly Brud had Aiden chase the Ulidians from the Isle of Mann and bring it back into the  
Albann Empire. The inhabitants became Gaelic speaking for the first time.

732 In his inaugural effort, Onnuss I captured and drowned the Scottish sub-king of Atholl. 

732
Onnuss I seized the Scottish citadel at Dunnadd, chased Alpin, sub king of Dalriada to Ulidia and 
drowned him. He defeated the Dalriadan forces in Ulidia. He appointed Eogan II as his sub-king.

739 Onnuss I deposed sub-king Eogan II, annexed Dalriada, which he ruled directly.

741 Onnus I quelled another rebellion in Dalriada and killed sub-king Indrechtach.

750-756 A war with Strathclyde went badly. The Scots expelled the Pict garrison from Dalriada.

761 Brud VI  reannexed Dalriada to Albann.

791 Kast I (Constantine) defeated and killed sub-king Connell, and reannexed Dalriada. 

793
A ruthless Viking sacking of the Lindisfarne monastery off the coast of Northumbria shocked the 
Christian world. All the inhabitants were killed or taken as slaves. Nothing of value was left. It is  
remembered as the beginning of the Viking period. Britain.

820 Norse and Danish Vikings were raiding the coasts of Pretania, Albann and Ierne.

825
Norse kidnap Pict & Irish women to begin a settlement in Tulli on the northwest coast far from Pict 
settlements. From fortified position, they raid Pict settlements, killing men and kidnapping women.

830-900 Norse Vikings overrun Argyle, Sutherland, Isle of Mann, Orkney, Shetland, Tulli  & Faroes.

830-900 Picts abandon settlements on the northern shore and relocate to fortified inland towns.

878-889 Grig 1, sonof Dungall, ruled Albann, changed title of High king from Rex Pictorum to Ri Albanne.

889 Kenneth MacAlpin's two sons (Kast & Donall) return from Monastic anctuary in Ulidia to assume 
power in Albann. Kast establishes Gaelic as the universal language of Albann,  replacing Cumbric.

918 Kast II invades Northumbria, forces Angles to return East Lothian to Albann.

1057 At MacBeth's death, MacAlpin dynasty ends. Angles change country's name to 'Scotland'. 
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Chapter 4

 DISINTIGRATION
AND  -  DEATH

OF THE  WESTERN 

ROMAN EMPIRE

At its zenith in 117AD, the Roman Empire had become a cosmopolitan group of diverse colonies.  Trajan 
had expanded its borders at the cost of thousands of lives and a depleted treasury.  Enemies were at the 
gates in every province, something had to be done to consolidate and secure what had been accomplished.
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Hadrian was born Publius Aelius Hadrianus to an ethnically Italian family, near Santiponce in modern-day 
Spain. (4 January, 76 AD – 10 July, 138 AD).  He was Roman Emperor from 117 to 138. He re-built the  
Pantheon and constructed the Temples of Venus & Roma. He is also known for building Hadrian's Wall,  
which marked the northern limit of Roman rule in Britain. Hadrian was regarded by some as a humanist and 
was Greek in most of his tastes. He is regarded as one of the Five Good Emperors.

His predecessor, Trajan, was a maternal cousin of Hadrian's father. Trajan never officially designated an 
heir,  but according to his wife Pompeia Plotina, Trajan named Hadrian emperor immediately before his 
death. Trajan's wife and his friend Licinius Sura were well-disposed towards Hadrian, and he may well have 
owed his succession to them. Despite his own reputation as a military administrator, Hadrian's reign was 
marked by a lack of major military conflicts, apart from the Second Roman-Jewish War. He surrendered 
Trajan's conquests in Mesopotamia,  considering them to be indefensible.  There was almost  a war  with 
Parthia around 121, but the threat was averted when Hadrian succeeded in negotiating a peace.

His peace policy was strengthened by the erection of permanent fortifications along the empire's borders. 
The most famous of these is the massive Hadrian's Wall in Britannia.  The Danube & Rhine borders were 
strengthened  with  a  series  of  mostly  wooden  fortifications,  forts,  outposts  and  watchtowers,  the  latter 
specifically improving communications and local area security. To maintain morale and prevent guard troops 
from becoming restive, Hadrian established intensive drill routines, and personally inspected the armies. 
Although his coins showed military images almost as often as peaceful ones, Hadrian's policy was peace 
through strength, often threat.  During his reign, Hadrian travelled to nearly every province of the Empire. An 
ardent admirer of Greece, he sought to make Athens the cultural capital of the Empire and ordered the 
construction of many opulent temples in that city. 

Diocletian,  under pressure from external  enemies,  the Empire consolidated and retreated from parts of 
western Europe, the Balkans and Mesopotamia.
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The map above illustrates most of the Barbarian tribes who invaded Roman territory between 100 & 500AD.

The  Roman  Empire  emerged  from  the  Roman  Republic  when  Julius  Caesar  and  Augustus  Caesar 
transformed it from a republic into a monarchy. Rome reached its zenith in the 2nd century, then fortunes 
slowly declined (with many revivals and restorations along the way). The reasons for the decline of the 
Empire are likely multiple. Historians infer the population appears to have diminished in many provinces, 
especially in western Europe, from the diminishing size of fortifications built to protect cities from barbarian 
incursions, from the 3rd century on. Some historians have even suggested that parts of the periphery were 
no longer inhabited, because these fortifications were restricted to the centre of each city only. Tree rings 
suggest "distinct drying" beginning in 250AD.

By the late 3rd century, the city of Rome no longer served as an effective capital, so various cities 
were used as new administrative capitals. Successive emperors, starting with Constantine, chose 
the  eastern  city  of  Byzantium,  which  he  had  entirely  rebuilt  after  a  siege.  Later  renamed 
Constantinople, and protected by formidable walls in the late 4th and early 5th centuries, it was to 
become the largest and most powerful city of Christian Europe in the Early Middle Ages.
Since  the  Crisis  of  the  Third  Century,  the  Empire  was  intermittently  ruled  by  more  than  one 
emperor at once (usually two), presiding over different regions. At first a haphazard form of power  
sharing, this eventually evolved into an East/West administrative division between the Western 
Roman Empire (centered in Rome), and the Eastern Roman Empire (with its capital finally settled 
in  Constantinople). The Latin-speaking west, under dreadful demographic crises, and the wealthier  
Greek-speaking east, gradually diverged politically and culturally. It deepened further after Rome 
fell to a Visigoth Chief, and this had lasting consequences for the medieval history of Europe.
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In AD376, large numbers of Goths crossed the Danube River. They sought admission to the territory of the 
Roman Empire, a political institution which, despite both new and longstanding systematic weaknesses, 
wielded effective power across all the lands surrounding the Mediterranean and beyond. The Empire had 
large numbers of trained, supplied,  and disciplined soldiers, it  had a comprehensive civil  administration 
based in thriving cities with effective control over public finances, and it maintained extreme differences of 
wealth and status (including slavery on a large scale). It had wide-ranging trade networks that allowed even 
modest  households to use goods made by professionals  from far  away.  Among its literate elite,  it  had 
ideological  legitimacy  as  the  only  acceptable  form  of  civilization,  and  a  cultural  unity  based  on 
comprehensive familiarity with Greek & Roman literature and rhetoric. 
By AD476, when Odoacer deposed the Emperor Romulus, the Western Roman Empire wielded negligible 
military, political, or financial power, and had no effective control over the scattered Western domains that 
could still be described as Roman. Invading "barbarians" had established their own politics on most of the 
area of the Western Empire. While its legitimacy lasted for centuries longer and its cultural influence remains 
today, the Western Empire never had the strength to rise again.  The events of the decline became the 
subject of debate at the time, which  often took on a strongly religious flavor. As the events surrounding the 
fall of the Roman Republic, much of this period is unusually well-documented, though there are very few 
statistics which directly describe the strength of the economy, of the army, of the civil administration, or of 
the  barbarians.  Modern  historians  have debated the relative  importance  of  these  and  other  factors,  in 
particular, whether the state was significantly weaker by 376 than it had been in previous centuries, and why 
the West collapsed, while the East did not. The collapse, and the repeated attempts to reverse it, are major 
subjects of the ancient world, and they bring forth much modern discourse on state failure.
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Chapter 5

The Pict Clanns of Albann
Armstrong Baxter Borthwick Brodie Buchan 
Buchanan Cameron Cunningham Douglas Dunbar

Farquharson Fergusson Forbes Galbraith Gillies 
Grant Gunn Hannay Henderson  Home 
 Keith  Kennedy Kilgour Lamont Lennox

 MacAlpin MacArthur MacAulay MacBean MacBethad 
MacColl MacDuff MacFarlane MacFie MacGregor  
MacInroy  MacIvor MacKay MacKenzie MacKinnon 

MacIntosh MacLaren MacLean MacNaughton MacMillan 
 MacPhail MacPherson MacQuarrie MacRae MacThomas
Matheson  Morgan Munro Napier Ogilvie

Rattray Robertson Skene Sutherland Urquhart 
Wallace  Wemyss   

The national flag of present day Scotland is the white Saltire Cross of Saint Andrew on a sky blue 
background, and it was uniquely Pict inspired
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Clann ARMSTRONG 

Legend suggests the name of Armstrong had a very literal origin. It was bestowed on Fairbairn, a royal 
armour-bearer, after he had used his strength to rescue the King of Scotland in battle. Nevertheless, the 
Armstrongs are generally recognized as being descended from P-Celtic Welsh-speaking families who had 
settled along the Cumberland/Annandale areas, long before the Anglo-Saxons ever thought of emigrating to 
a Celtic Britain. 

The  Picto-Scottish  clan  system  became  a  necessary  means  of  survival  for  all  rural  people  in 
Albann/Scotland after the final union of the two crowns in 843AD, under Kenneth MacAlpine.  The tribal way 
of life was as firmly established in the border areas as in the Hebrides within a few hundred years. The 
Armstrongs were as much of a clan as was Clan Gregor, and would at times, act quite independently of the 
Scottish king, or anyone else for that matter.

They were first noted as living south of the present border, where P-Celtic peoples (the southern Picts) had 
also settled centuries before.  It was not uncommon for old Celtic families to be allotted English names after 
the usurpation of the Gaelic-speaking line by the Norman Bruces, then continued under the Stewarts.

It was not until 1237 that the border between Scotland and England was settled by treaty, and then as late 
as the 16th century, sections were still debatable, and were frequently hotly contested.  The Armstrongs 
were the most turbulent, powerful, and feared of all the border clans, being able to quickly muster 3,000 
horsemen.  Theirs  was  an  unenviable  task  of  defending  a  large  portion  of  the  border  against  English 
incursions, which they did well, when their own monarch was not executing their chiefs. 

The territory occupied by the Armstrongs was fertile, but not extensive. It comprised the southern half of  
Liddesdale, bounded on the south-east by the English border, and on the west by the river Esk, and on the 
north by Elliot lands. Between 1361 and 1373, there is mention of a Gilbert Armstrong who was the Provost 
of the Cathedral of St. Andrew. By 1376, 'Alexandir' Armstrong held the lands of Mangerton, which continued 
to be their seat until the 17th century.  From Liddesdale, they expanded into Annandale and Eskdale; and it  
is here, along the reaches of the river Esk, that their most romantic memorials are still to be seen. 
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In 1320, Alexander, the 2nd Laird of Mangerton, was treacherously murdered by his enemies, the Soulis 
family at a banquet where he had been invited. Milnholm Cross marks his grave. In 1398, the Armstrongs 
had come under the protection of the powerful Earl of Douglas. In 1482. Thomas Armstrong, 5th Earl of 
Mangerton,  surrendered  his  lands  to  the  Earl  of  Angus,  but  that  arrangement  was  short-lived  as  the 
Armstrong Chiefs continued to maintain their lands. 

During the civil strife that ended with the Battle of Sauchieburn in 1488, the Armstrongs supported the house 
of Douglas against James III. Despite this failure, their star was in ascent, and the following century would 
see their power oust that of the king himself in Liddesdale, only to collapse in utter ruin in 1603.

After the Scots defeat at Flodden in 1513, the English harried Eskdale and lower Annandale - assisted by 
the Armstrongs. to whom clan politics were more important than patriotism. By 1524, the Earl of Angus, who 
had been appointed Warden of the Middle and East Marches, launched a surprise attack on the Armstrongs, 
capturing a dozen Armstrongs although no harm came to them. The booty of 3,000 sheep, 600 cattle, and 
500 goats was enough punishment. 

In 1529, the Armstrongs of Liddesdale were said to have declared they would not take orders from either the 
King of Scotland or the King of England. John Armstrong of Gilnockie, had colonized he debatable lands 
along the border thumbing his nose at the English. The English Warden, Lord Dacre, retaliated in 1528 by 
burning  Hollows  Tower,  John's  stronghold  on  the  Esk.  In  revenge,  Armstrong  burned  Netherby,  in 
Cumberland.

In the summer of 1530, King James V went to the border area and halted at Carlanrig, half a mile south-
west of Teviothead. Armstrong rode out confidently to meet him, with 50 horsemen in attendance. Enraged, 
James summarily ordered the hanging of Armstrong and his followers. Armstrong and his 50 horsemen were 
buried at Carlanrig, and were remembered by a simple stone in the wall of the churchyard in 1897. 

The power of the Armstrongs went into decline. However, they maintained their old ways, and in 1541, they 
challenged the Grahams to mortal combat. Nothing came of it, and the two families were soon back on 
friendly terms. After the Scottish Rout of Solway Moss in 1542, and the death of James V, their old enemy,  
the Armstrongs became English pensioners, and joined in the harrying of southern Scotland.

Throughout 1543, under a treaty with England, the Armstrongs burned 124 homesteads, took thousands of 
cattle, horses, sheep and goats, as well as over 400 prisoners. In 1545, the Armstrongs allowed the English 
to garrison an Armstrong fortress. Archibald, the 8th Laird of Mangerton, was an opponent of Lord Bothwell,  
Mary Queen of Scot's husband. In 1569, the Regent, Bothwell over-nighted at Mangerton, then ordered it 
blown up the next morning. After the death of Bothwell in 1570, the Armstrongs took on a more patriotic 
stance and devastated the English side of the border, allegedly to avenge the imprisonment of their Queen. 

Simon, the 9th Laird rebuilt Mangerton in 1583 but was captured by the English in his own castle. Simon 
was treacherously  killed  by the Douglases,  and his  successor,  Archibald,  10th Earl  of  Mangerton,  was 
destined to be the last Armstrong chief. In 1603, dismayed by the succession of James VI to the English 
throne, he invaded England with 200 horsemen in a futile attempt to prevent the union of the Crowns. 
Inevitably  he  failed,  and  James  VI  took  a  terrible  revenge,  razing  most  of  Armstrong's  fortresses  in 
Liddesdale to the ground. Fleeing the royal wrath, Archibald, his son and heir, fled to an unknown refuge. 
That was the inglorious end of what had been the greatest border clan of all. One that thumbed its nose at 
both the Kings of Scotland and England to serve their family's own purposes. 

However, centuries later, the Armstrongs can boast of one of the most daring feats of mankind. One of their 
own, Neil Armstrong, the first man to step on the moon, left a piece of Armstrong tartan fabric to attest 
forever that Clan Armstrong is the most travelled of all Scottish Clans. Somewhere on the surface of the 
moon, there lies a piece of the Clan Armstrong, defiant, in its splendid isolation, looking down on earth and 
the temporal passage of men and machines.  
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Some notable people named Armstrong:
• The Armstrong wrestling family (real last name James), including: 

• Bob Armstrong   (born Joseph Melton James, 1939), and his sons: 
• Scott Armstrong   (born Joseph Scott James, 1959) 
• Brad Armstrong (wrestler)   (born Bradley James, 1961–2012) 
• Steve Armstrong   (born Steve James, 1965) 
• Brian Armstrong, best known as Road Dogg (born Brian Girard James, 1969)

• Adam Armstrong   (1909–1982), Australian politician 
• Alexander Armstrong   several people, including: 

• Alexander Armstrong (comedian)  , English comedian
• Alun Armstrong (actor)  , English actor 
• Alun Armstrong (footballer)  , English player 
• Annie Armstrong   (1850–1938) American missionary leader 
• Anton Armstrong  , American choral conductor and St. Olaf College professor 
• Archibald Armstrong  , (d. March, 1672) court jester to James I and Charles I 
• B. J. Armstrong  , former basketball player, most notably with the Chicago Bulls 
• Billie Joe Armstrong  , American vocalist of Green Day 
• Brad Armstrong (porn star), Canadian porn star
• Brian Armstrong (footballer)  , New Zealand international football (soccer) player 
• Bruce Armstrong  , American football player 
• Campbell Armstrong  , a Scottish writer 
• Charles Armstrong   several people, including: 

• Charles Armstrong (ethnographer)  , English ethnographer and technologist 
• Charles Armstrong (rower)  , American Olympic gold medalist in rowing 
• Charles Armstrong (physician)  , American virologist in the US Public Health Service

• Chris Armstrong   several people, including: 
• Chris Armstrong (footballer born 1971)  , English player 
• Chris Armstrong (footballer born 1982)  , English player 
• Chris Armstrong (ice hockey)  , Canadian player

• Colby Armstrong  , Canadian hockey player 
• Craig Armstrong   several people, including: 

• Craig Armstrong (composer)  , Scottish 
• Craig Armstrong (footballer)  , English player

• Curtis Armstrong  , American actor 
• Darrell Armstrong  , American professional basketball player 
• Davey Armstrong  , American boxer 
• David Armstrong   several people, including: 

• David L. Armstrong  , mayor of Louisville, Kentucky, Jefferson County Judge-Executive 
and Attorney General of Kentucky 

• David Malet Armstrong  , an Australian philosopher
• Debbie Armstrong  , Olympic gold medalist in the area of Alpine skiing 
• Dwight Armstrong  , American domestic terrorist 
• Edwin  Armstrong  ,  full  name Edwin  Howard Armstrong,  (1890–1954),  American electrical 

engineer and inventor of FM radio 
• Edward Armstrong   several people, including:                                                                

• Edward R. Armstrong  , a Canadian-born, American inventor
• Elizabeth Armstrong  , an American water polo goalkeeper 
• Elizabeth Armstrong (settler)  , an American settler who took part in the Black Hawk War 
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• Ernest Armstrong   (1915–1996), a British Labour Party politician. 
• Eugene Armstrong  , American construction contractor who was beheaded in Iraq 
• Evan Armstrong  , Scottish boxer of the 1960s and '70s 
• Florian Cloud de Bounevialle Armstrong, better known as Dido, British pop singer 
• Frank A. Armstrong  , a United States Air Force General 
• Frankie Armstrong  , English vocalist 
• Garner Ted Armstrong   (1930–2003), American evangelist, son of Herbert W. Armstrong 
• Gary Armstrong  , Scottish rugby player 
• Gary Armstrong (footballer)   
• George Armstrong   several people, including: 

• George Armstrong (actor)  , English actor 
• George Armstrong (footballer)  , English football player 

• Gillian Armstrong  , Australian film director 
• Heather Armstrong  , aka Dooce, American writer 
• Harry Armstrong   or Henry Armstrong several people including 

• Henry Armstrong  , American boxer
• Herbert Rowse Armstrong   (1870–1922), British murderer - the "Hay poisoner", 
• Herbert W. Armstrong   (1892–1986), American evangelist, father of Garner Ted Armstrong 
• Hilary Armstrong  , British politician 
• Hilton Armstrong  , American basketball player 
• Hubert Thomas "Tim" Armstrong, (1875–1942) New Zealand Labour Party politician 
• Ian Armstrong   several people, including: 

• Ian Armstrong (Australian politician)  , Australian politician 
• Ian Armstrong (Australian artist)  , Australian artist 
• Ian Armstrong (footballer)  , English footballer

• J. Scott Armstrong  , Wharton Business School professor 
• James Armstrong   several people, including: 

• James Armstrong (Pennsylvania)  , US Congressman from Pennsylvania 
• James Armstrong (footballer)  , former professional footballer

• Jeannette Armstrong  , Canadian writer 
• Jerome Armstrong  , American journalist 
• Joe Armstrong   several people, including: 

• Joe Armstrong (football scout)   
• Joe Armstrong (actor)   
• Joe E. Armstrong  

• John Armstrong   several people, including: 
• John Armstrong of Langholm and Staplegorton  , called Johnnie Armstrong of Gilnockie 

(died 1530), notorious outlaw of the Anglo-Scottish border 
• John Armstrong, Sr.   (1717–1795), American general and Continental Congressman 
• John Armstrong,  Jr.   (1758–1843),  American soldier  and statesman,  United  States 

Senator, U.S. Secretary of War and U.S. Minister to France 
• John Armstrong (footballer born 1936)  , former professional footballer 
• John Armstrong (poet)   (1709–1779) Scottish poet.                                          
• John Alexander Macdonald Armstrong  , Canadian politician
• Joseph G. Armstrong  , Mayor of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

• Karen Armstrong  , English author 
• Kelley Armstrong  , Canadian author 
• Ken Armstrong (footballer born 1924)  , an England & New Zealand  footballer 
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• Ken Armstrong (footballer born 1959)  , an English-born footballer 
• Kerry Armstrong  , Australian actress 
• Kevin Armstrong  , Antrim GAA great 
• Kristin Armstrong  , professional road bicycle racer and Olympic gold medalist 
• Lance Armstrong  , American cyclist 
• Lee Armstrong  , American actress 
• Mark Armstrong (astronomer)  , British amateur astronomer 
• Mark Armstrong (equestrian)  , British international representative show-jumper 
• Mark Armstrong (footballer)  , New Zealand international football (soccer) player 
• Mick Armstrong  , Australian socialist and author 
• Morgan Armstrong, American teacher at Cumberland Academy of Georgia 
• Neil Armstrong (ice hockey)   
• Neill Armstrong  , American football player 
• Norman Armstrong   (1892–1990), English cricketer 
• Otis Armstrong  , American football player 
• Paige Armstrong  , American Christian singer-songwriter 
• Paul Armstrong  , Irish international football (soccer) player 
• Peter Armstrong  , (born 1957), English poet 
• Rebekka Armstrong  , bodybuilder, former Playboy model and AIDS activist 
• Richard Armstrong   several people, including: 

• Richard Lee Armstrong   (1937–1991), American/Canadian professor, geochemist
• Robert Armstrong   several people, including: 

• Robert Armstrong, Baron Armstrong of Ilminster  
• Ron Armstrong  , a New Zealand international footballer 
• Samuel Armstrong   several people, including: 

• Samuel C. Armstrong   (1839–1893), American educator 
• Samuel Turell Armstrong   (1874–1850), American politician

• The Armstrong Twins  , bluegrass and country music act in the 1940s and '50s 
• Thomas Armstrong  , several people, including 

• Sir  Thomas  Armstrong  ,  (c.  1633–1684),  English  Army  officer  and  Member  of 
Parliament executed for treason 

• Sir Thomas Armstrong (conductor) (1898–1994), organist and conductor
• Thomas H. Armstrong   
• Tim Armstrong (born 1965), American punk rock musician and songwriter 
• Tim Armstrong (executive), chairman of AOL 
• Tim Armstrong (ice hockey) (born 1967), hockey player 
• TTim Armstrong (politician), (1875–1942) New Zealand Labour Party politician            
• Tom Armstrong (cartoonist)                                                                                            
• Tommy G. Armstrong  , Louisiana businessman and politician 
• Trace Armstrong  , American football player 
• Vaughn Armstrong  , American actor 
• Ward Armstrong  , American politician from Virginia 
• Warwick Armstrong  , Australian Test cricketer 
• William Armstrong   several people, including: 

• William George Armstrong, 1st Baron Armstrong   (1810–1900), English industrialist 
• William H. Armstrong  , American author 
• William L. Armstrong  , American politician
•  William Ward Armstrong, Canadian mathematician and computer scientist
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Neil Armstrong
First man on the moon

George Armstrong
Legendary Captain of the Toronto 

Maple Leafs ice hockey team

U.S. General Harry Armstrong
A pioneer in the field of aviation 

medicine 

Louis Armstrong
the Father of Jazz

Samaire Armstrong
American actress, model,

fashion designer 
Lance Armstrong

Champion American bicyclist
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Clann BAXTER 

Báicéir is an archaic Celtic word for Baker, and Baker is found throughout Scotland. However, the greatest 
concentration is in Fife. In the west, the Baxters were generally regarded as dependents of the MacMillans. 
However, in Fife, a separate branch had gained prominence by the 1200s.  Reginald Baxter witnessed a 
document relating to Wemyss church in 1220AD. Jeffrey Baxter of Lissithe gave an oath of fealty in 1296. 
The principal  family  in  the area,  however  was the Baxters of  Earlshall,  who resided in  a fine baronial  
mansion near Leuchars. 

James Baxter

James Baxter 
Walt Disney animator

James Baxter
Beloved New Zealand poet
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Clann BORTHWICK 

 

This ancient Celtic name was taken from lands the family occupied near Borthwick Water in Roxburghshire. 
In 1425, a Borthwick Lord served as a hostage in England as part of the ransom for the imprisoned Scottish 
King, James I. Mary Queen of Scots, and her third husband, Earl Bothwell, sheltered in Borthwick Castle 
after their marriage in 1567. In 1410, Sir William Borthwick acquired lands in Midlothian, members of the 
family became Lords in the Scottish Parliament. 

James Hepburn, 4th Earl of 
Bothwell & Duke of Orkney, 

husband of Mary, Queen of Scots
Katharine Hepburn, actress

Borthwick castle. One of the best 
preserved  medieval  Castles  in 
Scotland. Situated in mid Lothian, 
20 miles from Edinburgh.
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Clann BRODIE

Their ancient refuge was Brodie castle near Forres in Moray.  Chiefs of Brodie were survivors of the old Pict  
aristocratic order that spawned six Brud Kings. A finely carved Pict symbol stone still stands close to the 
castle as a momento of the dynasty to which Saint Columba  payed homage. From the time of Bruce until 
the  16th  century,  the  succession  of  the  thanes  of  Brodie  continued  in  the  male  line.  This  family  was 
successful  in  staying  out  of  the  limelight  until  1640,  when  Alexander  Brodie  of  Brodie,  a  fanatical 
Presbyterian, became embroiled in the Great revolution. In 1650, he was sent by the General Assembly to 
persuade Charles II to sign the National Covenant and to invite him to Scotland as King.

In 1727, another Alexander Brodie became Lord Lyon King of Arms, but the family has continued its tradition 
of avoiding any part in public affairs. It has watched other families rise and fall while,  it has continued to 
occupy the same home. In 1979, Ninian Brodie of Brodie conveyed Brodie Castle to the National Trust of 
Scotland, in whose care it is now open to the public.

Ian Brodie
Canadian political scientist Angela H. Brodie PHD

American cancer researcher
Adrien Brodie

American actor & film producer
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Clann BUCHAN

Walter Buchan was Canon of St. Magnus Cathedral at Kirkwall in Orkney in 1369.  One of the principle 
families to emerge in  Aberdeenshire was the Buchans of  Auchmacoy,  who produced an early Jacobite 
general,  Thomas Buchan.  After  the  death  of  Bonnie  Dundee at  Killiecrankie  in  1689,  General  Buchan 
became the leader of James VII's forces in their  opposition to William of Orange's usurpation.  He was 
defeated and went  into exile  in  1692.  The name has acquired increasing celebrity in  the literary field, 
culminating in the novelist, John Buchan (1878 – 1940).

John Buchan
Scottish Writer

John Buchan
1st Baron Tweedsmuir

 Governor General of Canada

John Buchan
Scottish author
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Clann BUCHANAN

The origin of this family is from a son of the king of Ulster who landed in Argyll around 1016 and was  
rewarded with land on the east side of  Loch Lomond by King Malcolm II,  for service in fighting Nordic  
invaders. The area was known as "Buth chanain", Gaelic for "house of the canon". The land remained  the  
possession of Buchanans until 1682. The Buchanan mansion is owned by the Dukes of Montrose. 

James Buchanan 
15th President of the United States

John Buchanan
20th Premier of Nova Scotia and 

Canadian Senator
Pat Buchanan - Broadcaster
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Clann CAMERON 

This clan is  one of  the most  ancient  of  Highland clans,  proud of  their  reputation of  being fiercer  than 
fierceness itself.  Sir Iain Moncreiffe, official Cameron clan historian, has traced their origins back to the 
kingdom of Fife and the Royal line of Macduff. Certainly, theirs is a Fife-place name, Cam brun, Gaelic for 
Crooked  Hill.  Moncreiffe  noted  the  persistence  of  the  letter  B  when  the  name  appears  in  medieval 
documents, verifying cambrun is the correct originating name. He also pointed out the similar heraldry of the 
Camerons and the Earls of Fife. A charter in favour of a brother of the Earl of Fife was witnessed by Adam of 
Kamerum in the 13th century. In the same era, Robert of Cambrun was granted the lands of Ballegarno by 
William the Lion.

It  was  not  until  1296  that  Sir  Robert  “Cambron” appeared  in  the  office  of  Sheriff  of  Atholl  in  the 
neighbourhood of Lochaber. It was probably he who owned Ballegarno Castle when Edward I occupied it. In 
1320,  Sir  John  of  Cambrun  was  among  the  signatories  of  the  Declaration  of  Arbroath.  By  1388, 
Ballegarno and its  properties  had passed with  heiresses to  other  families.  Before  the  century 
ended,  the Camerons had become established in  Lochaber.  The 11th  Cameron  Chief  married  an 
heiress of Letterfinlay and left two sons; Allan and Ewen. Ewen was the 13th Chief, and adopted the title of 
Locheil when his estates were erected in 1528.

The name of Cameron was bestowed, through the fanaticism of one man, on an object that may appear 
somewhat surprising, considering that it is generally a Highland and a Catholic name. But a certain Richard 
Cameron was converted by the extreme Calvinists while he was a school-master and an Episcopalian. This 
was a time when the Covenanters had lost political power in Scotland, and were being treated with a 
mild intolerance compared to how they had bludgeoned the country during their supremacy. 
Cameron joined the  exiled  Calvinist  ministers  in  Holland,  but  returned  in  1680  to  indulge  in  field-
preaching. In July, he was surprised by a body of horse in the moors between Nithsdale and Ayrshire, and 
urged his followers to fight it out. Richard Cameron himself was among the slain, and so did not live to 
see the Calvinist triumph of 1688. However, the Covenantist regiment that was raised then in support of 
William of Orange was named the Cameronian regiment in his memory. The clan's best known figure was 
Sir Ewen Cameron of Locheil, 17th Chief, who was born in 1629. He was orphaned at an early age and 
was raised by the Marquis of Argyll, who tried to instill the principles of the Covenanters in him. 
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Ewen  was  more  inspired  in  the  exploits  of  Montrose,  and  after  witnessing  his  execution  in 
Edinburgh in 1650, he became a determined Royalist. In 1652, he joined the Earl of Glencairn, who  
took part  in  a  series  of  skirmishes against  the  English.  In  particular,  he  harried  the  forces of  
Generals Monck & Morgan, who were trying to enforce parliament's rule in the area. Soon, his deeds 
acquired a legendary aura.  Ewen was eventually compelled to submit but his reputation won him favourable 
terms.  He did not have to make a personal oath of allegiance to Cromwell, he was granted compensation 
for the damage done to his property at Locheil, and his men were granted immunity from prosecution. After 
the Restoration, Ewen was received in London by Charles II, and was knighted in 1680. In 1689, he took the 
field at Killiecrankie. He was now 60 years of age, and had been offered both money and a title for his 
neutrality. He also gave his full support to the 1715 rebellion. Ewen's grandson, Donald, became known as 
the 'gentle Locheil'. He had the misfortune to become Chief during the 1745 uprising. After Bonnie Prince 
Charlie landed in Scotland, Locheil met with him and urged him to return to France to await a time when he 
had more support. The Prince refused, and uttered his famous reply; 'If Locheil did not wish to join him, he 
could stay at home and read about his fate in the newspapers'. Reluctantly, Locheil gave way and joined the 
rebellion.  It proved to be a disastrous decision. He was wounded at Culloden, and forced to flee to France, 
where he died in  1748.  In  his  absence,  all  Cameron lands were forfeited.  and their  houses were 
burned to the ground. Richard Cameron's Monument at  Airds Moss

Rt. Hon David Cameron
Prime Minister United Kingdom

Candace Cameron
American film actress

James Cameron
Renowned Canadian film Director
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Clann CUNNINGHAM

The  surname  Cunningham  is  derived  from  the  district  of  that  name  in  Ayrshire.  The  descent  of  the 
Cunninghams is traditionally from Malcom, a son of Freskin, making this clan a cadet of the Murrays. Hugh 
of  Moreville,  Constable  of  Scotland,  granted  to  Warnebald  the  property  of  Kilmaurs  in  the  district  of  
Cunningham in Ayrshire. When King Haakon IV of Norway, brought his fleet to the Scottish coast in 1263. 
Harvey Cunningham of Kilmaurs was among those who helped to repulse him at the Battle of Largs.

Hugh Cunningham received the lands of Lamburgton from Robert the Bruce in 1321. His grandson, Sir 
William. married the heiress of Danielston, and he acquired Finlaystoun, which became one of the principal  
seats of the family. His grandson, Sir Alexander, was created Lord Kilmaurs in 1462 & Earl of Glencairn in 
1488. William 3rd Earl, was captured at the rout of Solway Moss, but was released on a promise to promote 
a marriage between Edward VI to Mary Queen of Scots.

William, 8th Earl, was Lord Justice-General of Scotland, and raised a rebellion in the Highlands for Charles 
II in 1653 that was doomed to failure.  When Scotland came under the iron grip of Cromwell's Generals, he 
fled to the continent but returned at the Restoration to become Chancellor of Scotland. James 13th Earl, 
sold Kilmaurs in 1786. His brother, John, 14th Earl, is remembered as a close friend of Robert Burns, and 
after his death in 1791,  Burns wrote the moving 'Lament for the Cunningham Earl of Glencairn'.

The bridegroom may forget the bride,
Was made his wedded wife yestreen; 

The monarch may forget the crown
That on his head an hour has been;

The mother may forget the child
That smiles sae sweetly on her knee;

But I'll remember thee, Glencairn,
And a' that thou hast done for me.

Sir Alexander Cunningham, 7th Lord of Corsehill, was created a Baronet in 1673, and his representative, Sir 
William Montgomery Cunningham, 11th Baronet, is regarded as the present chief of the Clan Cunningham, 
and the rightful heir of the Earldom of Glencairn. 
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General Sir Alan Cunningham 
GCMG, KCB, DSO, MC - WW2

Charles Cunningham
Rear Admiral, British Royal Navy Admiral Sir Andrew Cunningham

British Admiral of the Fleet, WW2



Megan Cunningham
Founder of Magnet Media Group Captain John Cunningham

Royal Air Force Night fighter Ace WW2

Minnie Fisher Cunningham
American Suffragist politician
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No one could possible acquire even a superficial  knowledge of Scottish history without discovering the 
importance of the house of Douglas. Black or Red, heroes or villains, they were always there, through every 
chapter of Scottish history. No other clan experienced the dramatic heights and depths of the Douglases. 
They ruled Scotland twice as Regents,  they were ordered into oblivion,  they raged a successful  revolt 
against the Scottish King, and one was treacherously murdered by the king. 

The Black Douglases: 
The Douglases were descended from an old aristocratic southern Pict family in the midst of the Welsh-
speaking area of Lanarkshire in southern Scotland. The clan name is an obvious Anglicization of the  P-
Celtic du (for black, or dark) and glas (for blue or green in nature), not the Gaelic dubh (for black). If it were 
a derivative of the Gaelic dubh, as stated in several historical documents, the name would have came out as 
'Dubglas'. It pertains to a valley south of Lanark which is dark green.  Every reference to the Douglases 
states their  origin is obscure.   That is  a good indication they were descended from Picts,  otherwise a 
suspected Norman or a Dalriadic ancestry would have been shouted from the rooftops. 

The first mention of a Douglas in history was in 1175AD, when William of 'Duglas' witnessed a charter. 
Between 1198 and 1211, William's son, Archibald Douglas flourished. He was succeeded by William of the 
senior  line that  would become the Black Douglases.  William was the father of  William "the Hardy',  the 
companion of Wallace, who was captured and died in the Tower of London in 1298. His son, Sir James 
Douglas, occupies the third place among the heroes of the Scottish wars of independence. He was known 
as 'Good' Sir James, from the many battles he won for Scottish Independence. After fighting with Bruce at 
the Battle of  Methven in 1306, James made a daring raid the following year on his occupied estate in 
Douglasdale. 

Disguised as peasants, his party surprised the English garrison as they attended the Palm Sunday Mass. 
Then, Douglas's men calmly ate the Englishmen's dinner before destroying their supplies, beheading the 
prisoners, and burning Douglas Castle. This bloodthirsty revenge became known as the 'Douglas Larder'.  
He also played a large part in the defeat of a Highland army at the Pass of Brander, the Battle of Roxburgh,  
and the Battle of Bannockburn. In 1316, he defeated an English force that had been sent across the border 
in revenge hoping to ambush him Lintalee. It was James who ambushed the English and routed them. He 
attended Bruce at his death in 1328, and promised to take his heart to the holy land. However, he was killed 
in battle in Spain. His son fell fighting the English at Halidon Hill in 1333.                                            
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Douglas in `1358, and later became the Earl of Mar through marriage.

He also played a large part in the defeat of a Highland army at the Pass of Brander, the Battle of Roxburgh,  
and the Battle of Bannockburn. In 1316, he defeated an English force that had been sent across the border 
in revenge hoping to ambush him at Lintalee. It was James who ambushed the English and routed them. He 
attended Bruce at his death in 1328, and promised to take his heart to the holy land. However, he was killed 
in battle in Spain. His son fell fighting the English at Halidon Hill in 1333. 

Sir James left a 'natural' son also. Sir James's brother, Sir Archibald, became regent during the minority of 
Bruce's son, David II, b: 1324, and also perished at Halidon Hill, leaving a son, William, who became Earl of 
Douglas in `1358, and later became the Earl of Mar through marriage.  The 2nd Earl married the daughter of 
the  first  Stewart  king,  Robert  II,  but  he was  killed  at  the  Battle  of  Otterburn  in  1388,  and so the 2nd 
legitimate line of Douglases was also extinguished. It was now that the remarkable 'natural' son of he good 
Sir James, Archibald the Grim. entered into his father's inheritance as the 3rd Earl of Douglas. He had 
already received huge grants from David Ii, in Galloway. He governed there with strength and justice, and 
the ruins of his castle of Threave still stands as a memorial to the Black Douglas Lords of Galloway. 

Archibald the Grim fought against the English at Poitiers in 1356, was taken prisoner and escaped. His son, 
the 4th Earl fought at the battle of Shrewsbury against Henry IV of England in 1403. He was taken prisoner. 
After he had regained his freedom, he continued fighting against the English as a General under Joan of 
Arc's Dauphin, Charles VII of France. There, he was rewarded with the Duchy of Touraine but died in battle. 

His young grandson's were lured to Edinburgh after their father's death and were executed in the castle by 
enemies of the mighty house of Douglas, and so the earldom passed to the 2nd son of Archibald the Grim.  
James the 7th Earl proved to be violent and impetuous. William the 8th Earl succeeded in 1443, and was 
made Lieutenant General of the Kingdom by James II. 

He travelled to Rome in 1443 to attend the Papal Jubilee, and upon his return, James II sent him a safe 
conduct, and invited him to dinner in Stirling Castle. After dinner, the king ordered him to break his alliances 
with the Earls of Crawford and Ross. When he refused, the king stabbed him, the attendants finished him off 
and his body was thrown over the battlements. 

A few  weeks  later,  his  brother,  James,  the  9th  Earl  of  Douglas,  rode  through  Stirling,  dragging  the 
dishonoured safe-conduct from his horse's tail. Three years after the Stirling murder, the curtain fell on the 
Black Douglases. First, James II secured the submission of the 9th Earl, there was a reconciliation but not 
for long. In 1455, the entire Black Douglas clan was up in arms against the king. Their army was defeated at 
Arkinholm by a royal army headed by - the Earl of Angus, chief of the Red Douglases. The 9th Earl died a 
prisoner  at  Lindores  Abbey  in  1488.  The  entire  Douglas  estates  were  forfeited  and  the  Earldom was 
extinguished. The Black Douglases were never heard of again. 
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Going back in the Douglas family history,  Archibald,  who disappeared in 1239, had a younger son,  Sir 
Andrew, founder of the senior cadet branch of the family. In 1325, his grandson, Sir James Douglas was 
granted the property of Morton, originally a small holding in east Calder, in Linlithgowshire. Soon, greater 
honours were bestowed upon this branch of a house to which the dynasty of Bruce owed so much. David II  
raised Sir William, son of Sir James, to the ancient Earldom of Atholl in 1341, but then arranged for him to 
exchange it for Liddesdale. His descendants became first Lord of Dalkeith, then in 1458, Earls of Morton in 
Dumfries-shire. So when the Black Douglases were forfeited in 1455, a phoenix was already rising from 
their ashes. 

Nor was it  the only one. Going back to the 1200s, the 1st Earl of Douglas, William left  a 'natural'  son, 
George, who had married a daughter of King Robert III, and was raised to the Earldom of Angus, as befitting 
the husband of a Princess. By the time the Black Douglases were forfeited, the 4th Earl of Angus, George,  
represented the line of what would become known as the 'Red' Douglases. With the disappearance of the 
Black  Douglases,  George,  4th  Earl  of  Angus,  became Chief  of  the  entire  clan  Douglas,  and  his  heir, 
Archibald, had been born. 

The Red Douglases began to occupy the centre of the stage of Scottish history almost as soon as the Black 
Douglases  had  departed from it.  By  siding  with  the  crown against  their  clansmen,  they succeeded  in 
acquiring much of the former Black Douglas property. The 5th Earl of Morton, Archibald, fought at Flodden 
and was one of the few Scots of any note who survived. He led the nobles rebellion against James III which  
ended in the defeat and death of the king at the Battle of Sauchieburn in 1488. His grandson, also Archibald, 
the 6th Earl of Angus, and married Queen Margaret Tudor, widow of James IV who had fallen at Flodden. 
He  conducted  a  fierce feud with  the Hamiltons.  Since  he left  no  children,  the  earldom passed to  the 
Douglases of Pittendriech. 

After the 8th Earl's death, the peerage was passed to the Douglases of Glenbervie. As the 10th Earl became 
converted to Catholicism, he eventually had to emigrate to France, where he died in 1611. The 11th Earl of  
Angus was promoted by Charles I to be Marquess of Douglas, and later served under Montrose. The 3rd 
Marquess  was  created  Duke  of  Douglas  in  1703.  He  fought  on  the  Hanoverian  side  at  the  Battle  of 
Sheriffmuir in 1715, and during the 'Forty five', he again supported the Government. When he died in 1774, 
his Dukedom became extinct.  His title of Marquess was inherited by the Duke of Hamilton, and his estates 
were inherited by his nephew, Archibald Stewart Douglas of Douglas. The Earldom of Morton is still held by 
this family today. The senior representative of the house of Douglas at present is Lord Home.
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The Douglases of Drumlanrig 

The natural son of Sir James the Good, left a will leaving his estate at Drumlanrig to his natural son, William, 
founder  of  a house that  would become as powerful  and far-flung as any other.  Sir  William,  the 9th of 
Drumlanrig entertained James VI there in 1617, on the only visit that monarch made to Scotland after he 
had inherited the throne of the Tudors. When Charles I succeeded to his father, he created Sir William Earl  
of Queensbury in 1628.  Once again, a cadet house of he Douglases had moved into the vacuum left by its  
seniors. After the Earl of Angus fell, Douglas of Morton had risen to supreme power. The very king who 
ordered Morton's execution, bestowed his favours on Drumlanrig. From this moment, its rise was rapid and 
spectacular. 

The 2nd Earl of Queensbury was a fervent royalist during the wars that cost Charles his head, and his 
eldest son, William, reaped the reward after the restoration of Charles II.  In 1660, he became Justice-
General of Scotland. Two years later,  he was appointed Lord High Treasurer and raised to the rank of 
Marquess. In 1684, he became 1st Duke of Queensbury, just before Charles was succeeded by his openly 
Catholic brother James VII. 

Then William made the critical decision that would seal the fate of his family. Despite all he owed to the 
Stewarts, he was one of those who offered the crown to William of Orange, and thus placed himself on the 
winning side in the Revolution of 1688. A few years later, he died, only fifty-eight years old, leaving his son, 
James,  the  2nd Duke,  to  play an even more resounding part  in  the  history of  Scotland.   James was 
principally responsible for the union between Scotland and England in 1707, which in reality, became an 
English take-over.

This union had been increasingly unpopular in Scotland so James used bullying and bribery to force it 
through the Scottish Parliament.  His vast properties were passed to a younger son, but since then the 
English titles became extinct while Drumlanrig and his Dukedom passed to the Scott Dukes of Buccleuch 
(which were created by Charles II for his eldest illegitimate son). 

It was the 9th Douglas Marquess of Queensbury that gave his name to the present rules of boxing. The 
present Marquess of Queensbury is a Professor, his brother Lord Gawain Douglas a musician.
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Sir James Douglas
Governor of Vancouver 

Island (1851-1864)
Tommy Douglas

 Premier of Saskatchewan & 
father of Canadian Medicare

James Douglas
2nd Duke of Queensbury

British statesman (1662-1711)

Shirley Douglas
Canadian actor, activist.

Donna Douglas
American stage and screen actor Illeana Douglas

American actor, producer, screenwriter
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Clann DUNBAR 

These were the people the Romans called 'Votadini'.The family that adopted the name Dunbar was a great 
Pict house that continued to flourish throughout the centuries of Normanization by being powerful and loyal 
to the winners.  It descended from Duncan, the lay-abbot who was killed in 965. His grandson was Crinan 
the Lord of Dunkeld, father of King Duncan I, who was murdered by MacBeth in 1040. Other involvements 
with Scotland's kings were no less dramatic. 

By the reign of Malcom Canmore, its representative was Cospatrick, Earl of Northumberland, to whom the 
king granted the lands and Earldom of Dunbar, whose sear-girt stronghold was to witness so many dramas 
in Scotland's history. It was Patrick, the 10th Earl, who received Edward II of England into Dunbar Castle 
after  his  flight  from Bannockburn,  and enabled him to return to his  own kingdom.  If  he had detained 
Edward, the English might have been compelled to recognize King Robert and make peace, saving both 
countries from more years of bloodshed. However, Patrick came to terms with Robert the Bruce soon after,  
and was one of the signatories of the Declaration of Arbroath in 1320. When Edward Balliol returned as the 
rightful king in 1333 during the reign of Bruce's son, David II, Patrick supported him briefly - until he found 
Balliol was a puppet for the English. Then, Patrick turned his allegiance back to David. The English brought 
an army to occupy Dunbar Castle during his absence in 1337, but his Countess,  Black Agnes, held the 
fortress until a relieving force succeeded in reaching her by sea. A ballad preserves the exasperation of the 
English commander:

She kept a stir in tower and trench
That brawling boisterous Scottish wench,

Came I early, came I late,
I found Agnes at the gate. 

The 11th Earl was one of the victims of the greed of James I. Using the time-honoured method of stealing 
property, Dunbar was falsely accused of treason, and the estates were forfeited. After nearly four hundred 
years as an independent Celtic estate, the property was annexed to the crown, and the last Earl, Sir George 
Dunbar of Kilconquhar, died in 1455. But by this time, his house had established its branches of Morchrum 
in Moray and Westfield in Wigtownshire, and moved into the earldom and bishopric of Moray. The estates of 
Dunbar  were never recovered.  Sir  George's  grandson was Columba Dunbar  (1370 -  14350,  Bishop of 
Moray, whose effigy is still to be seen in the ruins of Elgin Cathedral.                                                  Page 94



By the mid-15th century, Dunbars of the Westfield line were established as far north as Caithness. Several 
Dunbars made memorable contributions to the Renaissance when it reached Scotland. Gavin, Bishop of 
Aberdeen 1455 - 1532) was the 4th son of Sir Alexander Dunbar of Westfield. By 1503, he was a member of 
the Privy Council of James IV, and in 1518, he was appointed Bishop. He beautified the cathedral of St. 
Macher, where his marble effigy was smashed during the Reformation. 

Bishop Gavin had a nephew of the same name, 3rd son of Sir John Dunbar of Mochrum. Through his 
uncle's influence, he followed him in the Deanery of Moray, and became tutor to the young King James V 
after his father's death on the field of Flodden. In 1524, he was made Archbishop of Glasgow, then Lord 
Chancellor, and died in 1547.

Ken Dunbar, US army soldier
Rescued photo WW2, 1946 vintage

Amanda Dunbar
Canadian born, Texas based 

painter, impressionist Joyce Dunbar
English author/teacher/activist

Robin Ian Dunbar
British anthropologist and 
evolutionary psychologist 

Andrea Dunbar
Young English Playwright Robert Dunbar

American author,
Horror, fiction and fantasy
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Clann FARQUHARSON

In 1697, Lord Lyon stated that John Farquharson was the lawful descendent of Shaw, son of MacDuff. So 
the Farquharsons branched out from Clan Shaw. John Farquharson's son, Donald, married the heiress of 
Invercauld. Finlay Mor Farquharson was killed carrying the Royal standard at Pinkie in 1547. Thus, the 
Farquharsons became vassals of the Murrays as they moved into Invercauld.  In the 18th century, they 
became fervent supporters of the Jacobite cause, taking part in the battles of Preston, Falkirk, and Culloden. 
One of their number gained notoriety as the "Black Colonel", whose deeds were celebrated in many ballads.

Ray Fletcher Farquharson MBE
Canadian Doctor, university 

professor, medical researcher

Rachel Farquharson
Canadian essayist & curator

Rev. Walter Farquharson DD
Canadian Teacher, preacher, 

hymn writer, story teller, orator.
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Clann FERGUSSON 

The name, Fergusson, was derived from the original Pict, 'Urguss' meaning Brave, Manly. The Fergusson 
clann was well established in Perthshire, Aberdeenshire, Ayrshire, Dumfriesshire, Fife and Argyllshire. The 
Fergussons of Perthshire were recognized as the senior branch.  During the American Revolution, he was 
sent across the Atlantic to attempt to make terms with the colonists. He was a close friend of Sir Walter 
Scott. Robert Fergusson, in contrast, died in 1774 at the age of 23, on a bed of straw with his ears filled with 
the shrieks of the insane. Robert Burns sought out his burial place, unearthed him, and embraced his head. 
He then gained permission to erect a monument above it. For in his short life, Fergusson had composed 
poetry which ranks with that of Burns himself.  Sir Bernard Fergusson, was an outstanding guerilla leader of 
the 'Chindits' in the Far East during the 2nd World War. He became Governor General of New Zealand, 
knighted, and took the title of Baron Ballantrae of Auchairan. 

General Sir Bernard Fergusson
Gov. General of New Zealand

Christy Fergusson
Scottish PHD and food Guru

Craig Fergusson
Scottish born American TV host
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FLETCHER 

Clann GREGOR 

The Fletchers (Mac an Fhleistear in Gaelic) claim to have been the first humans to have drawn water in 
Glenn Orchy. If that is not sufficient proof of their aboriginal Pict origins, one only has to glance at Clan 
Gregor history to see that  many Picts who belonged to Clan Gregor were given trade names such as 
Skinner,  Fisher,  Stringer,  Bowmaker, Stalker,  Wanamaker - and Fletcher.   In 1497.  Fletchers recovered 
cattle belonging to the Stewarts,  which had been rustled by the MacDonalds. This earned the clan the 
gratitude of Stewart of Appin, who pledged to help the Fletchers whenever they needed it. 

Although the Fletchers spread throughout Albann, they had a particular association with the MacGregors 
and with the Achallader at the head of Glenn Orchy. The MacGregors of Argyll used arrows made by the 
Fletchers of Glenn Orchy. The MacGregors of Perthshire used arrows made by the Fletchers of Glenn Lyon, 
another MacGregor territory. Clan Fletcher lived in many areas of Albann as there was a universal need for 
their skills.

Throughout history, MacGregors considered the Fletchers as their own, and they were interchangeable with 
the MacGregors in historical  narrations.  A Fletcher saved the life of  Rob Roy MacGregor after  he was 
wounded in battle. On the Clan Gregor website, there is a unique genealogical section reserved for the 
Fletchers. Many touching stories of MacGregors were actually about Fletchers, such as the story of the 
most revered of all Scottish love songs; One of the most immoral and horrific acts of vengeance in the 
annals of English armed forces was committed under the orders of the butcher of Culloden at Carlisle, a few 
miles south of the Scottish border on England's west coast. 

When Jacobite troops swept out of Scotland towards London in 1745, they met with success after lucky 
success.  The  town  of  Carlisle  was  quickly  surrounded  and  the  English  garrison  was  promised  a  safe 
passage out of the town if they surrendered their arms and left peacefully. That is exactly what happened.  A 
skeleton garrison force was left behind, amongst them was an officer in Charlie's army of the Clan Gregor. 
In  1746,  when  two  English  armies  were  chasing  the  Highlanders  back  into  Scotland,  the  town  was 
surrounded again, this time by Hanoverian troops. Naturally, this garrison expected to be treated as they 
had treated the English when the fortunes of war were reversed. Such was not the case. The men were 
quickly rounded up and treated  as common criminals. Those men from the ranks who took a renewed oath 
of allegiance to George II were pardoned.
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The remainder  were thrown into prisons where many perished from maltreatment.  However,  they fared 
much better than their 3 officers, who were summarily sentenced to death by hanging and quartering.

That method of execution was uniquely English, and terribly gruesome, as it combined hanging, drawing, 
and then before death, the victim was quartered, a special death accorded to traitors, the same death they 
had forced on the greatest of all Scottish patriots, Sir William Wallace. Due to a request by the town officials 
for mercy, the condemned men were allowed one letter each to family. One such letter was sent by Lt.  
Fletcher of Loch Earn, to his wife, through a friend who was being pardoned and was returning to the 
Highlands.

An old Gaelic  myth claims that  a Highlander  who dies outside his  beloved homeland will  return home 
through the underground. So he told his friend "Ye take the high road and I'll take the low road, and I'll be in  
Scotland afore ye". It became one of the most beloved and moving love songs ever written. It was written in 
Gaelic, but the English version was called:

The ballad of Loch Lomond
-and it was attributed to a MacGregor, although his surname was Fletcher. 

Alan Fletcher
Australian actor & musician

Kelly Fletcher
Miss North Carolina

Dexter Fletcher
British actor

Charles Page Fletcher
Canadian actor

Louise Fletcher
American actress

John Fletcher
Influential Playwright and 

contemporary of Shakespeare
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Clann FORBES 

Forbes was originally called Forbais. It was derived from the Gaelic Forba (field), and the Pict suffix ais. This 
clan originated in the Donside in Aberdeenshire, which was in the Northern Pict Kingdom. A colourful legend 
tells of how the ancestor of the clan, Ochonochar, won possession of the land by killing a bear that had been 
terrorizing the district. These rights were confirmed in a Royal charter dated 1271AD.  In that year, the 
estate was converted into a barony. Alexander Forbes was a fierce opponent of Edward I of England, and 
was killed while laying siege to Urquhart Castle in 1303. His son died at the Battle of Dupplin in 1332.  The 
first Lord Forbes was the eldest son of Sir Alexander Forbes,  Sheriff of Aberdeen, and Coroner of that shire. 

Alexander Forbes fought at the Battle of Harlaw in 1411, and was among the Scottish forces sent to the 
assistance of Charles of France, afterwards King Charles VII, and had a share in the victory obtained over 
the English at Beaugé, in Anjou, on 22 March 1424. Soon after, at the request of King James I of Scotland, 
then a prisoner in England, Forbes quit the French service, and obtained three Safe-conducts at different 
times to visit  England,  with one hundred persons in  his  retinue each time.  He was created a Lord of 
Parliament after 1436.  Lord Forbes married Lady Elizabeth, only daughter of George Douglas, 1st Earl of 
Angus, a granddaughter of King Robert II of Scotland, by whom he had two sons and three daughters. He 
was succeeded by his eldest son, James Forbes. The clan rose to national prominence in the 15th century.

Sir Archibald Finlayson Forbes
Scottish industrialist & Banker

George William Forbes
Prime minister of New Zealand

Archibald Forbes LLD
Scottish War Correspondent
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Clann GALBRAITH 

Literally 'Celtic foreigner', referred to P-Celtic Britons of Strathclyde in south-western Scotland since Roman 
times. Strathclyde, became a part of Scotland in 1124AD, and the first Pict styled Galbraith Chief appeared. 
His name was Gilchrist  Brydon,  and he married a daughter of Alwyn Og, son of Moireahh, first Earl of 
Lennox. Their son, Gillespic, was father of a 3rd Chief, Arthur, whose son, William, the 4th Chief,  entered 
the national stage, when he became one of the co-regents of Scotland. 

Sir  William died  shortly  after  the  outbreak  of  the  Scottish  wars  of  independence.  His  son,  Sir  Arthur, 
supported  Bruce,  and  survived  the  victory  at  Bannockburn.  James,  the  9th  Chief,  was  the  first  from 
Gilcreuch, a cadet branch.  James I returned from his 18 year captivity in England, and killed off his own 
relatives. First among them was the ducal family of Albany and their Lennox kinsmen.  After James III was 
murdered in 1488, Thomas the 12th Chief, took up arms with Lennox against the royalists. But after their 
defeat  at  Talla  Moss,  Thomas  was  hanged.  His  brother  escaped  and  received  estates  in  the  general 
remission  which followed.  Robert,  the  17th  Chief,  was  given a  Royal  Commission to  pursue the Clan 
Gregor, and he misused his powers to persecute the Chief of MacAulay, who had married Robert's widowed 
mother. Due to criminal acts, Robert was denounced as a rebel, and fled to Ireland. His grandson, James 
the 19th Chief, is the last traceable one of his line. Hereditary Galbraith harpers in the island of Gigha,  
composed the poems that survive in the Book of the MacGregor Dean of Linsmore. 

John Kenneth Galbraith
Canadian-born writer and 

American intellectual legend
Molly Galbraith

American fitness personality
Vivian Hunter Galbraith
British Medieval historian
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Clann GILLIES 

This is one of many Scottish surnames with an ecclesiastical background. It means servant of Jesus (Gille 
Iosa), which confirms that the ancestor was probably a Pict Monk or Abbott.  The family were followers of  
the MacPhersons, and the name was most common in Badenoch and the Hebrides. In 1128, a member of 
the Gilliese family witnessed a charter granted by David I to Holyrood Abbey. Some years later, a son of  
Gilliese witnessed another charter, relating to the Abbey of Scone (1164). More recently, Sir William Gillies 
(1898 - 1973) held the post of President of the Royal Scottish Academy.

Sir Harold Delf Gillies
New Zealand Otolaryngologist 

Father of plastic surgery
Elizabeth Gillies

American actor, singer songwriter

Daniel Gillies
Canadian actor
'Spider man 2'
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Clann GRANT

The Grants are descended from Gregor Mhor MacGREGOR, who lived 
in the 12th century. Their territory was Strathspey, where an extensive 
moor called 'Griantoch'  (Plain of  the Sun) is  the origin of  their  name. 
Their cadet coat of arms proved this.

Their  Chiefs became hereditary Sheriffs of  Inverness.  They supported 
Robert  Bruce and consequently were allotted additional  lands in  Glen 
Moriston  and  Glen  Urquhart.  Through  adroit  marriages  and  astute 
political manoeuvring, the Grants were elevated to a Barony in 1493.

When the parent Clan Gregor was a proscribed and hunted clan, and the 
Grants being a prosperous clan, representatives of the two clans met at 
Blair Atholl for a fortnight and discussed reunion, and the adoption of the 
old name  MacGregor, if the government could be persuaded to lift the 
proscription that forbade its use. Alternatively, it was agreed to use the 
name  MacAlpine or  Grant.  Not unnaturally, the negotiations foundered 
over the question of the chieftainship. Several delegates from both sides 
took the old name, MacAlpine, to show their disappointment. 

For his support in the Revolution of 1688, King William granted the chief 
the Regality of Grant in 1694, enabling them to rule as monarchs in their 
clan territory. In spite of the clan's support for the house of Hanover in 
1715 and 1745,  the regality  was abolished with  all  such independent 
jurisdictions  after  Culloden,  in  an  English  program  to  curb  Scottish  nationalism.  The  clan  has  strong 
American associations. The colourful General James Grant served as a professional soldier in Austria and 
the Low countries, he went to America during the War of Independence. When Spain entered the war on the 
side of the American rebels, the British sent an expeditionary force to the Caribbean to take the war to the 
Spanish. There, he was closely involved in the capture of Havana, Cuba, and St. Lucia before becoming 
Governor of East Florida.
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 A century later,  General  Ulysses S.  Grant  led  the Union forces during the American Civil  War before 
becoming the 18th US President.   The saviour of the Union, Hero of the American Civil War, and later 
President of the United States of America for two terms, Ulysses S. Grant, was a direct descendent (on the 
male side) of Gregor Mhor MacGregor, who founded the Clan Grant.

Although not publicly recognized as a MacGregor in life, he certainly was in death, as he spent the last 
months of his life at Mount MacGregor Sanatorium.

His body was first buried in the MacGregor Cemetery near Saratoga, New York, before being re-interred at a 
National Monument in New York City.  The Grants will forever be remembered as the last Clann in Scotland 
to use the Fiery Cross to assemble its fighting men to defend their Castle of Urquhart, which was at one 
time in the distant past, a grand Pict Castle.

Cary Grant
English born epitome of  suave 
debonaire male screen actor

Shauna Grant
American film actress

Hugh Grant
English TV & film actor

Rodney Grant
Amerindian film actor, member of 

Nebraska Omaha tribe.

Amy Grant, American singer-
songwriter, musician, author, 

media personality and actress

Lee Grant
American Film, stage & TV actor
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Clann GUNN

The far north of Scotland is extremely rich in prehistoric remains. There stands the mysterious brochs of the 
Picts and the superb stone sculpture of the Picts themselves. Their intricately carved monuments survive 
along both shores of the Moray Firth. When the Picts were overrun by Vikings in the north, the survivors 
would  naturally  have  taken  refuge  in  inaccessible  hinterlands  behind  the 
areas  in  which  substantial  evidence  of  their  presence  remained.  It  is 
precisely here, in the heights of the Caithness/Sutherland border, that Clann 
Gunn was to be found.

Some  historians,  have  described  Clann  Gunn  as  Norwegian,  others  as 
Gaelic,  but  the  fact  remains,  this  was an ancient  Clan of  Picts  who had 
occupied their  land unbroken for  over  8,000 years.  Clan Gunn is  of  the 
Royal House of the Pictish province of Cath. (Note: Cat in P-Celtic [Welsh] is 
Cath. Cat in Irish and Scottish Gaelic is Cat; Cat in Breton is Kazh.)

The late Lord Lyon King of Arms, Sir Thomas Innes of Learney, stated the 
name was derived from the Norse Gunnr, meaning war. In the same way, 
Norse and Gaelic  derivations  are  found for  many local  place-names that 
have survived from a lost prehistoric language. It is well known that the Picts 
borrowed extensively  from other  languages,  both  in  place  names  and  in 
personal  names.  First  proto  Norse,  then  Greek,  Latin,  Q-Celtic,  P-Celtic, 
Gaelic, Saxon, French, and finally English.

When Kenneth MacAlpine reigned as Rex Pictorum, the northern Picts were beyond his reach. They held 
out in their splendid isolation from foreign control until Girig brought them into his enlarged Kingdom about 
880 AD. Trustworthy Pict aristocrats were appointed as Mormaers in seven Pict provinces, and their families 
became hereditary overlords throughout  the MacAlpin Dynasty.  Then as their  power persisted,  Norman 
Kings executed them into oblivion.  As the spreading Angles and Normans fought each other for territories, 
the Gunns became more indented by their neighbours to the west, north and south. Their very survival 
became tenuous, particularly during the great conflict between the Norman Sinclair Earls of Caithness and 
the Norman Gordon Earls of Sutherland.                                                                                                
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In the mid-15th century, the Clan Gunn Chief became the hereditary Crowner of Caithness. His insignia of 
office  gave  him the  title  of  Am Braisdeach  Mór,  (Wearer  of  the  Big  Brooch).   The  interlopers  sought 
legitimacy by arranging for the approval of those who came before.

Despite their hardship, one of the greatest Scottish authors arose from their midst. Neil Gunn (1891 - 1973) 
of Dunbeath, wrote 20 novels about the people of his clan. They have been described as the finest work yet 
produced by a Scottish novelist. The Gunns suffered severely in the Clearances of the early 19th century.  
Today, they are scattered along the many small fishing communities of northern Scotland, indistinguishable 
from their neighbours.

Tim Gunn
American animal rights activist and 

television personality
Anna Gunn

American actor
Craig Gunn, Nova Scotian 

Director, actor, author.

Peter Gunn
British actor (Coronation street) 

Dr Elizabeth Gunn MBE
New Zealand army Doctor,

School Paediatrician,
Founder, NZ Childrens Health 

Camps

James Edwin Gunn
American science fiction author, 
editor, scholar, and anthologist
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Clann HANNAY 

Hailing from the ancient region of Galloway in south-west Scotland, this clan has deep Pict roots. Galloway 
is contained by sea to the west and south, the Galloway Hills to the north, and the River Nith to the east; the 
border between Kirkcudbright and Wigtownshire is marked by the River Cree.

Early records confirm their  opposition to Robert the Bruce. Gradually,  the family increased its standing, 
erecting Sorbie Tower in 1550. This remained their ancestral set until the clan was outlawed in the 17th 
century, following a disastrous feud with the Murrays. At this time, many Hannays fled to Ulster, where the 
name is still very common. In later years, the Hannays of Kirkdale became the principle branch of the family.

James Hannay
19th century Scottish author

Alastair Hannay
Professor emeritus Univ. Oslo

David Hugh Alexander Hannay
Baron  Hannay of Chiswick
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Clann HENDERSON

Clan Henderson claims a legendary ancestor, in  Eanruig Mauur Mac Ri Nehhtonn - 'Great Henry, son of 
King Nehhtonn'. The chieftainship passed to an heiress in the Pict fashion, and she married an Angus Og of 
Islay. Their son, Iain Fraoch, eventually, settled in the lands of Glencoe of his grandfather to whom he was 
heir. His son became known as Iain Abrach (John of Lochaber) who pledged the family, MacIain, to the 
MacDonalds of Glencoe. The MacKendricks in Glencoe were eventually absorbed into the MacIains. They 
formed the MacDonald Chief's bodyguard, and they were the first to carry the dead chief's coffin in a funeral 
procession. The benevolent assimilation of Hendersons into the MacDonald hierarchy was in stark contrast 
to what occurred, when the Campbells obtained a similar footing in the lands of the MacGregors. In the far  
north, another tribe of Hendersons arose of equally ancient, but entirely different origins. Here the chiefs of 
Clann  Gunn had become hereditary coroners  of  Caithness,  and one of  these,  George Gunn,  begat  a 
younger son, Hendry, from whom that Henderson Sept came into being in the 15th century. The name, 
Henderson, has shed lustre on Scottish literature.  In 1643, Alexander Henderson, was among the Scottish 
commissioners to a Westminster assembly, who vainly tried to force Presbyterianism on the English as the 
price of Scotland's military support against Charles I. 

Thomas James Henderson
Scottish astronomer/mathematician 

Florence Henderson
American actor
(Brady bunch) U.S. Senator Charles B. Henderson
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Clann HUME 

Patrick, 2nd son of Cospatrick, Earl of Dunbar, was the traditional founder of this family.  One of the greatest 
of the Border clans, the Homes took their name from lands in Berwickshire. Its literal meaning is 'cave', from 
the Pictic  uamm. His descendant, Sir Thomas Home, married the heiress of Douglas, and had two sons, 
Alexander & David of Wedderburn. Alexander, a distinguished soldier, fought as an ally with the Earl of 
Douglas at Homildon in 1424, and fell with him at the great battle of Verneuil in 1424. Alexander had three 
sons, from the youngest came Sir Home of Spott, and from the second came the Homes of Tyninghame & 
Ninewells.  Sir  Alexander,  the eldest  son,  carried on the family,  and his  son,  Sir  Alexander Home, was 
created Lord Home in 1473. His eldest son, Alexander, died young , but left two sons, Alexander, 2nd Lord 
Home, and John Home of Whiterigs & Ersilton.  The 2nd Lord Home led the vanguard of the army that 
defeated James III at Sauchieburn, and he was much in favour or James IV.  Alexander, 3rd Lord, was the 
Great Chamberlain of Scotland and Warden of the Marches. He survived Flodden, and was executed with 
his brother by the Regent Albany in 1516. His grandson, Alexander 5th Lord, had supported the marriage of 
Queen Mary with Bothwell but later was one of the nobles who imprisoned her on an island in  Lochleven.  
Sir  David  Home,  3rd,  of  Wedderburn,  had  a  family  of  sons  celebrated  as  "the  Seven  Spears  of 
Wedderburn," from whom sprang the houses of Manderston, Blackadder, Simprin & Broomhouse. In 1963, 
Sir Alec Douglas Home, become UK Prime Minister, relieving another Pict descendant, Harold MacMillan. 

Sir Douglas Hume
United Kingdom Prime Minister

David Hume, Scottish
 Philosopher, historian, novelist

Sir William Douglas Home
British Author, Officer & politician
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Clann KEITH 

The Lord Lyon king of Arms, Sir Thomas Innes of Learney, the supreme authority on such matters, and the 
man with all  the national  resources to know,  stated in  his  book 'The tartans and families of  Scotland',  
published in  1958,  "Amongst  the most  romantic  names in Scottish history,  is that  of  Keith,  Marishal  of 
Scotland, and a Celtic ancestry is claimed for this race."  The first authentic ancestor was Hervey Keith, who 
held the office of Marischal under Malcom IV. His descendant succeeded to the office of Marischal in 1294, 
was imprisoned by the English until 1304, and in 1305, was one of King Edward's four Deputy Wardens of 
Scotland, but at Christmas of 1308 he joined the cause of Robert the Bruce, and was rewarded with a grant 
of the Royal forest of Kintore when Bruce became ruler. 

Keiths were superb horsemen, and were responsible for supplying and training war horses for the Scottish 
army. The English had Clydesdale type horses, the Scots had mere ponies inherited from the Picts. Large 
English horses were impressive but they required high maintenance, and were unreliable in close combat. 
Scottish ponies were tough, reliable and economical. As Commander of the Scots cavalry at Bannockburn, 
Keith's attack annihilated the English army. He was rewarded handsomely with many of the forfeited Comyn 
estates in Buchan. He co-signed the letter to the Pope in 1459 declaring Scottish independence from the 
English. His great-grandson, Sir William Keith, founded the tower of Dunnottar Castle. Sir William's son, Sir 
Robert, was elevated to the peerage as Lord Keith. 

Sir Robert's son, William, 2nd Lord, was created Earl Marischal in 1458. His son, William, 2nd Earl, fought at 
Flodden. The 3rd Earl,  'William of the Tower' a distinguished statesman, lived in seclusion at Dunnottar 
much of his life. His grandson, George, 4th Earl, was Ambassador Extraordinary to Denmark, in 1593, he 
founded Marischal College in Aberdeen. William, 5th Earl, was created Admiral of Scotland. He appeared as 
Marischal at the coronation of Charles I.  William, 6th Earl, was a Covenanter, in 1651, he rescued the 
Regalia and carried it to Dunnottar. His brother, 7th Earl, was a Royalist whose grandson, George, 9th Earl, 
and the last Earl Marischal, joined the Earl of Mar in 1715, and with his celebrated brother, Field Marshal 
James Keith, retired to the continent where his exploits rendered the name of Keith famous throughout the 
world.         
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The Earl became Frederick the Great's closest friend, and the Field Marshal became his greatest General. 
Field Marshall Keith fought for both Russia and Prussia, and became Governor of the Ukraine and Finland 
under Czar Peter II, and fell at Hochkirsch in 1758. He was another brilliant Scottish Jacobite refugee soldier 
who made his mark on the world stage.   Upon Earl George's death in 1778, the chieftainship passed to 
Keith of Ravelston, who acted as Knight Marischal to King George IV. On the death of William, 4th Earl, the 
Chiefship passed to the grandson of his sister, Lady Catherine Keith; Antony Adrian, 5th Earl and 8th Lord 
Falconer of Halkerton. Arthur George Keith, 10th Earl of Kintore, now Chief of the Clan Keith, has his seat at  
Keith Hall in Aberdeenshire. The bloodiest of the Scottish inter-clan feuds: 

Lachlan Gunn of Braemor had an only daughter, Helen, who was famous for her beauty, and the day of her 
marriage to her  cousin,  Alexander,  was fixed;  but  Dugald  Keith  of  Ackergill,  whose advances she had 
spurned, surrounded her father's house with a body of armed Keiths. They slew many of the Gunns, who 
were unprepared for an attack, and carried off the girl to Ackergill, where she was raped and, eventually 
threw herself from the tower.  This was the spark that ignited a bloody feud that lasted for many years. 

Raid upon raid followed, back and forth between the Keiths and the Gunns, and in 1426, a vicious battle 
was fought at Harpsdale. That conflict was indecisive. In 1464, the chief of Clan Gunn, George 'Crowner' 
Gunn, became weary of the feud, and called for a meeting with the Keiths. The chief of the Keiths agreed to 
meet, and settle it amicably with twelve men each. The Keiths showed up with twenty-four men - two to a  
horse, and attacked the Gunns; the Gunns fought desperately but were all cut down. George Gunn was 
killed, and stripped entirely, and left for his clansmen to find. Soon after, William MacKames, a kinsman of 
the Gunns, killed George Keith, his son, and ten more of his men at Drummoy.   And so it went.

Brian Keith
American actor

Allison Keith
American actor

Toby Keith
American Country singer

 James Keith, Scottish Jacobite
Prussian Field Marshall

Daisy Keith
Canadian actor

David Keith
American actor & director
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Clann KENNEDY

The clan Kennedy was descended from a branch of the Pict Lords of Galloway. They were derived 
from Gilbert,  father of  Duncan,  1st  Earl  of  Carrick,  whose son,  Neil,  settled the chieftainship in 
favour  of  his  nephew,  Roland  de  Carrick,  who  married  one  of  the  Earl's  daughters.  Roland's 
nickname was  Ceannaideach (Gaelic for ugly-headed),  and which became the name of the clan. 
From his grandson, Gilbert de Carrick, the chieftainship, was passed in right of his wife to John 
Kennedy of Dunure, Captain of the Clan Muintircasduff. His son, Sir Gilbert Kennedy of Dunure, was 
the father of James of Dunure, who married Princess Mary, daughter of Robert III. Their son, Gilbert, 
was one of the six Regents of Scotland during the minority of James III. He was made Lord Kennedy 
in 1457, and was assassinated by Sir Hew Campbell of Loudon in 1527. 

Gilbert's brother, James, had a distinguished career also, he served briefly as Lord High Chancellor 
of Scotland. He subsequently became Archbishop of St. Andrews University. Gilbert's son, David, 
3rd Lord Kennedy, was created Earl of Cassillis in 1509. He fell at Flodden. John Kennedy, the 4th 
Earl,  was celebrated  for  'roasting  the  Abbott  of  Crossraguel'.   John's  son,  John,  5th  Earl,  was 
succeeded by his  nephew,  the 6th Earl.  Archibald,  11th Earl.  was a distinguished Naval  Officer 
during the American War of Independence, and owned part of New York City.  His son, Archibald,  
was created Marquis of Ailsa in 1806. Archibald, 4th Marquis, was a distinguished authority in Celtic 
matters, and President of the Royal Celtic Society. His younger brother, the present chief, is 6th 
Marquis, whose seats are at Culzean Castle, and Cassillis, in Ayrshire. 

John F. Kennedy
35th U.S. President

Alison Louise Kennedy
Scottish non-fiction author 

General Howard Kennedy
Quartermaster General DND

Thomas Laird Kennedy
15th Premier of Ontario
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Clann KILGOUR 

The Kilgour family name was used by descendants of the Picts in ancient Albann.  It is a name for someone 
who lived in Kilgour, which is located near Falkland in County Fife. The surname, Kilgour, belongs to the 
category of habitation names, which were derived from pre-existing names of towns, villages, parishes or 
farmsteads.

The Kilgours have a very strong association with the district of Fife, in the north of Scotland. They took their 
name from the  lands  of  Kilgour,  near  Falkland,  and  were  followers  of  the  MacDuffs,  the  ancient  Pict 
Mormaers of Fife. Before it became a royal palace, Falkland was a MacDuff stronghold and it is no accident 
the earliest reference to a Kilgour relates to this place. Robert Kilgour, 39th Bishop of Aberdeen, is just one 
of many Kilgours who were eminent in the history of that part of Scotland.  In 1528, Sir Thomas Kilgour was 
cited as a chaplain of St. Thomas at Falkland.

 Many Kilgours emigrated to New Zealand & Australia, where there is a river bearing that name.

Joseph Kilgour
Canadian silent film actor

Hon David Kilgour
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Cabinet Minister

Frederick Kilgour
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David Kilgour
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Clann LAMONT

The first chief of Clan Lamont was Ferchar ('friend of the trees' in Cumbric), who lived about 1200 AD. A 
grandson, Laumun, was the first to use the name which has since become hereditary. This name resembles 
the unique Breton name, 'Laouenan,' which means 'a happy person'. About 1238, Duncan, son of Ferchar, 
and Laumun, son of Malcom (another son of Ferchar) granted certain lands at Kilmun to the monks at 
Paisley. In 1446, the Lamont country was ravaged by the Campbells, who carried off about 200 prisoners to 
Dunoon after promising them safe passage, then massacred them, men women and children. A memorial to 
commemorate the event was erected by the Clan Lamont Society in 1906. This horrific tragedy broke the 
clan, and they became a sept of the Campbells of GlenOrchy. 

In 1539, Sir John Lamont of Inveryne acquired the barony of Inveryne. He took up residence at Toward 
Castle where he was visited by Mary, Queen of Scots in 1563. Until the 17th century, the chiefs used the 
barony title of 'Inveryne,' with Toward Castle for part of that time as principal residence. In 1646, Ardlamont 
became the seat of the chief, and so remained until its sale in the 19th century. In the 18th century, the 
chieftainship passed through Margaret, daughter and heiress of Dugald Lamont, to her son, Archibald, who 
became the heir. On his death, the chieftainship passed to the Monydrain branch, of whom Ronald Coll 
Lamont of Lamont (24th Chief) died in Australia in 1951.  The chieftainship of the clan was confirmed in 
1953 to be Alfred Grenville Lamont, who resides in Australia. 

Peter Lamont
American film set designer

Molly Lamont
South African film actor

John Henderson Lamont, Justice
Supreme Court of Canada
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Clann LENNOX 

The name of Lennox is attached to a powerful earldom, controlling vast tracts of Dumbartonshire,  
Renfrewshire,  and  Stirlingshire.  It  evolved  from an  ancient  southern  Pict  title,  the  Mormaer  of 
'Llevennahh' ('Llyfn-afon' in modern Welsh), ('Levenach' in Gaelic) meaning smooth river, and was 
firmly established by the 13th century. Malcom of Lennox, the 5th Earl, was recorded as attending 
Robert II's coronation in 1371.  After 1488, the title became associated with the Stewarts. Lord Henry 
Darnley, son of the 4th Stewart Earl of Lennox, was the short-lived husband of Mary Queen of Scots 
and, more particularly, the Darnley. Henry, Lord Darnley - the short-lived husband of Mary Queen of 
Scots - was the son of the 4th Earl. Esmé Stuart was created Duke of Lennox in 1579, becoming High 
Chamberlain of Scotland two years later. 

Tim Lennox
Veteran Alabama Broadcaster

Annie Lennox
Scottish singer-songwriter, political 

activist and philanthropist

Lord Charles Lennox
Governor General, British North 

America
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MACALPIN 
Clann GREGOR 

In search of Alpin:  Alpin or Alpine, in any of its forms, was, and remains, strictly an ancient P-Celtic word; 
i.e.  Alps. Alpin was a common Pict name which meant 'mountainous'.  It  has never been in the Irish or 
Scottish Gaelic vocabularies in any form. There were at least four Alpins who sought the Kingship of the 
Picts in the 8th and 9th century AD. They were all Picts, as in the age of the Alpins, there was a great deal of 
intermarriage between the Picts, Scots, Britons and Irish, especially amongst the upper echelons of society. 
More emphasis was put on the maternal side when considering succession by Britons, Picts and Irish but 
not the Scots. 

1/Alpin, son of King Nehhtonn, was never king, and was slain in battle in 693 AD.
2/Alpin, son of Eachaidh, ruled over the Picts (726 - 728), and was expelled from Albann by Onnus in 729 
AD. The great battle of Catoc followed with the Dalriadic Scots and the Britons of Strathclyde against Onnus 
and Eadbert, King of Mercia. Onnus and Eadbert won, and Alpin was slain about 750 AD.
3/ Alpin, son of Uuroid, (pronounced Feroid) ruled Albann (775 - 780 AD). He had only one daughter, who 
married a Scotic king named Eoacha-Anguibh; in Latin, Achaius-Venenosi; in English 'Hugh the Poisonous', 
and named her first born child after her father.  The learned historian, Boece, wrote that Charlemagne, ruler 
of most of Europe, entered into a league with Hugh to supply the Empire with learned men to teach at 
European universities. In actual fact, Hugh did not rule over Dalriada, he was barely holding on to Kintyre, 
his presence there only tolerated by Donald MacConstantine, the Pict Lieutenant Governor of Dalriada. In 
fact, Charlemagne never heard of Hugh the Poisonous. So much for certain exaggeration!

4/ Alpin Mad Eochaid (son of Eochaid IV MacFergus and Princess Royal Of The Picts Unuisticc) was born 
778  in  Kintyre,  Scotland,  and  died  20  Jul  834  in  Galloway,  Wigtownshire,  Albann.  The  farcical 
'Chronicle of  the Kings of  Alba'  usually begins with Kenneth,  but  some variants include a reference to 
Kenneth's father: "Alpín was killed in Galloway, after he had entirely destroyed and devastated it. And then 
the kingdom of the Scots was transferred to the kingdom of the Picts."   He chose a very opportune time for 
his  own  interest  but  a  very  poor  time  in  the  minds  and  hearts  of  his  potential  Pict  subjects.  It  was 
inexcusable; Easter Day of 837 AD. The Pict forces had just suffered a devastating defeat at the hands of 
the heathen Vikings. Onnuss's son, Drust, was trying to gather his forces when they were attacked. In that 
Autumn, later the Picts obliterated Alpin's army.                                                                                         
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Alpin MacEoacha was executed in 836 by King Drust. The  ceremony of retribution was one reserved for 
traitors in the Pict fashion, a public beheading. He was not mentioned in the relatively objective Annals of 
Ulster, strongly indicating he was never king of anything. Clann Alpin was the first name of Clann Gregor, 
before the delegates at a Clan Alpin Council, took a solemn oath to resist the predations of the Campbells 
by  swearing  allegiance  to  the then  Chief,  Gregor  of  GlenOrchy (1300-1360),  and  by  solidifying  their 
dedication  by  changing  their  surnames  to  his  namesake,  King  Grig,  (Gregor  in 
English). 

Despite  the  nonsense  written  in  several  Scottish  literary  documents  about  a 
separate Clan Alpin, none existed whatsoever distinct from Clan Gregor, other than 
what is listed herein. Several ranking MacGregors & Grants changed their surnames 
back to the ancient 'MacAlpin' in a solidifying act of protest, after the failure of their 
two related clans to reunite at the conference of unity at Blair Atholl in 1725. 

The  fact  remains  that  the  entire  tenure  of  the  MacAlpin  dynasty  (from  848  to 
1057AD) was dedicated to one overriding cause, to restore the Empire of Albann to 
the glory days before the Roman entry into Britain, when Pict Scouts patrolled the 
northern bank of the Humber River..

Again, the dominate colours in this tartan are the Pict favourites, green and blue. 
Why were they the Picts favourites?  Because the local berries and leaves formed 
blue & green coloured dyes to colour their plaid.

Tom MacAlpin
President of Disney Cruise Lines

Professor Melissa MacAlpin
Rutgers University

Vic MacAlpin
American Country songwriter
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Clann MACARTHUR 

Traditionally, the MacArthurs, who descended from Pict stock, are the oldest of all clans in Argyllshire.  After 
the Roman Legions left Britain in 410AD, the British kingdoms of Gododdin, Strathclyde and Rheded in 
southern Albann, fought to maintain their independence from both the Picts to the north, and the Angles to 
the south.  In their  P-Celtic language, the earliest surviving Scottish poem was composed, telling of the 
defeat of the Gododdin heroes by the Angles, and this poem contains the earliest reference to the British 
resistance leader,  Arthur. The story of Arthur travelled over the Brythonic world until he was given a new 
setting as far south as Tintagel in Welsh-speaking Cornwall. 

In the 13th century, a MacArthur married the heiress of Duncan mac Duibhne of Loch Awe. This was before 
the rise of the Campbells who were also called the Clann Ua Duibhne.  Therefore, it is claimed by some that 
the  MacArthurs  were  the  forebears  of  the  Campbells.  The MacArthurs  greatly  increased  their  territory 
through their support of Robert the Bruce in the Scottish wars of independence.  As an extra reward, their 
chief  was made hereditary Captain  of  the Castle  of  Dunstaffnage.  Part  of  their  new estates had once 
belonged to the MacDougalls,  who had opposed the Bruce, and were punished accordingly.  MacArthur 
ascendancy only lasted for a century before John MacArthur was beheaded by James I in 1427, when he 
'cleaned house' on his return from his long captivity in England.   All MacArthur lands were forfeited to the 
crown.   This  was the royal  way of  settling an ancient  territorial  dispute with  the MacRuars,  who were 
connected to the Drummonds.

The MacRuar chief was also executed, ostensibly to ensure the other clan chiefs behaved better. However, 
in modern times, the name of MacArthur has been carried to the ends of the earth. John MacArthur (1767 - 
1834) arrived with his regiment in 1790 in New South Wales, where he was Commandant at Parramatta 
from 1793 to 1804. In 1794, he laid the foundations for the Australian wool industry by crossing Bangali and 
Irish sheep, then introducing Merino sheep from Africa. In 1817, he planted the first Australian vineyard. In 
1807,  Captain  Bligh  of  the  Bounty,  who  had  been  appointed  Governor,  tried  to  arrest  MacArthur,  but 
MacArthur showed him he had met his match by arresting him instead.  He justly ranks as a father of 
Australia. In 1840, an emigrant from Strathclyde, landed in the United States. His son, Arthur MacArthur 
served  in  the  army,  a  career  that  was  followed  by  his  son,  General  of  the  Army,  Douglas 
MacArthur(18801964), who was the Supreme Allied Commander of the Pacific war, and became Military 
Governor of Japan after receiving the surrender of Emperor Hirohito at the end of WW2. When asked what 
he thought of the former General Eisenhower becoming President of the United States, he responded In a 
typical understatement, "I'm sure he'll do a fine job, he was the best clerk I ever had"  
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Clann MACAULAY (of Ardencaple)

The  MacAulays  were  associated  with  the  Pictic  MacGregors,  and  their  tartan  resembles  that  of  the 
MacGregors. They were also of Pict origin, and were at first known as Ardencaples, from their chief seat at 
Ardencaple  in  Dumbartonshire.  Ultimately,  they  acquired  a  Gaelic  patronymic  form  of  the  Old  Norse 
personal  name Áleifr, which sounds like  Aulay in  English. The clan Anglicized the name to 'Aulay'  or 
MacAulay. In 1296, MacAulay was among the 2000 Scots nobles and clergy who signed the Ragman Rolls, 
confirming their duty of homage to King Edward I of England. 

In  medieval  & early modern times,  the history of  Scotland and its  clans was extremely volatile,  and a 
number of clans were virtually destroyed by their association with the aggressive MacGregors. There was a 
bond of friendship between MacAulay of Ardencaple and MacGregor of Glenstrae in May of 1591, in which 
the MacAulay chief swore himself to be a cadet of the MacGregors at a time when there was no advantage 
in such an admission. Three years later, the MacAulays joined the MacGregors in the roll of 'broken' clans. 
They retained their castle & lands of Ardencaple until these too were lost to the Campbell Duke of Argyll.

Thomas Babington MacAulay 
British Secretary of War James McCauley

American Film Actor, Director

Bishop Vincent McCauley CSC
(Born in Iowa)
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Clann MACBEAN

The  Clan  MacBean  claims  descent  from  the  Pict  House  of  Moray.  The  name  can  be  spelled  either 
MacBean, MacBain or MacVean. The main branch of the clan were the MacBeans of Kinchyle, on Loch 
Ness, where there is now a MacBean memorial Park. They originated in Lochaber but later were forcibly 
transplanted to east Inverness-Shire. The MacBeans belonged to the Clan Chattan, a confederation of Pict-
descended clans in the north, who were opposed to the transfer of power from Pict/Scots to Anglo/Normans. 
Thereby the deadly rivalry between the Comyns and the Bruces.

They were associated with the MacKintoshes, and supported that clan against John Comyn, Robert the 
Bruce's rival for the Scots crown. There was a constant struggle for leadership of the Clan Chattan, (which 
was typical of Pict/Scot politics) and many MacBeans fought and died on the MacKintosh side in the Battle 
of Harlaw in 1411. One MacBean was credited with killing the Steward of Red Comyn. The MacBeans were 
exceptionally warlike.  During the Jacobite Rebellion  of  1745,  one Giles MacBean killed  14 Hanoverian 
soldiers before being cut  down himself.  The clans greatest  figure was William MacBean, who won the 
Victoria Cross in 1858 for his bravery during the Indian Mutiny.

Maj General Wm. MacBean VC
Crimean War & Indian Mutiny hero

Arianne MacBean 
American Choreographer Dancer

Diane McBain
American actress
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Clann MACBETHAD
MACBETH , BETHUNE 

According to tradition: MacBethad, son of Findláech, son of Ruadrí, son of Domnall, son of Morggán, son of 
Cathamal, son of Ruadrí, son of Ailgelach, son of Uradd, son of Uurgust, son of Nehhtonn, son of Colmán, 
son of Báetán, son of Eochaid, son of Muiredach, son of Loarn, son of Erb, son of Eochaid Muinremuir.  
MacBeth  (1005-1057),  Mormaer  of  Moray,  married  Gruoch,  daughter  of  Boedhe,  who  was  the  son  of 
Kenneth III. So MacBeth, who had ancestral roots in Moray, was the grandson of King Malcolm II, and his 
wife was the granddaughter of King Kenneth III.   The MacBeth family became another “Royal Clann of 
Albann.”

Under the ancient law of the Picts, he had as much claim to the throne of Albann as did Duncan I. He was 
commander for Duncan I, whom he defeated and slew, thereby becoming king. MacBeth was proclaimed 
king,  and Scotland prospered during his  reign.  He was later  defeated by Malcolm, the son of  Duncan. 
Malcolm had gone to England to raise funds and an army to bring about MacBeth's downfall. His debt to the 
English would have disastrous effects on Scotland for many years to come. It is a generally held opinion by 
Scottish  historians that  if  MacBeth had not  been killed by the future King Malcolm III,  Scotland would 
probably have remained a separate nation until this day and might have conquered England. Records show 
that he used his power for the good of his country. His reign verifies that Picts actually ruled Albann after  
Kenneth MacAlpin. In Angus, 'MacBeths' received a charter from David II in 1369, but this family was of the 
ancestral line of the Fife Bethunes, who anciently held lands in the area. The later history of the MacBeths, 
the Highland Beatons and Bethunes has become hopelessly confused for, in the various lands where they 
are associated, both forms were used, often referring to the same family, even to the same person.

Others duly removed to the shires of Inverness, Sutherland & Easter Ross, the name was also found in  
Moray, where they had association with the Macbeans. This clann's name will always have overtones of 
Shakespeare's tragic Scottish king. The real MacBeth ruled 1040 to 1057,and had little in common with the 
villainous figure portrayed in he play. He had a valid claim to the throne and slew his rival on he battlefield,  
not in the bed chamber. He ruled wisely and generously, finding time to make a pilgrimage to Rome, where 
he scattered money among the poor like seed. He did in fact die in battle, at Lumphanan - not when Birnam 
Wood moved to Dunsinane as Shakespeare wrote. The MacBethads were the principle branch of the clan, 
while the Bethunes & Beatons were secondary. The High king was christened with 'MacBeth' (Anglicized) as 
his Christian name, as surnames were not mandatory at that time. Mac Beatha means son of life in Gaelic, 
so the official Scottish version at the time would have been MacBeathad mac Findláich. MacBeth was the 
last  of  the  Alpin  Dynasty.  After  him,  a  series  of  genocidal  programs were initiated by the Normans to 
transplant Picts to Brythonic areas in the south.                                                                                  Page 122



Upon MacBeth's death in 1057, the name of his beloved Albann was changed to the Germanic 'Scotland' by 
the  influential  German  Angles.  The  title  of  the  High  King  was  changed  from  the  P-Celtic  'Ri  Albainn' 
(originally coined by Grig Dungall) to the Latin 'Rex Scotorum'.  Albann had lost its soul.

Meanwhile, the Picts & Scots north of the Clyde & Firth of Forth, continued to call their country “Albann” and 
Alba” respectively. Nevertheless, on 13 July 1249, Alexander III became High King at the age of seven, he 
was inaugurated at Scone, near Stirling, in the traditional manner of all Christian High Kings before him. He 
was greeted by the ollamh rí, the royal poet, who addressed him with the proclamation - 

"Benach De Ri Albanne” (God bless the king of Albann). 
This recorded incident occurred 192 years after Albann was supposedly renamed “Scotland” (according to 
modern Scottish history) . The Gaelic Scots in the highlands still called it 'Alba'.

Perhaps the land that once was called 'Albann' still had a soul - in the highlands.

Dr. Norman Bethune
Canadian Physician & hero of  the 

Communist Chinese revolution
Florence MacBeth

American operatic soprano
Gordon Bethune

CEO Continental Airlines
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Clann MACCOLL

This name refers to 'Son of Columba', an Christian missionary, who became a close friend of  King Brud in  
550AD, and was responsible for the conversion of a large part of Albann to Christianity. He is revered as a 
saint by the Roman Catholic, the Eastern Orthodox, the Lutheran & Anglican Churches. The MacColls were 
associated with the area around Loch Fyne from early times. Their history is vague, as is often the case with 
Pict-descended  clans.  As  a  small  group,  they  forged  protective  relationships  with  MacDonalds,  then 
MacGregors, then Stuarts. This arrangement was not unique, as each Glen controlled by Clan Gregor kept 
their  own  names,  which  became  associated  with  those  particular  geographic  areas.  In  1602,  the 
MacPhersons ambushed a MacGregor raiding party at Drum Nachder, while returning home. The results 
were disastrous for the MacColls, as they lost most of their men and their chief. The next year, in 1603, the 
MacGregors were proscribed, leaving the MacColl group without a protector.  This near extinction forced 
them into a close protective relationship with the Stewarts of Appin, who had grabbed Glen Lyon from two 
other MacGregor septs, the MacLivers and MacIvors. They lost 18 killed & 15 wounded in the 1745/46 
Jacobite rebellion  . A notable clansman was Sir Colin MacColl, head of Britain's MI6. 

General Sir John Chalmers McColl,
KCB, CBE, DSO. NATO Deputy 

Supreme Allied Commander Europe.
Kirsty Anna MacColl

English pop hit singer/songwriter

Michaelia MacColl
American modern historical 

fiction writer
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Clann MACFARLANE 

This name originated from 'Parlan', Pictish for 'son of the farmer'.. In Aramaic, it is 'son of the ploughman'. 
The MacFarlanes claim descent from the Earls of Lennox, citing Gilchrist, the younger brother of Malduin, 
both sons of Alwyn, the 3rd Earl, as their ancestor. The clan was famous for its warlike behaviour. Gilchrist's 
grandson was one of the Gaelic supporters of Robert the Bruce, and father of Parlan (a P-Celtic name). It 
was Gaelicized to Clann Mhic Phàrlain about 1,400AD.

Iain MacPharlain, the 7th Chief, to descend from Gilchrist, received a confirmation of his title to Arrochar in  
1420, and Earl Duncan of Lennox was beheaded by James I in a particularly revolting way, the House of 
MacFarlane became the senior male representatives of he ancient Earldom of Lennox, although this was 
later taken by the Stewarts. 

The MacFarlanes remained loyal to the Stewarts, and in particular to their Lennox branch. Sir Iain, the 11th 
Chief fell in the Lennox contingent at Flodden in 1513, leaving as his heir, Andrew. Duncan, the 13th Chief,  
fell fighting the English at Pinkie in 1547, during the short reign of Mary.  His men had been described as  
being at the head of the Lennox, that spoke Gaelic and Scottish. After the death of Mary's husband, King 
Henry (Lord Darnley),  his  father,  the Earl  of  Lennox sided with  Mary's  enemies.  The 14th Chief  of  he 
MacFarlanes took a contingent of troops to Loch Leven castle which tipped the scales against her.

Clan MacFarlane took part in several conflicts including brutal fighting for Scottish Independence alongside 
Robert The Bruce. The clan was also noted for its daring night time cattle raiding of neighboring clan lands, 
(particularly those of Clan Colquhoun),and as such, it is said that the full moon became known throughout 
the highlands as "MacFarlane's Lantern". For many years Clan MacFarlane was one of the most respected 
and feared clans in the highlands until the clan was denounced by the English government. The ancestral 
lands of the clan were held by the chiefs until they were sold off for debts, in 1767.

As a result, the MacFarlane name and lands were forfeited in 1642, and its clan members were dispersed 
(similar to the MacGregors). However, the clan returned to its Royal loyalties when the 16th Chief fought  
under Montrose for Charles I. His island stronghold of Inveruglas in Loch Lomond was destroyed by the 
Roundheads when Cromwell invaded Scotland. Thereafter, the seat of the MacFarlanes became the house 
of Arrochar by Loch Long. The 20th Chief set a remarkable example. Walter MacFarlane devoted his entire 
life to research the history of his country, & the preservation and transcribing of its documents. His accurate 
& thorough collections have proven invaluable.  Soon after  this  Chief's  death in  1767 without  heirs,  his 
brother sold Arrochar.                                                                                                                          Page 125 



 The direct male line of chiefs expired with the death of William, the 25th Chief, in 1886. 

Associated names of Clan MacFarlane:  MacCondey / MacCondie /MacCondy, Condey / Condie / Condy, 
Gruamach, MacIock/MacJock, MacInally, MacNide / MacNite, MacNoyer / MacNuyer, MacWalter, Monach /  
Monnock, Parlane / Parlin, Weaver,  Webster, Weir,                      

Seth MacFarlane
American Actor, Animator, 

Screenwriter, Producer, Director, 
Cartoonist, Activist and Singer.

Robert Stanley Weir
Quebec Judge and poet, mostly 
known for writing the English 

version of  'O Canada'.

Noah Webster, American 
lexicographer, textbook pioneer, 

English-language spelling reformer, 
political writer, editor, & author.

Tom Weir, Scottish climber, 
writer & broadcaster. 

Ally Condie, American novelist,
'Reached', 'Crossed', 

Leslie MacFarlane, Canadian
 Ghost writer of 'Hardy Boys' series
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MacDuffie, MacPhee
Clann MACFIE 

This clan lived on the island of Colonsay, in the Inner Hebrides. The oldest form of the name was 
MacDuffie, which appears on a charter of 1463. It is also written as MacPhee. In 1609, Donald MacFie 
of Colonsay joined the council which drew up the Statutes of Iona, a policy for improving life in the 
Western Isles. In 1615, Malcom MacFie joined in the disastrous rebellion of Sir James MacDonald of 
Islay. Many of the clan were killed, and the island passed to the MacDonalds of Clan Ranald. In later 
years, the most notorious clansman was Ewen MacPhee, a 19th century army deserter and outlaw.

George MacDuffie
5th Governor of South Carolina

Member US Senate

Susan McDuffie
Prolific American author Katharine McPhee, American pop singer, 

songwriter & actress
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MACGREGOR 

Clann GREGOR

MacGregor modern trading tartan
All men admit clan Gregor to be the purest branch of the ancient Pict race of Scotland now in existence. -  
true descendents, in short, of the native stock of the country, and unmixed by blood with immigrants either  
of their own or of any other race. About this point there is no dispute; and the name of clan Alpin, commonly 
adopted by them for centuries, would alone suffice to prove their descent from the Albiones, the first known  
inhabitants of Scotland.  Condensed from "Clans of the highlands of Scotland", Thomas Smibert, 1850.

The name, 'Gregor', was taken from a Pict King, Grig MacDungal of Fortrenn, who was of no relation to the 
Alpin family whatsoever. He ruled Albann for eleven years, from 878 to 889 AD. This Clan claims descent 
from Finghon, a Pict monk, and a grandson of King Girig, and other Pict monks of Glen Dochart in western 
Perthshire. Fingon made a successful trip to Rome to ask Pope Benedict for permission for Pict monks in 
Glen Dochart to marry and procreate to offset the declining Pict numbers, due to so many men joining 
religious orders, and becoming celibate.

Unlike many other southern Highland clans, the MacGregors accepted, from their very beginning, other 
families into their clan as full members. This penchant was due to their efforts to survive in a hostile world of 
constant turmoil,  and struggle for living space, and is reflected today in the broad spectrum of YDNA of 
known MacGregors, and their aliases. Their outstanding success at seizing territories, and holding them by 
the sword (with the tacit or outright approval of the King of the time) angered their neighbours, amongst  
whom was the emerging Campbells of Loch Awe.

In the AD900s, the MacGregors swept westwards to assist King Alexander II to reconquer an Argyll that was 
still under the control of the Norse King, and after a successful campaign, assimilated the Dalriadic Scots 
there, giving rise to the fabled three MacGregor Glens of Orchy, Lochy and Strae.

After Robert the Bruce became King, he began a concerted effort to settle old scores with those Highland 
Chiefs who had followed Wallace, but had spurned his efforts at gaining their loyalty. Bruce gave Campbell 
of Awe the rights to all lands around Loch Awe, giving them a foothold in MacGregor territory. Again, due to 
treachery, violence, fraud, and the abuse of Royal authority,  the Campbell dragon stole huge swaths of 
MacGregor territory wherever it was discovered. No other Scottish clan was so suppressed and denigrated 
by  the  Campbells  as  was  Clan  Gregor.  This  clan  was  the  object  of  many  Royal  (and  Campbell) 
Commissions of Fire and Sword, two proscriptions, and the unique target of a concerted 300 year effort by 
the Scottish, then, the British Government under the psychopathic James VI, to annihilate it. Several other 
clans disappeared under less horrific conditions but the MacGregors kept coming back, and, when under 
threat, coalesced like beads of mercury to punish those who tormented them
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. Even the powerful Dukes of Argyll took extreme measures to protect their families from the 'marauding'  
MacGregors. Perhaps no other clan in Scotland has aroused as much emotion as this, the clan of Rob Roy. 
Belittled by Scottish historians, hunted by Campbell hounds, slaughtered by Stewarts,  prejudged by the 
courts, and eulogized by Sir Walter Scott, the British government finally relented in 1774, when at the urging 
of saner minds, my family name was again allowed to be used legally in Scotland. Forbes MacGregor wrote 
in 1977, in the only Clan Gregor Society authorized book on MacGregors, "The astounding thing is that the 
main body of MacGregors is of Pict ancestry but not the old line of Chiefs". This does not refrain many 
revisionists today from claiming the MacGregors are of Dalriadic Scottish descent. Is it no wonder we have 
trouble "fitting in?"

In two of the most typical episodes of our violent history; In 1565 (before we were proscribed), brothers 
Robert and Gregor MacGregor were cruelly murdered at night by two Campbell-hired Italian assassins.  
Queen Mary, being horrified by the deed, made a unique enactment; She ordered that Patrick MacGregor 
and a dozen other clansmen be released from a bond of restraint, so they could hunt down the perpetrators. 
How swiftly this was done may be read in the Chronicles of Fortingal of 27th July, 1565: "James Gestalcar  
killed with some of his accomplices by Gregor MacGregor of Stronemelochan".

After Mary fled to England in 1568, with the tacit assent from James I, Campbell of GlenOrchy and his hired 
killers  pursued  Gregor.  Tradition  tells  he  was  the  hero  of  the  famous  exploit  still  commemorated  in 
"MacGregor's Leap" over a waterfall in Glen Lyon. Under constant threat from Scotland's most powerful 
Lord, he survived for only four years. On 7th April 1570, he was confined in a Campbell dungeon, and then 
beheaded.  With grim satisfaction,  the records of  22nd August  1570,  related "John MacCoul  Dow slain  
beside Glen Falloch with 13 of Campbell of Argyll's men by Clan Gregor".

Gregor's son was no other than Alasdair MacGregor of Glenstrae, the "arrow of Glenstrae", and recognized 
Chief of Clan Gregor, until he too was treacherously betrayed by Argyll, and executed in Edinburgh with 
eleven of his closest relatives. One of its unique attributes was the creation of a government fort built merely 
to  contain  its  activities,  Inversnaid,  which  was  destroyed  at  every  opportunity  by  (of  course)  the 
MacGregors; the last time by James Mohr MacGregor (and a handful of Glengyle MacGregors), eldest son 
of Rob Roy.

The wheels of true justice grind slowly, but Alasdair was ultimately more than avenged on both Argyll and 
James VI. James's second son, Charles I, died on the scaffold in 1649. Both Argyll's son and grandson were 
also publicly executed; the first in 1661, and the other in 1685. The MacGregors must have partied long into 
the night.  In  a language course with the Canadian government,  I  once asked two Iroquois  MacGregor 
women how did their MacGregor men rate in Iroquois society. I was not surprised when they both quickly 
answered - "They are the worst". Maybe Y-DNA cells do have memories but then - discretion would never be 
a MacGregor virtue, unless it was blended with Campbell deceit.

The most  powerful  MacGregor  who  ever  lived  became the longest  serving Prime Minister  of  Canada, 
William Lyon MacKenzie King, who at one time, controlled the 3rd largest air force and navy, and the 5th  
largest  army  in  the  world. Eleven  MacGregors  were awarded  the Victoria  cross  (more than  any other 
Scottish  Clan).  Colonel  John  MacGregor  was  Canada's  most  decorated  officer.  The  most  outstanding 
MacGregor to have left Scotland was the Rev. Dr. James Drummond MacGregor of Pictou,  Nova Scotia, 
who was the 'Godfather' to all Gaelic-speaking protestants in northern Nova Scotia, all of Prince Edward 
Island and southwestern New Brunswick for most of his life. 

After  King Grig's  reign,  the title of  Monarch was changed from the Latin  'Rex Pictorum' to the Pict  'Ri 
Albainn', and remained unchanged until the death of King MacBethad in 1057AD. The proscription of Clan 
Gregor ended in 1774, when the laws against them were repealed. In order to restore their clan pride, it was 
necessary to re-establish the chiefs.    A petition subscribed by eight hundred and twenty- six MacGregors 
declared General John Murray of Lanrick to be the proper and true chief. He was, in fact, a MacGregor, 
being  a  descendant  of  Duncan  MacGregor  of  Ardchoille  who  died  in  1552.  The  general  had  served 
extensively in India before being created a baronet in July 1795. His son, Sir Evan, was also a general and 
later Governor of Dominica.  He married a daughter of the fourth Duke of Atholl, for whom he built the House 
of Edinchip, until recently the home of the present chief.
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 Sir Evan played a prominent part in the 1822 visit of George IV to Scotland, where he and his clansmen 
guarded the honours of Scotland. He proposed the toast to the ‘chief of chiefs’ at  the royal banquet in 
Edinburgh. The father of the present chief,  Sir  Malcolm MacGregor, served in the navy during the First 
World War, being decorated not only by his own country, but also by France.

Some  of  our  aliases  are:  Arrowsmith,  Black,  Borrowman,  Bower,  Bowers,  Bowmaker, 
Brewer,  Caird,  Comrie,  Crerar,  Dennison,  Denson,  Dochart,  Docharty,  Docherty,  Dowie, 
Fletcher, Gair, Geuer, Gregor, Gregorson, Gregory, Greig, Grewar, Greyson, Grier, Grierson, 
Griesck, Grigor, Gruer, King, Kirkpatrick, Laikie, Landless, Landel, Leckie, Lecky, MacAdam, 
MacAinsh, MacAlaster,  MacAldowie, MacAlester,  MacAngus, MacAnish, Macara, Macaree, 
MacCainsh,  MacCance,  Roy,  MacCansh,  MacChoiter,  MacConachie,  MacCondach, 
MAcCondochie,  Whyte,  MacCrouther,  MacGregor,  MacGrewar,  MacGrigor,  MacGrouther, 
MacGrowther,  MacGruder,  MacGruer,  MacGruther,  MacIldowie,  MacIlduff,  MacIlduy, 
MacInnes,  MacInstalker,  MacLeister,  MacLiver,  MacNay,  MacNea,  MacNee,  MacNeice, 
MacNeish,  MacNess,  MacNey,  MacNie,  MacNiesh,  MacNish,  MacNocaird,  MacNucator, 
MacPeter,  MacPetrie,  Malloch, McGregor, Neish, Neish, Nice, Nish, Nucator,  Orr,  Pattullo, 
Peat, Peter, Peterkin, Peters, Peterson, Petrie,, Skinner, Stalker, Stringer, Walker, White. 

_________________________

What was the original source of the name Gregor?
The early Greek explorer/traders had a great influence on the Picts.  They imparted stories about their gods, 
their legends and their alphabet to the Picts.  One demigod, who greatly impressed the Picts was Heracles 
(in Greek) (later, Hercules in Latin).  Heracles was a demigod son of Zeus and was the strongest man who 
ever  lived.  He  was  often  referred  to  as  the  “Conqueror”.  Celts  were  known  to  speak  with  a  harsher 
vernacular than did Romans in their related Latin.  It must be remembered that linguists universally agree 
Greek, Latin and Gaullish (GLG) were one language in 1500 BC. For example both the “foreign” “H” sound 
and the  hard “C” sound in Greco/Latin became a hard “G” sound in classical Celtic, Pictish & the later 
Cumbric.   For  other  examples  in  Pictic;  Apollo  became  Polnann,  Augustus  became  Onnuss,  Neptune 
became  Nehhtonn  (pronounced Nekton), Constantine became  Kast, Zeus became Dios, Jupiter became 
Upidd and Thor became Tallorr, (somewhat similar to how it is pronounced in French). Note: These names 
had nothing to do with Celtic, contrary to some historical accounts. They were direct Greek/Latin/Norse to 
Pictish translations.

Heracles in Greek, became  Hercules in classical Latin,  Ciric in street Latin (pronounced Kirik),  Gireg in 
Gaullish,  Goreg in  old  Welsh,  Grygor  in  modern  Welsh,  Grig in  Pictish  & Cumbric,  translated  to  Cirig 
(pronounced Kirig) in old Scottish Gaelic, Grioghair in modern Gaelic, and eventually, Gregor in English.  So 
our  surname,  MacGregor,  literally  means  Son of  Hercules.  Note:  It  is  universally  agreed,  Clan Gregor 
emanated from the High King, Grig MacDungall, a Pict of Fortrenn, who reigned 878 - 889AD.

Canada's  top  Field  Commander  in  World  War  2  was  General  H.D.G.  Harry 
'Crerar', (a MacGregor pseudomnym). He served in World War II, initially as a 
Brigadier on the General Staff at Canadian Military Headquarters in England. In 
early 1940 he was appointed Vice Chief General Staff in Canada and later that 
year,  he  became  Chief  of  the  General  Staff.  He  became  General  Officer 
Commanding  2nd  Canadian  Infantry  Division  in  1941,  then  General  Officer 
Commanding,  Canadian  Corps  in  England,  then  Italy  in  1942,  and  General 
Officer Commanding First Canadian Army, in North-West Europe in 1944. Crerar 
was on the September 18, 1944 cover of Time magazine. He was promoted to 
full  general  in  November 1944.   He oversaw the surrender of  German Field 
forces in Europe to his junior officers, Genera Simonds (in the Netherlands) and 
General Foulkes (in northern Germany) a week before the official surrender (for 
the cameras) in Reims, France..
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Robert (Rob) Roy MacGregor
Most famous MacGregor of all

Grand Admiral Grieg
Creator of Russian sea power

Sir Evan MacGregor 
18th Chief of Clan Gregor
War hero in Indian Mutiny

Ewan MacGregor
Scottish actor (Star Wars)

Wendy Petrie
Canadian TV host

Rachel McAdams
Canadian Film actor

Bobby Orr, hockey player from 
Parry Sound, Ontario. The 

greatest defenceman in Hockey.

Col. John MacGregor, V.C., 
M.C. & Bar, D.C.M., E.D.  Most 

decorated Canadian officer.
 US Gen. Kenneth N. Walker 

Killed in action in WW2 in 1943 
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Clann MACINROY 

Spelling  variations  include:  MacEnroe,  Robertson,  MacConachie,  Maconachie,  MacConaghy,  
MacConchie,  MacConkey,  MacConkey,  MacDonnachie,  MacDonachie,  MacDunnachie,  MacLagan,  
MacRaibeirt and many more. 

The MacInroys are a sept of the Clann Donnchaidh (or Robertsons), and as such, also claim descent from 
the royal house of Dunkeld, the ancient Mormaers of Atholl.

Their name comes from the Gaelic 'Mac Ian Ruaidh' (Son of John the Red-haired).  In 1613,  John Dow 
McInriache of Tomachlagnanr was fined for harbouring members of the outlawed Clan Gregor. 

Brian McConnachie
American actor, comedy writer, & 

children's book author.

Jenny McConnachie
Episcopal missionary in Africa John McInroe (American)

Former World No 1 tennis player
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Clann GREGOR
MACIVOR, MACIVER, MACLIVER

The  name  is  derived  from  Mac  Iomchair  (son  of  the  Bear).  The  MacLIvers  and  MacIvors  were  the 
MacGregors of Glenn Lyon, and were full fledged members of the Clan Council. In the 13th century, Scottish 
Kings were intent on regaining the western islands from the Norse. Every Spring, MacGregors were urged 
to join in those crusades. In 1221, a contingent of MacIvors went into Argyll to fight for King Alexander II, 
and they did so well that Alexander rewarded them with lands in Lergachionzie & Asknish. Little is known of 
these MacIvors after they settled in their new territory.

The remaining MacIvors in Glenn Lyon were massacred by the Stuarts in 1685, and their lands were seized. 
Their seat on the Clan Gregor Council was assumed by the MacGregors of Roro. Those lands were sold to 
the Campbell Duke of Argyll, who strived to own all of western Scotland. 

Sara MacLiver
Australian soprano singer

extraordinaire

Rose McIver
New Zealand born TV actress

Robert Morrison McIver
Scottish born sociologist,  humanist, 

political scientist & educator
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Clann MACKAY

Clan Mackay (Gaelic:  Mac Aoidh) is an ancient and once-powerful clan from the far North of the Scottish 
Highlands, but with roots in the old Pictish kingdom of Moray. In its genitive form MacAoidh, is similar to the 
modern Irish spelling of Magee. The MacKay country was the most remote from the seat of government of  
any part of the Scottish mainland.

The MacKays belonged to the old ruling house of Moray. Malcolm MacEth, Earl of Ross, was displaced from 
Moray by King Malcom IV in 1160. His grandson, Kenneth, joined the rebellion against William the Lion, and 
was killed in 1215. Kenneth's son, Iye, was the progenitor of the MacKays. He became chamberlain to 
Walter de Baltrode, Bishop of Caithness.  His son, Iye Mor, married the bishop's daughter, acquiring the 
lands of Durness, in the north-west corner of Scotland.

Iye Mor was succeeded by his son, Donald, (b:1265) who married a daughter of Iye MacNeil of Girgha. 
Their son, another Iye, became Chief in 1330. It was during his chieftainship that a bitter feud between clan 
Sutherland and clan MacKay broke out. King David II granted the Earldom of Sutherland 'in regality'  to 
William, Chief of Clan Sutherland in 1345, giving him a royal power in that part of Scotland. He immediately 
claimed feudal superiority over the MacKays, provoking fierce resistance on their part. Eventually, the matter 
was put to arbitration, with a strong possibility of a verdict in favour of the MacKays independence. The 
Sutherlands struck first, and in 1372, murdered Iye MacKay and his heir, Donald, in Dingwall Castle.

Donald's son, Angus, became the 5th Chief of clan MacKay. He married a daughter of Torquil MacLeod of 
Lewis,  and  died  in  1403,  when  his  son,  Angus  Dubh inherited  the  chieftainship.  Angus  Dubh's  uncle, 
Huisdean  Dubh,  was  his  tutor,  and  he  quarrelled  with  Angus's  widowed  mother.  She  summoned  her 
MacLeod kinsmen, who invaded the MacKay country in 1408. After laying waste to the area, they withdrew 
but were overtaken by the pursuing MacKays in Strathoykel, far to the south, at a place near Oykel Bridge,  
where a  fierce battle  took  place.  This  fight  was  known as  Latha Tuiteam Tarbhach (the Day of  Great 
Productivity). It was a victory for the MacKays, and it was said  only one MacLeod escaped alive.

 The remainder of Angus Dubh's chieftship saw a further strengthening of MacKay power. In 1425, Angus 
invaded Moray and the next year, he invaded Caithness to settle scores with his longtime enemies. In 1427, 
it was estimated the Chief could muster a force of 4,000 fighting men with whom to defend his province. It 
was called  Strathnaver, named after its largest river. After the ascendancy of Kenneth MacAlpin, and the 
encroachment of  Gaelic Scots throughout  the former Pict  provinces,  the MacKay leadership decided to 
integrate into the top echelons of Scottish Society.
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Until  the 17th century, every marriage of a Chief of MacKay was with a member of the Scottish Gaelic 
aristocracy. In 1588, by violence, fraud, and abuse of Royal authority, the first MacKay Chief was reduced to 
the status of a feudal vassal to a Gordon Earl. Although the Gordons tried to use the MacKay fighting force 
to their own end, the MacKay Chief managed to take a force of 3,000 MacKays to fight on the Protestant 
side in Holland in the thirty years war. Many MacKays served in the Swedish army and retired there, and 
took Swedish names. Others retired in Holland and did the same, even producing a Dutch Prime Minister.

Hugh MacKay, of the Cadet house of Scourie, commanded the forces that fought against Bonnie Dundee at 
Killiecrankie in 1689. As a result, MacKay country remained unmolested. This area was destroyed in the 
Clearances of the 19th century. The direct line of the MacKay Chiefs died out, and today, Baron MacKay van 
Ophemert in the Netherlands, is the present Chief of Clan MacKay.

Peter MacKay (Canadian)
 Minister of National Defence

Donald MacKay 
Nova Scotia  born American 

master shipbuilder of Clippers

Lt Colonel John Keiller MacKay, 
PC, OC DSO, KStJ, VD, QC
19th Lt Governor of Ontario

Elmer MacKay PC, QC.
Minster of Regional Economic Expansion

Solicitor General of Canada
Minister of National Revenue

Maureen MacKay
Canadian TV actress (Delgrassi) 

Alexander MacKay
Renowned Missionary to Africa
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Clann MACKENZIE

It is now generally accepted the MacKenzies are derived from a younger son of Gilleon of the Aird, from 
whose elder son descended Farquhar Mac an t-Sagairt,  ancestor of the Rosses. The forefathers of the 
MacKenzies were therefore, kinsmen & vassals of the ancient Beolain Earls, Pict Mormaers of Ross. 

MacKenzie territory was unique in that it straddled Albann from sea to sea. Although much of it was not 
particularly arable, it was both beautiful and awesome. One could travel from Applecross to the Moray Firth 
without ever leaving MacKenzie land, and this feature gave the MacKenzies considerable clout.  In the late 
13th  century,  their  chief  was  Kinnid,  twelfth  in  descent  from Gilleon  of  the  Aird,  according  to  the  old 
genealogical records. Kinnid was Governor of Eilean Donan Castle, on Loch Duich, under the Earl of Ross. 
This remained the western stronghold of the MacKenzies for centuries, and it still is there today. 

In 1270, Kenneth rebelled against his superior Earl William of Ross, and successfully held Eilean Donan 
against him, thereby establishing himself as an independent Chief. The clan took its name from Kenneth, 
and due partly to its control of the mouth of Loch Duich, the Clan were named as royal bodyguards. The 
Scottish King needed them to thwart the possibility of another Norse invasion through that area. 

Kenneth's son, John, sheltered Bruce at Eilean Donan in 1306, and led 500 of this men at Bannockburn. 
John's son, Kenneth, and grandson, Murdoch, managed to maintain their independence from the Earls of 
Ross. Murdoch's grandson, Alexander Ionraic, 6th Chief of Kintail, was seized at Inverness by James I in 
1427. He was lucky, as he was a mere boy, he was sent to the High School in Perth. 

By now, the MacKenzies' official overlords were the Lords of the Isles, the MacDonalds, who had acquired 
the Earldom of Ross by marriage. However, when the MacDonalds raised a rebellion against the king in 
1429, the MacKenzies fought on the side of the king. In 1476, Alexander received a royal charter of much of 
the lands forfeited by the Macdonalds, including Strathconan and Strathgarve. Alexander was succeeded by 
his son, Kenneth a'Bhlair. Kenneth earned his name by his victory over the MacDonalds at Blàr-na-Pàirc in 
1491 in Strathpeffer. The eldest of his sons, Kenneth Og, held the chieftainship very briefly until he was 
murdered by the Laird of Buchanan in 1497. His half-brother, John of Killin, became the 9th Chief of Kintail. 
John was a man of cunning, he recognized the King's power in the north, so he built his clan's fortunes by 
using the law rather than the sword. 

In  1509,  he obtained a royal  charter  of  Kintail,  Eilean Donan & other  lands erected into a barony;  he 
received seven further charters of land in the course of his long reign, as well as the revenue from gathering 
the customs of Inverness and the keeper of Sleat Castle. He was taken prisoner at Flodden in 1513, but 
was  rescued  by  a  woman  in  whose  house  his  English  escort  stopped  for  the  night.  By  an  amazing 
coincidence she had once been shipwrecked and sheltered in MacKenzie country.                          
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After he returned to Scotland, he was appointed Lieutenant of Wester Ross. In 1547, at the age of 65, he 
fought at the Battle of Pinkie where he was wounded. When the young Queen Mary sent her chamberlain  
north to assess the wealth of he Highland chiefs, MacKenzie filled his house at Killin with dogs and cattle,  
his servants creating such squalor with discarded offal and straw that the disgusted courtiers left at dawn. 
They reported to the Queen that the Highland chiefs lived like princes except for MacKenzie. As a result of  
his deception, he was assessed much less than the others, though by now he had created a small empire in 
the Highlands. John's son and grandson both continued the expansion of MacKenzie power. During the 
chieftainship of his grandson, Colin, a feud erupted with the MacDonnells of Glengarry which continued into 
the  time  of  Colin's  son,  Kenneth,  12th  of  Kintail,  who 
succeeded  in  1594.  By  1607,  the  MacDonnells  were 
defeated  and  their  lands  of  Lochalsh  and  Lochcarron 
ceded to the MacKenzies by royal charter. 

Two years later, after the failure of the Fife Adventurers' 
efforts  to  colonize  the  island  of  Lewis  in  the  name of 
James VI, MacKenzie managed to buy their rights from 
the king and established himself as overlord of the former 
MacLeod lands of Lewis and the mainland. He was raised 
to the peerage as Lord MacKenzie of Kintail, and his son, 
Colin,  was  created  Earl  of  Seaforth  in  1623.  Their 
enlarged  territory  now  amounted  to  a  small  Kingdom. 
Their great castle at Eilean Donan was held for them by 
the  MacRaes,  nicknamed  'MacKenzie's  Shirt  of  Mail'. 
George, 2nd Earl of Seaforth, at first opposed Montrose, 
but  became  disillusioned  with  the  Covenanters,  and 
joined  the  Royalists  in  1646.  From  then  on,  the 
MacKenzies adhered strongly to the House of Stuart and 
their cause, and this led to their undoing. 

Seaforth followed Charles II into exile, where he held the 
empty title of Secretary of State. His son, Kenneth, 3rd 
Earl,  fought  in the royal army at Worcester and led an 
unsuccessful  Highland  rebellion  against  Cromwell  in 
1654. The Restoration brought a return to prosperity for 
the MacKenzies, but at the Revolution, the 4th Earl went 
into exile  with James VII.  He returned to Scotland and 
raised his  clan for  the Stuart  cause,  but  was forced to 
surrender  to  General  MacKay,  and  remained  in  prison 
until 1697. 

William, the 5th Earl, brought 3,000 men to the Jacobite 
army  in  1715,  and  fought  at  Sheriffmuir.  He  fled  to 
France,  and his  estates and peerage were forfeited.  Four  years  later,  he  was the prime mover  in  the 
smallest of the Jacobite rebellions, the 'nineteen'. In May of 1719, Seaforth, the Earl of Marischal and the 
Marquess of Tullibane landed in Kintail with 300 Spanish troops. They were joined by 500 MacKenzies and 
by Rob Roy and his MacGregors, but were defeated at Glenshiel. 

Eileen  Donan  was  blown up  by  English  sailors  but  Seaforth  managed to  escape  to  France,  and  was 
pardoned in 1726. During the 'forty-five', his impoverished heir, Kenneth, was reluctant to join the rising and 
sent a token force of officers to command the government's Independent Companies of Highlanders. 500 
MacKenzies  fought  for  Prince  Charlie.  After  Culloden,  and  the  persecution  of  all  Highlanders,  many 
MacKenzies were forced to flee their homeland. They made their mark on the world in ways few people 
realize.  In 1771, the MacKenzie chief was again created Earl of Seaforth, and in 1778, he raised the 1st  
Battalion of the Seaforth Highlanders, a regiment which still wears the MacKenzie tartan.   
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In 1979, the Earl of Cromartie was recognized by the Lord Lyon as the Chief of Clan MacKenzie. Among 
famous MacKenzies who went overseas, are Alexander MacKenzie, explorer and factor of the Hudson Bay 
Company, who gave his name to Canada's longest river. Also Canadian Major-General Lewis MacKenzie, 
an outstanding UN peacekeeper in Yugoslavia who is a household word in Canada.

Perhaps the most outstanding MacKenzie of all was Field Marshal August von Mackensen of the Imperial 
German Army, who was the brilliant tactician who commanded the combined German/Austrian forces on the 
Eastern front in 1915, when his armies overran Russian positions. Serbia, Romania & the Ukraine quit, 
effectively taking Russia out of the war. Think of the grand things some of those Highlanders could have 
accomplished at home if British leaders had been more tolerant.

Lt Hugh MacKenzie
Canadian Victoria Cross recipient 

WW1 Major John McKenzie
Scottish Victoria Cross recipient

Alexander MacKenzie
Renowned Canadian Arctic 

explorer

Major General John MacKenzie
Canadian DND HQ staff

Major General Lewis MacKenzie
Canadian UN Peace Keeper Alexander MacKenzie

Prime Minister of Canada
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Clann FINGHON
MACKINNON 

The MacKinnons claim descent from Finghon, and is a close family relationship with Clann Gregor.  
Originally, the MacKinnons enjoyed extensive lands in Mull, beneath whose mountains Iona lies. But they 
lost a great part of these to the MacDonald sponsored-MacLeans, although their Chiefs retained their castle 
of Dunara. Ewen, their chief in the 16th century received a charter to the lands of Meysness and Strathardal 
from the King. Their principal strongholds were at Dunakin and Dunringill.  Their 28th Chief, Sir Lachlan 
MacKinnon, was knighted by Charles I on the fatal field of Worcester in 1651, before Cromwell destroyed 
the Scottish army. The clan remained loyal to the Stewarts in the Revolutions of 1688, 1715, and 1745. Its 
fighting forces were estimated at two hundred at Culloden. Francis MacKinnon of MacKinnon, 35th Chief, 
who resided at Drumduan, near Forres. died in 1947, aged 95. His son, Arthur A. MacKinnon of MacKinnon, 
is the present chief.

Gillies MacKinnon
Scottish film Director & Writer

Dr. Janice MacKinnon
Canadian Historian

University of Saskatchewan
James G. MacKinnon

Professor Economics Queens U.
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Clann MACKINTOSH

The name, Mac an Toiseich, literally means "son of the Chief". This clan originated from Shaw MacDuff, a 
younger son of the MacDuff, Pict Mormaer of Fife. He was made Constable of Inverness Castle in 1163, 
gaining the nearby lands of Petty in the Findhorn valley. The 4th Mackintosh of this line obtained a lease of 
Rothiemurchus, where his son, Farquhar, Mackintosh was living, when he raised the men of Badenoch for 
Alexander III to repel the invasion of King Haakon of Norway. In 1291, a marriage between Angus, 6th Chief, 
and Eva, the heiress of Clan Chattan, rendered the Mackintoshes as leaders of this confederation. 

In 1528, James V issued a royal directive to wipe out the Mackintoshes, leaving 'no creature living of that  
clan except priests, women and bairns'.  The prescribed methods of execution were 'slaughter,  burning, 
drowning, and other ways'.  The Gordons were to be the 'Royal' executioners. In later years, there were 
damaging feuds with the Gordons and the Camerons, but the clan gained renown for the Rout of May, 1746, 
when Lady Mackintosh, nicknamed 'Colonel' Anne, tricked a force of 1,500 government troops into fleeing 
from a handful of her retainers. He supported Robert Bruce against Edward I even though the powerful 
Comyns, who dominated the territories of Clan Chattan, supported Edward. The 7th Chief acquired the 
barony of Moy where his successor lives to this day. The 10th chief made an astute choice when the Lord of  
the Isles brought his army to Harlow in 1411. The Mackintoshes fought for the crown, and their Chief was 
appointed Constable of Inverness by James I.

Despite  their  loyalty  to  the  crown,  the  Mackintoshes  fell  victim  to  Stewart  policies.  In  1496,  the  9th 
Mackintosh was ordered to hand Inverness Castle to the Gordons. The 12th Chief was seized in one of the 
many royal kidnapping operations and imprisoned in the castle of Edinburgh.  With the resulting power 
vacuum, the Gordons and the Campbells fomented anarchy and chaos throughout the former Mackintosh 
territories.  The  14th  Chief  succeeded  in  obtaining  a  charter  to  his  lands  from James  V  in  1523.  His 
successor was murdered by the Gordons in 1544, and his property was forfeited on a trumped up charge..In 
1550, the 16th Chief was able to secure an Act of Parliament reversing the forfeiture, and 10 years later, he 
was invested with the stewardship of Lochaber. In 1562, he had the satisfaction of fighting in the army of 
Queen Mary against Gordon of Huntly at Corrichie, where he died on the field but his mortal enemy was 
taken to Aberdeen to be executed. Sir Lachlan Mackintosh succeeded his grandfather as 17th Chief  in 
1606. James VI ordered that he be sent to Oxford or Cambridge - in his policy of Anglicizing the Highland 
Chiefs. Therefore the clan supported Charles I in the Civil War and rose for the Stewarts in 1715. 

By the time of  the  '45,  the  22nd Chief  was a Captain  in  the Black  Watch,  and remained loyal  to  his 
commission. The 23rd Chief fought for King George III in the battle of Brooklyn, and was taken prisoner. He 
left no heir. Today, the Chief is descended from a Canadian ship-owner.
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 The late Vice-Admiral Lachlan Mackintosh of Mackintosh (1896 - 1957), 29th Chief, was succeeded by his 
son, Lieut. Commander Lachlan Mackintosh(born 1928) who lives in the ancestral land of Moy in Inverness-
shire. A relatively happy ending for a feisty Highland clan, where so many others ended in ignominy.

Colonel Lachlan McIntosh
Officer in American Revolution

Stephanie McIntosh
Australian actor, singer

William Carmichael McIntosh
Scottish Marine biologist 

Sir Robert Reynolds MacIntosh
New Zealand Anaesthetist Ewen MacIntosh

English  Actor & Comedy writer
Keegan MacKintosh

Canadian TV & Film Actor

Alastair MacIntosh
Scottish writer, academic, activist Margaret MacIntosh

Member Maryland House of 
Delegates

Cameron MacIntosh
British theatrical producer
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Clann LABHRAN 
 MACLAREN 

Clann Labhran, claims their descent from Lawrence of Strathearn, a 13th century Pict Abbot of Achtow, in 
Balquhidder,  in  Perthshire.  They also  chose the familiar  blue-green based  tartan that  many other  Pict 
descended clans chose. It is well known that blue & green were the favourite colours of the Picts in their  
body painting rituals. During the 15th century, a Stewart Lord of Lorne married a daughter of MacLaren of  
Ardveche, and their son, Douglas, was the progenitor of the Stewarts of Appin. They were overrun twice by 
the landless MacGregors, in 1542 & 1558, being described as a broken clan. The MacGregors showed as 
much concern for  those they encountered as the Campbells had shown them. By the thirty years war, 
MacLarens were enlisting in the Swedish army, where an entire MacKay regiment fought.

By the end of the 15th century, MacLarens also emigrated to fight as mercenaries for France & Italy. The 
insecurity caused by the policy of  successive Stewart  sovereigns,  and the actions of  their  Campbell  & 
Gordon lieutenants were especially severe in the areas where MacLarens lived. They were at Culloden, 
where  Donald  MacLaren  was  taken  prisoner  by  the  English.  He  made  a  dramatic  escape,  and  was 
eulogized by Sir Walter E, Scott in 'Red Gauntlet'. The rallying cry of the clan is 'Creag an Tuirc' (Boar's 
rock).  It  still  stands near  Achtow & Achleskine in  Balquhidder.  The present  Chief  lives  in  a  cottage in 
Balquhidder with his wife and their two large dogs, where she takes them for a daily walk.  I saw them when 
I visited Balquhidder in the Autumn of 2011.

Major Donald MacLaren 
Canadian fighter ace of WW1.

54 kills.
Michelle MacLaren

Canadian TV Producer,

Roy MacLaren
Canadian politician, diplomat, 

historian and author
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 Clann MACLEAN

The MacLeans were derived from a Pict warrior Abbott. The name is an Anglicization of 'MacGille Eoin' (son 
of the servant of Saint John). Tradition tells us the MacLeans were one of the numerous Pict families that 
were expelled from Moray by Malcolm IV in the 1100s. They were resettled in the south amidst the Britons of 
Perthshire, as were many other 'politically unreliable' northern Picts. They were a populous and thriving clan, 
notable for their colourful legends. Those who look for romance in Highland clans will be enthralled by the 
many stories of the MacLeans. In commemoration of their first chief, seven generations descended from 
Dugald. In 1263, Gillian fought in the army of Alexander III against the Norsemen at the Battle of Largs.  
Gillian's grandson similarly fought for Bruce and Scotland at Bannockburn. He married a daughter of the 
Lord of the Isles, and had three sons, including his heir, Iain Dubh. Through this marriage, the MacLeans 
acquired the lands of Duart, in eastern Mull, from which they would expand into one of the great powers of 
the western Isles. 

Iain  Dubh  had  two  sons,  Lachlan  Lubanach  (the  Crafty),  who  succeeded  him  in  Duart,  and  Hector 
Reaganach (the Stubborn),  ancestor  of  the house of  Lochbuie,  and the MacLeans of  Urquhart.  These 
brothers attached themselves to the MacDonald Lord of the Isles, thereby becoming influential enough to 
expel the previous inhabitants, the MacKinnons (relatives of the MacGregors).  The MacLeans were divided 
into four main branches, corresponding to their diverse geographical territory; Duart, Coll,  Lochbuie and 
Ardgour. The MacLean lands, although separated by water, formed a single geographic concentration, with 
the exception of their northern lands in Glen Urquhart. Their southern lands were wild and infertile, mostly 
rough  pasture  or  woodland.  The only  arable  land lay  along the coast  on  the  Island of  Mull.  The one 
abundant harvest was fish from the sea and the nearby lochs. 

The MacLeans of Duart were the senior line. Lachlan was succeeded by his son Eachan Ruadh nan Cath 
(Red Hector of the battles) in 1405, and he was killed in the Battle of Harlaw in 1411. Red Hector's son, 
Lachlan, had several sons, among them the progenitors of the branches of Ardgour and Coll. His grandson, 
Hector  Odhar,  10th  Chief  of  Duart,  was  killed  at  Flodden  in  1513.  This  chief's  'natural'  son,  Lachlan 
Cattanach, married a daughter of the Campbell Earl of Argyll, with disastrous consequences. According to 
the story, he marooned his wife on a tidal island in an effort to drown her. Some fishermen happened along 
and saved her. In revenge, her brother, Sir John Campbell, murdered MacLean in Edinburgh in 1523. 

By the 1500s, the MacLeans were profiting hugely from the collapse of the MacDonald empire. they soon 
felt strong enough to attack the MacDonald's trade routes at Jura and Islay. Sir Lachlan Mor MacLean, 14th 
Chief of Duart, fought in the royal army against the Catholic Lords at Glenlivet in 1594, but survived this  
defeat, only to be killed four years later in a battle against the MacDonalds at Tràigh Ghruineard in Islay. 
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Lachlan's grandson and namesake, was created a baronet in 1631. He fought under Montrose, so Argyll 
and his Covenanters laid waste to MacLean lands. In revenge, Sir Lachlan razed Castle Campbell (near 
Dollar)  to  the  ground.  His  son  and  heir,  Hector,  was  killed  fighting  in  the  royal  army at  the  Battle  of  
Inverkeithing in 1651. Hector's grandson, Sir John MacLean, 4th baronet, fought at the head of his clan for 
the Stuarts at Killiecrankie and Sheriffmuir.  After 1688, Argyll  obtained the entire Duart estate with little  
difficulty. 

Sir John's son, Hector, was created Lord MacLean by the exiled Pretender, but was arrested before he 
could join Prince Charlie in 1745. However, the clan fought at Culloden under MacLean of Drimmin. As with 
other Catholic Highlanders, many MacLeans fled Britain after Culloden for the continent, and served with 
distinction  in  German  or  Swedish  armies.  Archibald  MacLean,  premier  lieutenant  of  the  Prussian  Life 
Guards, won the Iron Cross in the Franco-Prussian War.  Duart Castle had been occupied by Hanoverian 
troops after Culloden, and fell into ruin until it was repurchased and restored by MacLean of Duart in 1911. 
In 1912, Fitzroy MacLean 12th baronet and 26th Chief of the MacLeans was restored to his ancient seat at 
Duart Castle with a fitting ceremony.

General Archibald MacLean
Senior officer, RAF, WW! 

Shirley MacLaine
American film and stage star

Steve McLean
 Head of Canadian Space Agency

Lenny MacLean
Actor, author, bouncer, boxer 
“toughest man in Britain” Alistair MacLean

Renowned Scottish author/novelist

David MacLean
'Marlborough Man'
(Died from cancer)
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Clann MACMILLAN 

Clann MacMillan ancestry can be traced back to the Pictish tribe of Kanteai, of Moray in the 1st half of the 
2nd century AD. The most extraordinary aspect of the MacMillans' history was their very survival, in the face 
of a cruel racial fanaticism. Few families were beset with the extreme cruelty the MacMillans endured.  The 
surname is derived from  MacMhaoil-Iain,  and it means 'Son of the Tonsured One'.  More precisely, the 
suffix,  Iain,  indicates  the   Pict  tonsure  of  St.  John,  rather  than  the Roman version.  An  Gillemaol,  the 
Tonsured Servant, was living in 1132, when his name was listed as a witness in the Book of Deer, the oldest 
North Britain religious record. He was connected with a monastic community at Old Spynie, near Elgin. 

Shortly afterwards, David I overthrew the Mormaer of Moray - the old established Pict jurisdiction - and 
settled the area with imported Norman feudal families. The MacMillans were transplanted from Old Spynie 
to Loch Arkaig in Lochaber, where they became known as 'Clann Illemhaoil Abrach' (Clan MacMillan of 
Lochaber). The Tonsured Servant had a son, Malcolm, who was mentioned in a document of 1150. Ten 
years later, the MacMillans were forced to relocate again when King Malcolm IV transplanted them from 
Loch Arkaig to Crown Lands on Loch Tay in Perthshire.  Here they settled at Lawers, where they remained 
for two centuries. In 1306, Maolmuire MacMillan, great grandson of Malcom, sheltered the fugitive Bruce at 
Lawers. About 1360, the clan was forcibly moved again: Maolmuire's son, Malcom Mór, was driven from 
Lawers by 'letters of fire and sword' on the orders of David II. In this crisis, Clan MacMillan split up, Malcom 
Mor and the chiefly line moved to Knapdale, and became vassals of the Lord of the Isles.  MacMillan's 
charter was engraved on a boulder standing at the Point of Knap which read: 

'MacMillan's right to Knap shall be as long as this rock withstands the sea.'

The rock  was  destroyed by Campbell  of  Calder  in  1615.  Malcom Mór's  grandson,  Lachlan,  was  killed 
fighting  for  the  Lord  of  the  Isles  at  Harlow  in  1411.  His  son,  Lachlan  Og,  took  part  in  the
unsuccessful  Douglas rebellion  of  1455,  but  recouped his  losses by marrying his  son,  Alexander,  to  a 
MacNeil heiress, who brought him Castle Sween. 

Alexander lost castle Sween in 1481, when James IV conferred it on the Campbell Earl of Argyll, reducing 
the MacMillan lands drastically. Yet, Alexander left a striking memorial to his departed glory in MacMillan's 
Cross, a magnificent monument over 12 feet high, which stands beside the ruined chapel at Kilmory-Knap, 
bearing the inscription 'Haec est crux Alexandri Mac Mulen' (This is the cross of Alexander MacMillan). 
His descendants retained only a small part of land at Tiretigan. Even so, they were still harassed by the 
Campbells,  as were many others.  Alexander's  great-great-grandson,  Malcolm MacMillan,  supported the 
Macdonalds  of  Kintyre  in  their  struggle  against  Campbell  domination,  with  fatal  consequences.  In 
September of 1615, Argyll ordered Sir John Campbell of Calder to annihilate the entire clann.
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Only one of Malcolm's sons, Murachie, escaped the slaughter, and passed on Tiretigan to his own son, 
known as MacMurachie. After killing a man who had tried to seduce his wife, MacMurachie fled overseas in  
1655, and his hereditary enemies became the benefactors. Campbell of  Lagg obtained a charter of his 
lands. At home, the Chieftainship went to his cousin, Archibald MacMillan of Dunsmore, who died in 1676. 
His son was coerced into joining Argyll's rebellion against James VII in 1685, and died in prison. 

In 1951, the Lord Lyon recognized General Sir Gordon MacMillan of Macmillan, as the clan Chief. Hugh 
MacMillan was one of the 'seven' Men of Glen Moriston who guarded Prince Charlie. The Chiefs of the 
Lochaber line emigrated to Canada in the early 19th century. There were many outstanding MacMillans in 
history: Harold MacMillan was Prime minister of the United Kingdom from 1957 to 1963. A Dumfries-shire 
blacksmith named Kirkpatrick MacMillan invented the bicycle.

Harold MacMillan
Prime Minister  United Kingdom 

(1957-1963)

Kirkpatrick MacMillan
Inventor of bicycle in 1839

Sir Ernest MacMillan
Conductor, organist, pianist, 
composer, educator, writer, 

Margaret MacMillan
Canadian Historical author

'the War to end Peace' Brigadier General Gordon 
MacMillan. Clan MacMillan Chief

Ann MacMillan
CBC's Correspondent in London
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Clann MACNAB

"Son of the Abbot" a reference to the clan's descent from Pict secular Abbots of St. Fillan's near Loch Earn.  
The  title  “Mac  an  Aba” eventually  became one  of  four  variations  used  today:  "MacNabb",  "McNabb", 
"Macnab" or "McNab". When the Pict church was dismantled, the MacNabs continue to hold their property 
as the Barony of Glen Dochart. The MacNabs, similar to the Glen Orchy MacGregors, lost many of their 
lands after opposing Robert the Bruce, following the murder of their relative, Red Comyn.  However, some 
of these lands were restored under David II in AD1336.

In 1594, they were listed as one of he broken clans of the Highlands. Iain MacNab died fighting for Charles 
II at Worcester in 1651. The MacNabs were dispossessed of their lands by the Campbells but they were 
returned at the Stuart Restoration in 1660. John MacNab gained fame for his exploits with Montrose, and his 
daring escape from capture.  Archibald  MacNab fled  to  Ontario,  Canada,  to  escape his  debts  in  1823, 
founding the settlements of MacNab and Arnprior by the Ottawa River. Sir Allan MacNab became Prime 
Minister of Canada.

Sir Allan McNabb
Prime Minister of Canada 1854-6

Bishop Juan Conway McNabb 
OSA 

John McNabb,
Major General, USAF
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MACNEISH
Clann GREGOR

Neish is an Anglicization of the shortened form “Naois”, for Anghus, which was a sloppy Gaelic translation of  
the Pict “Onnus”.   MacNeish is a Sept of the Clan Gregor, who once occupied the lands to the west of Loch 
Earn. Clan MacNeish was based at Loch Earn Castle on Neish Island.  As the power of the MacNeishes, 
along with their MacGregor cousins, diminished in the 16th century, they were reduced to plundering the 
surrounding countryside and then retreating to their  island fortress.  In  1612 they raided the MacNabs, 
whose lands lay to the north around Loch Tay.  'Smooth' John MacNab decided to end this lawlessness by a 
daring attack involving carrying a boat over the mountains in order to attack in complete surprise. They 
stormed the castle and killed the chief of the MacNeishes and most of his clan. The MacNab crest has a 
depiction of the dead MacNeish'es head. 

Sir James MacNeish, Renowned
New Zealand Author & Playwright

Henry (Chippy) MacNeish, RNR
Member of the Imperial Antarctic 

Expedition of 1914. 
Robert MacNeish, Scottish Physician, 

philosopher, poet & writer
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 Clann NAUGHTON (NEHHTONN)
MACNAUGHTON 

Derived from the Pict, 'Nehhtonn', Anglicized to Naughton, meaning "pure one". Nehhtonn the Great was 
the King of Moray, therefore the High King of Albann, who founded Abernethy as the National Capital, and  
built  hundreds of Stone churches throughout Albann. Many members of the Nehhtonn family moved to  
northern Ireland in the AD400s, and were included in the Irish Picts who the Gaels called "Cruithne". Some  
eventually changed their surname to Norton.  The clan opposed Bruce, but later pledged loyalty to his 
descendants,  the  Stewarts.  Clan  "Nechtan"  was  established  in  Strathtay  in  the  12th  century,  forcibly 
transferred there from Moray by Malcolm IV, who imported Norman and Saxon aristocrats to replace Pict 
families in the north, and relocated them to areas of the south in an effort to eliminate the power of regional 
Chiefs. 

Their possessions extended over the upper part of Loch Awe, Glenarn, Glenshira and Loch Fyne. Gilchrist 
MacNaughton was granted the castle and island of Fraoch Eilean in Loch Awe by Alexander III in 1267.  In 
addition, Gilchrist also held Dunderave on Loch Fyne and the castle of Dubh Loch in Glenshira.  As the 
MacNaughtons were allied to the MacDougalls of Lorne, their chief, Donald MacNaughton, opposed Robert 
the Bruce (as did the Comyns in the north and the MacGregors of Glen Orchy). On Robert becoming King, 
the MacNaughtons lost many of their lands in Argyll  to the Campbells. However Donald's son, Duncan, 
loyally  supported  King  David  II,  who  rewarded  his  son  Alexander  with  lands  in  the  Isle  of  Lewis.  Sir 
Alexander MacNaughton, chief of the clan during the reign of James IV fell with his King at Flodden in 1513. 

Alexander  MacNaughton,  who raised a band of  archers to fight  for  Charles I  in  the Civil  War,  became 
Charles II's courtiers, and also supported King James VII. After James was forced into exile, he praised 
MacNaughton for his loyalty. Both Charles II, and James VII, had intended to confer substantial honours on 
the MacNaughton chiefs, the former with a charter of the hereditary sheriffship of Argyll, and the latter with a 
commission  as  steward  and  hereditary  bailie  of  all  the  lands  which  he  and  his  ancestors  had  ever 
possessed.  In the former case the patent, by reason of some court intrigue, never passed the seals, and in 
the second case, though the deed was signed by the king, and counter-signed by the Earl of Perth, its  
purpose was defeated by the outbreak of the Revolution of 1688. The MacNaughtons lost their estates in 
1691. The 17th and last chief of the MacNaughtons was John of Dundarave, who fell out with Campbell of 
Ardkinglas, whose daughter he was to marry. MacNaughton thought he was to marry the younger daughter 
with whom he was in love. However, after taking too much refreshment prior to the ceremony, he discovered 
he'd been wed to the eldest daughter.                
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On realizing his predicament, he promptly deserted his new wife, and eloped to Ireland with his true love,  
the  second  daughter.  Campbell  of  Ardkinglas  gained  possession  of  the  MacNaughton  estates  on  the 
grounds of "incest", and the chieftainship became vacant. (Another typical Campbell plot to steal land).  In 
1818, the Lord Lyon King of Arms accepted Edmund A. MacNaghton as chief of the clan. His descendant, 
Sir Patrick MacNaghton of Dundarave County, Antrim in Northern Ireland, is the present chief. 

The Most Notable Canadian MacNaughton 
In September 1939, General AGL MacNaughton was named Canadian Expeditionary force Commander in 
Chief by a MacGregor, Prime Minister William Lyon MacKenzie-King, (whose ancestors came from Stirling,  
where MacGregors had changed their surname to King). King ordered him to retain the Canadian Corps in a 
cohesive force under Canadian command.  Winston Churchill had other ideas, and asked King to replace 
MacNaughton for another General who would be more pliable. He returned to Canada, and was  appointed 
Chief of the Canadian General Staff.  In 1944, he was asked to become Governor General of Canada, but 
he declined, stating he felt he could make a greater contribution as a member of the wartime cabinet.  

He was named Mister of National Defence, and remained in this portfolio until August 1948. Among his long 
and exceptional  listing  of  accomplishments in  the service  of  Canada as a  citizen soldier,  scientist  and 
statesman are the development of the Cathode Ray Direction Finder, the co-development of the Vickers 
Vedette flying boat, the building of Trans-Canada Airways, the development of the discarding sabot round, 
the establishment of the National Aviation Museum, the establishment of unemployment relief camps and 
service as President of the United Nations Security Council. He was keenly interested in conservation and 
was among the first to plead for the preservation of Canada’s energy resources. General MacNaughton's 
entire life was one of dedicated service to Canada. Men of his calibre are rare national treasures.  A true 
specimen of Pict nobility! At the end of WW2, under General MacNaughton, Canada had the 3rd largest air 
force, the 3rd largest Navy and the 5th largest Army in the world.  

Septs  of  Clan  Naughton: Norton,  Kendrick,  Hendry,  MacHenry,  Maceol,  MacBrayne,  MacHendry, 
MacKendrick, MacKenrick, Macknight, MacNair, MacNayer, MacNiven, MacNuir, MacNuyer, MacVicar, 
Niven,  Weir,  MacKendrick,  Mackenrick,  Macnight,  Macnayers,  Macbraynes,  Henderson,  Eanruig, 
McNitt. Modern variations: MacNaughton, MacNaghton, O'Neachtain, Naughton, MacNachtan.

General Andrew MacNaughton
Chief of General Staff, Canadian 
Armed Forces, then Minister of 

National Defence - WW2

Dr. Helen MacNaughtan
Lecturer in International Business & 

Management, Academic staff,
Japan Research Centre,London 

Alan Aylesworth MacNaughton,
PC OC QC.  Speaker of the 

Canadian House of Commons.
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Clann MACPHAIL

The son of "Paul" in Gaelic, this name can be found in various forms: MacVail, MacFaul, MacPhiel, and 
Polson. It is a branch of the MacKays, tracing their originator back to the son of Neil MacNeil MacKay, in the 
early 15th century. The name was common in the area around Ardchattan & Glenlyon.

Moray St. John (Jack) MacPhail
Member, Order of Canada 

Distinguished mathematician, 
professor, academic.

Agnes MacPhail, First elected 
woman to Canada's Parliament

Mark MacPhail
American hero, US Army volunteer
Atlanta, GA  Policeman, killed by a 

criminal when he went to the 
assistance of another man.

Shot twice before he drew his gun
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Clann OGILVIE

Ogilvie derives from the Cumbric word "Ocel Fa", (high plain). The Earl of Angus, founder of this clan, was a 
descendant of the ancient Pict house of Onnus, named after the great Pict High King. It was in Angus that 
the  Angles  of  Northumbria  were defeated in  685,  putting  a  halt  to  their  northward expansion.   Ogilvie 
descendants became hereditary Sheriffs of Angus. A Sheriff Ogilvie was killed in the battle of Harlaw in 1411 
AD. His son, Sir Walter, became Lord High Treasurer, and built the tower of Airlie.

The castle of the chief, the 'bonnie hoos o' Aairlie' was destroyed in 1640 in one of the blackest crimes of the 
Campbells.  The first  Earl was with Charles at York at the outset of the Civil  War when Argyll  used his  
position  to  pursue  a  private  vendetta  against  his  absent  neighbour.   The  2nd  Earl  was  captured  at 
Montrose's defeat in 1645 at Philiphaugh and was condemned to death. But he escaped from prison on the 
eve of his execution, and his descendant had an equally lucky escape in the '45, and fled to France.  He 
returned under a pardon in 1783.

Sir Angus Ogilvie
Knight Commander of the Royal 
Victorian Order, Privy Counsellor.

Julia Ogilvie
American writer, actress, producer.

Sir Frederick Wolff Ogilvie
2nd Director, BBC. Vice-Chancellor 
of Queen's University of Belfast. 
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Clann MACPHERSON

Pictic religious organizations established in Albann in the 6th Century AD preserved the hereditary principle 
of a married priesthood. Hence the name Macpherson (son of the parson). This great Badenoch clan claims 
descent from the hereditary parsons of Kingussie, one of which was described as Duncan Parson in 1438, 
and his descendants as Macphersons.
The exact nature of the descent they shared with the Mackintoshes from Gille Chattan is uncertain as the 
belief of the two oldest Macpherson houses of Pitmean and Invershire was that Duncan Parson had been a 
Mackintosh. Threats from the Comyns, then the Stewarts, and later Gordons weakened them to the point 
that their Chief, Bean MacPherson, finally signed a bond of fealty to Duncan Mackintosh in 1490.
The conflict flared until 1672, when Andrew Macpherson of Cluny led the Clan Chattan men in the army of 
Montrose. In 1672, the Privy Council pronounced Mackintosh was 'the only and true representative of the 
Clan Chattan'. Despite the harsh treatment the clan received from the Stewarts, they rallied to the Jacobite 
cause, & suffered the agony of the Stewarts' defeat at Culloden.
After the '45, the house of Cluny was burnt to the ground and the estates forfeited. Ewen lived in hiding for 
nine years and finally managed to escape to France in 1755, despite a huge reward offered for his head.  
The  estates  were  restored  to  his  son  in  1784,  and  the  mansion  at  Cluny was  rebuilt.   Colonel  Wm. 
MacPherson succeeded his father, Brigadier Alan MacPherson, as clan Chief in 1969.

Cluny Macpherson MD.
Newfoundland army doctor who 

invented the gas mask.
Elle Macpherson, Australian 

businesswoman, television host, 
model, and actress. 

Sir William Alan Macpherson of 
Cluny and Blairgowrie, TD, 

27th Chief of Clan MacPherson
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Clann MACQUARRIE

This clan originated from the Pict Monk, Guiaire. A Sept was McGuire. Their clan lands included the island of 
Ulva and part of the island of Mull. The MacQuarries followed the MacDonalds, then the MacLeans of Duart. 
They were badly affected by the defeat at Inverkeithing (1651) when the clan was almost wiped out fighting 
for Charles II. Descendants of the last laird of Ulva distinguished themselves in the army and in India; the 
most famous of all was Lachlan MacQuarrie, (1762 - 1824). Born in Ulva, he rose to the rank of Major-
General and then returned to buy an estate in Mull.

Lachlan MacQuarrie did an immense service to Australia. He was appointed Governor of New South "Wales 
in  1809,  transforming  it  from a  penal  colony  to  a  thriving  state  during  his  tenure.  He  restored  order, 
promoted education, road-building & exploration. He enacted strict Sabbatical rules. MacQuarrie earned the 
title he shared with his rival, John Mac Arthur, as the father of Australia.

Major General Lachlan MacQuarrie 
6th Governor of New South Wales

A founding father of Australia

The McGuire sisters
A renowned American singing 

group of the 1950s. Kim MacQuarrie, writer, Emmy 
winning documentary 

filmmaker, anthropologist.
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Clann MacRae

MacRae means son of Grace from the P-Celtic 'Gras'. The Gaelic name form is MacRath or MacGrath. The 
clan's  origins  were ecclesiastical.  Early  records  place them in  Clunes,  near  Beauly.  They were at  first  
vassals of the Earls of Ross, but later became devoted to the MacKenzies. By the 14th century, they were 
well established in their traditional heartland, Kintail, at the head of Loch Duich, which was named after a 
Saint who was martyred on the island of Eigg. In 1539, the MacDonald Lords of the Isles, attempted to take 
Eilean Donan, but Duncan MacRae shot the  MacDonald Chief with an arrow from the castle battlements, 
and he died of the wound. Years later, Duncan MacRae, Chamberlain of Eilean Donan, was granted the 
estate of Inverinate. 

After the Reformation, the MacRaes added to their reputation in the fields of religion and literature. With the 
advent  of  William of  Orange,  the Episcopalians in  Scotland were persecuted,  eventually destroying the 
cultured aristocracy of the Highlands. Notable family members were: John MacRae, who in 1774, emigrated 
to America just in time to fight for the British in the American Revolution, and died during his imprisonment. 
Before he died, he composed 'the Gaelic songs in America' which were carried back across the Atlantic and 
preserved by oral tradition in Kintail, Donnachadh nam Pios 'Duncan of the Silver Cups', who compiled the 
Fernaig Manuscript (1688 - 1693), an important anthology of Gaelic verse, James MacRae (1677 - 1744), 
Governor of Madras, India, and  Colonel John MacRae, a Canadian army medical officer wrote the most 
memorable soldier's poem to come out of the horror of  World War I;  In Flanders Fields, which he wrote  
from a perspective of the dead.  Every Canadian school child learns this poem.

In Flanders Fields, the poppies blow
Between the crosses row on row that mark our place,

And in the sky, the Larks still bravely singing fly
We are the dead, short days ago we lived

Felt dawn saw sunset glow, loved and were loved,
And now we lie in Flanders Fields. 

To you from failing hands we throw the torch
Be yours to hold it high,

If ye break faith with us who die we shall not rest
Though poppies grow in Flanders Fields. 
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As a part of their duties, the MacRaes were constables of Eilean Donan Castle. There, they proved loyal  
supporters of the MacKenzies, earning the nick-name of ' the MacKenzie's shirt of mail'. 

 Colonel John McRae
Canadian renowned Poet of WW1

(In Flanders Fields)

Katie MacGrath
Irish actress & model

Joel McCrea, American Actor
Renowned in 90 films over 50 years
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Clann MACTHOMAS

Tomaidh Mohr (Big Thomas in English), gave this clan its name, was descended from a grandson of William 
MacKintosh, 8th Chief of Clan Chattan. Tomaidh and his kinsmen formed a new settlement at Glen Shee, in 
Perthshire. Sept names of Clan MacThomas: Combie, MacOmie, MacOmis, McColm, McComas, McComb, 
McCombie, McComie, McComish, Tam, Thom, Thomas, Thomson.

The clan centre was Thom, on the East  Bank of  Sheerwater,  but  this  changed in 1600,  when Robert 
MacComie,  the  4th  Chief,  was  murdered.  His  brother,  John  MacComie,  the  7th  Chief,  resented  tax 
collectors.  He once hired an Italian assassin to deal with them, but  the next  taxman proved the better 
swordsman,  and  killed  the  Italian.  The  clan  played  a  prominent  role  in  the  Civil  War.  Initially,  John 
MacComie,  7th  Chief,  supported the Royalists,  fighting  alongside the MacKintoshes in  1644.  Later,  he 
switched allegiance, and the family suffered badly after the Restoration. 

Andrew MacThomas
Present Chief 

Sir Joseph John Thomson
Nobel prize winner

Discoverer of electron, 1897

William McCombie, cattle breeder
Father of the Aberdeen Angus breed
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Clann MATHESON

This clan descends from a 12th century  Gilleoin, derived from the Gaelic 'Mac Mhath-gham' (Son of the 
Bear). According to Gaelic Manuscripts of 1450, Mathesons & MacKenzies were kinsmen.  The clan was 
granted the lands of Lochalsh & Kintail in Wester Ross by the medieval Earls of Ross. Kenneth MacMathan, 
constable of Eilean Donan Castle, joined Alexander III's expedition against the Norsemen of King Haakon in 
1262. Their star rose quickly, and by the early 15th century, the Chief of the Mathesons was said to have 
2,000 men at his command.  The other main branch of the family lived at Shiness in Sutherland. Their 
leader was James Sutherland Matheson, a benefactor of Lewis.  

Once the rule of the western isles had come under the Lordship of the MacDonalds, the Mathesons became 
their supporters. Mathesons fought for the MacDonalds at the Battle of Harlaw in 1411. From then, the 
fortunes of the MacDonalds waned, and with it those of the Mathesons. Dougal mac Ruadhri Matheson sat 
in parliament in 1504. The Mathesons spread to the Hebrides and to the north of Scotland. From there, the 
clan produced the great poet, Donald Matheson (1719 - 1782). Sir James Matheson found his commercial 
empire in  the far  east  & returned to buy the island of  Lewis.  The trees he planted there remain as a 
testament to his love for his homeland. Many Mathesons were sent overseas in the early 1800s Clearances.

Richard Matheson
American author & screenwriter

Shirley Smith Matheson
Canadian award winning author of 

non-fiction adventure stories

Alexander Wallace Matheson QC
Judge & Premier of Prince Edward 

Island, Canada
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Clann MORGAN

The name MORGAN is so ancient that it originated from Pictic Mythology in which the mother goddesses 
were MORRIGAN, MACHA and BODB. They were also sisters, and took on the form of crows sitting on the 
shoulder of Cuchulainn, when he went into battle.

Morgan means sea-borne in Cumbric. The presence of clan Morgan in Albann was first noted in the Book of 
Deer,  which was  written  at  a  very early  date.  They lived in  Aberdeenshire  and Sutherland,  where the 
Morgans were also known as MacKays, and although the Morgans predated the MacKays, they were known 
as a Sept of Clan MacKay.

According to the book,  Clans and Tartans of Scotland written by Iain Zaczek, the Morgan Clan evolved 
into the MacKay Clan. The Book of Deer emphasized the antiquity of the Pict Morgan family, describing how 
their ancestors made sacrifices to their pagan gods as well as to Christian saints. Dual religious practices 
were common in the very early stages of the Pict conversion to Christianity, which began in Albann at the  
end of the 4th century. 

Piers Morgan
British television host and 
former newspaper editor.

Elaine Morgan OBE
Welsh writer for television &
author on several books on 
evolutionary anthropology.

Admiral Sir Henry Morgan
Welsh born privateer in the service 
of the British in the Caribbean. He 

became Deputy Governor of 
Jamaica.
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Clann MUNRO

The Munro family name was first used by descendents of the Pictish people of ancient Albann. The Gaelic 
form of the name is Rothach, meaning man from Roe. The territories of this clan slope down from the high 
massif of Ben Wyvis to the shores of the Cromarty Firth and the fertile farmlands of Easter Ross. The area is 
rich in Pictic remains. Munro lands were within the territory of the Earls of Ross with whom they held their 
charter. In the early 13th century, George Munro of Foulis held a charter for the territory from the Earl of  
Sutherland. Clan Chief, Robert Munro, fought for Robert the Bruce at Bannockburn. The Munros forged their 
own royal connection when Robert Munro married a niece of King Robert II, Queen Euphemia. Alexander 
Munro of Kiltearn (1605-1653) conducted his ministry at Durness beside Cape Wrath in the most distant 
corner of Scotland. He was a Justice of the Peace in the 1630s, and was the first to commit the Bible to 
Gaelic. Four other Munros were enrolled as Christian Preachers in Caithness and Sutherland.
Robert Munro rose to the rank of General in a MacKay regiment in the thirty years war in Europe. He 
published his account of the perils of that terrible war. A Robert Munro, descendant of the 10th Chief of 
Foulis,  was Commissary of  Caithness,  and died in  1633.  Four  of  his  sons fought  against  Cromwell  at 
Worcester in 1651, when William Munro & his three brothers were sent to New England as prisoners. It fell 
to one of his descendents to make a symbolic gesture of retribution, as an Ebenezer Munro fired the first  
shot  in  the American Revolution.  In  1816,  James Munro became the fifth  U.S.  President.   He warned 
European nations not to interfere in America's shores in a declaration, known as 'the Munro Doctrine'.

Lochlyn Munro
Canadian actor

Caroline Munro
English actress & model

Alice Munro, Canadian author
2013 Nobel prize winner, literature
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Clann NAPIER 

By tradition the Napiers are said to be descended from royalty through the ancient Earls of Lennox. The  
traditional source of the name was when Donald performed an act of heroism on the battlefield. His king  
congratulated him, saying that he had 'nae peer', and ordered the name be held. 

Before 1300, John Napier was granted lands at Kilmahew in Dumbartonshire which the family retained for  
over 500 years. He later took part in the defence of Stirling Castle (1303). William Napier was Governor of 
Edinburgh Castle (1401).

Alexander  Napier  became Provost  of  Edinburgh in  1437,  and acquired the lands of  Merchiston,  which 
became the family's Edinburgh seat. His most famous descendent was John Napier, 8th Laird of Merchiston 
(1550 – 1617), the inventor of logarithms. 

Field Marshall Robert Napier
Governor of Gibraltar

John Napier
Inventor of Logarithms

General Sir Charles James Napier
Governor of the Sind
(now part of Pakistan)
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Clann RATTRAY 

This Clan was named after 'rath-tref', or fort dwelling, in Perthshire, which was connected with ancient Pict 
religious rites. The Rattrays were among the Barons who decided the succession to the Scottish throne in 
1315. The first record of the name is Sir Thomas of Rattray. He married the heiress, Christian of Aberbothric 
in 1253. Sir John Rattray was knighted by James IV, and by Elizabeth, daughter of James 2nd, he had three 
sons and a daughter.  Sylvester, the third son inherited the title after his two elder brothers, John and Patrick 
died, and the daughter married John Stewart, Earl of Atholl. The Earl laid claim to a portion of the Rattray 
estates and took Rattray Castle, carried off Sir John's two grand-daughters whom he adopted as his 'wards'. 
He arranged for the eldest to marry his son and forced the other daughter to hand over the other half. 
Patrick, the 2nd son, then moved to the Castle of Craighall. Patrick evaded the Atholl Rattrays until 1533, 
but was killed as he took refuge in the Kinballoch Chapel.

Since then,  the Rattrays have lived at  Craighall  at  the spot  where Patrick built  the first  castle.   At  the 
Restoration, the lands were consolidated into one Barony in 1648 in a Charter from Charles II. The lands of 
Rattray were returned by the Earl of Atholl.  In 1745, the Chief of Rattray's brother, John, was a physician to 
Bonnie  Prince  Charlie.  In  1799,  the  lands  and  arms  of  Rattray  passed  to  James  Clerk  through  his  
grandmother, and he assumed the name of Rattray.

Captain Robert S. Rattray 
Renowned author & anthropologist

Heather Rattray
American film and TV actress

Ambassador Courtney Rattray
Jamaica's permanent UN 

representative
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Clann DONNACHAIDH 
 (ROBERTSON) 

Clann Robertson claims descent from the royal house of Dunkeld, the Pict Mormaers of Atholl. Their earliest 
known  ancestor  was  Conan  of  Glenerochie,  a  son  of  Henry,  hereditary  Earl  of  Atholl.  Donnachaidh 
Reamhar, who fought with Bruce at Bannockburn, had a son, Robert Riach, who gave his name to the 
family.  Duncan was captured by the English at the battle of Neville's Cross in 1346. He married twice, 
acquiring considerable property on each occasion. This included the lands of Rannoch, which would later 
become the seat of the clan. The standing of the clan increased considerably during the chieftainship of  
Robert,  when he apprehended two murderers of King James I, and delivered them to the authorities in 
1437. His reward was the Barony of Struan in Perthshire. 
The clan remained loyal to the crown despite that the Stewarts' greed stripped them of half their lands of 
Struan.  They fought  under  Montrose  for  Charles  I,  and  Alasdair  the  17th  of  Struan  supported  Bonnie 
Dundee in the cause of James VII. Alasdair was forfeited but pardoned after Queen Anne succeeded to the 
throne. When the House of Hanover came to power, he took up arms, both in 1715 and 1745. Although the 
chiefs were dispossessed, they lived on by Loch Rannoch until the last of their estates were sold in the 20th 
century. The present chief lives in Kingston, Jamaica.

Phil Robertson, Scion of the 
Robertson family of Duck dynasty 

Mariah Robertson
American abstract painter

Neil Robertson
Professor @ Kings College, NS
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Clann ANDREAS
 (ROSS) 

This clan derived its name from the Pict Mormaer of Ross in northern Albann. Ross means 'a point of land'. 
Fearchar Mac an t-Sagairt (Farquhar, Son of the Priest) was head of the ancient house of O'Beolain in 
Wester Ross, hereditary lay lords of the lands of Applecross, which had been founded by St. Maelrubha in 
the 7th century. It is referred to in Gaelic as "Clan Andreus" (St. Andrew). 
The Rosses were politically adroit, able to sense the tides of fortune down through Scottish history. They 
supported  successively  the  extension  of  the  Scottish  crown  to  the  north,  the  cause  of  Bruce,  the 
Reformation,  the  Covenant,  the  Revolution  and the Hanoverian dynasty,  all  winners  that  rewarded the 
Rosses. In 1215, a rebellion broke out in Moray and Ross against the newly-introduced feudal system, a 
formidable challenge to the authority of King Alexander II. Farquhar put down the revolt and was knighted as 
a reward.

By 1226, he was the Earl of Ross. Earl Farquhar died in 1251, and was succeeded by his son, William, who 
conquered Sky and Lewis. His son and namesake, became Earl in 1274, and later fought in the Wars of 
Independence. In 1306, he was forced to violate the shrine of St. Duthac by handing over Bruce's wife and 
daughter to the English. He fought at Bannockburn, was a signatory of the Declaration of Abroath, and died 
in 1322. His son, Hugh, 4th Earl of Ross, was killed at Halidon Hill in 1333. When Hugh's son, William, died 
in 1372, he left only a daughter, Euphemia, who brought the Earldom of Ross into Clan Leslie by marriage 
making  the  Clan  Ross  vassals  o  the  Leslies.  From  the  15th  to  the  16th  century,  the  Rosses  were 
preoccupied with a feud against the MacKays of Strathnaver. This reached a disastrous climax in July 1486, 
when Alexander, 6th Earl of Balnagown, and 17 clansmen were among those killed in battle. 

At the Reformation, the clan embraced Protestantism, and fought against Montrose at Carbisdale. He later 
fought for Charles II at Worcester, died a prisoner in London in 1653 and was buried in Westminster Abbey. 
His son, David, 13th of Balnagown, who supported William and Mary in 1689, was the last of the direct line. 
He  willed  the  Balnagown  estate  to  the  Renfrewshire  family  of  Ross  of  Hawkhead.  In  both  Jacobite 
rebellions,  the  Rosses  took  the  Hanoverian  side.  During  the  Clearances  in  the  19th  century,  the  clan 
suffered heavily. George Ross was a signatory of the American Declaration of Independence. Many Rosses 
also achieved distinction in Canada, and in Prussia, the Counts Von Ross were famous soldiers. Balnagown 
is no longer owned by the Rosses, and the Rosses of Shandwick appear to be the senior surviving line.  
Ross Septs are Corbett, Denoon, Fern, MacCulloch, MacTaggart, MacTear, Mitchell, Tarrell, and Vass. 
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Admiral Sir John Ross 
British Naval officer & Arctic explorer

Diana Ross
American singer, actress, producer

Brigadier John R. Ross
Commander of 5th Canadian 
Armoured Brigade, WW2.

Sir Ronald Ross
British physician & Nobel  laureate 

discoverer of Malaria virus

Bob Ross
Famous TV Painting instructor

Air Commodore Arthur D. Ross 
GC, CBE, CD.    Canadian

 recipient of the George Cross

Liberty Ross
American Actor

Katherine Ross
American Actor

Marion Ross
American Actor
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Clann SHAW

First found in Eastern Perthshire, where the family was firmly entrenched before 1000AD. The first official  
mention in documents shows them to be present at the General Council held by King Malcolm at Forfar in 
1061.  The ancestor of the clan was Shaw MacDuff, who was also the founder of the Clann MacIntosh. The 
Shaws became part of the Pictish Clan Chattan Confederation. Shaw, the 2nd Chief, was Captain of the 
Confederation during the Angus raid of 1391 and the combat of champions at North Inch in 1396.
In 1468, his grandson, Aedh, bought the lands of Tordarroch in Strathnairn, founding a new branch of the 
clan. This became known as Clan Aedh. The Shaws also held property on Harris and the Isles.

George Bernard Shaw
 Renowned Irish playwright &

co-founder of the London School of 
Economics

Suzanne Shaw
British actress, model

Robert Shaw, 
English film & stage actor and 

Novelist
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Clann SKENE 

The original name was Sgian, Gaelic for knife. The Skene clan comprised several families, including Dyce, 
Halyard, Cariston, Curriehill and Rubislaw. The Robertsons of Atholl were their ancestors.  
In the 11th century, a son of Robertson of Straun rescued the Scots king from an attack by a wolf by killing it 
with his knife. As a reward, the king gave him lands in Aberdeenshire that were renamed Skene. That story 
is rubbish as Aberdeenshire was totally Pictic as was no doubt the Skene family. 

In 1318, King Robert Bruce made Skene into a Barony. The coat of arms of Clan Skene shows three wolves' 
heads impaled on knives such as the one said to have saved the king's life (The Robertson's arms contain 
three wolves heads without the knives). The Skenes made many sacrifices for king and country: their chiefs 
died in battle at Harlaw in 1411, Flodden in 1513, and at Pinkie in 1547. James Skene of Skene was a  
renowned soldier, fighting for Sweden's King Gustavus Adolphus, and also for Charles I, in the 17th century 
civil  war.   The  most  outstanding  literary  figure  of  his  time  was  William  Forbes  Skene,  appointed 
Historiographer Royal for Scotland in 1881. 

W.F. Skene, Welsh author of four 
books of ancient Wales Katherine Skene

Contemporary Scottish author

Peter Skene Ogden, Fur trapper/ 
Administrator for the HBC.
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Clann SUTHERLAND

Tradition tells us the Sutherlands descended from the pre-Christian Pict tribe of the Caith (Cat). The modern 
counties of Caithness and Sutherland were formerly known as the Pict province of Caith. A wild cat is the 
Sutherland crest. This family derives from the eldest son of Lord Freskin, son of Ollec, a Pict, descendent of 
the ancient Mormaers of Moray, according to the late Lord Lyon, King of arms, Sir Thomas Innes. It  is 
named after the southernmost province of the former Norse Scottish possessions.

In AD1130, the family was granted land in Duffus and Moray, gaining the title of Earl of Sutherland a century 
later. This is the oldest earldom in Britain. A Sutherland clan evolved with a Chief powerful enough to protect  
the most northerly cathedral on the British mainland, at Dornoch. The 14th and 15th centuries were a period 
of baronial anarchy in Scotland, with the crown in eclipse under weak kings. The Gordons were invested 
with Royal powers in the north, and used them to seize Sutherland earldom.

In 1494, Adam Gordon obtained a false charge of idiocy against Earl John of Sutherland. Adam married the 
Earl's daughter in about 1500. He brought a further charge of idiocy against Earl John's elder son, and a 
false charge of bastardy against his younger son. The death of King James IV at Flodden in 1513, with the 
best  of  Scotland's  nobility,  made  it  easier  for  the  Gordons  to  consummate  their  crimes  against  their 
neighbours.

Adam Gordon called himself "Earl of Sutherland" without ever obtaining a title from the crown, he murdered 
one of Earl John's heirs, & terrorized the Sutherlands so they would not dare oppose his claims. When this 
false Earl died in 1766, a legal battle broke out between the Gordons & the old Sutherland family for the title.

The House of Lords bestowed the title & property to the late Earl's daughter, keeping it in the Gordon family.  
Her husband was a member of the fabulously wealthy Leveson-Gower family in England, who was created 
the first Duke of Sutherland. The Sutherlands of Forse continued to represent the disinherited line of the old 
Sutherland Chiefs.  Although the castles of  their  descendants at  Spynie & Duffus were battered by the 
Gordons, they survived into Jocobean times. Kenneth Sutherland, Lord Duffus, joined the 1715 rebellion & 
forfeited his estates. He fled abroad and became an Admiral in the Imperial Russian Navy, and married a 
Swedish noblewoman. Although the Duffus estates were restored to his grandson, his line is now extinct. 
Kenneth  enjoys  an  immortality  as  his  portrait  in  the  Scottish  Gallery  is  one  of  the  earliest  and  most 
interesting of a Scottish nobleman wearing the kilt.
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Kenneth Sutherland, Lord Duffus

Donald Sutherland
Nova Scotia born TV & film actor
Officer of the Order of Canada

Colonel David Sutherland
US Army



Kiefer Sutherland
Canadian actor/director

Emmy & Golden Globe winner 
Dame Joan Sutherland

Renowned Australian opera singer
Edwin H. Sutherland

Father of American Criminology

Sarah Sutherland
American film & TV actor

William Sutherland
Scottish/Australian physicist

Alyssa Sutherland
 Australian Supermodel & actor
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'Urquhart'  is a Pict name, which sprang from an ancient sea-faring family that settled at Cromarty on the 
south side of the Firth, and bestowed its name. William was their first recorded ancestor, who defended the 
Motte of Cromarty against the English in the service of Wallace. Prior to 1358, his son, Adam, was the 
hereditary Sheriff of Cromarty.  Advantageous marriages greatly increased the Urquharts' influence in the 
15th century. Alexander Urquhart, 7th Sheriff, married Beatrix Innes of Auchintoul, and had two sons, the 
younger, John, founded the House of Craigfintry.
Walter, the elder, was grandfather of Sir Thomas Urquhart of Cromarty, knighted by James VI. He married 
Helen, a daughter of Hugh, Earl of Ross, and fathered 25 sons. The eldest, Alexander, was granted lands in 
Ross-shire and Inverness-shire by King James V.  His son, Sir Thomas Urquhart of Cromarty, was famous 
as the translator of Rabelais & other literary works. He was captured at the Battle of Worcester, and died 
unmarried about 1660. Sir Thomas was succeeded by his brother, Sir Alexander, at whose death, the line 
passed to John Urquhart  of  Craigston.  Upon the death  of  his  grandson,  Colonel  James Urquhart,  the 
chieftainship  passed to  William Urquhart  of  Meldrum.   The present  chief,  Kenneth  Trist  Urquhart,  was 
declared heir of the family by Lyon Court.  Castle Urquhart fell into Clan Grant ownership, and was the 
scene of the last recorded use of the fiery cross in its defence.  It was once a great Pict fortress.

Robert Urquhart
Scottish TV character actor

Felicity Urquhart
Australian country singer & songwriter Donald Urquhart

Scottish Journalist/artist
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Clann WALLACE

The term, 'Welsh' appeared in the medieval form of 'Wallensis', and was applied to all British peoples from 



Strathclyde in Scotland to Brittany in France who spoke P-Celtic, now represented by Welsh & Breton. in the 
12th  century,  the  Kings of  Scots  were still  addressing their  subjects  as distinct  ethnic  groups;  French, 
English, Scots and Welsh. 

In the 2nd half  of  he 12th century,  a man called Richard, 
defined  as  a  Wallace,  obtained  lands  in  Ayrshire,  which 
belongs to the former kingdom of Strathclyde. His grandson, 
Sir  Malcom  Wallace,  received  the  lands  of  Elderslie  in 
Renfrewshire. Such was the back ground of Malcolm's son, 
William, who was to evoke a national spirit which untied so 
many disparate peoples and to earn his place as Scotland's 
greatest patriot. 

Sir  William Wallace of  Elderslie  was  born  about  1275.  In 
1286,  Alexander  III  died,  leaving  his  grand  daughter,  the 
Maid of Norway as his sole descendant. When she died in 
1290, the direct line of the kings of Scots became extinct, 
and the crown was in dispute between opposing elements, 
all of whom were subject to Edward I of England. Edward 
was invited to adjudicate, and immediately revived the claim 
that his predecessor was Lord Paramount of Scotland. 

He selected the rightful heir, John Balliol,  but then treated 
him with much disdain as a vassal king that King John was 
finally provoked into resistance. Edward invaded Scotland, 
carried  John  Balliol  off  to  the  Tower  of  London,  and 
subjugated Scotland.  Wallace then emerged  as  a  guerilla 
leader of great courage and skill. In 1297, an English force 
moved north to destroy him but he routed them at Stirling 
Bridge,  and  in  a  few  weeks  the  Scots  were  invading 
England. Wallace and his associate, Sir Andrew Murray of Moray, wrote to other countries advising them 
that normal trade could commence as Scotland was now free.
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 In fact, the Wars of Independence continued for many years to come. Facing overwhelming odds,  Wallace 
was forced to flee to France but returned in 1303. Two years later, he was betrayed, and arrested near 
Glasgow, and then taken prisoner to London in 1304.  He was executed in London with extreme cruelty in 
the most horrendous of deaths, the one reserved by Germanic Anglo/Saxons for traitors; hanging, drawing, 
neutering  and quartering.  Then the final  humiliation,  his  head was  hung for  display at  London Bridge. 
Nevertheless, Wallace had sown the seeds of patriotism as none of his nation had done before him, and he 
was raised to the place of highest honour in Scotland along with King Arthur. Although he left no known 
descendants, there are many fortunate enough to bear his name, and they can trace their descent back to 
the house of Riccarton from which he sprang. 

The feelings of betrayal of those who 'bled wi' Wallace' continued for decades, and it was a factor in many 
Highland Chiefs' lingering antagonism towards Robert Bruce, which, in turn, resulted in so much upheaval in 
the Highlands that Bruce turned against those he felt  were his enemies. Among other conflagrations, it 
sparked the devastation of Clan Gregor and several other similarly patriotic Highland clans.



The William Wallace Monument near Stirling.
Without a doubt, the most impressive memorial in Scotland

Sir William Wallace
Greatest Scottish national hero

Ruby Ann Wallace
American Actress & Social Activist

George Wallace
Four time Governor of Alabama
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Clann WEMYSS



Wemyss is a corruption of the Pict, "Uuam", pronounced as Vam, meaning cave; being translated into Irish 
as  Uaimh and into Scottish Gaelic as  Uamh.  On the coast of Fife, deep in the northern Pict heartland, 
beneath the ruins of MacDuff's castle, are some caves containing Pict drawings; and these caves gave 
Uuamais (place of the caves) or the Anglicized, Wemyss, its name. It became a surname of a cadet branch 
of the house of Duff.
When senior male lines of the Duff family failed, the Wemyss family inherited Scotland's senior clan, but 
they never reverted to the surname of MacDuff. Sir Michael Wemyss ensured the prosperity of his family by 
supporting the cause of Robert the Bruce. The name multiplied into many branches. Its senior rose to the 
peerage in the reign of Charles I. In the 18th century, they emerged as the senior representatives of the 
ancient earldom of Fife. The Earl's eldest son supported the cause of Bonnie Prince Charlie, and afterwards 
was arrested.  His  younger  brother  assumed his  titles.  This  Earl  adopted the name of  Charteris,  and it 
remains the name of the Earls of Wemyss to this day. The leadership of the Clan MacDuff passed to a 
younger son of the 5th Earl. The 12th Earl of Wemyss, and 8th Earl of March, is Chief with the name of  
Charteris. He is President of the National Trust of Scotland, his brother, Lord Charteris, is Chairman of the 
National Heritage Memorial Fund.

Anthony Wemyss Actor

Margaret Laurence née Wemyss
First lady of Canadian literature

12th Earl of Wemyss
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THE  HIGHLAND  CLEARANCES & ROB ROY

The 'clearances'  were a form of genocide. The victims were poor Picts & Scots, the perpetrators were 
wealthy English and some Scots. One can read about it but to actually feel it, go to the western highlands, 
and walk about Balquhidder. To get there, one drives through Callander, then on to a large white Inn & Pub, 
which used to be a government Army depot, wth stables.  Mounted soldiers would ride about the roads daily, 
ensuring that no MacGregors were causing trouble. When I first drove along the Balquhidder Road, I was 
surprised it was so narrow, how would I pass another vehicle if it appeared coming my way? Suddenly a 
large Badger dashed across the road from left to right, not stopping to notice me.  I was surprised, I never  
saw one before or since. In India, many Hindus believe we come back on earth as animals.  What previous 
spirit was this wild creature? It was certainly too busy in its activity to take any notice of me.

When I was there, I looked at Rob Roy's family gravesite, which included graves for him, his wife, Mary of  
Comar, and two of his sons. I went into the 'new' church, which was built in 1879. My guide, Malcolm White,  
pointed out his seat, which was reserved for him and him only, just as in the days of Rob Roy. There was no 
sign on it, but evidently everyone knew it was reserved for him. Some habits never change. I could feel 
Rob's presence everywhere. I walked along a path to the old church, the one that Rob Roy knew well. There 
were only two walls  still  remaining.  I  walked along a path to a little  bridge across a mountan brook,  I 
wondered if there were any trout in it. Suddenly, lt hit me, where are the people who lived here? Then, it set 
in, They were driven out of the only homes they ever knew. Entire communities became ghost towns forever. 

Balquhidder is a lonely place now,  no one lives there anymore. Other communities were uprooted also as 
their  ancestral  homes went  up in  flames,  these people were herded to the coast  like cattle  and on to 
steamers.  Their  destinations  were often unknown to  them.  They were sent  to  Canada,  Australia,  New 
Zealand, USA, South Africa & South America.  The harshness of Canadian winters & the vastness of the 
Prairies awaited them. These people were in every sense, refugees. They imprinted a Scottish character on 
Canada, while their expulsion from their homeland ensured there would never again be another highland 
revolt against a cruel racist class system. The money brokers of a 19 th century Scotland had accomplished 
what the Romans and their powerful armies couldn't.  J. H. Burton said it best “How dreary a thing it is that 
a community should have to dismiss the choice of its children from its own bosum”.
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Pict Clanns of the Ulladd
Aherne Artney Brodie Carey Coleman
Conall Connelly Connor Conroy Cormack
Coulter Donnell Donnelly Donlevy Donovan
Doran Downey Dugan  Farrell Flaherty
Flynn Gallagher Gillespie Gorman Guinnes

Kavanaugh Lanahan Larkin Lavery Lawlor
Layton Lennan Loeb Lowry Lucas
Lynch Manning Mannion Moore Murdoch

Murrough Ò Niall 
Neeson

Norton Nowlan Nulty
Reagan Rooney Sherry Tierney Ward

Family Tree of the Cruithni of Ireland
(Invaded about 750BC from Kintyre, Albann) 

CUAILGNE
Co. Louth 

UI EATHACH-COBA
Southern Co. Down 

Sogain 
Central Co. Connacht 

Dal   n'  AraId   
Northern Co. Antrim 

| | | | 
LOIGIS

Co. Leinster 
……….

Fothairt
Co. Leinster

 

Conaille-MUIRTHEMNE
Co. Louth

Uí Blathmaic
Ards & Castlereagh

………….
AILELLA 

Northern Co. Connacht

DAL   na  BUINNE  
Southern Co. Antrim

………..
MONAIG 

Eastern Co. Down 
…………

UI-LABHRADA
North-east Co. Down

Kinelarty
Co. Down

………….
Uachtar Tíre

Southern Co. Down 
…………..

EILNE
Western Co. Antrim

According to some Irish sources, the Cruithni of Ulster were restricted to merely the Dál 
n'Araid, Conaille, Lóigis, & Sogain.  This is a too restrictive list, which does not include later 
generations, some of whom spawned their own dynasties. 

All Pict Clanns of Ulster are represented by their appropriate Coats of Arms.
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Author's note
On the island of Ireland, most people consider themselves to be descended from a mixture of three broad 
groups: the nameless prehistoric indigenous people(s) of the isles; the successive waves from continental 
Europe who arrived in the centuries BC (incorrectly referred to as Gaelic); and subsequent groups (Vikings, 
Normans, English and Lowland Scots) who either invaded or settled Ireland from the Middle Ages onwards.

The  histories  of  Irish  families  and  societies  were  traditionally  handed  down  through  verbal  means  by 
mothers and selected learned people, who were disposed to collect and remember names.  Much was lost 
over the  millenia, so today, we must look to family names, physical characteristics, legends and DNA for 
answers.

One such book is 'A Treasury of Irish Myth, Legend and Folklore' co-written by W. B. Yeats and Lady 
Isabella Augusta Gregory.  This book is divided into two parts; the first being 'Fairy and Folk Tales' by 
Yeats, the second being 'Cuchulain of Muirthemne' by Lady Gregory. This book was renowned in 1910 as 
the best collection of Irish Folklore & Legends ever written.  The language used was a unique mixture of 
Irish and west  coast  rural  English.  In  the second part,  Cuchulain is  born,  lived and died amongst  real 
historical figures, King Conchubhar (Connor), Conall Cearnach, and Connaught Queen (Maeve (in Irish) 
and Medb (in Cumbric). Many of the events described in this book actually happened.  Its ISBN number is: 
0-517-48904-X. 

Set in the perilous days of 124-84BC, when a constant struggle between two opposed militarized oligarchies 
vied for supremacy in Ireland, the P-Celtic speaking Pict  ULLADD of the north and the Q-Celtic speaking 
MILESIANS of the south. A strategic capital city named Emain Macha was established as a military  bastion 
against any incursions by the southerners. (Note: LLADD means slaughter in modern Welsh). The P-Celtic 
Ulladd were fighting a desperate battle of  survival  against  the Q-Celtic  Milesians,  who had fought  with 
Hannibal against Roman Legions in the Punic Wars. 

In those days, Erie was an anachronism in that, everywhere else on the planet, P-Celtic had replaced Q-
Celtic as the universal Celtic language.   However, due to the tenacity and expertise of   Mil Espania's 
solders,  who,  after  Hannibal's  defeat,  were  chased  across  Europe  by  Roman  legions.  Erie  was  fast 
becoming a bastion of Q-Celtic retrenchment. Everywhere else in Europe, P-Celtic speakers assimilated the 
earlier Q-Celtic culture. However, in Erie, the roles were reversed.

The background  of  this  struggle  has  not  been  told  to  date,  but  in  about  750BC,  a  stalwart   band  of 
equestrian Picts from Kintyre in Albann, calling themselves “the Dal n'Araid (kindred of the Special Ones), 
launched a successful invasion of northern Erie. (Note: Araid means a special one in modern Gaelic). With 
their advanced iron technology and War Chariots, they dominated Ireland militarily for a thousand years. 
The  native  Irish  were  so  impressed,  they  called  these  new  people  “Cruithni”  (the  Creators).  (Note: 
Cruithear means a creator in  modern Gaelic).
These Picts were not like the Celts, they were taller, white skinned, blonde or red haired, with blue eyes and 
longer limbs, they spoke a strange language, which was a hybrid P-Celtic/Q-Celtic/North German, and they 
acknowledged  Albann as their natural 'Fatherland'. They lived in Erie but their hearts were in Albann. The 
well  off  sent  their  sons to the Isle of  Mann for  a religious education,  to the Isle of  Scathac (Skye) for 
advanced military training, and their kings routinely married into Albann royalty.

A strikingly  beautiful black haired lady from County Cork, who I met in Toronto, once told me matter of factly, 
“All Irish people know their red hair originally came from Scotland”.  The next section of this book 
represents my earnest attempt to accurately reflect the descendant families of those Dal n'Araid Picts, who 
2,764 years ago, chose to go to Erie to seek their fortunes. The true history of these families and their role in 
Irish history is too important to be ignored any longer.

Hal MacGregor 
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THE DAL n'ARAID STORM INTO IRELAND

If there was one thing the Picts did not lack, it was attitude.
When they stormed ashore about 750BC, on the beaches of northern Antrim, there was not much fighting. 
The locals beat it for the back woods in a hurry. They had never seen anything like this before; giant painted 
white skinned warriors, with blue or green eyes and bright red hair looking as if it was on fire, roaring down 
the beach, two to a war chariot, pulled by matched ponies, speeding faster than a man could run.

The terrified natives submitted at once, referring to these newcomers as 'Cruithni' (the creators).  With their 
iron weapns, armour and war chariots, they were deemed gods by some. As these strangers took native 
wives and produced red-haired children, the natives' fear gradually subsided. It took about 40 years before 
the next generation worked up enough nerve to rebel against these foreign overlords.

The Cruithni leader, was a man named Sobhraice (pronounced Severick), he was killed along with many of 
his henchmen. After the revolt was put down, the Cruithni slaughtered any of the natives they could catch, 
driving them from the entire northern one-third of Erie. 

Such was the fear instilled in the natives, they began to call the Cruithni the 'Ulladd', pronounced 'Velad', 
(men who slaughter).  'Lladd'  still  means slaughter  in  modern Welsh.  This  name stuck  as  it  became a 
fearsome warning to those who angered the white-skinned strangers from the north. The  northern one third 
of Erie was renamed 'the ULLADD' by the Picts, so that their enemies would never forget who they were 
dealing with.The leading family of these foreighners were called the 'Dal n'ARAID' (Kindred of the Special 
Ones), they, in turn, spawned several descendant houses who spread out to rule most of northern Erie. It 
would eventually take about one thousand years before the natives could match the fighting skills of these 
Picts from Kintyre.  The following section describes these 'special' familes in alphabetical order.

Progression of terms; ULLADD (700BC-900AD),  ULIDIA - (900AD-1460AD),  ULSTER (1460AD-present).
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 - DAL n'ARAID -
            Clann AHERNE          

Variants: Haughey, Heran, Hearne, McCaughey, McCaghy, Ahern, Aherne, Howe, Haugh, Hoy, Hoey & 
Hawe.  Haugheys were the parent  house of the Dal n'Araid. Aherne is an Anglicization of  Eachthianna, 
meaning 'lord of horses'.

Charles Haughey
Minister of everything, Ireland

Sir Samuel McCaughey
Irish born father of Irrigation of 

Australia

Dermot  Ahern
Irish Minister of Justice

Bertie Aherne
Former Prime Minister of 

Ireland

Andrew Hoy
Welsh-born Olympic equestrian Gerry McCaughey

President & CEO of CIBC bank
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 UI EATHACH COBA -
 Clann ARDEN

Arden is an Anglicization of Mac Artan. Keating claimed the Mac Artan genealogy derived from the same 
origin as the Dal n'Araid & UI Eathach Coba.  He cited the line descending from Sárán, son of Cóelbad, 
son of Cruiind Ba Drui, son of Eathach, son of Lugdach, son of Rossa (of Clann Conaill Cearnach).

Some notable people named Arden:
1) John Arden, Award winning English play-write
2) Mark Arden, English Comedian & Actor
3) Donald Arden,  Archbishop of Central Africa
4) Rt. Honourable Lady Mary Howarth Arden DBE, Baroness Mance, British judge.
5) Edwin Hunter Pendleton Edwin Arden, American Actor, theatre manager & Playwright.

Eve Arden American actress 
(our Miss Brooks) Gavan Arden

New Zealand Country music singer

Elizabeth Arden
Renowned Canadian 

Cosmetologist & businesswoman
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- KINELARTY -
 Clann ARTNEY

MacCartney (a variant of Artney) is a surname that originated in Ireland. It originated from “Carthannach” 
(kind,  polite,  charitable).  The  McCartneys  originated  in  Munster,  who  were  ancient  Kings  of  Cork  and 
Princes of Desmond. The fifth son of Cormac Fionn (d.124) was Donough Cartnach who is the ancestor of 
the McCartneys.  Donough Cartnach left two sons; the eldest Donal, joined Edward Bruce (King of Ireland), 
(brother of  Robert  the Bruce,  King of  Scotland).  For serving under Robert  the Bruce's standard,  Donal 
received a grant of land in Argylleshire, called 'Glen Artney' from the King of Scotland. Cartneys of note:

• Clarence Edward Noble Macartney, a conservative Presbyterian pastor and author 
• George Macartney, 1st Earl Macartney, British statesman, colonial administrator and diplomat  
• George McCartney, British consul-general in Kashgar, China at the end of the 19 century 
• Raymond McCartney, Northern Ireland politician  
• Joseph H. McCartney (1943-1992), poet and artist 
• Scott Macartney, American alpine skier 
• Ian McCartney, Noted Canadian political essayist 

Sir Paul McArtney - artist, 
singer, composer, poet, writer, 

humanitarian, entrepreneur

Jesse McArtney
American singer, songwriter, actor, 

and voice actor

Lt. General Forrest McCartney
Former Director, Kennedy

Space Centre, Florida
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- DAL n'ARAID -
Clann BRODIE

The name Brodie originated from the family of the great Pict King Brud Mauur, who ruled the Albann Empire, 
when Saint Columba visited him near Inverness in 550AD.  Brodie is a distinguished name in Northern 
Ireland and elsewhere. Some of those people are:

• Alexander Brodie (1830–1867), Scottish sculptor 
• Allan G. Brodie, 20th century orthodontics educator 
• Angela Hartley Brodie, PhD, cancer researcher 
• Anne Brodie, 1952 –, Founder Member & Professional Chairman, National Association of Medical 

Personnel Specialists [UK] 
• Sir Benjamin Collins Brodie, 2nd Baronet (1817–1880), chemist 
• Bernard Brodie (military strategist) 
• Bernard Brodie (biochemist) 
• Chic Brodie (footballer), Scottish former footballer 
• Dan Brodie, singer/songwriter from Melbourne, Australia 
• Daniel Brodie, Broadway designer 
• David Brodie (political strategist), senior organizer for the Liberal Party of Canada 
• David Brodie (field hockey), member of the British field hockey team 
• Diana Brodie, American singer, songwriter, artist, educator 
• Don Brodie, American actor and director 
• Douglas Neil Brodie, businessman and political figure in Nova Scotia 
• Eric Brodie, Scottish former footballer 
• Fawn M. Brodie (1915–1981), biographer and professor of history at UCLA 
• H. Keith H. Brodie, American psychiatrist, president emeritus of Duke University 
• Harold J Brodie Canadian mycologist 
• Howard Brodie, sketch artist known for his World War II combat sketches 
• Ian Brodie, Canadian political scientist 
• Ian Brodie (journalist) 
• Sir Israel Brodie (1895–1979), Chief rabbi 
• James Brodie of Brodie (1744–1827), Scottish botanist 
• James Brodie (politician), politician from Northwest Territories, Canada 
• James William Brodie, New Zealand geologist, oceanographer, historian and philatelist. 
• John Brodie, American football quarterback 
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• John Alexander Brodie (1858–1934), British civil engineer 
• John Brodie (footballer born 1947) 
• John Brodie (footballer born 1862) 
• John H. Brodie, theoretical physicist expert in string theory 
• John Brodie-Innes, vicar of Downe and friend of Charles Darwin 
• John William Brodie-Innes, leading member of the Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn's Amen-Ra 

Temple 
• Joshua Brodie, New Zealand cricketer 
• Leanna Brodie, Canadian actor and playwright 
• Leith Brodie, Australian sprint freestyle and medley swimmer 
• Malcolm Brodie (politician), the mayor of Richmond, British Columbia since 2001 
• Malcolm Brodie (journalist), scottish-born journalist from Northern Ireland 
• Michael Brodie, British boxer 
• Michael Brodie (rugby league) 
• Mike Brodie, self-trained American photographer 
• Paul Brodie, Canadian saxophonist 
• Paul Brodie, Canadian bicycle manufacturer (Brodie Bicycles), Mountain Bike Hall of Fame inductee 
• Peter Bellinger Brodie (1815–1897), British geologist and churchman 
• Philip Hope Brodie, Scottish law Lord 
• Regis Brodie, Professor of Art at Skidmore College in Saratoga Springs, NY 
• Richard Brodie (programmer), author of Microsoft Word and professional poker player 
• Richard Brodie (footballer), English footballer who plays for York City as striker 
• Starla Brodie, World Series of Poker champion 
• Steve Brodie (bridge jumper) 
• Steve Brodie (actor) 
• Walter Brodie, New Zealand politician 
• Walter Lorrain Brodie, Scottish recipient of Victoria Cross 
• William Brodie (Deacon Brodie, Deacon William Brodie) (1741–1788) 
• William Brodie (sculptor) (1815–1881), Scottish sculptor

Associated names: Brodi, Brody, Broddy, Broadie, Broady, Brodye, Broddie, Bradie, Brady, Breaddie,  
Brothie, Brothy, Breadie, Briddie, Bridie, Bridye, Brodey, Bridy, Bryde, Bryden, Brydie, MacBride,  
Bodie, MacBrody, Brodie.

Alexander Brodie 
5th Governor of Arizona Territory Martina McBride

American Top Country singer
Sir Benjamin Brodie

Baronet, physiologist, surgeon
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- CONAILLE  MUIRTHEMNE -
Clann CAREY

Generally regarded as stemming from Ó Ciardha, also  Cairill,  Ó  Ciaráin, Ó  Céirin, O  Carráin  & Cèire. 
Carey is widespread and very numerous in Ireland, and through emigration, is in considerable numbers in 
British cities such as Glasgow & Manchester, as well as in the United States and Canada.

An early genealogy of the Conaille Muirthemne is cited as:  Cairill, son of Conall, son of Echdach, son of 
Cruind Ba Drui.

Another: Caer, son of Ollaman. (Dal n'Araid).

Some noteworthy people of the name Carey:

* Duane Gene "Digger" Carey, American astronaut.

* Mariah Carey (b. 1970), award winning American singer/songwriter.

* Mathew Carey (1760-1839), American (Irish-born) journalist and publisher.

* Drew Carey (b. 1958), American actor and comedian.

* Joseph Maull Carey (1845-1924), American lawyer, rancher and judge.

* James Eugene "Jim" Carrey (born January 17, 1962) is a Canadian born actor, comedian, and producer. 
Carrey two Golden Globe Awards. He has been described as one of the biggest present day movie stars in 
Hollywood.

* George L. Carey (b. 1935), Anglican prelate, who was the archbishop of Canterbury..

* Peter Carey (b. 1943), Australian novelist and short story author.

* Reginald Carey (1908-1990), original name of Rex Harrison..

* Staff Sergeant Alvin P Carey, who was awarded the US Congressional Medal of Honour in 1944.

* Technical Sergeant Charles F Carey, who was awarded the US Congressional Medal of Honour in 1945.

Family name variations:  Carrie, Carry,  Carre, Carie, Carrey, MacCarry,  Harris, MacHarry, MacHarris, 
O'Carey, Cary, M'Carrie, Kearey, Kearrie, Keerie, Keery, Keerey, M'Harrie, M'Harry, M'Hary & M'Harie .
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Jim Carey, Canadian slapstick 
comedian/actor Drew Carey, American 

actor/writer/producer
Former Lord Carey, Archbishop of 

Canterbury

Rex Harrison
 born - Reginald Carey

Renowned British film star

Maria Carey
American Film Actress,

 songwriter, music producer, singer Polly O'Keary
American award winning bass player
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- CONAILLE  MUIRTHEMNE -
Clann COLEMAN

A shortened version of the Irish given name, Colomcille, Gaelic for 'dove',  (Columba in Latin). In Ireland, 
the name is first found in County Sligo, where Colemans were a sept (family group) of the O'Colmain clann.
Irish Colmans:
• Colmán Bec (died c. 585), Irish dynast 
• Colmán mac Cobthaig (died c. 622), Irish king 
• Colmán mac Lénéni (died c. 606), Irish poet 
• Colmán Már (died c. 557), Irish dynast 
• Colmán Rímid (died c. 612), Irish king 

Saints:
Colman of Cloyne, 6th century Bishop of Cloyne, Colman of Dromore, 6th century Bishop of Dromore,  
Colman of Kilmacduagh, 7th century Bishop of Kilmacduagh, Colmán of Kilroot, contemporary of St. Ailbe, 
Colmán of Lindisfarne (d. 676), bishop of Lindisfarne, Colmán of Lann, patron saint of Lann, St. Colman 
(martyr) (7th century), companion of St Kilian and St Totnan, Coloman of Stockerau (Colmán) (d. 1012), Irish 
pilgrim martyred in Austria, Colomquille, (Columbo in Latin) Christian missionary to Albann.

Arthur Philemon Coleman
Canadian geologist & academic

Douglas L. Coleman
Canadian scientist at the 

Jackson Laboratory

W.C Coleman 
Inventor of the Coleman Lantern,1905      
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 - DAL n'ARAID - 
Clann CONALL

Conall: The surname Connell is an Anglicized form of the Irish name Conaill, meaning "strong as a wolf," 
Conall Cearnach, the most distinguished of the heroes of the illustrious Red Branch (or the Ulster Cycle), 
spawned many descendants, real or copied. Some name variations are: MacConnell, Connell, O'Connell, 
O'Connall, Conell and Connal. This family was originally Pict in origin, and became spelled as Connell. Its 
popularity led to variations in Irish, Gaelic, Welsh, Breton & English.

Daniel O'Connell
Irish Catholic emancipator

Mandy Connell
American TV show host

Dr. Caitlin Connell
American Elephant researcher/author

Jerry O'Connell
American Actor (sliders)

Isabelle O'Connell
 renowned Irish pianist

Martin Connell
Canadian philanthropist
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- CONAILLE MUIRTHEMNE -
Clann CONNELLY

Connolly is generally considered to be an Anglicized form of the Old Gaelic O'Conghaile, meaning "fierce 
as a hound/wolf." The name consists of the Gaelic prefix "O" indicating "male descendant of," plus the 
personal byname Conghaile, from con, a hound or wolf and gal, valour.  The O'Conghailes were an ancient 
Connacht sept where the English version is now often spelt 'Connelly',  they were also found in County 
Monaghan in Ulster. The O'Congheallaigh sept was located in the Province of Munster, mainly in West Cork. 
The Ulster Connollys derive from both the O'Conghalaigh of  Fermanagh and the Monaghan Connollys. 
Many poor Irish, including Connellys, left Ireland for Scotland in search of work. Comedian Billy Connolly's 
ancestors came from Ireland and worked in the shipbuilding industry in Glasgow. Today the Connolly name 
is  principally  to  be  found  in  Monaghan,  Galway,  and  Cork.  Alternate  Surname  Spellings:  Connelly, 
Connely, Connley, Conolly.   Famous Connollys/Connellys: 
William Connolly  was the richest man in Ireland in the 18th century. A lawyer & financier, he made his 
fortune buying and selling land lost by the old Gaelic families exiled after the Battle of the Boyne. He was 
also Speaker in the Irish Parliament. In 1722, he built Castletown House at Celbridge, Co Kildare, one of 
Ireland's finest mansions.

James Connolly (1868 – 1916), was a leading figure in recent Irish history. He was a labour leader and 
signatory of the Irish Declaration of Independence. He played a leading part in the Easter Uprising of 1916 
and his execution outraged many Irish people.

"Billy"  Connolly, CBE (born 24 November 1942) is a Scottish comedian, Connolly's grandfather was an 
Irish immigrant, Billy himself became a musician, presenter & actor. His first trade, in the 1960s, was a 
boilermaker in the Glasgow shipyards, but he gave it up at the end of the decade to pursue a career as a 
folk singer. In the early 1970s, he made the transition to comedian. Connolly is also an actor, and has 
appeared in  such films as  Indecent  Proposal;  Muppet  Treasure  Island;  Mrs.  Brown,  for  which he was 
nominated for a BAFTA and many others. 

Joe  Connolly born 13 October 1956 in Castlegar, County Galway, is an Irish retired sportsman.  He played 
hurling with his local club Castlegar and was a member of the Galway senior inter-county team from 1976 
until  1984.  Connolly captained Galway to the All  Ireland title  in  1980.  In 1980 Connolly was appointed 
capatin of the team as Galway defeated Kildare and Offaly to reach a second All-Ireland final.

John  Connolly graduated with a B.A. in English from Trinity College, and a M.A. in Journalism from Dublin 
University. Before becoming a full-time novelist, he worked as a journalist, a barman, a local government 
official, a waiter and a gofer at Harrods department store in London. 
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After five years as a freelance journalist for The Irish Times newspaper, he began to write his first novel, 
“Every Dead Thing”, which introduced readers to the anti-hero Charlie Parker, a former police officer hunting 
the killer of his wife and daughter. The book was met with critical acclaim; it was nominated for the Bram 
Stoker Award for Best First Novel and went on to win the 2000 Shamus Award for Best First Private Eye 
Novel. Connolly is the first author outside of the US to have won the award. 

Sybil Connolly is Ireland's most famous couturier. She was one of the first to launch Irish fashion on the 
international market. Her arrival in America was marked by the headline on the cover of Life Magazine ‘Irish 
Invade Fashion World’ on August 10, 1953. Famous clients included Jacqueline Kennedy, Elizabeth Taylor, 
Julie Andrews and Merle Oberon.

Billy Connolly
Internationally known comedian 

and actor
John Connally

61st US Secretary of Treasury

Jennifer Connelly
Movie actress

(Labyrinth)

James Connolly
Irish republican & socialist leader Micheal Connelly

Best selling American author

Megan Connelly
Australian actress

(film & soap operas)
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- UI  EATHAC  COBA -
Clann CONNOR

Name meaning: "Descendant of Conchubhair (dog lover)"
The great  families  of  O'Connor  have  their  descendants  spread  throughout  the  world,  disguised  under 
various spellings of their original name. The Conners, Connors, Conors and Coners all trace their heritage to 
one of the most illustrious of all of the Irish families. The name was borne by six distinct septs. A sept is  
similar to a clan, and refers to a group of people who inhabited the same locality and who shared the same 
name. The O'Connors of  Connaught were the most  powerful  with three separate branches of  the sept 
developing: O'Conor Don, O'Connor Roe and O'Conor Sligo. These were all descended from Conchubhar 
who was King of Connaught in the tenth century. One of his descendants was Roderick O'Connor (1116-
1198) who was the last High King of Ireland.
The Munster O'Connors were led by O'Connor Kerry who took his name from a different Conchobhar than 
the originator of the Connaught septs. He held vast lands in Kerry but was forced northwards after the 1172 
Anglo-Norman invasion led by Strongbow. The O'Connors of Corcomroe, located in County Clare separately 
evolved from Conchobhar, Lord of Corcomroe who died in the year 1002. O'Connor Faly was the Chief of 
the Offaly sept and was a descendant of Cathaoir Mor who was King of Ireland in the 2nd century. This was 
a fighting sept who constantly battled the English invaders before being all but wiped out in the sixteenth 
century.
A further sept of O'Connor was Keenaght  located in Derry in the very north of  the country.  They were 
defeated in battle by the O'Kanes in the 12th century. Modern day O'Connors in Ulster are often descended 
from the O'Connors of Glengiven who were descended from Cian, son of the King of Munster in the third 
century.  In  modern  times,  the  Kerry  sept  is  much  more  prominent  than  the  Munster  sept.  
There are over 30,000 people of the name in Ireland, most located in Kerry and Cork. The history of the  
O'Connors could fill volumes. It is remarkable the degree that the septs of O'Connor have heritage dating 
back to the times of ancient Irish royalty. High Kings dominate their ancestry. A truly 'royal' Irish family. 

It is worth mentioning that according to Lady Isabella Augusta Gregory's  Cuchulain of Muirthemne, the 
High King of Milesian Ireland (the south) in the time of Cuchulain was Conaire but Conchubhar (her spelling) 
was the High King of Ulster (124-84BC).  He lived in his palace at Emain Macha, in Co. Armagh, where the 
elite soldiers of the Red Branch stood guard against any invasion by the Milesians. Queen Maeve (Medb in 
Welsh) ruled neighbouring Connacht, and she was the last reigning Queen of any district of Ireland. History 
records southern armies destroyed everything in Emain Macha in 331AD, the Ulladd would never again 
mount a strong defence against the Milesians. The defensive wall & moat the Ulladd had built  fell  into 
disrepair. Ulster was doomed to be an appendage of the south, unless the High King of Albann could be 
drawn into the fray. No help was coming as the fatherland was occupied fighting invading Roman legions.
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The Conchubhairs were quite capable of playing one enemy off against another to keep power. After the 
Norman invasion in 1169, English King Henry II already had the Pope's blessing to conquer Ireland, to 
quash the Irish church's independence, and that feat was accomplished in 1175, when he signed the Treaty 
of Windsor with Ruaidrí Ua Conchubhair (Roderick Connor), the last High King of Ireland. With that paper, 
Ireland became an English province. Then, the English could concentrate on controlling Scotland as Albann 
had been renamed by the Angles, 118 years before. 
Notable O' Connors:
John Carroll O'Connor; born August 2, 1924 – June 21, 2001) was an American actor, producer 
and  director  whose  television  career  spanned  40  years.  A life  member  of  The  Actors  Studio, 
O'Connor first attracted attention as Major General Colt in the 1970 movie,  Kelly's Heroes. The 
following year, he found fame as the bigoted working man Archie Bunker, the main character in the  
1970s CBS television sitcoms All in the Family (1971 to 1979) and Archie Bunker's Place (1979 
to 1983). O'Connor later starred in the NBC/CBS television crime drama In the Heat of the Night 
from 1988 to 1995, where he played the role of a southern Police Chief. At the end of his career in 
the late 1990s, he played the father of Jamie Buchman (Helen Hunt) in Mad About You. In 1996, 
O'Connor was ranked #38 on TV Guide's 50 Greatest TV Stars of All Time.
Michael Frank O' Connor (17 September 1903 – 10 March 1966) was an Irish writer of over 150 works, 
best known for his short stories and memoirs. The Frank O'Connor International Short Story Award is named 
in his honour. In1918 O'Connor joined the First Brigade of the Irish Republican Army and served in combat 
during the Irish War of Independence. He opposed the Anglo-Irish Treaty of 1921 and joined the Anti-Treaty 
IRA during the Irish Civil  War, working in a small  propaganda unit  in Cork City.  He was one of  twelve 
thousand Anti-Treaty combatants who were interned by the new Irish Free State.
O'Connor was perhaps best known for his varied and comprehensive short stories but also for his work as a 
literary critic, essayist, travel writer, translator and biographer. He was also a novelist, poet and dramatist. 
O'Connor continued his autobiography through his time with the Abbey Theatre in Dublin, which ended in 
1939, in his book, My Father's Son, which was published in 1968, after O'Connor's death,
Donald O'Connor was born into a vaudeville family,  he was the youthful figure cutting a rug in several 
Universal musicals of the 1940s. His best-known musical work is probably Singin' in the Rain, in which he 
did an impressive dance that  culminated in  a series of  backflips off  the wall.  He was also effective in 
comedic lead roles, particularly as the companion to Francis the Talking Mule in that film.
Arthur O'Connor was a renowned descendant of this sept (1763-1852) who was a general in Napoleon's 
army.  Patrick Edward O'Connor (1820-1871) was a pioneer and Indian fighter who also fought in the US 
Civil War on the Confederate side. 

Carroll O' Connor
actor, producer/director

Donald O' Connor
Actor/singer/dancer

Sheila O' Connor
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Thomas Charles "Stompin' Tom" Connors, OC (February 9, 1936– March 6, 2013) was one of Canada's 
most prolific and well-known country and folk singer-songwriters. Focusing his career exclusively on his 
native Canada, Connors is credited with writing more than 300 songs and has released four dozen albums, 
with total sales of nearly 4 million copies. Connors died at age 77 in his home in Ballinafad, Ontario on 
March 6, 2013, of renal failure.
His  songs  have  become part  of  the  Canadian  cultural  landscape.  Three  of  his  best-known  songs  — 
Sudbury Saturday Night,  Bud the Spud and  The Hockey Song — play at every home game of the 
Toronto Maple Leafs hockey team.  The  Hockey Song is played at every game throughout the National 
Hockey League in the United States and Canada.

Stompin Tom Connors
 Renowned Canadian folk 

singer/songwriter

Donald O'Connor
American dancer and film actor

Joseph O'Connor
Renowned Irish author

Sinead O'Connor
Irish singer songwriter

Mary Flannery O'Connor
American novelist

Sandra Day O'Connor
American supreme Court Judge &
Recipient of Presidential medal of 

freedom
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- CONAILLE MUIRTHEMNE -
Clann CONROY

Conroy Name Meaning: Anglicized form of Gaelic 'Ó Conraoi' (descendant of Cú Raoi), a name meaning 
‘hound  of  the  plain’,  which  was  stressed  on  the  final  syllable.Anglicized  form  of  Gaelic  Ó  Conaire 
‘descendant of Conaire’, meaning ‘keeper of the hound’ (a derivative of cú ‘hound’).

'The Pedigree of Sir John Conroy Knight Baronet,' 1837, reflects the alleged descent of Sir John Conroy, 1st 
Baronet from King Niall  the Great (Niall  of  the Nine Hostages, ca 400 AD.)   The surnames  Conry and 
Conroy are dealt with together because they have become interchangeable. The list of synonyms issued by the 
Register-General of Births, Deaths and Marriages in the year 1901, families called Conroy were also registered 
as Conary, Conrahy, Cunree, Cory, and Conry; the synonyms for Conry were Connery, Mulconry and Conroy. 
Famous Conroys: Sir Thomas Sean Connery KBE is an actor & producer, who has won an Academy Award, two 
BAFTA Awards and three Golden Globes.  Connery is best  known for  portraying the character  James Bond, 
starring in seven Bond films between 1962 and 1983. Born: August 25, 1930.

Sean Connery, renowned actor
Sir John Conroy

Keeper of Royal household
Pat Conroy, famous novelist
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- DAL  MONAIG -
Clann CORMACK

MacCormack (Cormac) is a surname that originated in Albann. It meant 'Chariot warrior', and it was apt 
since this family were the Chiefs of the Dal Monaig Uulladd (Kindred of the mountainous slaughterers), and 
were warriors of the Uulladd from before 700BC, linked to the Dal n'Araid tribe.

McCormack variations are: Cormiche, MacCormack, McCormack, McCormick, MacCormick, Cormach, 
Cormac,Cormack & Cormich. It  comes  from the first  name of  the  original  bearer,  who   was  named 
Cormac.
Historical records place the Cormacs in the region of southern County Down, in the barony of Leth Cathall. 
Tradition tells us the Manaigh occupied the area near Loch Erne, giving their name to the modern county of 
Fermanagh.  Other  Anglicized  family  names  associated  with  the  Dal  Monaig are:Corcoran (Corcráin) 
Gillespie (Gilla-Espuic), Labraid (Aeilabrhra), Elf (Ailill), Angus (Onnus) and  Cernaich.

John McCormack
World famous Irish tenor.

He was also a Papal Count

Sister Irene McCormack
Australian missionary to Peru

serving God & martyred by the 
Serendo Luminosa 21May 1991

Carolyne McCormack
American actress on TV series

Law and Order
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- UACHTAR  TIRE -
Clann COULTER

The names  Coulter and  Colter in northern Ireland are derived from the Gaelic 'O'Coltair' Sept that was 
located in County Down in Ulster. The town of Ballycolter still  exists and it  is here and in neighbouting 
Counties that the majority of descendants can still be found. 

Variants: Coalter, Colter, Coultere, Coultar, Coltar, Coltur, Coltir, Coltire, Colt, Cotter, O'Coulter.

Ann Coulter, renowned American 
Republican political commentator, 

writer, columnist, & lawyer
Phil Coulter, Irish singer/songwriter

Samuel Colt, inventor of the Colt 45
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- DAL n'ARAID -
Clann DONNELL

The O'Donnell  family (Irish:  Ó Dónaill or  Ó Domhnaill;  derived from the popular  forename,  Domhnall, 
meaning "world ruler",  Dónall in modern Irish, Donnell in Pict), were an ancient and powerful Irish family, 
kings, princes and lords of  Tyrconnell (Tír Chonaill in Irish, now County Donegal) in early times, and the 
chief allies and sometimes rivals of the O'Neills in Ulster. 'Donnell' is a uniquely Pictish format with doubling 
up of both 'N's and 'L's.

The family of O'Donnell of the Dal n'Ariad, descended from several Pictish High-Kings of Ulster & Ireland 
beginning before the dawn of history.

Rosie O'Donnell, American 
comedian, actress, author, 

television personality

Chris O'Donnell
American TV and Movie actor

Daniel O'Donnell
Irish singer and performer
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- DAL n'ARAID -
Clann DONNELLY

The name DONNELLY was derived from the Gaelic O'DONNGHAILE- meaning valou r.  The chief of 
the O'Donnelly clan was hereditary Marshall of O'Neill's forces: Donnell O'Donnelly, who accompanied Hugh 
O'Neill, Earl of Tyrone, in the Battle of Kinsale (1603) as 'captain of one hundred men', who fought bravely in 
that hopeless, one-sided struggle until he and all his men were slain. His nephew, Patrick Donnelly, was a 
noted captain under Sir Phelim O'Neill in the rebellion of 1641. 
The O'Donnellys were originally seated at Druim Lighean, (now anglicized as Drumleen), a short distance to 
the north of Lifford in County Donnegal in Ulster. They were expelled by the Cinel Conaill sometime before 
1641.  Patrick  Modardha  O'Donnelly  captured  the  Castle  Caufield  in  1641,  and  it  was  renamed 
Ballydonnelly. Located to the west of Dungannon in Co. Tyrone, it was at Ballydonnelly that the celebrated 
Shane O'Neill  (Shane the Proud) was fostered by the O'Donnellys. Later, Ballydonnelly was granted by 
James I to Sir Toby Caufield, ancestor of the Earl of Charlemont, and renamed Castle Cautield. This is the 
area where the Donnelly family is still most numerous.

Declan Donnelly Popular British 
TV host and comedian Dan Donnelly, Irish boxer

Donal Donnelly, Irish film actor
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- UI  EATHACH  COBA -
Clann DONLEVY

The Irish surname, Donlevy, originally appeared in Gaelic as Mac Duinnshielbh, derived from the words 
“dun” meaning  fortress, and “sliabh” meaning mountain. They were first noted to have been descended 
from the  Princes of Ulidia,  now Ulster.  MacDonlevy/MacNulty were the last line of historical kings of 
Ulidia, to have ruled the  Ulladd as an independent Nation. The surname  Donlevy means “chief on the 
mountain”, referencing the Donlevy's to this day massive iron age fortress Mound at  Downpatrick. They 
spent most of their time fighting the Ui Niall's for control of Ulidia. After the 12th century, Anglo-Norman 
invasions, the Dunlevys were forced to move to Donegal, where they became hereditary physicians to the 
distinguished “O'Donnells”.  Notable people with the surname Donlevy/Dunleavy include:

• Cormac MacDonlevy (fl. c. 1460), influential medieval physician and medical scholar 
• Patrick Dunleavy (born 1952), political scientist 
• Mike Dunleavy, (born 1954), American professional basketball player, manager and coach.

Brian Donlevy
Irish born American actor

Steve Dunleavy
Australian born photographer &

cultural icon
Richard Dunleavy

Rear Admiral, US Navy
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- LOIGIS -
Clann DORAN

Doran name meaning:  Anglicized form of Gaelic “Ó Deoradháin” (descendant of Deoradhán’, a byname 
representing deoradh ‘pilgrim’ , ‘stranger’ or ‘exile’. English variant of Durant. The O'Dorans were "the great 
Brehon family of Leinster," but they are better known as traditional antiquarians who kept in their possession 
one of the three manuscript copies of the "Tripartite Life of St. Patrick”.

Michael J. Durant, born July 23, 1961, was held prisoner eleven days in 1993 after a raid in Mogadishu, 
Somalia.  He  was  a  member  of  the  American  160th  Special  Operations  Aviation  Regiment  as  a  Chief 
Warrant  Officer.  He  retired  from  the  US  Army  as  a  Chief  Warrant  Officer  in  the  160th  SOAR,  after  
participating in combat operations  Prime Chance,  Just Cause,  Desert Storm, and  Gothic Serpent. His 
awards include the Distinguished Service Medal, Distinguished Flying Cross with Oak Leaf Cluster, Bronze 
Star with Valour Device, Purple Heart, Meritorious Service Medal, three Air Medals, and POW Medal.

Michael Durant
American Pilot and Author Matt Doran, Australian actor

Thomas C. Durant (1820-1885)
Vice President Union Pacific 

Railroad. 
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- CONNAILLE MUIRTHEMNE -
Clann DOWNEYI

n Ireland, Downey is derived from the native Gaelic O'Maoldomhnaigh sept located in Ulster. In 894, three 
sons of Gairbhith, Eitigh & Maoldomhnaigh were slaughtered by the Ui Eathach Coba. This name was also 
anglicized as Muldowney and Gildowney. Other Downeys derive from a branch of the Southern O'Sullivan 

sept, who were known as 'O'Suileabhain an Duna', (O'Sullivans of the fort)

Notables of the name Downey:
Richard Keith Downy (born 1927) Canadian agricultural scientist, better known as the father of Canlola.
Reverend Richard Downey (1881-1953) Archbishop of Liverpool.
Robert John Downy (born 1965) Academy award nominated & Golden Globe winning actor & musician.
John  Gately Downey (1827-1894) Governor of California from 14 January 1860 to 10 January 1862.
Roma Downy (born 1960) Emmy award nominated and Golden Globe nominated actress & producer.
William Edward Downey (1829-1915) Queen's photographer, co-founder of W & D Downey.
Marge Downey (born 1961) Australian comedian.

Robert Downey Jr, film actor

Morton Downey, talk show host Richard Downey, father of Canola
Saskatchewan Hall of fame 
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- SOGAIN -
Clann DUGAN

Dugan in English, Uí Dhúgáin in Irish, Duggann in Pictish, is a surname derived from Ó Dubhagáinn. The 
best known family of the name had its territory near the modern town of Fermoy in north Cork, and were 
originally the ruling family of the Fir Maighe tribal group, which gave its name to the town. They ceded pre-
eminence to the O'Keeffe family in the eleventh century, but remained powerful in the area. They lost their 
power  when  the Normans conquered Ireland  in  the  12th  century.   Some  notable  people  of  the  name 
Duggan/Dugan:

• Alan Dugan was a poet who won the National Book Award and the Pulitzer Prize for Poetry 
• Dennis Dugan (born 1946), American actor and film director 
• James Dugan (1912-1967) - American historian and writer 
• Jeff Dugan (born 1981), American football player with the Minnesota Vikings 
• Mark Duggan (footballer), Irish soccer player 
• Hubert Duggan (1904-43) soldier and Member of Parliament 
• Mike Doogan (born 1948), American writer, journalist and politician 
• Raymond S Dugan (1878–1940) American Astronomer, author & professor at Princeton University 

General Micheal Dugan 
Chief of Staff USAF

Major General Winston Dugan
Governor General of Australia Denis Dugan, British actor
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- FOTHAIRT -
Clann FARLEY 

Farley originated from Ó Fearghaile, meaning “man of valour”. The name is normally Anglicized as Farrelly 
or O Farrelly, but has some variants including Ferrally, Farily, Fariley and variations thereon. In parts of 
Ulster,  Farley is used as a synonym of Farrelly, which leads to confusion since Farley is also a common 
English name.  

• James Lewis Farley, 1831-85, the renowned traveller and writer, was of Cavan parentage.
• John Murphy Farley was born April  20,  1847 in  Newton-Hamilton in  county Armagh. He was  

promoted to the metropolitan see of New York in 1902 and created cardinal in 1911, receiving his red 
hat and title of S. Maria sopra Minerva, November 30, 1911. Cardinal Farley died on September 17, 
1918 and is buried in the metropolitan cathedral, New York.

• Jennifer Farley, American television personality, Jersey Shore,
• Trevor Farley, Canadian politician.
• Margaret Farley, U.S. theologican and author.

Chris Farley
American comedian, actor

Terri Farley
American Author

Bryan Farley
American Photography Educator
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- SOGAIN -
Clann FARRELL

The  Farrell  clan  (Ó  Fearghail  in  Irish)  traces  its  origins  back  to  the  battle  of  Clontarf  in  1014.  The 
descendants of Fearghail, who fought alongside Brian Boru at the battle of Clontarf, took the surname of Uí 
Fhearghail (descendants of Fearghail). 

The Ó Fearghail became Princes of the territory of Anghaile (Annaly), roughly corresponding to present day 
County Longford,  their  chieftain  sitting  at  Longphort  Uí  Fhearghail  (O'Farrell's  stronghold),  present  day 
Longford town. Another site associated with the clan was Moatfarrell (Móta Uí Fhearghail), in the east of 
Annaly between the towns of Ballinalee and Edgeworthstown

Colin Farrell
Irish born Film Actor

Tami Farrell
Miss Teen USA, Miss California Will Ferrell

American Actor, Producer
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- UACHTER  TIRE -
Clann FLAHERTY

The Uachtar Tire descended from the Kinelarty, who descended from the Dal n'Arradd (Araidhe). This 
surname is written as "Ua Flaithbertach" in Old Irish texts. In Modern Irish the surname is now generally 
spelt as Ó Flatharta. It is translated as "bright prince", flaith meaning prince in old Irish. Maigh Seóla was 
the earliest O'Flaherty domain, to the east of Lough Corrib in the kingdom of Connacht, the western-most 
province of Ireland.  Some notable Flahertys:

• Muireadhach ua Flaithbheartach, King of Maigh Seóla, died 1034. 
• Murchadh an Chapail Ua Flaithbheartaigh, King of Maigh Seóla/Iar Connacht, died 1036. 
• Rúaidhri Ua Flaithbheartaigh, King of Connacht, died 1061. 
• Flaithbertaigh Ua Flaithbertaigh, King of Connacht, died 1098. 
• Conchobhar Ua Flaithbheartaigh, King of Connacht, died 1132. 
• Áedh Mór Ó Flaithbheartaigh, died 1236. 
• Murchad Ua Flaithbertaig, Bishop of Annaghdown, c. 1202–1241. 
• Morogh Ó Flaithbheartaigh, King of Connacht and Chief of the Name, fl. 1244. 
• Ruaidhri Ó Flaithbheartaigh, King of Connacht and Chief of the Name, fl. 1244–1273. 
• Áedh Ó Flaithbheartaigh, Taoiseach of Connacht and Chief of the Name, fl. c. 1377–1407. 
• Dónal "an Chogaidh" Ó Flaithbheartaigh, also known as Donall an Cullagh (The Cock). 
• Murrough na dTuadh Ó Flaithbheartaigh, Chief of the Name, died 1593. 
• Teige Ó Flaithbheartaigh, warlord, died 1589. 
• Ruaidhrí Ó Flaithbheartaigh, author and historian, died 1720. 
• Eamonn Laidir Ó Flaithbertaigh, Jacobite, died 1749. 
• Edmund O'Flaherty, Irish M.P., fl. 1854. 
• Maidhc Ó Flaithearta, member of the Irish National Land League, fl. 1882. 
• Oscar Fingal O'Flahertie Wills Wilde 16 October 1854–30 November 1900, Irish writer and poet 
• Liam O'Flaherty (Liam Ó Flaithearta 28 Aug 1896 – 7 Sept 1984) novelist and short story writer. 
• Robert J. Flaherty, film director. 
• Monsignor Hugh O'Flaherty, The Scarlet Pimpernel of the Vatican. 
• Colman O'Flaherty, recipient of the Distinguished Service Cross. 
• Tom Sailí Ó Flaithearta, actor. 
• Thomas J. Flaherty, Garda Síochána recipient of the Scott Medal, born 1963. 
• Patrick O'Flaherty (mayor), Mayor of Galway 1964–1965 and 1973–1975. 
• Bridie O'Flaherty, Mayor of Galway 1980–1981 and 1985–1986. 
• Michael John Flaherty, sportsperson, died 1992. 
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• Terry O'Flaherty, Mayor of Galway 2003–2004. 
• Maire Eilis Ní Fhlaithearta, actress and former model. 
• Fionnuala Ní Fhlatharta, actress, Ros na Rún. 
• Jim Flaherty, MLA, M.P, born 1949. Ontario Minister of Finance, later Canadian Minister of Finance.
• Francis C. Flaherty, American medal of honor recipient 
• Ryan Flaherty (born 1986), American baseball player. 

Jim Flaherty Canadian
Minister of Finance (2013)

Robert J. Flaherty, Canadian 
Father of documentary films

Monsignor Hugh O'Flaherty
the “Scarlet Pimpernel” 

of WW2 fame, who saved many 
Jews from death.

Fionnuala Ní Fhlatharta
Irish film actress

Bridie O'Flaherty
Twice Mayor of Galway Maire eilis ní Fhlaithearta

Irish film actress
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 - DAL n'ARAID -
Clann FLYNN

Flynn is an anglicized form of the Irish Gaelic Ó Floinn, meaning "descendant of Flann" (which is a byname 
meaning "reddish (complexion)". First found in Tuirte, now Antrim, where they were Lords of Tuirtre, The 
oldest line was a Sept of O'Floin in Armagh, Ulidia, where they were a senior branch of the Clanna Rury, 
who claimed descent from High King Colla Uais. Name variations: O'Flynn, Flinn, Lynn, O'Lynn, O'Linn.

Notable persons with the name Flynn. Acting:
• Barbara Flynn, English actress 
• Daniel Flynn (actor), English actor 
• Errol Flynn, Australian-born movie actor 
• Jimmy Flynn, American actor 
• Joe Flynn, American actor 
• Neil Flynn, American actor known for his role on the American TV series Scrubs 
• Quinton Flynn, American voice actor 
• Sean Flynn, American actor known for his role on the American TV series Zoey 101

Art and writing:
• Daniel J. Flynn, American conservative author 
• Greg Flynn, Australian novelist 
• Homer Flynn, Spokesman for The Cryptic Corporation 
• John T. Flynn (1882–1964), U.S. journalist and author 
• Michael Flynn (author) (born 1947), American science fiction author 
• Nick Flynn, poet and writer 
• Tom Flynn journalist 

Law and policing:
• Edmund James Flynn, attorney in Canada 
• Edward A. Flynn, Chief of the Milwaukee Police Department 
• William J. Flynn (1867–1928), director of the FBI from 1919 to 1921
Music:
• James R. Flynn (songwriter), American country musicsongwriter 
• Johnny Flynn, musician 
• Patrick Flynn (composer), composer and conductor 
• Robert Flynn, guitarist for the Bay Area metal band Machine Head 

• Matt Flynn (musician), drummer for the band Maroon 
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Politics and governance:
• Dan Flynn, Texas politician 
• Edward J. Flynn, American politician, Secretary of State of New York 1929–1939 
• Elizabeth Gurley Flynn, political activist 
• John Flynn (Irish politician) (died 1968), Fianna Fáil politician from Kerry 
• John Flynn (New Brunswick politician) (born 1954) 
• John Gerrard Flynn, British Ambassador to Venezuela, Dominican Republic and Haiti, and Angola 
• Pádraig Flynn, Irish politician between 1977 and 1999 
• Patrick Flynn (Canadian politician) (1921–1996),  Liberal Party 
• Paul Flynn (politician) (born 1935), British Labour Party MP for Newport West 
• Raymond Flynn, former mayor of Boston, Massachusetts 
• William S. Flynn (1885–1966), Governor of Rhode Island from 1923 to 1925

Science, medicine and academia:
• Colin P. Flynn, professor at the University of Illinois 
• Jim Flynn (academic) (born 1934), intelligence researcher in New Zealand 
• John Flynn (1880–1951), Minister & the founder of the Royal Flying Doctor Service of Australia 
• Michael J. Flynn, American computer scientist & inventor of Flynn's taxonomy 
• Shirley E. Flynn, Wyoming historian

Sport:
• Ann Flynn, American track and field athlete 
• Brian Flynn (born 1955), Welsh footballer 
• Christopher Flynn, Welsh footballer 
• Daniel Flynn, New Zealand cricketer 
• Don Flynn, Football player, Dallas Texans, New York Jets 
• Doug Flynn (born 1951), American baseball player 
• Edward Flynn, American boxer, Gold medalist at the 1932 Olympic Games 
• Eddie Flynn, Irish soccer player 
• George Flynn (baseball) 
• John Flynn, former baseball player 
• John Flynn, Irish footballer 
• John Flynn, rugby league footballer of the 1900s, for England, and Broughton Rangers 
• Lefty Satan Flynn, British Honduran boxer, Jamaican dual-weight titleholder 
• Michael Flynn (footballer) (born 1980), Welsh soccer player (of Wigan, Gillingham etc.) 
• Mike Flynn, English footballer (of Preston N.E., Stockport etc., now Salford City) 
• Mike Flynn (American football), American football player 
• Mike Flynn (baseball), American baseball player 
• Mike Flynn (basketball), American basketball player 
• Patrick Flynn (athlete) (1895–1969), American Olympic medalist 
• Paul Flynn (hurler) (born 1974), Irish hurler for Waterford 
• Paul Flynn (footballer), Dublin Gaelic footballer 
• Ted Flynn, Australian Rules footballer 
• Tom Flynn (American football), retired NFL athlete

Others:
• Harry Flynn, Roman Catholic Archbishop of the Archdiocese of Saint Paul and Minneapolis 
• John Flynn (director) (1932–2007), American film director 
• Michael T. Flynn, U.S. major general, who is senior military intelligence officer in Afghanistan 
• Mike Flynn,  American radio host
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Errol Flynn, Australian actor
John Flynn, Australian who 

founded  Flying medical service

James Flynn, New Zealand 
Intelligence researcher

General Michael J Flynn
American General in Afghanistan

William J. Flynn,
Director of the FBI Barbara Flynn

British actress/narrator
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- CONNAILLE MUIRTHEMNE -
Clann GALLAGHER

Gallagher is the Anglicization of the Irish surname, Ó Gallchobhair. In the mid 20th century, it was one of 
the most common Irish surnames, most of the recorded births being located in the north-west areas of 
Ulster  & Connacht,  with  the majority  being recorded  in  their  homeland,  Co,  Donegal.  Variants  include 
Gallacher,  Gallager,  Gallocher,  Gallaher,  Galliher,  Gallaugher,  Galagher,  Galegher,  Goligher & 
Golliher.  Their early genealogy was closely tied to that of the Ui Eathac Coba, their kindred to the north.

List of notable Gallaghers:
• William Davis Gallagher, son of Irish refugee, who took part in Robert Emmet's 1803 Irish Rebellion. 
• Austin Gollaher, Saved Abraham Lincoln from drowning when both were children. 
• Henry M. Gallagher, US judge who served in Minnesota. 
• Gerald Bernard Gallagher , Of the British Phoenix Islands Settlement Scheme 
• Henry Joseph Gallagher, Fought at the Maginot line in WWII and later in the Korean War, where he 

was awarded the Distinguished Conduct Medal for bravery. 
• Raymond C.  Gallagher,  Staff  Sergeant,  flight  engineer  on the 'Bockscar',  the  B-29 bomber  that 

dropped a nuclear bomb on Nagasaki, Japan, which forced the surrender of the Japanese in WW2. 
• Patsy Gallacher, Footballer known as 'the Mighty Atom'. Born in Milford, raised in Glasgow. 
• Dave Gallaher, First All Blacks rugby captain.  
• John J. "Taps" Gallagher, US basketball sports coach. 
• C. Thomas Gallagher, American republican politician, served more years as an elected state official 

than any other individual in Florida history. 
• Rory Gallagher, Blues guitarist & singer. Born into a Donegal family in Ballyshannon, raised in Cork. 
• Gallagher Brothers,  Noel & Liam Gallagher song writing duo of the rock band Oasis, later solo. 
• Conrad Gallagher, Chef and businessman from Letterkenny. Particularly famous for his work as a 

young head chef at Peacock Alley in central Dublin. 
• Paddy Gallagher, Businessman, writer and campaigner for West Donegal. Founder of  The Cope. He 

was commemorated by An Post with a postage stamp in early 2006. 
• Pat 'the Cope' Gallagher, MEP – businessman who is currently a Fianna Fáil MEP for North-West 

Ireland and was formerly a TD. Grandson of Paddy 'the Cope'. 
• Tommy Gallagher, SDLP politician who was formerly an MLA for Fermanagh & South Tyrone. 
• Ann Gallagher - politician who served in Seanad Éireann. 
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• Matt Gallagher, Captain in US army, author of Kaboom: Embracing the Suck in a Savage Little War 
• Michael Gallagher, political scientist at TCD who created the Gallagher Index 

Contemporary notables named Gallagher:
• John Patrick Gallagher, Canadian geologist & businessman, who founded Dome Petroleum.
• Helen Gallagher, American actress.
• Joseph Gerard Gallagher, British Chess Interntional Grandmaster, and British Champion.
• Kim Ann Gallagher, American Olympic track and field athlete.

Peter K. Gallagher
American actor, musician, writer

Helen Gallagher
American actress, singer

Dr. Peter T. Gallagher
Irish astrophysicist

Michael Gallagher
American radio host & right wing 

commentator
Bridie Gallagher

Irish pop star singer

Joseph Gerard Gallagher
British Chess Grandmaster
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- DAL  MONAIG -
Clann GILLESPIE

'Gillespie' is an Anglicized form of the Irish Mac Giolla Epscoip, which is a  patronymic form of a byname 
meaning  "servant  of  the  bishop".  The  annals  make  note  of  Mac  Giolla  Epscoip  as  a  chief  of  Clann 
Aeilabhra, rector of Monach-an-Dúin, legislator of Cath Monaigh. O'Donovan places the Clann Ailebra in 
county Down (Four Masters).  MacLysaght places these Mac Giolla Epscoips,  chiefs of Aeilabhra in the 
barony of Iveagh, Co. Down; later becoming Erenaghs of Kilraine in Co. Donegal. 

Notable people named Gillespie:
• A. Arnold Gillespie (1899–1978), American cinema special effects artist 
• Aaron Gillespie (born 1983), American rock singer & drummer 
• Alastair Gillespie (born 1922), Canadian politician 
• Alessa Gillespie, character from the Silent Hill series 
• Archibald H. Gillespie (1810–1873), officer in the United States Marine Corps 
• Billy Gillespie (1891–1981), Irish football (soccer) player 
• Bobby Gillespie (born 1962), Scottish rock and roll musician 
• Brock Gillespie (born 1983), professional basketball player 
• Craig Gillespie (born 1967), Australian film director 
• Dahlia Gillespie, character from the Silent Hill series 
• Dan Gillespie, mathematical chemist 
• Dan Gillespie Sells (born 1979), English singer 
• Dana Gillespie (born 1949), British actress and singer 
• David Gillespie, Australian rugby league footballer 
• Dean M. Gillespie (1884–1949), American politician 
• Dizzy Gillespie (1917–1993), American jazz musician 
• Earl Gillespie (1922–2003), American sportscaster 
• Ed Gillespie (born 1962), American lobbyist 
• Gary Gillespie (born 1960), Scottish footballer 
• George Gillespie (1613–1648), Scottish theologian 
• George Lewis Gillespie, Jr. (1841–1913), US Army officer 
• James Gillespie (c.1747-1805), American politician 
• Jason Gillespie (born 1975), Australian cricketer 
• Keith Gillespie (born 1975), Northern Irish footballer 
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• Mitch Gillespie, American politician 
• Nick Gillespie (born 1963), American editor & political writer 
• Paul Gillespie (1920–1970), Major League Baseball catcher 
• Ronald Gillespie (born 1924), Canadian chemist 
• Ross Gillespie (born 1935), New Zealand hockey player 
• Shaun Gillespie, Canadian politician & new wave musician 
• Steven Gillespie (born 1985), English footballer 
• Stuart Gillespie (born 1957), New Zealand cricketer 

Gillaspie:
• Conor Gillaspie (born 1987), American baseball player 
• Kayne Gillaspie (born 1979), American fashion designer

Bill Gillespie
Canadian Journalist & Author

Darlene Gillespie
Canadian born Mouskateer John H. Gillespie

American evolutionary biologist

Kayne Gillespie
American fashion designer

Gina Gillespie
American child film star

Jacqueline Pascarl-Gillespie
Australian author
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- UI  EATHACH  COBA -
Clann GORMAN

The Gormáin family descended from the chieftains of the Pictish Uí Bairrche. They lived in Leinster 
and held the lands of Slieve Margy in present day Co. Laois and lands near Carlow. They were forced from 
those lands by the Normans under lord Walter de Riddlesford. A group of them went to Co. Monaghan in 
Ulster  and another moved westwards towards Daire Seanleath in Uaithne Cliach,  which is  the modern 
barony of Owney, in Co. Limerick. The family settled in lands controlled by the O'Briens, in the area of  
Ibrackan, where they were known in the 15th century for their wealth, hospitality and their patronage of 
Gaelic poets. The first of the family to settle in Munster was Murtagh, son of Donogh. The chiefs of the 
family were hereditary marshalls to the O'Briens.

Some notable Gormans: 
• Lou Gorman (James G. "Lou" Gorman), general manager of the Boston Red Sox 1984–1993 
• Melissa Gorman, Australian long distance swimmer 
• Robert J. Gorman, (1915–2007) prominent Chicago civil rights attorney 

Margaret Gorman
First Miss America 1921 James Gorman VC

Won during the Crimean War
4 star Gen. Paul F. Gorman

US Army
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- UI  EATHAC  COBA -
Clann GUINESS

Guinness family Coat of Arms
Spelling variations of this name include: Genis, Magennis, Ginessy & McGuinness.  First found in County 
Down,  where they held  a family seat  from ancient  times.  Guinness is  a  sept  of  the Clan  Gregor.  Uí 
Eathach Coba (Kindred of the Victorious Boat people) - was centred about the baronies of Upper and 
Lower Iveagh in County Down.  They gave rise to the Clan Aodha  & the Cinel Faghartaigh.  The Clan 
Aodha,  or MacGuinness,  rose to great power in the twelfth century, and became the chief lords of  Ui 
Eathach Coba.  The  Guinness  family is presently an extensive aristocratic Anglo-Irish Protestant family 
noted for their accomplishments in brewing, banking, politics and religious ministry. They are particularly 
known among the general public for producing the dry stout, Guinness Beer, which they still own to this day. 
The founder of the dynasty, Arthur Guinness, is believed to have had partly McCartan origins. Beginning in 
the late 18th century, they became a prominent part of what is known in Ireland as 'the Ascendancy'.

Four members of the family held the UK Parliament constituency of Southend, which became popularly 
known as "Guinness-on-Sea".  The "banking line" Guinnesses all descend from Arthur's brother, Samuel, 
who set up as a goldbeater in Dublin in 1750.

Sir Alec Guinnes
Consummate multi-talented actor 

Arthur Guinnes 
Founder of Guinnes brewery  

Edward Guinnes
First  Earl of Iveagh
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- CONAILLE  MUIRTHEMNE -    
Clann KAVANAUGH

The Kavanagh's originated from the MacMurrough Family. The Kavanagh clann started in the 12th Century 
by Donal Caomhanach (later Kavanagh), illegitimate son of Dermot MacMurrough, King of Leinster. The 
Gaelic name Caomhanach means follower of St. Caomhan. Caomh translates into gentle or tender.
Some notable Kavanaghs:

• Arthur MacMurrough Kavanagh: King of Leinster, 15th Century 
• Charles Kavanagh: Governor of Habesburg Prague, mid 18th Century 
• Brian Kavanagh: Last duly inaugurated Chief of the name. 
• Arthur MacMurrough Kavanagh: 1831-1899 Born without limbs he was a father of 7, a member of 

Parliament, and Artist, poet, & sailor. He was dubbed MacMurrough Kavanagh. 
• Patrick Kavanagh (1904-1967) Modern Irish Poet 
• Morgan Peter Kavanagh (1800-1874) author 
• Julia Kavanagh (1824-1877) daughter of Morgan, also an author. 

Patrick Kavanagh
Irish Poet (1904-1967)

Arthur McMurrough Kavanagh

Dr Brian Kavanagh
Senior Scientist/Physiology 

University of Toronto
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- DAL  CUAILGNE -
Clann LANAHAN

The families Lanahan/Lenahan are of Irish origin and derive from two distinct ancient Pict septs. The first of 
these, O'Leanachain (mantled cloak), was a prominent family in County Roscommon, where the name is 
still numerous and is also widely dispersed throughout Connacht. Spelling variations include O' Lenaghan, 
O' Leneghan, Lenaghan, Leneghan, Lanahan, Lenahan, Lenehan, Lenihan & Lennihan. The second  family, 
O' Luigeachain, was influential in Munster. Spelling variations are: O'Lungan, Lunican, Lonican, Linighan, 
Linahan and Linehan. 

Brian Richard Linehan (Sept 3, 1944 – June 4, 2004) was a Canadian television host from Hamilton, 
Ontario. He was known for his celebrity interviews. Linehan was one of seven children. His Irish father, Les, 
worked at one of the local steel mills. 

Brian R. Linehan
Canadian TV interviewer

Nancy Lenehan
American actress Jean Lanahan

 Columnist, actress 
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- LOIGIS -
Clann LARKIN

Larkin, was Anglicized from the ancient O'Lorcain, and occurred in many references. Name variations 
are Larkin, O'Larkin, O'Lorcain, O'Lorcane & Larkins.  It means rough, miss-shapen. The  O'Lorcains 
were originally from Co. Donegal, some moving southeast to become the first royal family of Leinster.

James Larkin, born in Liverpool in 1876, was an Irish trade union leader, and a prominent social activist. 
He founded the Irish Labour Party and the Worker's Union of Ireland. His is famous for leading a number  
of labour-related strikes, notably the 1913 Dublin Lockout where over 100,000 workers went on strike for 
nearly eight months. His influence continues in the collective memory of Dubliners.

Philip Arthur Larkin,  CH, CBE, FRSL (9 August 1922 – 2 December 1985) was an English poet & 
novelist. His first book of poetry,  The North Ship, was published in 1945, followed by two novels, Jill 
(1946) and A Girl in Winter (1947), and he came to prominence in 1955 with the publication of his second 
collection of poems.. He was the recipient of many honours, including the Queen's Gold Medal for Poetry. 
He was offered, but declined, the position of poet laureate in 1984.

Annette Larkins, 
American Author

James Larkin
 Trade Unionist & Social activist

Philip Larkin 
English poet
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- UI  LABHRADHA -
Clann LAVERY

.Ó  Labhradha  Tréan,  Anglicized  means  'strong O'Lavery', and  sometimes  written  in  AngloIrish  as 
"Tréanlámagh", the  following  surnames  survive:  "Trainor",  Traynor",  O'Lavery",  "O'Laverty",  
"McLavery", "McLaverty", MacLavery" and "MacLaverty". 

There were large settlements of Laverys & Laffertys in counties Antrim, Donegal, and Tyrone and smaller 
settlements  in  counties  Armagh,  Down  and  Londonderry  (or  Doire)  in  the  days  pre  1600.   Lafferty  is 
predominantly an Irish Surname. 

● Byrony Lavery, British Dramatist.
● Cecil Patrick Lavery,  Irish lawyer
● Lady Hazel Lavery, Irish painter.
● Liam Lavery, American Tech Lawyer. 
● Senator Randy Laverty. Chairman of Energy Council, Arkansas
● Honourable William J. Lavery, American Chief Court Administrator
● Charles Michael Lavery, QC , Irish Barrister

Padre A. Marshall Laverty
Canadian Army

Sir John Lavery, 
Irish Portrait Painter

Ian Lavery British MP
Constituency of Wansbeck
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- LOIGIS -
Clann LAWLOR

The earliest historical record now extant tells us that Lethlobar was a King of Ulidia who died in 871 AD.  
Ancient Kings of Dalriada,  in Antrin, and Ulidia and the Ulster family of Lawlors followed.  After the 10th 
century, the Ulster Annals do not continue the story of this particular sept, but a family of the same name did 
rise to prominence in Leinster.  They were one of the "Seven Septs of Laois" and were kinsmen of the 
O'Mores. Their clan lands surrounded the famous Rock of Dunamase in County Laois (formerly spelled 
Laoighis or Leix). Their family seat was Dysart Enos where they held sway until the time of Queen Elizabeth 
I, and the English colonization of Erie, which the English renamed 'Ireland'. Some notable Lawlors:
● Tyler Lawlor,  Canadian slalom canoer.
● Liam Aloysius Lawlor, irish politician.
● Sean Lawlor, Irish character actor and Playwright.
● Éamonn Lawlor, Irish Radio Brioadcaster.

Patrick Lawlor, American
Pinball machine designer

Laurie Lawlor, American 
Journalist & Childrens' writer 

Brian Lawlor 
American TV Executive
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- SOGAIN -
Clann LENNAN

The  Dal Sogain (the happy people), a Cruithni (Pict) tribe, were the original tribe of the County Galway 
area, and dwelt among the UI Maine to the north and east, that is among the Laigin tribe of Oirghailla. 

Spelling  variations:  MacLennan,  MacAlinion,  Leonard,  Lennan,  Lennen,  Lennon,  Linnane,  O'Lennan, 
O'Lennon, Lennane. The MacLennons  trace back to the ancient royal families of Albann & Erie through 
Onnuss Macgillafinan, Lord of Locherne in 1230. They held a family seat in Co. Galway from ancient times. 

Crotair  MacGilligorm was educated by the monks at  Beauly Priory and he later  founded churches at 
Kilmor, Sleat, Kilchrinin & Glenelg. His son, Gille Fhinnein, was the progenitor of the Clan MacLennan.

John Lennon
Leader of the Beatles

Lennan sisters singing quartet

George Lennon (1920)
IRA leader during Irish war of 
Independence and the later 

Irish Civil War.  After the latter, 
he became a dedicated pacifist
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- UI  LABHRADHA -
Clann LOWRY

The Clann, UI Labhradha,  are descendents from the Dal n'Araid. Lowery (also  (O') Lowry,  Lowrey or 
Lavery & sometimes even Lynch or Linch) is an Anglicized surname of the Irish surname Ó Labhradha, 
who were a chieftain clan of the ancient Uulladd. The Ó Labhradha last existed as a petty nation in the late 
12th century A.D. in (the kingdom of) Ulidia or 'the Ulaidh'.

Four branches of the name are:  Trinlavery (which has also been translated as  Armstrong [from trean - 
meaning strong]), Roelavery, (from rua meaning red) & Baunlavery, (from "ban" meaning white).

These Irish families are still present in areas of the Ulladd's original province of Ulster. They are found in 
counties Armagh, Antrim & Down. 

Henry Berry Lowry
CSA Confederate outlaw

Lois Lowry, American writer of 
thirty childrens books Joseph Lowery, American

 civil rights leader & minister
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- DAL n'ARAID -
Clann LYNCH

 The name, Lynch, in Ireland was derived from the native Gaelic 'O'Loinsig'. Their ancient Irish homeland, 
Dalaraidia, was in northern Antrim. The Dal n'Araid in Co. Antrim included the Ua Loingsig kings, who ruled 
Magh Line from Lisnalinchy. Another branch of the family was based in the Province of Connaught, and was 
one of the 'Tribes of Galway'. Today, their descendents  remain numerous in Counties Antrim and Down.
Lynch is also a variant of the Gaelic surname  Ó Labhradha, who  were a chieftain clan of the 
ancient Pict Ulaid  tribe. The Ó Labhradha last existed as a petty nation in the late 12th century  
A.D. in Ireland’s Ulidia kingdom.
Notable people named Lynch:
A

• Alastair Lynch (born 1968), Australian football player 
• Albert Lynch, Peruvian painter 
• Allen Lynch, Medal of Honor recipient 
• Angela Lynch, Mayor of Galway

B
• Benito Lynch, Argentine writer of Irish descent 
• Benny Lynch (1913–1946), boxer 
• Brian Lynch (basketball), American basketball player 
• Brian Lynch (musician), American jazz musician 
• Brian Lynch (public servant), New Zealander 
• Brian Lynch (writer), American writer, director, and actor

C
• Charles Lynch (judge), Virginia militia officer in American Revolutionary War 
• Charles Lynch (politician) (1783–1853), United States politician 
• Christopher Lynch (businessman), current Chief Financial Officer of BHP Billiton Ltd 
• Cynthia Lynch (born 1971), wrestler

D
• Damian Lynch (born 1979), former Irish association footballer 
• Daniel Lynch (basketball), former basketball coach at St. Francis College 
• David Lynch (born 1946), American film director
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E
• Eliza Lynch, mistress of Francisco Solano López, Paraguayan dictator 
• Eric Lynch, American radio personality 
• Ernesto Guevara De La Serna y Lynch, the full name of (Che) Guevara 
• Evanna Lynch, Irish actress, known as Luna Lovegood in Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix

F
• Fionán Lynch, Irish politician

G
• Gene Lynch (1891–1960), American artist 
• Genevieve Springston Lynch (1891–1960), American artist 
• Geoffrey Lynch, aka Geffere Lynch, 4th Mayor of Galway, fl. 1488-1489 
• George Lynch (basketball), retired American professional basketball player 
• George Lynch (musician) American heavy metal guitarist with the heavy metal band Dokken 
• George Lynch (race car driver) (1918–1997) 
• Grayston Lynch (1923-2008), American soldier and CIA officer

H
• Holly Lynch, American model

J
• Jack Lynch (1917–1999), sports star and fourth Taoiseach of the Republic of Ireland 
• Jack Lynch (baseball) , American baseball player 
• Jane Lynch (born 1960), American actress, best known for her work on the TV show Glee 
• Jarvis Lynch, American general 
• Jay Lynch (born 1945) An American cartoonist 
• Jennifer Lynch, American film director 
• Jeremiah Lynch (1888–1953), Irish-born Scotland Yard detective and spycatcher 
• Jessica Lynch (born 1983), American soldier and prisoner of war 
• Joe Lynch (actor) (1925–2001), Irish actor 
• Joe Lynch (boxer) (1898–1965), American boxer 
• Joel Lynch (born 1987), English footballer 
• John H. Lynch, American politician and governor of New Hampshire
• John Lynch (actor), actor from Northern Ireland 
• John Lynch  (born 1971), American football player 

K
• Kelly Lynch (born 1959), American actress 
• Kenny Lynch, English singer and actor 
• Kevin Lynch (hunger striker), Irish republican 
• Kevin A. Lynch (1918–1984), American urban planner and author 

L
• Liam Lynch, Irish general 
• Liam Lynch (musician), musician, puppeteer, and director

M
• Mark Lynch (association footballer) 
• Mark Lynch (Gaelic footballer) 
• Marshawn Lynch, American National Football League running back 
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N
• Nancy Lynch, professor at MIT 
• Noel Lynch, British politician 
• Nnenna Lynch, American distance runner

P
• Patricio Lynch, Chilean rear-admiral 
• Peirce Lynch, first Mayor of Galway 
• Peter Lynch, investor

Q
• Quinten Lynch, Australian Football League player for the West Coast Eagles

R
• Ray Lynch (born 1943), American musician 
• Robert Clyde Lynch, American physician who developed the Lynch operation 
• Ross Lynch, American actor and musician 
• Riker Lynch, American actor and musician 
• Rydel Lynch, American musician 
• Rocky Lynch, American musician

S
• Sandra Lea Lynch  first woman judge on the United States Court of Appeals for the First Circuit 
• Scott Lynch (born 1978), American fantasy author 
• Shane Lynch (born 1976), Irish singer 
• Simon Lynch (footballer), Canadian footballer 
• Stan Lynch, former drummer for Tom Petty and The Heartbreakers 
• Stephen Lynch (cricketer) (born 1976), New Zealander 
• Stephen Lynch (musician), American singer/comedian 
• Stephen Lynch (politician), American congressman 
• Stephen Andrew Lynch, American businessman 
• Steve Lynch, guitarist with the American band Autograph 
• Susan Lynch (paediatrician), First Lady of New Hampshire 
• Sybil Lynch, American singer

T
• Thaddeus Lynch (1901–1966), Irish politician 

V
• Valeria Lynch (born 1952), Argentine singer

W
• William Hawthorn Lynch, American journalist and Louisiana state inspector general 
• William F. Lynch (1801–1865), American naval officer
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Rear Admiral Patricio Lynch
Chilean Navy Kelly Lynch

American Film & TV Actor Grayston L. Lynch
American soldier, CIA officer,

Author

Ernesto Che Guevara Lynch
Argentine Marxist revolutionary, 

physician, author, guerrilla 
leader

Jessica Lynch
US Army soldier, POW,

(2nd Iraq war)
General Liam Lynch
Irish Republican Army

Evanna Lynch
Irish film actor (Harry Potter)

Jennifer Lynch
Canada's Chief Censor Major General Jarvis Lynch 

USMC, 
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- SOGAIN -
Clann MANNING

The Sogain were a Dal n'Araid-associated Pict tribe, who settled in the central Connacht area before 700 
BC. There were also branches in Galway and to the north and east.  After the invasion and settlement of 
their Connacht territory by the more numerous Firbolg Damnonii “Laigin” tribe of Ui Maine about 4OOBC, 
they lost  most  of  their  properties,  but  they maintained an independent  territory in  north-central  Galway 
between Galway Bay and the Shannon, which was centred in the barony of Tiaquin. Based at their castle of 
Clogher, they paid an annual tribute to the O'Kellys, & retained their estates until the confiscations of the 
17th century. Cornet John Manning of the O’Neills Dragoons in the Irish army of James II was by descent an 
O’Mannion.  

O'Mannion was anglicized to Manning after the Anglo-Norman invasion of the 12 th century.  Other Sogain 
families were:  Masterson, McCormack, Boyle, Nolan, Halligan, Kiernan, Kennedy, Casey,  Glennon, 
Mullally, Reynolds, Farrell, Victory, Tynan, & Coyle.

Ernest Manning
Preacher and longtime 

Premier of Alberta 

Preston Manning
First leader of the

Alliance Party of Canada 
& Member of Parliament

Maurice Manning
Irish politician (Fine Gael 

Party) Member of Irish 
Parliament

David Manning
British diplomat &

Present member of 
Household staff for 

Princes William & Harry
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- SOGAIN -
Clann MANNION

From the Pictish tribes of Connacht, this family was the Chief family of the Sogain. Their original surname 
was Dal Manach (monk), in P-Celtic, which in 300AD, was converted to UI Manach in Q-Celtic, and then 
modernized to O'Manach, and finally Anglicized to one of several derivates; O'Mannin, Manion, Mannion, 
Manan, Manin, Manon, Menon, Mannion and Mannin.  The sept of O'Mannin was located in the Barony of 
Tiaquin, in County Galway, and their Chief's residence was the castle of Clogher. They were an important 
clann in the region known as Hy many, but they were not of that group by descent, as their ancestors were 
of the ancient pre-Gaelic Pictish rulers of that area.  Some notable members of this family:
● John Mannion, Canadian author, who wrote “Irish settlements in eastern Canada” in 1974.
● Tom Mannion, British actor.

Frank Mannion
Award winning Irish 

Film Producer

Jonathan Mannion
American iconic photographer

Wes Mannion
Australian Zoo Director
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- LOIGIS -
Clann MORES (MOORE)

The Irish Moores are from O' Mordha (stately, noble). Their eponymous ancestor, Mordha, was twenty-first 
in descent from Conal Cearnach, the most distinguished legendary Cruithni (Pict) hero of the Red Branch.

The Pictish 'Loigis' tribe retained their power status by maintaining a buffer state,  Laois, that protected 
northern Leinster Laigin & Celtic Firbolgs from attacks by Munster pre-Celts. Their familes were O'Mores, 
O'Dorans,  O'Lawlors & O'Dowliongs. The O'Mores were most prominent among these familes, they led 
those who resisted the Anglo/Norman invasions of the 12th century. 'Moore' is an English spelling, which the 
O'Mores were forced to take. Clan O'More was a clan the English feared & hated. Some notable Moores:

• Father Florence O'More, (1550-1616) was a noted Irish Jesuit in Austria. Other members of this family 
were noted as economists, architects, etc.
• Rev. Henry Moore (1751-1844) left Dublin for London to work as a woodcarver. Instead he became the 
devoted servant of John Wesley, who appointed him as one of his literary executors. He wrote 'a life of 
Wesley', despite many opportunities, he adhered to the austere life of a travelling preacher.

Roger Moore, British actor, 
notably in James Bond series

Micheal Moore, American film 
producer and social activist

Clayton Moore, Renowned 
American actor who played the 

Lone Ranger in many films
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- CONAILLE  MUIRTHEMNE -
Clann MURDOCH

Conaille Muirthemne (Union of Fellowship) - were centered in the barony of Dundalk in  County Louth, 
along the eastern coast in the southernmost part of old Ulster. The Irish Nennius cites their lands extending 
to  Mag Fothaid,  Mag Uisnig,  Mag Mogna,  Mag Sulide,  Fernmag,  Mag Mache,  Inber Buasse &  Iath 
Aiche. Their early genealogy was tied to the Uí Eathach Coba, their kindred to the north. The senior family 
was Murdoch. The name Murdock derives from two Gaelic names, Muireach (mariner) &  Murchadh (Sea 
warrior). Some notable Murdochs:

1)  Canadian Brigadier General Horatio Ward Murdoch, Commander, 18th Canadian Brigade, WW1.

2)  British Lt. William McMaster Murdoch RNR, First Officer on the Bridge, when HMS Titanic sank.

Rupert Murdoch
Australian billionaire entrepreneur

Dame Iris Murdoch
Irish born Author & Philosopher Sir Keith Murdoch

Australian Newspaper entrepreneur
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- CONAILLE  MUIRTHEMNE -
Clann MURROUGH

The original ancient name of the Mac Murroughs was  Mac Murchadha  (Murra). Spelling variations are: 
McMorough, McMorogh, McMorrough, McMurrer, Murphy.  Originating in Leinster, where they held a seat 
from ancient times.

● Edward R. Murrow (born Egbert Roscoe Murrow; April 25, 1908 – April 27, 1965) was an 
American broadcast  journalist.  He first  came to prominence with  a series of  radio news 
broadcasts during World War II, which were followed by millions of listeners in the United 
States.  Fellow  journalists  Eric  Sevareid,  Ed  Bliss,  Bill  Downs,  and  Alexander  Kendrick 
considered Murrow one of journalism's greatest figures, noting his honesty and integrity in 
delivering the news.  A pioneer of television news broadcasting, Murrow produced a series 
of TV news reports that helped lead to the censure of Senator Joseph McCarthy.

● Diarmait  MacMurchada  (Diarmait  macMurchadha),  anglicized as Dermod MacMurrough 
(c. 1110), was a King of Leinster in Ireland.

Edward R. Murrow
American  pioneer in radio 

journalism

Diarmait Mac Murcada
King of Leinster

Audie Murphy
American war hero & actor
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- UACHTAR TIRE -
Clann NIALL

The O'Nialls were originally Princes of the Fothairt, a Pict southern outpost in present day County 
Leinster. They had special privileges there as they had first nation status. O' Niall is arguably the most 
illustrious surname in irish history. Their history could fill  volumes such has been their influence on Irish 
history and culture. They were most associated with Ulster Province (the red hand of Ulster is taken from 
their coat of arms).

They were of  a tribe called the 'Ui  Niall'  who were the descendants of  the famous 'Niall  of  the Nine 
Hostages' and who were undisputed Kings of Ireland for centuries. They formed two main branches, the 
Southern Ui Niall, located in County Meath, and the more powerful Northern Ui Niall of Ulster. 

Their conquered territory (in the fifth century AD), being modern day Counties Tyrone, Derry and Donegal. 
The Ulster septs of the northern O'Niall, are those most associated with the name. Their ancestor was Niall,  
King of Ireland, who died while battling the Vikings in the year 919 AD. 

The O'Neills were so powerful that they were targeted by the English for extermination with special zeal in 
the sixteenth century. Despite the best efforts of the English under their agent Essex, the O'Neills continued 
to thrive in Ulster right up until the 'Flight of the Earls' in 1607, and the departure from Ireland forever of  
Hugh O'Neill (1540-1616), the second Earl of Tyrone. His departure signalled a new era in Irish life and 
history as the Gaelic way of life was finally subverted by the superior war machine of the English.

There have been many famous bearers of the name including Shane O'Neill (1530-1567), Sir Niall O'Neill  
(1658-1690) who distinguished himself at the battle of the Boyne. Arthur O'Neil (1737-1816) was a blind 
harpist of great renown. John O'Neill (1834-1878) was a Fenian leader. Eugene O'Neill (1888-1953), the 
dramatist, was the son of an American actor, himself an Irish immigrant. Congress Thomas 'Tipp' O'Neill  
(1912-1994) was a US Speaker of the House of Representatives and an advocate of the Irish cause.

In modern times the name O'Neill is still found throughout the world in considerable numbers, such was the 
influence of the mighty families of O'Neill. 

It is said that Niall's son, Eoghan, was baptized by St. Patrick. Eoghan, King of Aileach in North Donegal,  
who died in 465 AD, he joined three of his brothers in taking the entire northwest corner of Ireland around 
425AD from the Ulidians who had heretofore held it  since 750BC, and established his kingdom, in the 
Peninsula of 'Innisowen' (Eoghan's Island). He converted to Christianity about the year 442 AD and married 
Indor Fionn ('The White'), a Pict princess, and with her was ancestor of the Cenel Eoghain. the principal 
family being the 0' Neills. including the famous Hugh 0' Neill,  the Great, Earl of Tyrone and nemesis of 
Queen Elizabeth I of England, who died in Rome in 1603, after fleeing Ulster in what became known as the 
Flight of the Earls.
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The O' Neills of Ulster were a fiercely proud, sometimes arrogant clan. Although their royal dynasty is long 
gone, their fame still lives on in many parts of the world, particularly in Europe, where O' Neills fought in the 
armies of Spain, Austria and the Netherlands. There were also distinguished O' Neills in the Church and the 
arts. The wandering, blind harper, Arthur O' Neill (1737-1816), is recorded as having said, "wherever an O' 
Neill sits he is always the head of the table". This Arthur was the rootstock from which has sprung some of 
the best in Irish traditional music.

THE  FOUR  IRISH  REGIONAL  ARMS  OF  O' NEILL

 
O' Neill ancient O' Neill of Clanaboy O' Neill of Tyrone Nihill of Clare

Were the O'Neills actually Picts?  They acted like Picts. When they took Pict Princesses as wives and they 
adopted the Lion Rampant of Albann as their symbol in Co. Tyrone & Co. Clare, speaks volumes.  Then, the 
'ÓNeill Red hand' of Ulster remains the outstanding symbol of Ulster independence from Erie.

While the official Scottish version remains that the Scottish Lion Rampant was first used in 1220, the fact 
remains that northern Britain was the last area, where the European lion existed. It's existence and respect 
did not begin magically in 1220, without a previous knowledge of it.  Stone sketches of male lions were  
common place in Albann long before Christianity brought literacy. The Scots still called their country 'Alba', 
and the Picts gradually succombed to Gaelic influences, then English.

Pictish stone etching of Lions

 (with a bear in background).
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Ed O'Neill, American actor
(Married with children)

Jennifer O'Neill
American actress, model, author 

and speaker
Eugene O'Neill, American
playwright & Nobel laureate

Peter O'Neill, Prime minister of 
Papua New Guinea

Karen O'Neill, CEO Canadian 
Paralympic Committee

Thomas Phillip 'Tip' O'Neill
Speaker of US Congress

James O'Neill
Irish born American Actor

Sharon O'Neill
New Zealand singer/songwriter

Simon O'Neill, New Zealand-born 
Operatic Tenor Vocalist
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- DAL n' ARAID-
Clann NORTON

Norton was an Irish altered form of  an original  uniquely Pict  royal name, 'Nehhtonn'.  Gaelic  phonetic 
copies  were  Nekton,  Nektan,  Nechtan  and  Nechton.   Modern  English  translations  are  Naughton  or 
MacNaughton. The name originated from the Latin form, Neptūnus of the Greek god of the sea, Poseidon. 
In Pictish, the final 'us' was eliminated, leaving  Neptūn. The Picts did not use 'P'; and replaced it with a 
double “hh”, which they used to denote the 'G'  or 'K'  sound, leaving it to sound like 'NEKTONN'.  In the 
English  equivalent,  Naughton,  the  'gh'  is  silent  to  conform with  the  Celtic  rule  of  aspiration  (when  a 
consonant is followed by an 'H') as in night.
Why did Greek  Explorers & Merchantmen introduce Roman Gods to the Picts? After 168BC, all of Greece 
became a Roman province,  and  Greeks throughout  the  Mediuterannean spoke  both  Greek and Latin. 
Greeks in general had a higher level of literacy than did Roman citizens, and they quickly became teachers, 
philosphers and tutors in the new cosmopolitan Roman Empire..

Ed Norton
American film Actor

Carolyne Norton
British writer

Graham Norton
American TV & Film Actor
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- FOTHAIRT -
Clann NOLAN

The surname Nolan first appeared as "O'Nuallain", from the Gaelic "nuall", meaning "shout". This 
is a reference to the first chief of the clan in Nolan family history, who held the office of Herald, or  
crier, to the kings of Leinster. Nolan has many variations, including O'Nolan, Nowlan, O'Nowlan, 
O'Nowland,  Knowlan,  Noland,  O'Noulane,  O'Niallon and  many  more.   Nowlan  settlers  in 
Canada in the 19th century:
● John Nowlan who landed in Nova Scotia in 1808.
● Elizabeth Nowland who landed in Nova Scotia in 1818.
● Bridget Nowlan who landed in Nova Scotia in 1822.
● Margaret Nowlan who landed in Nova Scotia in 1829.
● James Nowlan, a labourer, aged 34, who landed in Saint John, New Brunswick in 1834.

George Nowlan MP
PC BA LLB, Minister of Finance

Norma Beatrix Nolan
Miss Universe 1962

John Patrick Nowlan
MPP Kings Co. 1965-1993
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- FOTHAIRT -
Clann NULTY

The name means 'son of the Uulladd'.  Some of the Dunleavys who migrated westward to Donegal 
became known as Ultach and some of their descendants assumed the name, Mac an Ultaigh, (son of the 
Ulsterman). Some McNultys are of the Ultonian royal house that produced many kings of Ulidia and 
some McNultys are of the family that produced the last line of over-kings of the Uulladd.
Red Branch houses: MacNulty is the namesake of Ulster, who claim descent from the semi-
mythological heroes of the Red Branch or Ulster Cycle (Gaelic: "Craobh Ruadh"), the parent house, of 
historic record among Ulster's royal houses of the Kingdom of Ulidia, of the legendary Knights of Ulster 
(including Cuchulain, Ferdiad & Conall Cearnach). Note: Refer to Myths & Legends of Ireland co-wrote by 
WB Yeats & Lady Isabella Augusta Gregory. (ISBN 0-517-48904-X)

Dennis Day
Born: Owen Patrick Eugene MacNulty

Renowned Crooner, comic, radio & 
television personality.

Paul J. MacNulty
Leads the Business Crimes 

and Investigations practice at 
firm in Washington, DC

Kevin McNulty
Prolific Canadian TV & Film 
actor born in Penticton, BC
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- DAL m' BUINNE -
Clann QUINN

The Dal m' Buinne, “Kindred of the River”, changed to Q-Celtic in the 4th century AD. This was the original 
Pict Royal family of Co. Tyrone, and part of the Irish Pict aristocracy from about 750BC.  Below, the ruins of  
Dunquaire Castle, built in the heady days of Pict supremacy in Ireland. It was named after King Guaire na 
Buinne, the legendary Pict King of Connacht.

The Dal m'Buinne,  Dal Cuirb & Dal Monaig were descended from three grandsons of  Cabha in County 
Down. he Dal m'Buinne family moved north to the Lough Neigh area and built a redoubt castle on an island. 
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In 331AD, the three (half Pict) Uais brothers, overran the western half of southern Ulster, while the best of 
the Ulladd were in Albann helping the fatherland to fight Roman legions. Ulster lost its military supremacy in 
Ireland forever. The leading house of Dal n'Araid lost the confidence of the people and a period of strife 
precluded the rise of new leaders of Ulidia from the Firbolg Dal Fiatach tribes. 

In the 5th century AD, the sons of Niall, Eoghan, Conaill, and Enda, travelled north from Connacht into the 
north-western regions of Ulster to establish the northern UI Niall dynasty. It was here the Cenél Eóghain and 
Cenél Conaill established themselves as overlords. By the early 5th century, the Northern Niall spread their 
influence eastward into modern county Derry, pushing aside the Picts east of the river Bann & threatened 
the Dal Riatach, who sent colonists into the western Argyll area of Albann in 485AD. The Cenél Eóghain 
drove south & expanded into Co Tyrone, the Dal m' Buinne family was forced to become “Ui Quinn” (Q-
Celtic equivalent), and they became a sept of the Cenél Eóghain.  As Tyrone & its surroundings became the 
homeland of the northern Ui Nialls, the Quinns prospered, and became abundant in the area.

Anthony Quin Mexican American
Actor, painter, writer, film director

Terry Quinn, 
 American actor

Glenn Martin Quinn
Irish Actor

Molly C. Quinn
American actor Christine Quinn 

Speaker, New York City council Colin Quinn
American stand up comedian
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- UI  EATHACH  COBA -
Clann REAGAN

An Anglicization of O'Riodhgach, modern spellings are O'Regan, Reagan, Riagan & O'Riagain,  

O'Riagains were of the four tribes of Teamhair (Tara), and were very active in fighting the Vikings but lost 
their power, when the Normans invaded Ireland in the 1200s, and drove them to Leix County, (Laois). Some 
O'Riagains were descended from Brian Boru's son, Donnchadh, who ruled Counties Clare & Tipperary. 

O'  Réagáin  (Ir.  O'  Riagain  dimin.  of   Ri,  king).  Riagain  was  a  given  name  meaning  'little  king'.  The 
pronunciation in Munster is 'Réagán'.

Regan is  listed among the 100 most  numerous Irish surnames.  Like  most  widespread Irish surnames, 
O'Reagan arose independently in at least three different locations.  Some distinquished O'Regans:
 Maurice O'Regain, wrote a contemporary acount of the Anglo-Norman invasion under Strongbow.
 Sir Teige Mac Shane O' Regan was the last chief of the name of the West Cork family.
 John H. Regan was Postmaster General of the Confederate States of America.

President Ronald W. Reagan 
40th President of the U.S.

Seamus O'Regan
Canadian TV host

Colm O'Regan
Irish comedian
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- DAL n'ARAID -
Clann ROONEY

This Irish clann was derived from O'Rudraigh, which meant 'descendant of the Champion” in old Irish. They 
were renowned as a literate family in County Down.  While they spread throughout Ireland, they remain 
more numerous in Ulster. Legendary chiefs of Dal n'Ariad include 'Cimbaeth – Macha (Queen) – Rudraigh. 
- Bressal Bodibad – Conall Cernach'.

Mickey Rooney
Renowned American actor

Giaan Rooney
Australian Olympic swimmer

Andy Rooney
Award winning American News 

anchor and journalist
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 - DAL m' BUINNE -
Clann SHERRY

In southern Ulster, MacSherry is an anglicization of  MacSearraigh (son of the foal). This family became 
Chiefs of the Dal na Buinne. Spelling variations: Sherry, Sharry, O'Sherry, McSherry, McShairie. 
Notable McSherrys:
• John Patrick McSherry, American baseball umpire.
• James McSherry, American politician, Congressional Representative from Pennsylvania. 
• Richard McSherry, American physician. Founder of the Baltimore Academy of Medicine.
• Brigadier General Frank J. McSherry, Deputy Chief of Allied Military Government, Europe.

At the start of World War II, General McSherry was stationed in Washington, D.C. in the War Department, 
where he took part  in the Federal Security Agency, National Defense Advisory Committee and the War 
Manpower  Commission.  He  took  part  in  developing  programs  for  training  civilian  mechanics  for  war 
industries, the National Defense Vocational Training Program, & the Training Within Industry Program.

James MacSherry
American Judge

Maryland Court of Appeals

John  MacSherry
Irish player of Celtic Pipes Paul MacSherry

Irish guitarist
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- CONAILLE  MUIRTHEMNE -
Clann TIERNY

Tierny is an Anglicized form of Irish  Ó Tiarnaigh,  also spelled  Ó Tighearnaigh.  It  is  derived from 
tiarna, the Irish word for lord or master. This family were  Lords of Carra. The only two family members 
recorded in the Annals of Ulster were Flann Ó Tighearnaigh and Gilbert Ó Tigernaig, who was Bishop 
of Annaghdown, 1306-1323.
A family of the name resided in Ormond, nowadays County Tipperary. Their origins are within the Pict tribe;  
Conaille Muirthemne (Union of fellowship) in County Louth. Their seat was in the townland of Park and 
their  lands,  Fearann  Ó  Tighearnaigh,  took  in  most  of  the  present-day  townlands  of  Ballymackey, 
Ballyknockane, Carrowea, Clash, Falleen, Gortnadrumman, Kilgorteen and Knockane.
Despite the legendary exploits  of  Cuchulaine of  Muirthemne,  the greaest  legendary hero of  the  Red 
Branch, County Louth was forever lost to the Uulladd in the (half Pict) Colla Uais-led attack in 331AD.
Some notable Tierneys are:

Gene Tierney
Renowned American film

 and stage  actress

Gerard Kenneth Tierney 
American film actor

under alias Scott Brady

Jacob Tierney
Canadian film actor
 and screen writer
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- SOGAIN -
Clann BHAIRD  (WARD)

The origin of the  Mhic an Bháird was in Ulster. Before the third century AD, they migrated south to the 
province of  Connacht as one of  the Tribes of  the  Soghain,  under  the leadership of  Eocha,  a  son of 
Sodhán Salbhuidhe na Sreath (Sogan of the Battle-lines), who in turn was the son of  Fiacha Araid, a 
third-century King of Ulster and a direct ancestor of all the Wards of Ireland. They were one of the leading 
clans of the Soghain in what is now County Galway, and were based at Muine Casáin in the modern parish 
of  Ballymacward (Baile  Mhic an Bháird),  in  that  county,  in  a territory known as  Uí Maine.  They were 
employed as bards by the  O'Kellys &  O'Connors, a profession that would become a hereditary right, in 
such fields as law, history, and medicine.

The Clann an Bháird was one of the learned families of late medieval Ireland. It has evolved over many 
centuries, anglicized forms coming down as  MacAward,  McWard,  MacEward,  MacEvard,  Macanward, 
M'Ward, and its most commonly used variant today: Ward. The name means 'son of the bard'.

Sir Joseph George Ward
Prime Minister of New Zealand

Cameron Ward
Canadian ice hockey goalie

Aaron Ward
Canadian ice hockey defenceman 
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